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Notes on Transliteration
1. The Arabic Alphabet
By
No. Letter
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

A
B
T
Th
J
H
Kh
D
Dh
R
Z
S
Sh
S
D

15.
16.
17.

Zh

18.

‘A, ‘I, 'll

19.
20.

Gh
F

21.
22.

Q
K
L

23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.

T

Example
Asad
Badr
Tabuk
Al-Haitham
Jabir
Al-Hiwalah
KhadTjah
Dinar
Dhul-Qa‘dah
Ar-Riba
Zainab
Surah
Ash-Shafi‘y
Al-Ansar
Diya’
At-Tawaf
Azh-Zhihar
‘Aly, Al-'llm, ‘Umar
A!-Mugh1rah
Al-Fatihah
Banu Qaynuqa1
Umm Kulthum
Abu Lahab

M
N

Umaimah
An-Nast’ah

H
W
Y

Hind
Al-Waqi‘ah
Yathrib
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2. Vowels & Diacritical Marks
No.
1.
2.
3.

Letter

By
a
a

Example

4.

u
u

5.
6.
7.

1
A

Fahd
Al-lsnad
Al-Jumu‘ah
Al-Hudud
Ash-Shirk
Ibn STrTn
Al-Ahzab

8.

U

Usamah

9.

1

Al-lhsar

10.

i

A

1

Sa'd, As-Sa‘y
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Translator's Introduction

All praises be to Allah, Who conferred upon us the honor
to be at the service of His Religion. Blessings and peace
be upon Prophet Muhammad, who was sent with the
guidance for all people, regardless of their race,
complexion, or cultural or civiiizational origin.
Allah, the Almighty, addresses Prophet Muhammad
(peace be upon him) in the Glorious Qur'an saying,
--

^ ■»*

r

.* ^

j - -;
which means, "Invite (mankind, O Muhammad (peace be
upon him)) to the Way of your Lord (i.e. Islam) with
wisdom (i.e. with the Divine Revelation and the Qur'an)
and fair preaching, and argue with them in a way that is
better." (An-Nahl, 16:125)
Shaikhul-lslam Ibn Taimiyah, one of the greatest Muslim
Scholars ever, spent his entire life defending the religion
of Allah at all levels. Among such areas was his concern
to respond to the followers of other religions, both refuting
their allegations about Islam and highlighting the aspects
of corruption in their creeds.
In this area, Ibn Taimiyah wrote a number of works
among which Al-Jawab As-Sahih Li-man Baddala Dina AlMasih (Answering Those Who Altered the Religion of
Jesus Christ) is a basic reference. Other books included:
Ar-Radd ’ala al-Nasara (Answering the Christians); Takhjil
Ahl Al-lnjil (Refuting the Allegations of the People of the
Gospel); and Al-Risalah Al-Qubrusiyah (Answering the
Cyprus Message).
Al-Jawab As-Sahih Li-man Baddala Dina Al-Masih
(Answering Those Who Altered the Religion of Jesus
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Christ) is a comprehensive study in which the author not
only refutes the Christians' allegations about Islam but
also raises the contradictions of some Christian beliefs
and even refutes their creedal principles. The book gains
its originality from the fact that it is one of the strongest
compilations ever laid down on its topic; and that's why it
has been chosen for translation.
The translations of the Glorious Qur'an were quoted from
The Noble Qur'an, by Dr. Muhammad TaqT-ud-DIn AlHilaly and Dr. Muhammad Muhsin Khan; King Fahd
Complex for the Printing of the Holy Qur'an, Madinah,
K.S.A.
Translations of the quotations from the Old Testament or
New Testament were quoted from:
1 . Hol yBible: Containing the Old and New
Testaments: Authorized King James Version; The
Gideons
International;
1961
the National
Publishing Co.;
2.Holy
Bible: New
International
Version;
International Bible Society, second print 2000.
3. /W-Kitab Al-Muqaddas (Holy Bible) CD-ROM,
version 2.2, the Bible Society of Egypt.
Although the hadith were translated without their full
chains of transmission, attribution has been made to their
original recording in the different hadith compilations,
which include Sahih Al-Bukhary, Sahih Muslim, Sunan
Abu Dawud, etc.
The translation process of this book took a great effort
from all members of the team.
We would like to express our thanks to everyone who
took part or contributed to the reproduction of this
translation, particularly Mr. As-Shahat At-Tahhan who
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abridged and verified the Arabic source text, the
translators, the revisers and the editor. May Allah reward
them all for their work and make it helpful for those who
seek guidance to the True Path.
Finally, we pray that this translation will provide useful
information and advice to all its readers, regardless of
their background, and that they may all benefit from it. We
also hope that all our efforts on this book will be counted
among our good deeds with Allah, the Almighty. Amen.
Muhammad Fadel
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Preface
In the name of Allah, the Most-Beneficent, the MostMreciful
All Praises be to Allah Alone. May the peace and
blessings of Allah be upon Prophet Muhammad, his
family and his Companions.
The owner of Ummul-Qura Institution for Translation,
Publishing and Distribution charged me to abridge into
one volume, Ibn Taimiyah’s, “The Right Answer for
Whoever Altered the Religion of Jesus Christ.” He asked
me to abridge this work and reproduce it in a simpler and
clearer style, so that it may be easier to translate into
other languages. In this way the work will act as a solid
retort in the face of missionaries who are endeavoring
to raise suspicions against our religion, Islam, especially
these days. For example, the modern day crusaders
declared their purpose publicly, which is to convert the
Islamic world into Christianity. They do not hide their
enmity toward Islam.
Through this invaluable book Shaikhul-lslam, Ibn
Taimiyah responds to a letter from Cyprus, from “Paul, the
Monk; the Bishop of Sayda.” The letter was entitled, “The
logically proven statement that expresses the right
conviction and sound opinion.”
The letter is comprised of all the excuses and pleas that
Christian scholars and pious Christians use to defend
their religion, in the past as well as in recent times, which
are based on many rational and logical arguments. Upon
that, Ibn Taimiyah stood up to confront and expose the
falseness and corruption of such allegations, thereby,
clarifying right from wrong in order that those with sound
judgment can make use of it. He also aimed at outlining
and clarifying the Books, Justice and Wisdom with which
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Allah sent His Messengers.
I have extracted the core meaning of this book through
avoiding any weak hadiths, deleting the detailed
comments and depending mainly upon authentic hadiths.
In addition, I deleted any prolonged commentsty and
quotations cited from the books of the Prophet’s
biographical history except for one or two which were
required to verify the intended meaning. Sometimes, I
mentioned the names of his resources in the lower margin
of the book so that the reader may refer to it easily for
further explanation.
I also omitted repetitive meanings, but preserved the text
of the book completely so that the reader may quote from
it directly, referring to its origin. Sometimes, I rearranged
the order of some information in a way that would benefit
the reader and prevent any confusion.
The goal of this abridgement is to make it easier for those
who do not have access to read the original book. It is
also a means of establishing a connection between the
youth and their ancient, honorable heritage.
I ask Allah to make this book beneficial to all those who
make use of it. I also beseech Him to forgive me for any
negligence or errors, and to count this book amongst my
good deeds, for He is able to do whatever He wills, and
He is the most worthy of answering invocations and
prayers. He is the best Helper and the best Supporter.
May the peace and blessings of Allah be upon
Muhammad, his family and his Companions.
Ash-Shahhat Ahmad At-Tahhan
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Introduction
All praises be to Allah Who has not begotten a child, and
Who has no partner in His Dominion, nor He is in need of
having a helper, protector or supporter. I magnify Him with
all magnificence.
I testify that there is no god but Allah Alone with whom
there is no partner, the One, the Sustainer Who begets
not nor was He begotten and there is non comparable to
Him.
I testify that Muhammad is the Servant of Allah and His
Messenger whom He sent with the guidance and with the
right religion in order that it will overcome all false beliefs
and Allah is sufficient as a witness.
Verily, Allah, Exalted be He, made Muhammad (peace be
upon him) the last of the prophets and so, He perfected
the religion (i.e. Islam) for him and for his nation.
Moreover, He sent him after a long period of time had
passed in the series of prophethood.
Muhammad
(peace be upon him), was sent when false beliefs and
practices had become widespread and overwhelming,
and when the right path was buried beneath
the
quagmire
of deviation to false deities. So, through
Muhammad (peace be upon him) Allah revived what had
been effaced. Through him (peace be upon him) He
suppressed
the polytheists and infidels who were
worshipping idols, fire, and the cross. Through him, He
humiliated the disbelievers from amongst the people of
the Book (Christians and Jews), and those who doubted
and were suspicious.
In fact, Islam is the religion with which all Messengers and
Prophets had been sent, and thus, no religion is accepted
from any human being other than Islam. This also applies
to those who came before Muhammad (peace be upon
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him) and those who will come afterwards, for it is the
religion of the prophets and their sincere followers.
The truthful religion provides proofs of exactness and
truth for whoever contemplates it and for whoever
undertakes to defend it. Therefore, the true religion
strengthens one’s certainty and increases the faith of the
believers. Thus, the light of its guidance illuminates the
hearts of all mankind.
Whenever a disputant defends a false religion, he is
trying to straighten its curved stem but Allah, the Almighty
will undoubtedly send the means to hurl the truth against
falsehood, and refute its claims, and behold falsehood
perishes! Then, its hidden corruption will be exposed
after having been previously unknown to most people.
It was, in fact, a victory for the religion (i.e. Islam) when a
message (in the form of a book), was sent to us from
Cyprus, which appeared to support the religion of the
Christians. This book included all their beliefs and the
proofs they referred to which were detected by reason
and logic. This motivated me to write a reply to it, which
would be the undisputable, definite and right answer that
aims at clarifying the the truth and setting it apart from
falsehood, in order that those who have sound judgment
would make use of it. Through it, I will illustrate to
mankind, the Books, Justice and Wisdom with which Allah
sent His Messengers. I will also mention the wordings of
this book, chapter by chapter and I will follow each
chapter with its appropriate reply. This reply will be
prolonged and will include all relevant details whether
they are main or subordinate, complicated or even
dilemmatic themes and their solutions.
The content will be divided into six chapters as follows:
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Chapter One:
Their claim that Muhammad (peace be upon him) was not
sent to them but to the Arabs of the Pre-lslamic era. It wili
also contain their claim that the verses of the Qur’an
support this very idea as does logical contemplation.
Chapter Two:
Their claim that Muhammad (peace be upon him) praised
their religion (in the Qur’an) to the extent that their
religion and practices should motivate them to adhere
more to it.
Chapter Three:
Their claim that the prophethood of the early Prophets
and their Books, like the Torah, Psalms and the Gospel
assert the truth of their beliefs, namely: the Hypostases,
trinity, unification and so on. Thus, they should adhere to
them, as it is not acceptable for them to desert their
beliefs as long as they are not abrogated by a text or
annulled by rational deduction.
Chapter Four:
It includes their claim that the Trinity is proven according
to logic and according to the revealed laws (i.e. the
Prophetic traditions and their revealed Books) and that it
agrees with the laws of Divinely revealed Books and
Prophetic traditions.
Chapter Five:
Their claim that they are monotheists, justifying their
words that imply polytheism, such as the hypostases,
through claiming that they resemble the words in the Book
of the Muslims
which imply personification and
incarnation.
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Chapter Six:
Their claim that ‘Isa (Jesus, peace be upon him) was sent
after Musa (Moses, peace be upon him) with a perfect
religion (i.e. Christianity) and thus, there is no need for
another religion (i.e. Islam) which aims at the same
purposes and goals which have already been achieved.
Thus, any religion after that of 'Isa is invalid and therefore
not acceptable.
So, by the Grace of Allah to whom all thanks and praise
are due, I will illustrate and prove the falsity of all the
proofs and excuses which they brought claiming that they
have extracted them from the Qur’an. I will also invalidate
all their rational proofs, and thus, they will be left with no
plea. All Divine Books correspond with the Qur’an and
present exactly the same as what it presents. I will also
prove that all facts deduced from a sound, unbiased,
logical discussion are against their claims, unlike what
they think.
With the help of Allah, I will also show to the people of
sound judgment the absurdity, invalidity and corruption of
their beliefs and I will clarify all that proves the falseness
of their case.
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Ibn Taimiyah ... A Short Biography
His Full Name
Taqi ud-Din Abu-l-'Abbas Ahmad Ibn 'Abd al-Halim Ibn
'Abd as-Salam Ibn Taimiyah al-Harrani al-Hanbali.
Birth and Early Life
Ibn Taimiyah was bom on Monday, the 10th of Rabi1 alAwwal 661 H./22nd of January 1263 C.E. at Harran. His
father fled with his family from Harran to Damascus in the
year 667 H./1268 C.E. out of fear of the Tatars who
invaded the land of Islam and were very close to Harran.
In Damascus, the center of Islamic studies at that time,
Ahmad Ibn Taimiyah followed in the footsteps of his father
who was a scholar of Islamic studies by studying at the
hands of the great scholars of his time.
He completed his studies when he was a teenager and at
age 19 he became a professor of Islamic studies. Well
versed in Qur’anic studies, Hadith, fiqh, theology, Arabic
grammar and scholastic theology, etc., he started
delivering fatwas on religious legal matters without
following any of the traditional legal schools, the Hanafi,
Maliki, Shafi’i and Hanbali. He defended the sound
prophetic traditions by arguments which, although taken
from the Qur'an and the Sunnah, had hitherto been
unfamiliar to people of his time. The freedom of his
polemics made him many enemies among the scholars of
the traditional Orthodox Schools, who falsely accused
him, of all kinds of heretical beliefs.
His Courage and Jihad
He fought heretical innovations in religion which were
wide spread during his time all over the Muslim world,
especially certain acts and beliefs of some Sufi orders,
like saint worship and visiting saints' tombs. His attack on

XX
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the sufis caused him a lot of trouble with the authorities
whose leaders were under the influence of certain sufi
leaders.
Ibn Taimiyah's fight was not limited to the sufis and the
people who followed the heretical innovations; in addition,
he fought against the Tatars who attacked the Muslim
world and almost reached Damascus. The people of Syria
sent him to Egypt to urge the Mamluke Sultan, the Sultan
of Egypt and Syria to lead his troops to Syria to save it
from the invading Tatars. When he realized that the
Sultan was hesitant to do what he asked of him, he
threatened the Sultan by saying: "If you turn your back on
Syria we will appoint another Sultan who can defend it
and enjoy it at the time of peace". Participating in the
battle of Shaqhab near Damascus against the Tatars
which took place during the fasting month of Ramadan,
he delivered a fatwa to the army to break their fast in
order to help them against their enemy, as the Prophet
Muhammad (peace be upon him) did during the battle of
the liberation of Mecca. The Muslims won the battle
against the Tatars and drove them away from Damascus
and all Syria. Ibn Taimiyah's courage was expressed
when he went with a delegation of 'ulama' to talk to Qazan
the Khan of the Tatars to stop his attack on the Muslims.
Not one of the ’ulama' dared to say anything to him except
Ibn Taimiyah who said: "You claim that you are Muslim
and you have with you mu'adhdhins, judges, Imam and
sheikh but you invaded us and reached our country for
what? While your father and your grandfather, Hulego,
were non-believers, they did not attack the land of Islam,
rather, they promised not to attack and they kept their
promise. But you promised and broke your promise."
All this jihad against the enemies of Islam did not help Ibn
Taimiyah with the 'ulama'. The authorities put him in jail
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many times until he died in jail because of his daring and
free progressive opinions on many legal and social issues
which angered his opponents, the followers of the
Orthodox Schools of law.
His Magnanimity
However when Ibn Taimiyah had the chance to punish his
opponents among the 'ulama' who caused him all kinds of
trouble and put him in jail many times, he showed the
utmost of magnanimity and forgave them when the Sultan
An-Nasir Qalawun gave him the chance to do so. He said:
"If you kill them you will never find 'ulama' like them." The
Sultan said, 'They harmed you many times and wanted to
kill you!" Ibn Taimiyah said, "Whoever harmed me is
absolved, and who harmed the cause of Allah and His
Messenger, Allah will punish him."
The Muslim historians, like adh-Dhahabi, Ibn Kathir, Ibn
al-’lmad al-Hanbali and many others praised Ibn Taimiyah
and considered him one of the greatest scholars of Islam
of all time.
His Death
Ibn Taimiyah died in jail in Damascus on the night of
Sunday-Monday 20th Dhu-I-Qa'dah 728 H./26-27
September 1328 C.E.
The people of Damascus, who held him in great honor,
gave him a splendid funeral and an estimated 200,000
men and 15,000 women attended his funeral. He was
buried at the Sufi cemetery in Damascus where his
mother was buried.
His Works
In spite of all the turbulence in his life, as discussed
earlier, Ibn Taimiyah was able to write many books and
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pamphlets on all branches of Islamic knowledge. His
pupil; Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyah, compiled a list of the
works of Ibn Taimiyah which contains 350 works. Topics
of such works extended to the following branches of
Islamic knowledge:
1. Studies on the Glorious Qur'an and its interpretations
2. Fiqh (Islamic Jurisprudence)
3. Tasawwuf (Sufism)
4. 'Usui al-Din and 'llm al-Kalam (Islamic Theology)
5. Ar-Radd 'ala As-hab al-Mila! (Responding to other
religion's followers)
6. Logic and Philosophy
7. Manners, Politics & Administration and Sociology

CHAPTER ONE

CHAPTER ONE
Section One:
1 .The Claim of the Christians

that
Muhammad was not sent to them
but he was only sent to the Arabs
of the Pre-lslamic era.
2. Their plea that the Book with which
Muhammad was sent is not written
in their language.
3. Their saying, "We do not need to
follow this Messenger because we
were sent other Messengers before
him.
Section Two:
Refuting the above claims
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First Claim o f the Christians

The writer of the book mentioned that he was asked to
explain the fundamental Christian beliefs, in spite of the
different languages and divergent accents among
Christians. This divergence is due to their huge number
and to the fact that they live and are spread throughout
the world, in addition to those who dwell on islands and
in lands that extend to where the sun sets. He, i.e., the
writer of the book, further said that Bishop Dayan, the
king, held a meeting with the superiors, the noblemen and
the scholars of his kingdom in order to discuss with them
the beliefs and opinions of the people of the island of
Cyprus before entering it, as he was curious about their
religious beliefs.
The writer related that the Bishop said, “They (the people
of the island) say, ‘We have heard that a man from
amongst the Arabs named Muhammad claims that he is
the Messenger of Allah and that he has been sent with a
Book (Qur’an) which, he claims, was revealed to him from
Allah.’” He continued, “ If you have already, as I see,
acknowledged that Book and Messenger, and you have
exerted your ultimate efforts to study and comprehend it,
why have you not
followed him, Muhammad the
Messenger? What has prevented you from believing in
this Book (Qur’an), especially when it is mentioned that
this Book states,

which means, “And whoever seeks a religion other than
Islam, it will never be accepted of him, and in the
Hereafter he will be one of the losers.” (Al-'lmran, 3: 85)
They replied, “We did not believe in this Book or in that
Messenger for several reasons.” He asked, “And what are
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those reasons?" They replied, “The first reason is that this
Book (Qur’an) is revealed in Arabic and not in our mother
tongue as stated in its verses
\

G
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which means, “Verily, We have sent it down as an Arabic
Qur'an in order that you may understand.” (Yusuf, 12:2)
\ :.^:r
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,

which means, “In the plain Arabic language.” (AshShu'ara’, 26:195)
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which means, “And if We had revealed it (this Qur'an)
unto any of the non-Arabs, And he had recited it unto
them, they would not have believed in it.”(Ash-Shu‘ara’,
26:198-199)
/>
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which means, “Similarly (to complete My Blessings on
you) We have sent among you a Messenger
(Muhammad, peace be upon him) of your own, reciting to
you Our verses (the Qur’an) and sanctifying you, and
teaching you the Book (the Qur'an) and the Hikmah (i.e.
Sunnah, Islamic laws and Fiqh - jurisprudence), and
teaching you that which you used not to know.” (AlBaqarah, 2:151)
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which means, “Indeed Allah conferred a great favor on the
believers when He sent among them a Messenger
(Muhammad, peace be upon him) from among
themselves, reciting unto them His verses (the Qur’an),
and purifying them (from sins by their following him), and
instructing them (in) the Book (the Qur’an) and Al-Hikmah
[the wisdom and the Sunnah of the Prophet (peace be
upon him) (i.e. his legal ways, statements, acts of
worship, etc.)], while before that they had been in
manifest error.” (Ai-‘imran, 3:164)
' ft
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which means, “To give warning to a people to whom no
warner had come before you in order that they may
remember or receive admonition.”(AI-Qasas, 28:46)
.. ? - , t - > ,
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,

which means, “In order that you may warn a people
whose forefathers were not warned, so they are
heedless."(YasTn, 36:6).
They added, “And thus, we understand that this
Messenger has not been sent to us. He has only been
sent to the Arabs, for whom neither Messengers nor
warners were ever sent before. Subsequently, we are not
included in this message and we are not obliged to follow
it or to believe in it. Unlike the Arabs, we received
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messengers before, who addressed us in our tongue and
language and warned us with this religion of ours which
is in our hands; in which we believe and to which we have
submitted and have adhered to until this very day. Those
Messengers had conveyed to us the Torah and the
Gospel that were revealed in our language. All these facts
are mentioned and asserted in their Book (i.e. Qur’an) for
it is stated in their Book in the Chapter of Ibrahim,
which means, “And We sent not a Messenger except with
the language of his people, in order that he might make
(the Message) clear for them.” (Ibrahim, 14: 4)
It is also stated,
* *
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And the verse which means, “And verily, We have sent
among
every
Ummah
(community,
nation)
a
Messenger.”(An-Nahl, 16:36)
It is also stated,
^
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which means, “And indeed We did send Messengers
before you (O Muhammad) to their own peoples. They
came to them with clear proofs.” (Ar-Rum, 30: 47)
So it is stated in this Book that it was sent only to those
pagan Arabs. For proof of this read this verse,
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which means, “And whoever seeks a religion other than
Islam, it will never be accepted of him, and in the
Hereafter he will be one of the losers.” (Al-‘lmran, 3: 85)
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they said, “Verily, as far as justice is concerned, the
judgment in that verse is confined to those people (Arabs)
to whom Islam was sent, but no other nation is referred to
in those words. It is taken for granted that Allah is just
and thus, it is not becoming of His Justice that He would
order a nation to follow a man (i.e. a messenger) without
sending a book in their language with him. Therefore, that
Messenger, who was sent with the Arabic book is sent
only to the Arabs.”
These are their very words in the first chapter, in which
they did not tackle the issue of believing or disbelieving in
the Qur’an. They only claimed that it was not sent to
them, but was sent for the pagan Arabs and so, according
to reason, it cannot be sent to them.
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Section Two: Refuting the Claims of the
Christians
One:
The
Unsoundness
of the
Christians'
Argumentation in Which they Refer to Reports about
the Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him):
The argumentation of the Christians in which they refer
to reports about the Prophet (peace be upon him) as well
as the way in which they seek arguments in the verses of
the Qur’an, are invalid; for the Qur’an is a plea against
them and not for them. In addition, the Books revealed to
the early Prophets and which they used in their plea are,
in fact, against them and their claims, even if Muhammad
had not been sent. However the undeniable truth is that
the book with which Muhammad (peace be upon him)
came is in accordance with all the words and teachings
of the previous Prophets (peace be upon them all) as
regards annulling their false religious beliefs such as:
trinity, unification, etc. Reason contradicts such claims as
well.
We further assert that neither the message with which the
Prophet (peace be upon him) was sent along with that of
all the other Prophets prove any of their claims, nor does
reason. On the contrary, the message of Muhammad
(peace be upon him) and those of the Prophets, obviously
and plainly state the invalidity of their proofs, and,
furthermore, it presents clear proofs exposing the
corruption of Christian beliefs.
It is not acceptable from anyone who does not believe in
Muhammad (peace be upon him), and nor even in a
single word of that with which he was sent, to use his (i.e.,
Muhammad’s) words and traditions in his plea. Using the
words of those who are not Prophets is, to some extent,
understandable, for some of their words may assert their
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claims while some others may not. However, the sayings
of the Prophets should be taken as a whole, and should
be entirely accepted or left. It is not acceptable to believe
in some of them and deny the rest as that contradicts their
belief.
Similarly, using verses of the Qur’an by Christians to
prove a certain point of view can never be acceptable, for
they select what they think proves
their point and
abandons that which annuls their point.
On the contrary, Muslims can use traditions and the
words of the Prophets as well as their Books with which
they were sent in their argument with Christians and
Jews; for Muslims believe in and accept the prophethood
and truthfulness of the messages of Musa (Moses), Isa
(Jesus), Dawud (David), Sulaiman (Solomon) and all
other Prophets (peace be upon them all). According to the
Islamic creed, a Muslim must believe in all the Books
revealed by Allah and in every Prophet or Messenger sent
by Him. This is one of the bases of Islam. Furthermore, if
a Muslim disbelieves in any of the Prophets sent by Allah
or the Books revealed by Him, he will be considered a
disbeliever. Any Muslim who dares even to despise one of
the Prophets is considered a disbeliever and his blood is
lawful according to Islamic law (i.e., that is the legal
penalty for
despising the Prophets;) as Allah, the
Almighty states,
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which means, “The Messenger (Muhammad) believes in
what has been sent down to him from his Lord, and (so
do) the believers. Each one believes in Allah, His Angels,
His Books, and His Messengers. They say, ‘We make no
distinction between one another of His Messengers’ - and
they say, ‘We hear, and we obey. (We seek) Your
Forgiveness, our Lord, and to You is the return (of all).’”
(Al-Baqarah, 2:285)
In addition, the belief of the people of the book cannot be
completed without belying some of that which Allah, the
Almighty revealed. Whereas, should one word from he,
who said he was a messenger from Allah be belied,
seeking argument in his other words will be invalid. Thus,
the Christians’ plea using Muhammad’s words is refuted.
In other words, he who says, “I am the Messenger of
Allah,” is either a truthful person, and consequently, he is
telling the truth about what he conveys from Allah, or he is
a liar concerning this statement and consequently,
whatever he conveys will be considered false. Thus, if
Christians admit the Prophethood of Muhammad (peace
be upon him) and confess that he is telling the truth in
what he conveyed from Allah, i.e., the Qur’an and
wisdom (Sunnah), then it will be obligatory for them to
believe in all he has conveyed, just as they should believe
in all that hs been received from the other Messengers of
Allah.
On the other hand, if they deny or doubt his truthfulness in
even one word of his message, they will be denying his
Prophethood, and consequently, belying whatever he has
said. Thus, their plea using his message, traditions and
the Book he has been sent with is neither acceptable nor
understandable. However, if Muhammad is truthful
concerning what he conveys from Allah, they will have to
accept his message as a whole. They know that his
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message contradicts
their current religion (i.e. the
distorted Gospel and Torah). So, if they confess that he is
a true Messenger, this will imply that their religion and
beliefs are void and have been totally corrupted.
On the other hand, if they deny any of his words this
means that they disbelieve in his message, the Qur’an
and his prophethood. Thus, to them, he is a liar and so
they cannot refer to his sayings, traditions, words or the
book he has been sent with in their arguments.
Two: Proving that Prophet Muhammad (peace be
upon him) was sent to All Mankind:
To those who claim that Muhammad (peace be upon him)
was sent for the pagan Arabs only, we say, “ It is well
known that Muhammad (peace be upon him) was sent to
the Jews, the Christians as well as to the pagan Arabs.
This has been expressed recurrently through transmitted
traditions about the Prophet (peace be upon him), which
are clearer, more obvious and greater than those related
to Musa (Moses), ‘Isa (Jesus) and all other Prophets
(peace be upon them all). It is also asserted in the Qur’an
and the Prophetic hadiths and the traditions of the
Rightly-guided Caliphs who came after the Prophet
(peace be upon him). Furthermore, we stress that he has
been sent to all the children of Adam (i.e., all human
beings): the Arabs, the Non-Arabs, the Romans, the
Persians, Turks, Indians, Barbarians, Abyssinians and to
all other nations and races. Indeed, he was sent to both:
mankind and Jinn. This conclusion is reached by plain,
obvious continuous facts and news transmitted
throughout the centuries and throughout history upon
which all the Prophet's Companions have agreed and
transmitted from him. This is despite their large number
and the fact that they were scattered throughout the
world.
Their number was estimated to be tens of
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thousands, while their exact number is known by none but
Allah.
These transmissions were reported by the followers of the
Companions (i.e., the first generation after the
Companions) whose number was several times that of
the Companions. Then, these traditions were transmitted
throughout the centuries and generations until this time of
ours in which many Muslims are spread all over this vast
world, extending and dwelling from its east to its west
and from its north to its south. This is a fact, which the
Prophet (peace be upon him) foretold in his hadith,
recorded by Imam Muslim: Thawban (may Allah be
pleased with him) narrated that the Messenger of Allah
(peace be upon him) said, “Allah drew the ends of the
world near one another for my sake. And I have seen its
eastern and western ends. And the dominion of my nation
shall reach those ends which have been drawn near me.”1
It is exactly as he said; the reign of his nation has
reached the two ultimate edges of the planet, eastward
and westward and his message has spread throughout
the earth.
It is or intention to prove that Muhammad (peace be upon
him) called the people of the scripture, i.e., the Jews and
the Christians, to believe in him, in his message and in
that with which he was sent. He aiso called those who
had never received any message from Allah before him,
like the Arabs and other nations. He, i.e., Muhammad
(peace be upon him), said that anyone who refuses to
believe in him as a Messenger from Allah, in the Qur’an
1 Recoded by Muslim, Kitabul-Fitan, hadith no. 2889, vol. 19, Abu
Dawud, Kitabul-Fitan, hadith no. 4252, At-Tirmidhy, Kitabul-Fitan, hadith
no. 2176 and Ahmad in his Musnad, vol. 5, p. 278. They al! recorded it
from the narration of Thawban.
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and in his message as a whole, is nothing but a
disbeliever and that such people will be thrown into
Hellfire, and this is indeed the worst destination. He also
said that he received the Command of Allah that such
disbelievers should be fought and struggled against. The
Prophet (peace be upon him) carried out the task of
informing them by himself as well as through his
deputies.
So their claim that he is only sent to the Arabs suggests
one of two matters: either that Allah sent him to the Arabs
only and not to them (i.e., the Christians), or that he, the
Prophet (peace be upon him) claimed that he is sent to
the Arabs only and not to them. If the first supposition
was true, then their first claim is annulled. As for the
second, we say that all sects and creeds know the fact
that Muhammad (peace be upon him) called the Jews and
the Christians to believe in him and his message, that he
told both parties that Allah sent him to them as well as to
the others, and that Allah ordered him to fight those who
do not respond to his call. After knowing this fact, if
someone claims that the Prophet said, “ I was sent to the
Arabs only,” he, the claimant, would be uttering a manifest
lie whether or not he believes it.
1. The Prophet's Call for the Jews to Embrace Islam:
During the lifetime of the Prophet (peace be upon him),
many Jews believed in him and his prophethood. Some of
them believed when he was still in Mecca, while others
believed after his immigration to Medina. Many of them
were from places other than Mecca and Medina. When
the Prophet (peace be upon him) came to Medina, he
concluded a treaty with those Jews who did not believe in
him,but they breached it, upon which he expatriated some
of them and with others he fought because of their evil
plots and struggles against Allah and His Messenger. He
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fought with them time after a time; he fought against the
tribe of Banu An-Nadir concerning whom the Chapter of
Al-Hashr was revealed. He also fought against the tribe of
Banu Quraizhah on the year of the Battle of the Al-Ahzab
(Clans i.e., the Battle of the Trench), which was
mentioned in the Chapter of Al-Ahzab. Before these
battles, he fought against the tribe of Banu Qainuqa*. Afer
that, he conquered (the city of) Khaibar with the
assistance of his Companions who swore the pledge of
allegiance to him called Ar-Ridwan, which was made
under the tree (of Al-Hudaibiyah). At that time, they
amounted to about one thousand four hundred men.
Allah bestowed His Victory upon them and He mentioned
that in the Chapter of Al-Fath.
So in the light of all these facts, how can it be said that he
was sent to the Arabs only?
2. His Call for the Christians to Embrace Islam:
The people of Najran (Yemen at that time) were
Christians. Their delegation (which was comprised of
sixty people) came to the Prophet (peace be upon him) in
Medina while he was sitting in his Mosque. The first
verses of the chapter of Al-'lmran was revealed
concerning them. They had an argument with the Prophet
(peace be upon him), wherein the Prophet's argument
overcame theirs. After that, they became certain that he
was in fact the Messenger of Allah. After that, Allah, the
Exalted, commanded him to call them to join Him in
invoking Allah to curse the liars among them. This was to
be in the case that they did not answer his call. He, the
Almighty says,
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which means, “Then whoever disputes with you
concerning him Isa (Jesus) after (all this) knowledge that
has come to you, (i.e. ‘Isa (Jesus) being a slave of Allah,
and having no share in Divinity) say: (O Muhammad)
'Come, let us call our sons and your sons, our women and
your women, ourselves and yourselves - then we pray
and invoke (sincerely) the Curse of Allah upon those who
lie.” (Al-‘lmran: 3: 61)
Upon that, they demanded a respite so that they might
consult one another, after which they said between
themselves,
“Surely, you know that this man is a
messenger from Allah and that there had never been a
prophet who asked a group of people to invoke the curse
of Allah upon the liar amongst the invokers, except that
Allah would smite the liars with His torture. So, seek an
excuse from carrying out this invocation and ask him to
enjoin Jizyah (a tax levied upon non-Muslims living in a
Muslim state) upon us and we will pay it willingly.”
So we see that they feared that he, the Messenger of
Allah (peace be upon him), might invoke the Curse of
Allah upon them, for they knew that he is truly the
Messenger of Allah. Thus, they were subjected and paid
the Jizyah willingly just as all the Dhimmis (Non-Muslims
living in and under the protection of a Muslim state) did
according to the judgment of Allah and His Messenger
(peace be upon him).
Those people were the first Christians to pay Jizyah. The
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Prophet (peace be upon him) appointed ‘Amr bin Hazm
as their ruler. The latter wrote a well-known book for them
in which he outlined the laws of Islam. So they joined the
Muslims and submitted to the judgment of Allah and His
Messenger under the rule of the Messenger's deputy ‘Amr
bin Hazm Al-Ansary.
This is a wellknown story and is recorded in narrations
that are recorded by biographers2, exegetes3 of the
Qur’an, compilers of Hadith and scholars of jurisprudence.
The original Hadith is well known in the authentic books of
hadith and the Sunan (certain books of hadith).
Al-Bukhary recorded that IHudhaifah bin Al-Yaman (may
Allah be please with him) narrated, “AI-‘Aqib and Sayyid,
the rulers of Najran, came to the Messenger of Allah
(peace be upon him) with the intention of doing Li‘an
(invoking the curse of Allah upon the liar from amongst
the invokers). One of them said to the other, ‘Do not do
(this Li'an) for, by Allah, if he is truly a Prophet and we do
this Li'an, neither we, nor our offspring after us will ever
be successful.’ Then both of them said (to the Prophet
(peace be upon him)), ‘We will give you what you should
ask but you should send a trustworthy man with us, and
do not send any person with us but an honest one.’ The
Prophet (peace be upon him) said, ‘I will send an honest
man who is really trustworthy.’ Then, each
of the
Companions of the Messenger of Allah (peace be upon
2 See: Ibn Hisham,
As-Strah,vol. 2, pp. 175-204; Ibn Sa'd,
vol. 1, p. 357; Al-Baihaqy,
wol.
b
u
-N
n
A
v 5, pp. 382-393;
Baladhiry, Futuh Al-Buldan, p. 70; and Ibn KathTr,
wanNiyhayah, vol. 5, p.52.
3 See: Ibn Jarir,
Tafsir
ry,voi. 3, p. 107; Ibnul-Jawzy,
b
a
t-T
A
tit-Tafsir, vol. 1, p.399; Al-Qurtuby, Al-Jami'
4/4, p.
104; and Ibn Kathir, Tafsfr
Al-Qur'an1, p. 394-395 and
others
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him) wished to be that one. The Prophet said, ‘Get up, O
Abu ‘Ubaidah bin Al-Jarrah.’ When he got up, the
Messenger of Allah (peace be upon him) said, This is the
trustworthy man of this (Muslim) nation.’”4
A similar narration is recorded in Al-Bukhary and Muslim
on the authority of Hudhaifah bin Al-Yaman (may Allah be
pleased with him) who narrated, “The people of Najran
came to the Prophet (peace be upon him) and said, ‘Send
an honest man to us.’ The Prophet said, ‘I will send to you
an honest man who is really trustworthy.' Each of the
Muslims hoped to be that one. The Prophet (peace be
upon him) then sent Abu ‘Ubaiydah bin Al-Jarrah.”5
It is worth mentioning that some of the people of Najran (I
mean the city in Yemen and not that of Sham (the area
covering Palestine, Jordan, Lebanon and Syria)) were
Christians, whereas the majority were Muslims. When the
Prophet (peace be upon him) sent Abu ‘Ubaiydah bin AlJarrah with them and appointed ‘Amr bin Hazm as their
ruler, they, ‘Ubaiydah and ‘Amr, were in charge of the
Muslims as well as the Christians.
It is also known that the people of Najran raised a
problematic inquiry concerning the Qur’an.
This is
illustrated in a narration recorded by Muslim from AlMughTrah bin Shu'bah (may Allah be pleased with him)
who said, “The Messenger of Allah (peace be upon him)
sent me as a ruler, to the people of Najran. They said to
me, ‘Have you not read (in your Qur’an) this verse:

4 Recoded by Al-Bukhary, KitSbul-Maghazy, hadith no. 4380.
5 Recoded by Al-Bukhary, Kitabul-Maghazy, hadith no.4381 and Muslim,
Fada'ilus-Sahabah, hadith (2420/55).
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which means, “O sister (i.e. the like) of Harun (Aaron) [not
the brother of Musa (Moses), but he was another pious
man at the time of Maryam (Mary)]!” (Maryam, 19:28)
though you know that there was a long period between
‘Isa (Jesus) and Musa (Moses)?’ In fact, I found no
answer to their question, so i returned to the Messenger
of Allah (peace be upon him) and told him. Upon that he
said, ‘Will you tell them that the people who lived before
us were named after the names of their Prophets and the
pious ones amongst them?’”6
This question is a skeptical one raised by the disbelievers
of Najran for the purpose of raising suspicion about the
truthfulness of the Qur’an. It was directed to the
messenger of the Messenger of Allah (peace be upon
him) for which he had no answer. But when this question
reached the Prophet (peace be upon him) in Medina he
answered it and argued with them mildly and gently just
as he had been ordered to do by Allah in this verse,
)
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which means, “And argue not with the people of the
Scripture (Jews and Christians), unless it be in (a way)
that is better (with good words and in a good manner,
inviting them to Islamic Monotheism with His verses),
except with such of them as do wrong.” (AI-‘Ankabut. 29:
46).
So, it is important to assert the fact that when anyone
b Recoded by Muslim, Kitabul-Adab, 2135/9 and by At-Tirmidhy,
Tafsfr Al-Qur'an,hadith no. 3155.
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among the Christians (or any other religion) was looking
for knowledge and true religion and was seeking nothing
but the truth, showing no sign of prejudice or injustice,
whether guidance was his real goal or he was just
thinking that he is on the right path, this kind of a person
should be argued with mildly and leniently. On the other
hand, the unjust person from amongst them whose aim
was simply obstinacy, who argues while knowing he is
wrong and stubbornly adheres to the deviating path, we
are not commanded to argue in the best way with this
sort of a person. We may
use other
ways of
argumentation with them, illustrating
his obstinacy,
wrongdoings and ignorance as an exchange for his
misdeeds and bad intention.
3, Negus Believed in the Prophet (peace be upon
him):
Before the occurrence of the above-mentioned Najran
story, many Jews and Christians, their chiefs and their
ordinary people, believed in the Prophet (peace be upon
him) after they were certain that he was a truthful
Prophet. An example of such people is Negus, the king of
Abyssinia. He and his people were Christians. When they
became certain that he was a true Messenger from Allah,
they believed in him and embraced Islam. This took place
during the initial stages of the mission of the Prophet
(peace be upon him), when his Companions were very
weak and powerless.
For this reason they were
humiliated, oppressed and harmed by the disbelievers of
Mecca who persecuted them for their belief in Allah and
His Messenger. Due to this persecution, a group of the
Companions immigrated to Abyssinia, among whom were
‘Uthman bin 'Affan, ‘Abdur-Rahman bin ‘Awf, Az-Zubair
bin AI-‘Awwam, Ja‘far bin Abu Talib and many others who
went there knowing that Negus was a fair king. Then, the
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disbelievers sent messengers with gifts to Negus asking
him to hand over the immigrant Muslims to those
messengers. However, the just Negus refused to hand
them over before listening to their side of the story. They
told him about the mission of Muhammad (peace be upon
him), whereupon he believed in him and refused to hand
them over. He also granted them safety.
When Negus heard the Qur’an, he said, “Verily, this
(Qur’an) and that (Torah) with which Musa (Moses) came
both came out from the same niche (i.e., from the same
source).” When Negus asked them what they thought of
Isa, they said, “We testify that he is the servant of Allah,
His Messenger and His Word that He sent to Maryam
(Mary), the chaste virgin maid of Allah who was
untouched by any man.” Upon hearing this, Negus said,
“Isa bin Maryam never preached anything more than
what you have said, even to the size of this stick.” At that,
his bishops started to complain angrily. He said, “Even if
you roared and roared in anger!”
Ja’far bin Abu Talib returned to the Prophet (peace be
upon him), along with the Companions who had
immigrated there, on the Day of the Battle of Khaibar.
Abu Hurairah (may Allah be pleased with him) narrated
that the Prophet (peace be upon him) announced the
death of Negus, king of Abyssinia, on the same day as
his (the Negus’) death. He (the Prophet) said, “Ask
forgiveness (from Allah) for your brother (in Islam) (i.e.
the Negus).”7 Abu Hurairah (may Allah be pleased with
him) also narrated that the Prophet (peace be upon him)
adjusted their rows (after praying) and offered the funeral
prayer for Negus by saying the TakbTr (saying: Allahu7 Recorded by Al-Bukhary,
by Muslim, Kitabul-Jana'iz, hadith no. 951, p. 63.
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Akbar (Allah is the Greatest)) four times.”8
4. Bringing the Matter
Waraqah bin Nawfal:

of

Prophethood

before

When the revelation first descended upon the Messenger
of Allah (peace be upon him), Khadfjah (may Allah be
pleased with her), the Prophet’s wife, went to one of the
greatest Christian scholars at that time, Waraqah bin
Nawfal, an Arab who had embraced Christianity. After
being informed about the matter, he said, “This is the
same one who keeps the secrets (angel Jibril (Gabriel))
whom Allah sent to Moses. I wish I were young and could
live up until the time when your people would turn you
out.” The Messenger of Allah (peace be upon him) asked,
“Will they drive me out?” Waraqah replied in the
affirmative and said, “Anyone (i.e., Prophet) who came
with something similar to what you have brought was
treated with hostility; and if I should remain alive until the
day when you will be turned out then I would support you
strongly.’”9
5. A Delegation of Christians Believed in Muhammad
(peace be upon him) at Mecca:
A group of Christians came to the Prophet (peace be

upon him) at Mecca and embraced Islam. They were
harmed severely by the polytheists, but they endured this
torment patiently. The following verse was revealed
concerning these people:

8 Recorded by Al-Bukhftry,
Kitab
,M
q hadith no. 3881, and
n
a
by Muslim,
Kitabul-lana'iz,hadith no. 951, p. 63).
9 A part from a long Hadith recorded by Al-Bukhary, KitSb Bad'ul-Wahy,
hadith no. 3 and Muslim, Kitabul-lman 160/252 from the narration of
'A'ishah
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which means, “Those to whom We gave the Scripture (i.e
The Tawrah (Torah) and the InjTI (Gospel), etc.) before it,
they believe in it (the Qur’an). And when it is recited to
them, they said, ‘We believe in it. Verily, it is the truth from
our Lord. Indeed even before it we have been from those
who submit themselves to Allah in Islam as Muslims (like
‘Abdullah bin Salam and Salman Al-Farisy, etc).’ These
will be given their reward twice over, because they are
patient, and repel evil with good, and spend (in charity)
out of what We have provided them. And when they hear
Al-Laghw (dirty, false, evil vain talk), they withdraw from it
and say, To us our deeds, and to you your deeds. Peace
be to you. We seek not the ignorant.’” (Al-Qasas, 28: 5255)
6. The Letters of the Messenger to the Kings of his
Time:
A year after Al-Hudaibiyah and making the truce with the
Quraish, the Prophet (peace be upon him) sent his
messengers to all sects in every place. He sent to all the
Christian groups of that time: the Christians of Sham,
those of Egypt and many others.
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A. His Letter to Heraclius, the Emperor of the Byzantine
Empire:
The story is recorded completely in the narration
of Al-Bukhary, and we quote it here: ‘Abdullah bin
‘Abbas (may Allah be pleased with him) narrated,
“Abu Sufyan bin Harb informed me that Heraclius
had sent a messenger to him while he had been
accompanying a caravan from the Quraish. They
were merchants doing business in Sham (the area
encompassing
Syria, Palestine, Lebanon and
Jordan), at the time when the Messenger of Allah
(peace be upon him) had made a truce with Abu
Sufyan and the disbelievers of the Quraish. So
Abu Sufyan and his companions went to Heraclius
at Ilya’ (Jerusalem). Heraclius called them into his
court and he had all the senior Roman dignitaries
around him. He called for his translator who,
translating Heraclius's question said to them, ‘Who
amongst you is closely related to that man who
claims to be a Prophet?’ Abu Sufyan replied, ‘I am
the nearest relative to him (amongst the group).’
Heraclius said, ‘Bring him (Abu Sufyan) close to
me and make his companions stand behind him.’
Abu Sufyan added, ‘Heraclius told his translator to
tell my companions that he wanted to ask me
some questions regarding that man (the Prophet)
and that if I told a lie, they (my companions)
should contradict me.’ Abu Sufyan added, ‘By
Allah! Had I not been afraid of my companions
labeling me a liar, I would not have spoken the
truth about the Prophet. The first question he
asked me about him was:
‘What is his family status amongst you?’ I replied,
‘He belongs to a good (noble) family amongst us.’
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Heraclius further asked, ‘Has anybody amongst
you ever claimed the same (i.e. to be a Prophet)
before him?’ I replied, ‘No.’ He said, ‘Were any of
his ancestors a king?’ I replied, ‘No.’ Heraclius
asked, ‘Is he followed by the nobles or the poor?’ I
replied, ‘It is the poor who follow him.’ He said,
‘Are his followers increasing or decreasing (day by
day)?’ I replied, They are increasing.’ He then
asked, ‘Does anybody amongst those who
embrace his religion become displeased and
renounce the religion afterwards?’ I replied, ‘No.’
Heraclius said, ‘Was he ever accused of lying
before his claim (to be a Prophet)?’ I replied, ‘No.’
Heraclius said, ‘Does he ever break his promises?’
I replied, ‘No. We hava made a truce with him but
we do not know what he will do in it.’ I could not
find any opportunity to say anything against him
except that. Heraclius asked, ‘Have you ever been
at war with him?’ I replied, ‘Yes.’ Then he said,
‘What was the outcome of the battles?' I replied,
‘Sometimes he was victorious and sometimes we
were.’ Heraclius said, ‘What does he order you to
do?’ I said, ‘He orders us to worship Allah Alone
and not to worship anything along with Him, and to
renounce all that our ancestors had said. He
orders us to pray, to speak the truth, to be chaste
and to keep good relations with our kith and kin.’
Heraclius asked the translator to convey to me the
following, ‘I asked you about his family and your
reply was that he belonged to a very noble family.
In fact all the Prophets come from noble families
amongst their respective peoples. I questioned
you whether anybody else amongst you claimed
such a thing, and your reply was in the negative. If
the answer had been in the affirmative, I would
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have thought that this man was following the
previous man's statement. Then I asked you
whether any of his ancestors had been a king.
Your reply was in the negative, and if it had been
in the affirmative, I would have thought that this
man wanted to take back his ancestral kingdom.
I further asked whether he was ever accused of
telling lies before he made this claim of
prophethood, and your reply was in the negative.
So I wondered how a person who does not tell a
lie about others could ever tell a lie about Allah. I
then asked you whether the rich people followed
him or the poor. You replied that it was the poor
who followed him. In fact all the Prophets have
been followed by this very class of people. Then I
asked you whether his followers were increasing
or decreasing. You replied that they were
increasing, and this is in fact the way of true faith,
until it is complete in all respects. I further asked
you whether there was anybody, who, after
embracing his religion, became displeased and
discarded his religion. Your reply was in the
negative, and this is in fact the sign of true faith,
when its delight enters the hearts and mixes with it
completely. I asked you whether he had ever
betrayed (anyone). You replied in the negative and
likewise the Prophets never betray. Then I asked
you what he has ordered you to do. You replied
that he ordered you to worship Allah Alone and not
to worship any thing along with Him and forbade
you to worship idols and ordered you to pray, to
speak the truth and to be chaste. If what you have
said is true, he will very soon occupy this place
underneath my feet and I know it (from the
Scriptures) that he is going to appear but I did not
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know that he would be from among you, and if I
could reach him, I would go immediately to meet
him and if I were with him, I would certainly wash
his feet.' Heraclius then asked for the letter
addressed by Muhammad which was delivered by
Dihyah to the Governor of Busra, who forwarded it
to Heraclius to read. The contents of the letter
were as follows:
‘In the name of Allah, the Most-Beneficent, the
Most-Merciful. (This letter is) from Muhammad the
slave and messenger of Allah to Heraclius the
ruler of Byzantium. Peace be upon him who
follows the right path. I invite you to Islam, and if
you become a Muslim you will be safe, and Allah
will double your reward, and if you reject this
invitation of Islam you will be committing a sin by
misguiding your ArisiyyTn (i.e., peasants). (And I
recite to you Allah’s Statement:
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which means, ‘0 people of the scripture! Come to
a word common to you and us that we worship
none but Allah and that we associate nothing in
worship with Him, and that none of us shall take
others as Lords beside Allah. Then, if they turn
away, say, ‘Bear witness that we are Muslims
(those who have surrendered to Allah).” (Al‘Imran, 3:64)
Abu Sufyan then added, “When Heraclius had
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finished his speech and read the letter, there was
a great hue and cry throughout the Royal Court.
Consequently we were turned out of the court. I
told my companions that the question of Ibn-AbuKabshah (the Prophet Muhammad) has become
so prominent that even the King of Banu Al-Asfar
(Byzantines) is afraid of him. Then I started to be
sure that he (the Prophet) would be the conqueror
in the near future until I embraced Islam (i.e. Allah
guided me to it).”
The sub-narrator added, “Ibn An-Natur was the
Governor of Ilya’ (Jerusalem) and Heraclius was
the head of the Christians of Sham. Ibn An-Natur
reported that once while Heraclius was visiting
Ilya’, he got up in the morning in a sad mood.
Some of his priests asked him why he was in that
mood; Heraclius was a foreteller and an
astrologer. He replied, ‘At night when I looked at
the stars, I saw that the leader of those who
practice circumcision had appeared. Who are they
who practice circumcision?’ The people replied,
‘Except the Jews nobody practices circumcision,
so you should not be afraid of them (i.e., Jews).
Just issue orders to kill every Jew, who is present
in the country.’
While they were discussing the matter, a
messenger who had been sent by the king of
Ghassan (a city in Sham) to convey the news of
the Messenger of Allah (peace be upon him) to
Heraclius, was brought in. Having heard the news,
he (Heraclius) ordered the people to go and see
whether the messenger of Ghassan was
circumcised. The people, after seeing him, told
Heraclius that he was circumcised. Heraclius then
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asked him about the Arabs. The messenger
replied, ‘Arabs also practice circumcision.’ (After
hearing that) Heraclius remarked that the
sovereignty of the Arabs had appeared. Heraclius
then wrote a letter to his friend in Rome who was
as knowledgeable as Heraclius. Heraclius then
left for Homs and stayed there until he received
the reply to his letter from his friend who agreed
with him in his opinion about the emergence of the
Prophet (peace be upon him) and the fact that he
was indeed a Prophet. On that Heraclius invited all
the heads of the Byzantines to assemble in his
palace at Homs. When they assembled, he
ordered that all the doors of his palace be closed,
then he came out and said, ‘O Byzantines! If
success is your desire and if you seek right
guidance and want your empire to remain, then
give a pledge of allegiance to this Prophet (i.e.
embrace Islam).’
(On hearing the views of Heraclius) the people ran
toward the gates of the palace frantically but
found the doors closed. Heraclius witnessed their
hatred towards Islam and when he lost the hope
that they would ever embrace Islam, he ordered
that they should be brought back to his presence.
When they returned he said, ‘What I said was just
to test the strength of your conviction and I have
seen it.’ The people prostrated before him and
were pleased with him, and this was the end of
Heraclius's story (in connection with his faith).”10
Heraclius was one of the greatest Christian kings at that
time.
10 Recorded by Al-Bukhary,

KitabBad'ul-Wahy, hadith no. 7.
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B. His Letter to Al-Muaawais, the King of Egypt:
The Messenger of Allah (peace be upon him) sent Hatib
bin Abu Balta‘ah (may Allah be pleased with him) to AlMuqawqis, the king of Egypt, who was in Alexandria (the
capital of Egypt at that time). Hatib narrated, “I came with
the letter of the Messenger of Allah (peace be upon him)
to Al-Muqawqis (his name was Jarih bin Mina) and I said
to him, ‘There was before you in this nation a man who
claimed that he was the Highest Lord (i.e. Pharaoh), and
thus, the Almighty Allah seized him with a punishment for
his last (i.e., claiming that he was the highest lord) and
first (i.e., claiming that there is no god but him)
transgression. So Allah used him in His revenge against
those whom he wanted to take revenge from and then He
revenged against him. Therefore, you better take the
others as your example and do not let yourself be an
example for others.’ Al-Muqawqis replied, ‘Go ahead, and
make your purpose clear.’ Hatib said, ‘You are following a
religion that you will never abandon but for a better one,
and that better one is Islam, the completeand sufficient
religion. This Prophet (i.e., Muhammad (peace be upon
him)) called people to Allah: the Quraish (his tribe) was
the severest and harshest people against him, and the
Jews were the people who bore him the severest enmity,
whereas the Christians were the closest and the most
lenient people to him. I swear by my life, the glad tidings
of Isa (Jesus, peace be upon him) and those given by
Musa (Moses) are but the same as that of Muhammad
given by ‘Isa (peace be upon them all). And our invitation
to you to the Qur’an is but the same as your invitation for
the people of the Torah (i.e. Jews) to the Gospel (i.e.,
Christianity). You know for sure that he who lives during
the time of a Prophet is considered one of his people,
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and, accordingly, it becomes incumbent on him to follow
that Messenger. You are one of those who live during the
time of this Messenger. Bear in mind that we do not ask
you to desert the religion of Isa, on the contrary, we
advise you to adhere to it. (i.e., if he did so, you would
embrace Islam because ‘Isa had given the glad tidings of
Muhammad as the last Messenger. Thus, if he truly
believed in the Gospel, he would follow Muhammad).’”
Then he handed the book of the Messenger of Allah
(peace be upon him) to Al-Muqawqis. After reading it, he
said, ‘Good. I have examined it and found that its
commands do not include anything loathed and that its
prohibitions do not include anything desired. I have not
found him to be a straying magician or a lying soothsayer.
On the contrary, I found the seal of prophethood upon it.’
Then he put the letter inside an ivory box, sealed it and
handed it to his treasurer.
In his reply to the Messenger of Allah (peace be upon
him) he wrote, “I knew that there was one Prophet left. I
hosted your messenger." He presented two slave-girls
and a mule called Ad-Daldul to the Messenger of Allah
(peace be upon him) as a gift. The Prophet (peace be
upon him) accepted his gifts and chose one of the slave
girls for himself whose name was Mariah Al-Qibitiyyah,
who afterwards became his wife and bore him Ibrahim.
He gave the other slave girl to Hassan bin Thabit who
bore him ‘Abdur-Rahman. The mule lived until the
caliphate of Mu'awiyah bin Abu Sufyan.
In conclusion, both kings honored the Prophet and his
letter. They both acknowledged his Prophethood, which
had been prophesized by the previous Prophets (peace
be upon them all).
The Messenger of Allah (peace be upon him) also sent
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‘Abdullah bin Hudhafah to Khosrau as well as to Caesar.
He also sent AI-‘Ala’ bin Al-Hadramy to Al-Mundhir bin
Sary AI-‘Abdy the governor of Hajar which is a village in
Bahrain.
7. Invading Christian Lands:
After sending messengers to the kings, the Prophet
(peace be upon him) started invading Christian territories.
He first sent Zaid bin Harithah, ‘Abdullah bin Ja'far and
‘Abdullah bin Rawahah (may Allah be pleased with them
all) leading an army. They fought the Christians in the
Battle of Mu’tah in the land of Kark (in Syria). After that,
he invaded the land of the Christians himself and ordered
all the Muslims to join him in that expedition excusing
none of them from coming without a good reason. He led
an army composed of tens of thousands and conquered
Tabuk. When he arrived, he camped there for two nights
in order to prepare himself to invade the Christian land,
whether they were Arabs, Byzantines or any other
Christians. He waited there for a while, but upon hearing
about him and of his army, the Byzantines surrendered
and withdrew their forces for fear of confronting him. Most
of the Chapter of At-Tawbah was revealed concerning this
event.
Before his death, the Prophet (peace be upon him)
ordered his Companions to drive the Jews and the
Christians out of the Arabic Peninsula. This was recorded
by Muslim from the narration of ‘Umar bin Al-Khattab
(may Allah be pleased with him) who stated that he heard
the Messenger of Allah (peace be upon him) saying, “I will
expel the Jews and Christians from the Arabian Peninsula
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and will leave none but Muslims.”11
Then, his successors fulfilled his vow stated in the above
hadith, after his death. Abu Bakr sent an army to Sham to
fight the Christians and there were many battles between
the two sides. Abu Bakr died while Damascus was still
under the Muslims' siege. Then, ‘Umar bin Al-Khattab
became the Caliph of the Muslims; during the reign of
whom most of Sham (region covering Syria, Lebanon,
Palestine and Jordan), Egypt, Iraq and a part of Khurasan
were conquered. ‘Umar went to Sham and the leaders of
the Christians gave him the key of Baitul-Maqdis
(Jerusalem) when they recognized his features which
were described in their Book (i.e. the Gospel).
When Sham was conquered, many Christians embraced
Islam, the exact number is only known by Allah, Exalted
be He. Most of the common Christian people were
peasants and the Muslims had never worked in farming
before.
In the beginning, the Muslims had but one
mosque to pray in due their small number,
but,
afterwards, most of the people of Sham converted to
Islam of their own free will. No one was forced to do that,
for forcing non-Muslims to embrace Islam is unlawful in
Islam, as Allah the Almighty says,
s
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which means, “There is no compulsion in religion. Verily,
the Right Path has become distinct from the wrong path.
Whoever disbelieves in Taghut and believes in Allah, then
11 Recorded by Muslim, Kitabul-jihad, hadith no. 1767, p. 63, Abu
Dawud, Kitabul-Kharaj wal-'lmarah, hadith no. 3030, At-Tirmidhy,
Kitabus-Siyar, hadith no. 1607 and Ahmad in his Musnad, vol. 1, p.29
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he has grasped the most trustworthy handhold that will
never break. And Allah is All-Hearer, All-Knower.” (AlBaqarah, 2: 256).
8. Fighting the Persians and the Magi:
‘Umar bin Al-Khattab fought the Persians and the Magi
and conquered their lands. Thus, he fulfilled the glad
tidings foretold by the Prophet (peace be upon him) when
he said, “When Khosrau is ruined, there will be no
Khosrau after him; and when Caesar is ruined, there will
be no Caesar after him. By Him in Whose Hands my life
is, you will spend their treasures for the Cause of Allah,
the Exalted and Ever Majestic).”12
When ‘Umar and ‘Uthman (may Allah be pleased with
them both) conquered Iraq and Khurasan, they levied the
Jizyah upon their inhabitants, just as they had done upon
Christians, after calling them to embrace Islam.

12 Recorded by Al-Bukhary,
Kitab
rd
a
F
hadith no. .3120, and
by Muslim,
Kitabul-Fitan,hadith no. 2918, pp. 75-76, from the narration
of Abu Hurairah. It was also recorded by Al-Bukhary, Kitab
hadith no. 3121, and by Muslim, Kitabul-Fitan, hadith no.
2918, p.77, from the narration of Jabir bin Samurah.

Khumus,
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Proofs that the Messenger of Allah was Sent to
All Mankind
One: Proof from the Qur’an:
Allah, Exalted be He, says,
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which means, “Say (O Muhammad): ‘O mankind! Verily, I
am sent to you all as the Messenger of Allah - to Whom
belongs the dominion of the heavens and the earth.’” (AlA’raf, 7:158)
i

4
which means, “And We have not sent you (O Muhammad)
except as a giver of glad tidings and a warner to all
mankind, but most men know not.” (Saba’, 34: 28)
There are many other verses in the Qur’an in which the
people of the Book, the Jews and Christians, the
disbelievers, the idolaters and all mankind and even the
Jinn are called to Islam, and this is an acknowledged fact.
So, how strange it is to say that Muhammad was sent
only for the Arabs, although his call, messengers, and
battles were all directed to the Jews, Christians and Magi
after the disbelievers?
Allah, Exalted be He, mentions in the Glorious Qur'an the
disbelief of those who disbelieved from amongst the Jews
and the Christians. He also commands the Muslims to
fight them, as for example, in the following verses:
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which means, “Surely, they have disbelieved who say:
‘Allah is the Messiah (Isa (Jesus)), son of Maryam
(Mary).’ But the Messiah (‘Isa (Jesus)) said: ‘O Children of
Israel! Worship Allah, my Lord and your Lord.’ Verily,
whosoever sets up partners in worship with Allah, then
Allah has forbidden Paradise for him, and the Fire will be
his abode. And for the Zhalimun (polytheists and
wrong-doers) there are no helpers. Surely, the
disbelievers are those who said: ‘Allah is the third of the
three (in a Trinity).’ But there is no llah (god) (none who
has the right to be worshipped) but One llah (God -Allah).
And if they cease not from what they say, verily, a painful
torment will befall the disbelievers among them. Will they
not repent to Allah and ask His Forgiveness? For Allah is
Oft-Forgiving, Most Merciful. The Messiah Isa (Jesus)),
son of Maryam (Mary), was no more than a Messenger;
many were the Messengers that passed away before him.
His mother (Maryam (Mary)) was a Siddiqah (i.e. she
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believed in the words of Allah and His Books (see verse
66:12)]. They both used to eat food (as any other human
being, while Allah does not eat). Look how We make the
Ayat (proofs, evidences, verses, lessons, signs,
revelations, etc.) clear to them, yet look how they are
deluded away (from the truth). Say (O Muhammad (peace
be upon him) to mankind): ‘How do you worship besides
Allah something which has no power either to harm or to
benefit you? But it is Allah Who is the All-Hearer,
All-Knower.' Say (O Muhammad): ‘O people of the
Scripture (Jews and Christians)! Exceed not the limits in
your religion (by believing in something) other than the
truth, and do not follow the vain desires of people who
went astray in times gone by, and who misled many, and
strayed (themselves) from the Right Path.” (Al-Ma’idah, 5:
72-77)
Two: Proof from the Sunnah:
Abu Hurairah (may Allah be pleased with him) narrated
that the Messenger of Allah (peace be upon him) said, “I
have been favored (by Allah) over all other Prophets with
six (gifts which are): (i) I have been granted (the gift of
uttering) the shortest expressions that bear the widest
meanings, (ii) Allah made me victorious by means of awe,
(by His frightening my enemies), (iii) the spoils of war
were made lawful for me (iiii) the earth was made for me
(and my followers) a place for praying and a (means of)
purification (i.e. one can pray in case there is no water
through performing Tayammum (Dry Ablution, i.e. wiping
one's hands with pure dust) (v) and I am the last of the
Prophets.’”13

13 Recorded by Muslim in, Kitabul-Masajid, hadith no. 523, p. 5. AtTirmidhy, Kitabus-Siyar, hadith no. 1553 and Ahmad in his Musnad, vol.
2, p. 412.
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He (peace be upon him) also said, “Every Prophet was
sent to his nation only but I have been sent to all
mankind.”14
The proof mentioned above, as well as a lot of other
evidence establish the fact that Muhammad (peace be
upon him) was sent to the Christians and to all other
people as well. They also prove that he called them to
Islam and he fought those who refused his two options,
i.e., either to embrace Islam or to pay Jizyah, which was
what he had been commanded by Allah.
Three: the Related Facts Unanimously Agreed Upon
by Muslim Scholars:
Muslims unanimously agree that Muhammad (peace be
upon him) was sent to all nations. He was indeed sent to
both mankind and Jinn. They also agree upon the fact
that anyone who disbelieves in him is a disbeliever and
deserves Allah’s punishment and that such a person
should be fought and struggled against. This is what the
people who believe in Allah and His Messenger agree
upon, because it is the command of Allah that is
mentioned in the Qur’an and illustrated by His Prophet.
Allah, the Almighty is the One Who revealed the Book
(i.e., the Qur’an) and wisdom upon him, so Muslims did
not innovate any of that by themselves as the Christians
did in their religion. They (Christians) forged most of it
and altered the true religion of Christ. That was why the
Christians were regarded as disbelievers when
Muhammad (peace be upon him) was sent, just as the
14 Recorded by Al-Bukhary,
yma
-T
u
b
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K
hdith no. 335 from the
narration of Jabir bin 'Abdullah Al-Ansary, and by Muslim, KitabulMasajid hadith no. 521, p. 3. According to the latter's version, the
Prophet (peace be upon him) said, "Every Prophet used to be sent to his
nation only but I have been sent to every (one with) a red or black
(complexion) (i.e., to all races)."
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Jews were when Christ (peace be upon him) was sent.
After all these illustrations, if any Jew or Christian claims
that Muhammad (peace be upon him) was not sent to
them, will be considered an obstinately disobedient
person, who denies what is plain and acknowledged
about the Messenger of Allah (peace be upon him). This
is well known and acknowledged by ordinary people as
well as by scholars.
Moreover, anyone who claims that Muhammad (peace be
upon him) said that he was sent to the polytheist Arabs
only is either extremely ignorant and misguided, or totally
obstinate and ostentatious. Such a person is more
ignorant and obstinate than the one who denies that the
Prophet (peace be upon him) did not command Muslims
to purify themselves and perform ritual bathing after being
in the state of major ritual impurity (i.e., after sexual
intercourse). He is also more ignorant than the one who
denies that Muhammad (peace be upon him) forbade
drinking wine and eating pork. He is even more ignorant
than he who denies the Prophethood of Christ and Musa
(Moses, peace be upon them).
In this way, the invalidity of the claim that Muhammad
(peace be upon him) was only sent to the pagan Arabs
has been proven.
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Some Qur’anic verses that prove the
Prophethood of Muhammad
Allah, the Almighty mentions in the verses of the Qur’an,
that the people of the Book used to invoke Allah for the
coming of Muhammad (peace be upon him) in order to
gain victory over the pagan Arabs, before his mission.
They used to fight against the Arabs and the Arabs used
to defeat them, whereupon they would say, “Verily, Allah
will send an illiterate Prophet from amongst the offspring
of Isma'TI (Ishmael, peace be upon him) whom we will
follow. Under his leadership we will defeat and destroy
you with utter destruction.” Then, they would proceed to
tell the features and the description of the promised
Prophet. This is well-known from the continuous
narrations descending from one century to the next
illustrating that meaning. Allah, the Exalted, says:
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which means, “And when there came to them (the Jews),
a Book (this Qur’an) from Allah confirming what is with
them (the Tawrah (Torah) and the InjTI (Gospel)), although
aforetime they had invoked Allah (for the coming of
Muhammad peace be upon him) in order to gain victory
over those who disbelieved, then when there came to
them that which they recognized, they disbelieved in it.
So let the Curse of Allah be on the disbelievers.” (AlBaqarah, 2: 89)
The signs and miracles, which prove the prophethood of
the Prophet (peace be upon him) exceeded one
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thousand. Examples of these miracles are: the splitting of
the moon, the miraculous Qur’an, information about the
people of the Scripture before him, the glad tidings
conveyed by the Prophets concerning him, the story of
the elephant which Allah made as a sign before his birth,
and the adornment of the sky and making it throw
shooting stars upon the devils. In addition, one of the
most significant of his miracles was providing information
concerning
unKnown matters about which none had
knowledge, except through receiving revelation from
Allah, the Exalted and Ever-Majestic. Without being
taught by any human, he related what had happened in
the past concerning the tales of Nuh (Noah), Hud,
Shu'aib, Salih and many others (peace be upon them all).
His people knew very well that he was neither taught by
the people of the Book nor by anyone else. In fact, he
was illiterate.
We intend here to clarify that the prophet (peace be upon
him) used to tell people about the events of the past with
detailed information, which nobody could know but a
Prophet or a person informed by a Prophet. His people
knew very well that no human being told him about such
information and that very matter represented an argument
against them. In spite of their strong enmity toward him
and their keen desire to seek even the tiniest defect so
that they may take it against him, they were unable to find
or raise an acceptable argument against him. It was easy
for his people to claim that the Prophet (peace be upon
him) was taught by some people, but since his people
could not accuse him of that, no one else has the right to
accuse him of something which his own people were
unable to do. The Exalted says,
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which means, “This is of the news of the unseen which
We reveal unto you (O Muhammad), neither you nor your
people knew them before this. So be patient. Surely, the
(good) end is for the Muttaqun (pious). (Hud, 11: 49)
Here it is stated that neither Muhammad nor his people
had knowledge of these tales before the revelation of the
Qur'an, and his people testified to this truth. So, whoever
claims that Muhammad (peace be upon him) was taught
by any one is telling a manifest lie.
It is also a fact that anyone who dared to claim
prophethood falsely, Allah severed his lineage, humiliated
him and exposed his lying and immorality in front of all
the people. But those who claimed prophethood and were
supported by Allah were proven to be truthful. That was
what happened when Allah, the Almighty supported Nuh,
Ibrahim (Abraham), Musa (Moses), Isa (Jesus), Dawud
(David), Sulaiman (Solomon), Shu'aib, Hud and Salih
(peace be upon them all). This is the way of Allah, which
is to bestow victory upon His Messengers and the
believers who follow them in this life as well as on the Day
when the witnesses will stand forth (i.e., on the day of
Resurrection), and that is the truth. Thus, whoever fails to
acknowledge that this is the way of Allah regarding His
prophets, and instead choose to follow those who falsely
claim prophethood, have indeed gone astray. Those
whose wisdom and sound judgment lead them to know
this fact, find it easy to realize that it is impossible for a
liar who falsely claims prophethood to achieve his
purposes, for Allah will never let his purposes and goals
to be accomplished; for He would never help him or grant
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him victory. On the contrary, He would strike him with a
mighty and severe punishment and afflict him with failure
in both this life and the next.
Some people of the Scripture and others mention about
Allah granted victory to the Pharoh, Namrud, Genghis
Khan, and other disbelieving kings. To these people we
say that such people did not claim prophethood. Allah
commanded leaders to follow His orders and to call to His
Worship and Obedience. Those who obey Him shall enter
Paradise, and those who disobey Him shall enter the
Hellfire.
This is in contrast to anyone who claims prophethood, in
which case he is either truthful, and so he and his
followers will be supported by Allah, or he is lying, and so
Allah will punish him.
Thus, this aspect of the argument is settled.
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Refuting the Claim that the Q ur’anic Verses
Contradict Each Other
If it is said, “There are some verses in the Qur’an which
assert that Muhammad is sent to the Arabs only, while
some other verses state that his message is universal.
Thus, there is a sense of contradiction between these
verses.”
If we assume that some Qur’anic verses imply that
Muhammad (peace be upon him) was sent to the Arabs
only, while some other verses imply that his message is
universal, this would be proof that his message was
generalized after being confined to the Arabs. In this way,
there is no contradiction between the verses. So how can
their argument be accepted, bearing in mind that there is
no single verse in the Qur’an to denote that Muhammad
(peace be upon him) was sent to the Arabs only? Rather,
it contains verses that say he was sent to the Arabs, for
the Quraish and also for the people of the scripture. There
is no contradiction at all between such verses.
Sometimes, in the Qur’anAllah addresses the Christians
and sometimes He addresses the Jews, but there is no
contradiction between the two cases. Similarly, there are
some verses in which Allah addresses the believers
amongst the nation of Muhammad commanding them to
adhere to the laws and doctrines of Islam, but there is no
doubt that this address does not contradict the call
directed to the people of the Scripture.
Thus, the universality of the message of the Prophet
(peace be upon him) should be an acknowledged fact,
whether this acknowledgement is before or after the
acknowledgement of his prophethood. The acknowledged
facts that are known with extreme conviction cannot be
among matters that are contradictory. That however, is
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always the way of the people of innovation in religion from
among those who have strayed from the people of the
Scripture; they always follow the verses that are not
entirely clear and abandon the ones that are entirely
clear.
If they say, “The verses of the Qur’an are contradictory
and we only protest with that which concords with our
aims, for our main purpose is to make manifest the
contradiction of the Qur’an.”
For this False Statement we Outline the Following
Refutations:
1. There are many seemingly contradictory verses in the
Books of the earlier Prophets, that are much greater in
number than those that are alleged to be found in the
Qur’an. If those books are concordant with each other and
free from any contradiction and if this contradiction
appears to those who are ignorant of their true
implications and of the intended meanings of the
Prophets, why should the Qur’an be any different? So,
there is no contradiction. The matter is just as it was
illustrated by the poet who said, “Many a person suspects
a sound speech, while the shortcoming is only his
dullness and incapability of sound understanding.”
This verse concerns normal speech, so what about the
Qur’an, the best of all books?
2. The People of the Scripture focus on the verses that
are not entirely clear and abandon the ones that are
entirely clear in their Books, which is the same thing they
did regarding the Qur’an.
3. If the verses of the Qur’an were contradictory,
Muhammad (peace be upon him) would not be a
messenger of Allah, for what was revealed by Allah
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cannot bear any sense of contradiction. Only that which
was not revealed by Allah could be contradictory. Allah,
the Exalted, says,
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which means, “Do they not then consider the Qur’an
carefully? Had it been from other than Allah, they would
surely have found therein much contradiction.”(An-Nisa’,4:
82)
So, any book, which is not revealed by Allah would have
some kind of contradiction, whereas that which is from
Allah can never bear any sense of contradiction.
Therefore they, i.e., the Christians, cannot use anything
contradicting as an argument for their case; for it is not
from Allah. And if it is not contradictory, it will be a part of
the message of the Messenger. The fact that Muhammad
is the Messenger of Allah to them does not bear any
contradictions, for that which comes from Allah cannot be
contradictory.
4. Their claim that Muhammad (peace be upon him) was
sent only to the Arabs does not contradict the fact that he
was also sent to them and to all mankind. Similarly,
Muhammad (peace be upon him) was ordered to warn
those nearest to him; his relatives and his tribe Quraish,
but this does not contradict that he was also ordered to
warn all the Arabs. To be more specific, if there is a
reason for this specification, it does not invalidate or
contradict the original generalization. That is what is
called (in Arabic language) “The concept of contradiction
and the style of addressing.”
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All people are of the opinion that specifying some of the
general for a good reason other than specifying a
judgment does not invalidate or contradict the original
generalization. An example of that is the following verse,
ijlxkj

f

which means, “And kill not your children for fear of
poverty.”(AI-lsra‘, 17: 31)
In this verse, Allah forbade the Quraish from killing their
children, for that was a common practice among them. In
other verses He forbade killing any human being without
just cause whether that human being was a child or not.
So, as we see, there is no contradiction between the two
verses. Thus, specifying children does not invalidate the
general command; which is namely the prohibition of
killing human beings without a just cause.
5. Muhammad (peace be upon him) is similar to Jesus,
(Msa, peace be upon them) who was initially sent for a
certain group of people, then his message was
generalized to encompass all mankind. In a verse of the
Bible, he said, “I was not sent except for the children of
Israel.” Afterwards, his message was generalized, for he
said to his students upon sending them with his message
to invite the people everywhere, “Peace be unto you: as
my Father hath sent me, even so send I you.” (Jin: 20:21)
There are many similar biblical verses, which state the
same specification concerning Christ’s call and others,
which generalize it afterwards. This is found in all the
different versions of the bible. Christ was truthful in that
(and in all he said), so how can they deny that which is
stated in the Qur’an although it is similar to that, which is
mentioned in the Bible?
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In conclusion, we say that Allah sent Muhammad (peace
be upon him) just as He sent Christ and all other Prophets
(peace be upon them all) before. He ordered them to
convey the message to their nearest relatives and those
who are the closest to them and then to one group after
another until their message would reach all people on
earth.
We reply to their argument with the following verses:
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which means, “Similarly (to complete My Blessings on
you) We have sent among you a Messenger (Muhammad
(peace be upon him)) of your own, reciting to you Our
verses (the Qur’an).” (Al-Baqarah, 2:151)
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which means, “Indeed Allah conferred a great favor on the
believers when He sent among them a Messenger
(Muhammad (peace be upon him)) from among
themselves, reciting unto them His verses (the Qur’an).
(Al-’lmran, 3:164)
The above two verses have the same meaning as this
verse:
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which means, “Verily, there has come unto you a
Messenger (Muhammad (peace be upon him)) from
amongst yourselves (i.e. whom you know well). It grieves
him that you should receive any injury or difficulty. He
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(Muhammad (peace be upon him)) is anxious over you (to
be rightly guided, to repent to Allah, and beg Him to
pardon and forgive your sins, in order that you may enter
Paradise and be saved from the punishment of the Hellfire), for the believers he (peace be upon him) is) full of
pity, kind, and merciful.” (At-Tawbah, 9:128)
The implication here involves either of two meanings.
The first one is: O you people, We have sent amongst you
a Messenger of your own (i.e. a human being) and had he
been an angel of Allah, you could not have endured his
message. So, Allah conferred a great favor upon you by
sending down a human being as your Messenger.
That is way the Exalted says,
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This means, “And they say: ‘Why has not an angel been
sent down to him?’ Had We sent down an angel, the
matter would have been judged at once, and no respite
would be granted to them. And had We appointed him an
angel, We indeed would have made him a man, and We
would have, certainly, caused them confusion in a matter
which they have already covered with confusion (i.e. the
Message of Prophet Muhammad).” (Al-An‘am, 6:8-9)
The other possible meaning is that the Arabs are the
addressees of the above verse. In both meanings, Allah,
the Almighty confirms that He has conferred His Favor
upon the addressees by sending them a Messenger from
among themselves. This does not contradict the fact that
he is also sent to others besides the Arabs. If the verse is
an address to all mankind, it should be known that he is
also sent to the jinn, although he is not one of them. So
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how can anyone say: if the Arabs were the addressees
here, this would indicate that his message is intended for
the Arabs only, while the non-Arabs are closer to the
Arabs than human beings are to the Jinn! Allah, the
Almighty mentions in His Book that a group of Jinn
believed in the Qur'an when they heard its verses being
recited. He says,
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which means, “And (remember) when We sent towards
you (Muhammad (peace be upon him)) Nafran (three to
ten persons) of the jinn, (quietly) listening to the Qur’an,
when they stood in the presence thereof, they said:
‘Listen in silence!' And when it was finished, they returned
to their people, as warners. They said: ‘O our people!
Verily! We have heard a Book (this Qur’an) sent down
after Musa (Moses), confirming what came before it. It
guides to the truth and to a Straight Path (i.e. Islam). O
our people! Respond (with obedience) to Allah's Caller
(i.e. Allah's Messenger Muhammad (peace be upon him)),
and believe in him (i.e. believe in that which Muhammad
(peace be upon him) has brought from Allah and follow
him). He (Allah) will forgive you of your sins, and will save
you from a painful torment (i.e. Hell-fire). And whosoever
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does not responc to Allah's Caller, he cannot escape on
earth.’” (Al-Ahqaf, 46: 29- 32)
He, the Almighty also says,
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which means, “Say {O Muhammad): ‘It has been revealed
to me that a group (from three to ten in number) of jinn
listened (to this Qur’an). They said: ‘Verily! We have
heard a wonderful Recital (this Qur’an)! It guides to the
Right Path, and we have believed therein, and we shall
never join (in worship) anything with our Lord (Allah).”’ (AlJinn, 72: 1-2)
And says,
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which means, “And verily, this (the Qur’an) is indeed a
Reminder for you (O Muhammad) and your people
(people of Quraish, or your followers), and you will be
questioned (about it).” (Az-Zukhruf, 43: 44)
His were the people of the Quraish but that does not
contradict the fact that he was sent to all the Arabs and to
all mankind.
As for these three verses:
4

which means, “To give warning to a people to whom no
warner had come before you, in order that they may
remember or receive admonition.” (Al-Qasas, 28: 46)
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which means, “In order that you may warn a people
whose forefathers were not warned, so they are
heedless.” (Yasin, 36: 6)
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which means, “That you may warn a people to whom no
warner has come before you (O Muhammad), in order
that they may be guided.” (As-Sajdah, 32: 3)
Allah, the Almighty mentions in these verses that He has
conferred His Blessings upon those people and that He
has left no excuse for them after sending His Messenger
to them. He mentions some of reasons behind sending
this Messenger, which does not necessarily mean that
this Messenger is sent for those people only. This way of
expression is wellknown in the Arabic language.
Allah, the Almighty says,
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which means, "He sends the Inspiration by His Command
to any of His slaves He wills, that he (the person who
receives inspiration) may warn (men) of the Day of Mutual
Meeting (i.e. The Day of Resurrection).” (Ghafir, 40: 15)
In this verse, Allah tells us that He sends His angels with
Revelation upon whomsoever He chooses from amongst
His servants (i.e. Prophets) so that they may warn them
against the horrors of the Day of Resurrection. This
contradicts the fact that those Prophets are sent to give
glad tidings to the believers concerning Paradise as well
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as to demonstrate Allah’s Commands, Prohibitions and
Judgments. He, the Almighty says,
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which means, “Surely, We have sent down to you (O
Muhammad) the Book (this Qur’an) in truth that you might
judge between men by that which Allah has shown you
(i.e. has taught you through Divine Inspiration).” (An-Nisa’,
4: 105)
The message of any Prophet includes both commands
and prohibitions, and glad tidings and warnings.
Similarly, Allah, the Almighty states,
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which means, “He it is Who has sent His Messenger
(Muhammad) with guidance and the religion of truth
(Islamic Monotheism) to make it victorious over all (other)
religions.” (As-Saf, 61: 9)
There are many other reasons behind His sending
messengers. There are many such examples in the
speech of Allah. When a purpose or a motive of a certain
action is stated, this does not mean that it has no other
meanings or purposes. The specification of one reason
only for a certain action must have a stated cause as in
this verse,
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which means, “In order that you may warn a people
whose forefathers were not warned.” (Yasfn, 36: 6)
These people were the first and the most entitled to be
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warned by Muhammad (peace be upon him), so warning
them specifically
in this context has a meaningful
purpose. Meanwhile, this does not mean that other people
are not included in this warning. Allah, the Exalted says,

which means, “Which the trustworthy Ruh (Jibrael
(Gabriel)] has brought down upon your heart (O
Muhammad) that you may be (one) of the warners. In the
plain Arabic language.” (Ash-Shu'ara’, 26: 193-196)
It is known that he, Muhammad (peace be upon him), was
sent as a bearer of glad tidings, a commander of the right
(i.e. Islamic Monotheism and all that Islam has ordained);
and a forbidder of all that is wrong (i.e. disbelief,
polytheism of all kinds, and all that Islam has forbidden).
He was also sent to allow all lawful good things, to
prohibit all unlawful evil things, and to relieve people
from the heavy burdens (of Allah’s Covenant), and the
fetters (bindings) that had been upon them.
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Glad tidings about the Coming of Prophets
Many Christians, concerning their belief or disbelief in a
certain Prophet, depend on the prophecies conveyed to
them by the prophets before him. They say, “The glad
tidings about the coming of Christ was conveyed to us by
the Prophets before him, unlike Muhammad (peace be
upon him) about whom none of the Prophets
prophesized.”
The Answer to that Incorrect Assertion Consists of
Two Points:
Point One: Prophecying the coming of Muhammad is
much more significant in the earlier Divine Books than
prophecying the coming of Christ (peace be upon him).
The Jews falsely interpreted the prophecy about Christ’s
coming, claiming that the person sent to them was not
Christ but someone who merely claimed prophethood,
and moreover, they say they are still waiting for the real
prophet. In fact, the Jews are only waiting for the coming
of the Antichrist whom they will follow. The Christians did
the same; they falsely interpreted the prophecy of
Muhammad’s coming.
Point Two: It is not a precondition for someone to be
proven as a prophet that earlier prophets would prophecy
about his coming. Musa (Moses, peace be upon him) was
sent to Fir'awn (Pharaoh), while Fir’awn had not received
the glad tidings of his advent. The same could be said
about Ibrahim (Abraham, peace be upon him), the closest
one to Allah, whose coming was never foretold to
Namrud, the king of Iraq at that time. The same could also
be said about Nuh (Noah), Salih, Shu’aib, Lut and several
other Prophets whose glad tidings were conveyed by
none to whom they were sent, although they were truthful
Prophets. Thus, the signs of prophethood for any Prophet
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are not confined to the prophecy concerning his coming,
but rather they include many other aspects such as
miracles and other matters.
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The Qur’an was Revealed in Arabic
As for their excuse that the Qur’an was revealed in
Arabic, our answer will be displayed in the discussion of
the following aspects:
Aspect One:
The Torah was revealed in the Hebrew language and
Musa (Moses, peace be upon him) spoke no other
language other than Hebrew. Similarly, Christ (peace be
upon him) did not recite the Torah and the Gospel except
in Hebrew. Each Divine Book is written in a single
language; that is the language of the Prophet upon whom
the revelation was sent and which is also the language of
his people. All Prophets conveyed their messages in the
language of their people first, and then they would convey
the Book revealed to them to the other nations. This is
done in a number of ways: by translating it for those who
do not know its original language, by learning its language
so that people may know its meanings, or people may
learn the meaning of the message in their language and,
in this case, it is not binding on them to know all the
contents of the message, but it is sufficient for them to
know what is necessary.
Aspect Two:
The language of Christ (peace be upon him) and his
Disciples was Hebrew; however, he sent them to other
nations to address them and translate his instructions
and sayings into their own language. Some Christians
might say, “But the messengers of Christ knew the
language of the people to whom they were sent.” We
reply by saying, "That is a feature known about the
messengers of Christ and about those of Muhammad
(peace be upon them both). There is no doubt that the
disciples of the Messengers of Allah, like those of Christ
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and Muhammad, must have known the language of the
people to whom they were sent, or those people would
have other people who knew the language of those
messengers in order to translate their words to their
people.”
Aspect Three:
There were many Arabs among the Christians during the
lifetime of the Prophet (peace be upon him). It was easy
for anyone who knew Arabic to understand the meanings
of the Qur’an even if his mother tongue was Persian,
Roman, Turkish, Indian or Coptic. Moreover, those who
wrote this book (to which this book of ours is a reply) from
amongst the Christian scholars, had read the Qur’an,
understood its content, even though it is written in Arabic
and furthermore, they used its verses in their argument.
So how can they say that they cannot believe in a Book,
which is not written in their language?
Aspect Four:
The judgment concerning the people of the Book is the
same as that of the polytheists concerning this matter. It
is well known that there were both Arabs and non-Arabs
among the polytheists, such as Turkish, Indians and
others. So, all the polytheists are just like the Arab
polytheists and all the people of the Book are just like the
people of the Book amongst the Arabs. They are all
included in the huge number, which is incomprehensible
except by Allah, of the people who know the Arabic
language.
Aspect Five:
It is not obligatory for every Muslim to know and
understand every single verse of the Qur’an. But it is
incumbent on him to know everything, which Allah
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commanded him to do and abandon everything, which
Allah forbade him to commit, in whatever language he
knows. That is quite possible for all nations and for all
sorts of people from amongst the non-Arabs, such as the
Persians, Turks, Indians, Berbers and other nationalities.
Some of them know Arabic, while others came to know
the obligations
Allah enjoined on mankind through
translation.
As for these verses:

which means, “Verily, We have sent it down as an Arabic
Qur’an in order that you may understand.” (Yusuf, 12: 2)

which means, “And if We had sent this as a Qur’an in a
foreign language other than Arabic, they would have said:
‘Why are not its verses explained in detail (in our
language)? What! (A Book) not in Arabic and (the
Messenger) an Arab.’” (Fussilat, 41:44)
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which means, “We verily, have made it a Qur'an in
Arabic.” (Az-Zukhruf, 43:3).
These verses state how Allah conferred His blessings
upon His servants by sending down the Qur’an in Arabic,
for it is the most perfect language and the most powerful
language as regards conveying meanings and figures of
speech. Thus, it is considered a Divine blessing that the
Qur'an was revealed in Arabic and not in any other
language. In addition, it addressed the Arabs at first,
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therefore it was revealed in Arabic so that they could
understand it. Those who learn their language will
understand the Qur’an in the same way they do, while
those who do not know their language, the Qur’an can be
translated into their language at the hands of those who
know their language. Moreover, it was not only a blessing
bestowed upon the Arabs that the Qur’an was revealed in
Arabic, for it also represented an obligation and a
responsibility (that they have no excuse not to believe in it
and that they should spread the religion all over the
world.)
The Christian Claim that they are not Obliged to
Follow Muhammad because they have already received
Messengers before him who addressed and warned them
in their language, demonstrating to them this religion to
which they are adhering until the present time. These
Messengers handed down the Torah and the Gospel to
them, which were written in their language, and that is
stated in the Qur’an in the Chapter of Ibrahim,

which means, “And We sent not a Messenger except with
the language of his people.” (Ibrahim, 14: 4)
And in the Chapter of An-Nahl we find this verse,
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which means, “And verily, We have sent among every
Ummah (community, nation) a Messenger.” (An-Nahl, 16:
36)
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There are Several Points to Refute this Claim:
Point One:
The fact that a nation had received a Messenger does not
necessarily mean that they should not receive another
one. For example, the Children of Israel received Musa
(Moses, peace be upon him), after which they followed
the law of the Torah. Then, ‘Isa (Jesus, peace be upon
him) was sent to them, so they were obliged to believe in
him, and he who did not do so was regarded as a
disbeliever, even if he claimed that he was adhering to the
Book of Musa. Similarly, when Allah sent another
Messenger after 'Isa, all people must believe in him and
whoever does not do so is regarded as a disbeliever.
Point Two:
Their claim that they are holding fast to the religion that
was transmitted by the Disciples of Christ (peace be upon
him) is simply a plain lie; for most of their conviction and
laws were neither transmitted by the Disciples of Christ
nor did they exist at all in the original Gospel. For
example, it was not reported from the Disciples or Christ
that they were ordered to utter these words in their
prayers, “Let us prostrate ourselves before Christ, our
Lord,” or say in their second and third prayer, “O Mother
of God Virgin Mary! Open for us the gates of mercy.”
Similarly, Christ did not order them to fast in spring, or to
observe fast for fifty days, and so on.
Point Three:
They say that the Torah and the Gospel was delivered to
them in their own language, and that may be true
concerning some of them, but it could not be applied to
them all. The Arab Christians as well as some other
Christians did not '■eceive the Torah or the Gospel in their
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own language. This is a wellknown fact, as there was
neither an Arabic Torah nor an Arabic Gospel during the
lifetime of the Disciples; they were translated at later
times. Therefore, if it was obligatory before Islam, for the
Christians amongst the Arabs to believe in these Books,
otherwise it would not have been acceptable that they
say, “It is not obligatory for the Romans to believe in
Muhammad (peace be upon him) and the Qur’an, which is
revealed in Arabic and translated into their language.”
Point Four:
If a nation altered the religion of the Prophet, who was
sent to them, Allah would send another Prophet to them
in order to revive the altered religion and call them to
Allah and to the religion He ordained. This is what
happened when the Children of Israel altered the religion
of Musa (Moses, peace be upon him), so Allah sent Christ
to them and for others with the religion He ordained.
Similarly, when the Christians distorted the religion of
Allah sent through Christ, Allah sent Muhammad (peace
be upon him) for them with the religion He ordained.
Point Five:
They argue that their Messengers handed down the
Torah and Gospel to them, which were written in their
language, and that this is a fact stated in the Qur’an. It
should be said to them, “There is no single verse in the
Qur’an which states that the Torah and the Gospel were
delivered to them in their own language. Their quoting
from the Qur’an to prove this claim resembles their
quoting to prove that their religion is true. It is also like
their quoting to prove all their innovated matters in
religion, such as trinity, unification and so on.
As for the verse,
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which means, “And We sent not a Messenger except with
the language of his people.” (Ibrahim, 14: 4)
We say, “No doubt that the nation of Musa (Moses, peace
be upon him) was the Children of Israel and that the
Torah was sent in their language. The Children of Israel
are also the people of Christ (peace be upon him), and he
spoke in their language. Neither of the two Prophets
spoke to his people except in Hebrew; none of them
conveyed his message in Roman, Syriac, Greek or
Coptic. Similarly, Muhammad (peace be upon him) was
sent to his people and spoke in their language just as
other prophets had done previously as Allah, Exalted be
He, says,
^
* ,
i @
3-*1
4
)
which means, “And verily, We have sent among every
Ummah (community, nation) a Messenger.” (An-Nahl, 16:
36I)
He, the Almighty also says,
'trW.j-, r« Mi. x/l a.I
which means, "And there never was a nation but a warner
had passed among them.” (Fatir, 35: 24)
None of the above verses states that the Torah and the
Gospel were sent to them in their language. Rather, they
have a general meaning.
They say, “Allah is just and it is not becoming of His
Justice to command a nation to follow a person (i.e., a
Prophet) who was not sent to them, especially if the Book
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revealed to that person is in a language other than their
language.” Our answer will be outlined in the following
points:
Point One:
It is not convincing that the writers of this book (which we
are exposing their falseness), who understand the Arabic
language very well to the extent that they use it in their
debates, to say that none of them knows Arabic. If they
know languages other than the Arabic, this will be
something else taken against them, for they can
understand Arabic and they convey what they understood
to their people in their mother tongue.
Point Two:
They understand what is in their Books, which are written
in Roman, Syriac, Coptic and other languages, and then
they translate them into Arabic for the Arab Christians.
Therefore, if there was no excuse for the Arab Christians
to believe in the Gospel, though it was sent to them in a
language other than Arabic, the Romans are more
entitled to believe in the Qur’an, which was revealed in
Arabic, for the Arabic language, after the spread of Islam,
has become more wide spread than Roman. Moreover,
those who spoke Arabic, after the Islamic conquests and
the spread of Islam, are greater in number than those who
speak other languages. In addition, the Arabic language is
more expressive and understandable than other
languages.
Point Three:
Let us suppose that a king sent a letter to another king
and that letter was written in a language other than that of
the latter. The king who received it would undoubtedly
summon someone to translate it for him. It would not be
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acceptable that this king would say that he would not
accept the letter since it was not written in his language,
for he can understand its content through translation. How
can it be possible to say this to Allah, the Lord of the
universe? Moreover, if a king orders some of his subjects
and his soldiers in his language, while they are capable of
comprehending his orders whether through learning his
language or through translation, this will not be
considered injustice. Thus, how can it be considered
injustice from the Lord of the universe, while it is not so if
done by His creatures?
If a subject oppresses another, it is an obligation on the
ruler to help the oppressed and to send for the oppressor
and command him to do justice and to punish him if he
does not. This is in the case when the oppressor is
capable of understanding the command of the ruler
whether by knowing his language or by translation, and
that is justice. On the other hand, injustice is to leave
people to do wrong and injustice to themselves and to
others. Allah has sent His Messengers so that mankind
may maintain justice. No one is exempted from following
the revealed
Law of Allah, as long as there is a
messenger sent to him, while he is capable of
understanding what this Messenger has been sent with
whether directly or through translation.
In worldly affairs, a person seeks to know the intended
meaning of the other through translation and so on, so
that the two may conclude business transactions. Thus,
two persons may require a translator who can convey
their intended meanings to each other. People also
interchange correspondence all over this world for the
purpose of managing their diverse worldly affairs by using
translators. It is an acknowledged fact that the matter of
religion is much more important than that of this worldly
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life. So, how could it be acceptable to abstain from
exchanging the knowledge of religion so that people may
know the intended meanings of one another? How can
anyone consider this life’s affairs to be greater than
religion, except for him whose heart has been darkened
because of not being conscious of Allah, who follows his
own desires and fails to remember his Lord, and who
seeks nothing but this worldly life?
Christians Claim that this Verse,
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which means, “And whoever seeks a religion other than
Islam, it will never be accepted of him, and in the
Hereafter he will be one of the losers.” (Al-‘lmran, 3:85)
as far as justice is concerned, is only connected to the
people to whom the message was sent in their language.
Therefore, they are not concerned with that and are not
included with those losers who are threatened in that
verse.
The Answer:
Allah says, “And whoever seeks a religion other than
Islam,” and “whoever” here denotes a general reference.
The same meaning is denoted in the following verse,
1* ' A '^ji
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which means, “So whosoever does good equal to the
weight of an atom (or a small ant), shall see it. And
whosoever does evil equal to the weight of an atom (or a
small ant), shall see it.” (Az-Zalzalah, 99:7- 8)
In addition to this, the context here denotes that the
addressees are the People of the Book along with others,
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for this verse is in the Chapter of Al-‘lmran (which was
revealed in Medina). It was revealed in a context in which
Allah addressed the People of the Book and contends
with them. This Chapter was revealed upon the arrival of
the Christian delegation of the people of Najran as we
mentioned previously.
Allah states in His Book that Islam is the religion of all the
Prophets, such as Nuh (Noah), Ibrahim (Abraham),
Ya'qub (Jacob), Yusuf (Joseph), Musa (Moses), ‘Isa
(Jesus) and all their followers, just as this verse states,
which means, “And whoever seeks a religion other than
Islam, it will never be accepted of him, and in the
Hereafter he will be one of the losers.” (Al-‘lmran, 3:85)
Thus, the acceptable religion in the Sight of Allah is Islam
and this fact is true at all times and all places, as Allah,
the Almighty says,
4
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which means, “Truiy, the religion with Allah is Islam.” (Al‘Imran, 3:19)
It is quite obvious in this verse that the message of
Muhammad (peace be upon him) is not for his people
only, but it is rather meant for all humanity: the past,
present and future generations. That is why Allah, the
Almighty says,
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which means, “And who can be better in religion than one
who submits his face (himself) to Allah (i.e. follows Allah’s
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Religion of Islamic Monotheism); and he is a Muhsin (a
good-doer). And follows the religion of Ibrahim (Abraham)
Hanifa (Islamic Monotheism - to worship none but Allah
Alone). And Allah did take Ibrahim (Abraham) as a Khalil
(an intimate friend).” (An-Nisa’, 4:125)
He, the Almighty also says,
’J3 jL-k-OL»l -dllb (j5'j
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and this verse which means, “And they say, ‘None shall
enter Paradise unless he be a Jew or a Christian.’ These
are their own desires. Say (O Muhammad Peace be upon
him), ‘Produce your proof if you are truthful.’ Yes, but
whoever submits his face (himself) to Allah (i.e. follows
Allah's Religion of Islamic Monotheism) and he is a
Muhsin (good-doer i.e. performs good deeds totally for
Allah’s sake only without any show off or to gain praise or
fame, etc., and in accordance with the Sunnah of Allah’s
Messenger Muhammad (peace be upon him) then his
reward is with his Lord (Allah), on such shall be no fear,
nor shall they grieve.’” (Al-Baqarah, 2:111-112)

CHAPTER TWO
---------------- — .... •

— ____________________

CHAPTER TWO
Section One:

The Christian Claim: Muhammad
praised their religion, which they
practice, in the Qur'an from the
following aspects:
1. Glorifying Christ and his mother.
2. Glorifying the Bible.
3. Praising Synagogues.
4. Glorifying the Disciples, as they are
messengers from Allah.
5. All that makes us hold fast to our
religion and not follow any other
man except Jesus Christ.
Section Two:

Refuting these claims and rendering
them invalid by referring to the
Glorious Qur'an for proof.
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Section One: The Second Christian Claim
They claim that they found in that Book, i.e., the Qur’an a
glorification of Christ and his mother, as for example, in
this verse which in the Chapter of Al-Anbiya’,

4
which means, “And (remember) she who guarded her
chastity (Virgin Maryam (Mary)), We breathed into (the
sleeves of) her (shirt or garment) (through Our Ruh - JibrTI
(Gabriel), and We made her and her son (‘Isa (Jesus)] a
sign for AI-‘Alamln (the mankind and jinn),” (Al-Anbia’,
21:91)
Also, in the Chapter of Al-‘lmran, there is this verse,
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which means, “And (remember) when the angels said: ‘O
Maryam (Mary)! Verily, Allah has chosen you, purified you
(from polytheism and disbelief), and chosen you above
the women of the ‘AlamTn (mankind and jinn) (of her
lifetime).” (Al-‘lmran, 3: 42)
This Book also states and asserts the miracles of Christ.
His mother conceived him without having intercourse with
any man. It also states that Christ spoke while he was still
a baby in his cradle; revived the dead; healed those who
were born blind as well as the lepers; created from clay a
thing which looked like a bird, and after breathing into it, it
became a bird by Allah’s leave. This means by the
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Permission of the Divine Entity, which is the Word of God
unified with the human entity.
We also found in your Book that Allah raised Christ unto
Himself, as it is said in the Chapter of An-Nisa’,
4
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which means, “For surely; they killed him not (i.e. Isa
(Jesus), son of Maryam (Mary); But Allah raised him (Isa
(Jesus)] up (with his body and soul) unto Himself (and he
is in the heavens'!.” (An-Nisa’, 4:157-158)
In

addition, it is said in the Chapter of Al-‘lmran,
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which means, “I will take you and raise you to Myself and
clear you (of the forged statement that Isa (Jesus) is
Allah’s son) of those who disbelieve, and I will make those
who follow you (Monotheists, who worship none but Allah)
superior to those who disbelieve (in the Oneness of Allah,
or disbelieve in some of His Messengers, e.g. Muhammad
(peace be upon him), ‘Isa (Jesus), Musa (Moses), etc., or
in His Holy Books, e.g. the Tawrah (Torah), the InjTI
(Gospel), the Qur’an] until the Day of Resurrection.” (Al‘Imran, 3:55)
It is also said in the Chapter Al-Baqarah,
,
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which means, “And We gave Isa (Jesus), the son of
Maryam (Mary), clear signs and supported him with
Ruhul-Qudus (JibrTI (Gabriel).” (Al-Baqarah, 2:87)
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And it is said in the Chapter of Al-Hadid,
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which means, “Then, We sent after them, Our
Messengers, and We sent Isa (Jesus) - son of Maryam
(Mary), and gave him the InjTI (Gospel). And We ordained
in the hearts of those who followed him, compassion and
mercy. But the Monasticism which they invented for
themselves, We did not prescribe for them, but (they
sought it) only to please Allah therewith, but that they did
not observe it with the right observance. So We gave
those among them who believed, their (due) reward.” (AlHadid, 57:27)
And in the Chapter of Al-'lmran, it is said,
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which means, “A party of the people of the Scripture stand
for the right, they recite the verses of Allah during the
hours of the night, prostrating themselves in prayer. They
believe in Allah and the Last Day; they enjoin Al-Ma‘ruf
(Islamic Monotheism, and following Prophet Muhammad
(peace be upon him)) and forbid Al-Munkar (polytheism,
disbelief and opposing Prophet Muhammad (peace be
upon him)); and they hasten in (all) good works; and they
are among the righteous.” (Al-lmran, 3:113-114)
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We found that the Bible is being glorified and that our
synagogues and places of worship are highly regarded
and honored. It is mentioned that they are places in which
the name of Allah is frequently mentioned, as, for
example, in this verse,
" ' '
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which means, “For had it not been that Allah checks one
set of people by means of another, monasteries,
churches, synagogues, and mosques, wherein the name
of Allah is mentioned much would surely have been pulled
down.” (Al-Hajj, 22:40)
All those verses and much more urge us to hold fast to
our religion; never to abandon that which is in our hands;
not to refuse our doctrine; and to follow none other than
Christ, the Word and Soul of Allah, and his Disciples
whom He sent to us, and who warned us in our language
and gave us our religion. The Disciples were glorified in
this verse found in the Chapter of AI-HadTd, which states,

4
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which means, “Indeed We have sent Our Messengers
with clear proofs, and revealed to them the Scripture and
the Balance (justice) that mankind may keep up justice.”
(AI-HadTd, 57:25)
It is also stated in the Chapter of Al-Baqarah,
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which means, “And Allah sent Prophets with glad tidings
and warnings, and with them He sent the Scripture in truth
to judge between people in matters wherein they differed.”
(Al-Baqarah, 2:213)
The word 'Prophets’ here means the Disciples who
traveled all over the seven regions of the world and gave
the glad tidings using the one Scripture, which is the Holy
Bible. The word ’Prophets’ does not refer to Ibrahim
(Abraham), Dawud (David), Musa (Moses) and
Muhammad, because he said ’the Scripture,’ only one
Scripture. No group of prophets was ever sent with only
one Scripture except for the Disciples who came with the
Holy Bible.
In addition, it is stated in that Book (i.e., the Qur’an),
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which means, “And there came running from the farthest
part of the town, a man, saying: "O my people! Obey the
Messengers.” (YasTn, 36:20)
The word 'messengers’ in the above verse refers to the
Disciples.
As for the glorification of our Scriptures and Books, it is
said in the Qur’an,
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which means, “And We have sent down to you (O
Muhammad) the Book (this Qur’an) in truth, confirming
the Scripture.” (Al-Ma’idah, 5:48)
It is also said,
U
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which means, “Alif-Lam-MTm. (These letters are one of
the miracles of the Qur’an, and none but Allah (Alone)
knows their meanings. Allah! La
ilia Huwa (none has
the right to be worshipped but He), the Ever-Living, the
One Who sustains and protects all that exists. It is He
Who has sent down the Book (the Qur’an) to you
(Muhammad (peace be upon him)) with truth, confirming
what came before it. And He sent down the Tawrah
(Torah) and the InjTI (Gospel), aforetime, as a guidance to
mankind.” (Al-’lmran, 3:1-4)
And it is said in the Chapter of Al-Baqarah,
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which means, “Alif-Lam-Mim. (These letters are one of
the miracles of the Qur’an and none but Allah (Alone)
knows their meaning.) This is the Book (the Qur’an),
whereof there is no doubt, a guidance to those who are
Al-Muttaqun (the pious and righteous persons who fear
Allah much (abstain from all kinds of sins and evil deeds
which He has forbidden) and love Allah much (perform all
kinds of good deeds which He has ordained). Who
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believe in the Ghaib and perform As-Salat (IqamatusSalah), and spend out of what we have provided for them
(i.e. give Zakat, spend on themselves, their parents, their
children, their wives, etc., and also give charity to the poor
and also in Allah's Cause - Jihad, etc. And who believe in
(the Qur’an and the Sunnah) which has been sent down
(revealed) to you (Muhammad) and in [the Tawrah
(Torah) and the InjTI (Gospel), etc.) which were sent down
before you and they believe with certainty in the
Hereafter. (Resurrection, recompense of their good and
bad deeds, Paradise and Hell, etc.) They are on (true)
guidance from their Lord, and they are the successful.”
(Al-Baqarah, 2:1-5)
The Book’ is the Bible, and 'those who believe in the
Ghaib (unseen)’ are the Christians who believe in Christ
although they hae not seen him. As for those ’who believe
in (the Qur’an and the Sunnah) which has been sent
down (revealed) to you (Muhammad) and in the Tawrah
(Torah) and the InjTI (Gospel), etc.) which were sent down
before you,’ they are the Muslims who believe in what
was revealed to Muhammad and in what was revealed
before him as well.
It is said in the Chapter of Al-Ma’idah,

which means, “And in their footsteps, We sent Isa
(Jesus), son of Maryam (Mary), confirming the Tawrah
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(Torah) that had come before him, and We gave him the
InjTI (Gospel), in which was guidance and light and
confirmation of the Tawrah (Torah) that had come before
it, a guidance and an admonition for Al-Muttaqun (the
pious). Let the people of the InjTI (Gospel) judge by what
Allah has revealed therein. And whosoever does not
judge by what Allah has revealed (then) such (people) are
the Fasiqun (the rebellious, i.e., disobedient (of a lesser
degree) to Allah.” (Al-Ma’idah, 5: 46- 47)
And in the Chapter of Al-‘lmran, there is the following
verse,

4 >CS
which means, “Then if they reject you (O Muhammad), so
were Messengers rejected before you, who came with AlBayyinat (clear signs, proofs, evidences) and the
Scripture and the Book of Enlightenment.” (Al-‘lmran,
3:184)
The Book of Enlightenment’ is referring to the Holy Bible.
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Section Two: Refuting the Second Christian
Claim
Glorifying Jesus Christ and His Mother
It is very true that Christ and his mother are highly praised
in the Qur’an, so are those who adhered to his religion
before it was distorted before the advent of Muhammad
(peace be upon him). Its verses also contain praise of
those who abided by Christianity until Muhammad (peace
be upon him) was sent, whereupon they believed in him.
Such are regarded as true Muslim believers. Similar to
them are those who followed the undistorted religion of
Musa (Moses, peace be upon him) and adhered to it until
Christ was sent, whereupon they believed in him. Such
are also true Muslim believers.
The Jews were deprived of Tayyibat, [(i.e. all good and
lawful) as regards things, deeds, beliefs, persons, foods,
etc.]which were prohibited for them. They exaggerated
much in avoiding filth to the extent that they did not eat
with, drink with or sleep with menstruating women. They
also used to cut any places on their clothing that had
sexual impurities instead of rubbing or cleaning them.
They also refused to extract blood from their veins, and to
do many such things, which had been enjoined on them.
Contrary to the Jews, we find that most Christians regard
almost nothing as forbidden or unclean except that which
one naturally loathes. According to them, one may even
pray while he is in a state of major or minor ritual impurity
or while carrying anything that is filthy. They also eat
forbidden foods such as blood, dead animals and pork,
except for whoever dislikes such foods, and people are
considered to be free to choose to eat them or not. But
Muslims are different; they adopt a middle course, as
Allah, the Almighty says,
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which means, “And My Mercy embraces all things. That
(Mercy) I shall ordain for those who are the Muttaqun
(pious - see), and give Zakat; and those who believe in
Our ’Ayat (proofs, evidences, verses, lessons, signs and
revelations, etc.) Those who follow the Messenger, the
Prophet who can neither read nor write (i.e. Muhammad
(peace be upon him)) whom they find written with them in
the Tawrah (Torah) (Deut, xviii, 15) and the Injil (Gospel)
(John xiv, 16) - he commands them for Al-Ma‘ruf (i.e.
Islamic Monotheism and all that Islam has ordained); and
forbids them from Al-Munkar (i.e. disbelief, polytheism of
all kinds, and all that Islam has forbidden); he allows them
as lawful At-Taiyibat ((i.e. all good and lawful) as regards
things, deeds, beliefs, persons, foods, etc.), and prohibits
them as unlawful Al-Khaba’ith (i.e. all evil and unlawful as
regards things, deeds, beliefs, persons, foods, etc.), he
releases them from their heavy burdens (of Allah’s
Covenant), and from the fetters (bindings) that were upon
them. So those who believe in him (Muhammad (peace
be upon him)), honor him, help him, and follow the light
(the Qur’an) which has been sent down with him, it is they
who will be successful." (Al-A‘raf, 7:156-157)
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The Issue of Monotheism
Jews attribute to the Creator the characteristics of His
creatures, which include the defects and shortcomings
that characterize human beings and which should not be
ascribed to the Lord. The following verse is such an
example. Some Jews said,

which means, “Truly, Allah is
‘Imran, 3:181)

poor and

we are rich!"

(Al-

Some other Jews said,

which means, “Allah’s Hand is tied up (i.e. He does not
give and spend of His Bounty).” (Al-Ma'idah, 5:64)
They also said, ‘After Allah created the world, He
became tired, so He had to have a rest.” Some of them
even said, “Allah wept upon the event of the Flood so
much that His eyes turned sore, so the angels paid Him a
visit.” They also said, “He cried over some of those He
ruined from amongst His servants, just as one cries over
the deceased from one’s family.” They mentioned many
such examples above which Allah is highly Exalted and
Glorified in His Highness.
On the Contrary, Christians attribute to the created being
the divine features of the Creator. So they render Christ
as the lord of the universe, the creator and the knower of
everything, and the omnipotent. Both the Jews and the
Christians took their rabbis and monks as their lords. The
Christians also took Christ, the son of Maryam (Mary) as
their lord, while they, i.e., the Jews and Christians, were
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commanded to worship none but one God, besides
Whom none has the right to be worshiped. Praise and
glory be to Him, far above is He from having the partners
they associate with Him. They also regarded the angels
and the prophets as lords besides Allah, for whom they
made statues, which they regarded as intercessors for
them, that might intercede on their behalf in front of Allah,
just like idolaters did.
Muslims adopt a middle course in that concern, as they
describe Allah with the same attributes, which He or His
Messengers use for His Description, without any TahrTf
(misinterpretation-changing the text), Ta'til (denial), TakyTf
(detailed description) or TamthTI (likening). They ascribe
to Allah all the Attributes of Perfection and free Him from
any defect or imperfection that may never be ascribed to
the Creator.
Christians say that Christ is God and also the Son of God,
and that he is a full god and a full human being. On the
other hand, the Jews said that he is an illegitimate child,
that he is the son of Joseph the carpenter and that
Maryam conceived him after committing adultery,
Allah, the Almighty demonstrates their falsehood in this
verse,

which means, “And uttering against Maryam (Mary) a
grave false charge (that she has committed illegal sexual
intercourse).” (An-Nisa’, 4:156)
The Jews also said that Christ was a lying magician.
On the other hand, Muslims regard Jesus Christ as a
servant of Allah, His Messenger, and His Word, which He
bestowed on the Chaste Virgin Maryam (Mary) and a
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spirit created by Him. He is held in honor in this world and
in the hereafter, and will be one of those who are near to
Allah. In addition, Muslims describe Christ just as Allah
does; they neither exaggerate in his status like the
Christians, nor do they demean him like the Jews.
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Divine and Human Entities United
According to the Christians, the Qur’anic verse that
means ‘that it became a bird by Allah’s leave’ (Al-‘lmran,
3: 49) means the permission of the Divine Entity, which is
the Word of Allah unified with the human entity.
If they say this as a belief in their doctrine without claiming
that Muhammad (peace be upon him) said it, we will talk
to them and falsify their claim by rationally deduced
evidence and also through citing from Divine texts.
However, if they claim that Muhammad (peace be upon
him) said that the above verse refers to the permission of
the Divine Entity, which is the Word of God united with the
human entity, this would simply be a part of their manifest
lies against Muhammad (peace be upon him). These lies
also include their allegation concerning the following
verse,
'!/■

j I ... Uj 2

which means, “And whoever seeks a religion other than
Islam...” (Al-‘lmran, 3: 85)
refers to the Arabs. This is also related to their allegation
concerning the verse, which says,
{

JLA

which means, “Aff-Lam-MTm. (These letters are one of
the miracles of the Qur’an and none but Allah (Alone)
knows their meanings). This is the Book (the Qur’an),
whereof there is no doubt, a guidance to those who are
Al-Muttaqun (the oious and righteous persons who fear
Allah much (abstain from all kinds of sins and evil deeds
which He has forb dden) and love Allah much (perform all
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kinds of good deeds which He has ordained))." (AlBaqarah, 2: 1-2)
They claim that it refers to the Bible.
These all are manifest lies, which only indicate extreme
ignorance or stubbornness. However, it is not unusual for
Christians to say such incorrect interpretations, for they
have interpreted many sections of the Torah (Tawrah),
Bible (InjTI), Psalms (Az-Zabur), and the prophecies in a
similar way in which they displaced the words revealed to
the Prophets from their right places in an apparent
manner, distorted the actual meanings, and thus they
changed the Books and religion of Allah. They were like
the Jews who displaced words and changed meanings.
So, their deliberate misinterpretation of the Qur’an is
similar to their distortion and change of the Torah and the
Bible.
It is an acknowledged fact in the religion of Muhammad
(peace be upon him) that the Messiah (‘Isa (Jesus)) is a
servant of Allah and a created being just like all other
Messengers, and that he declares as disbelievers those
Christians who believe that he is Allah and the son of
Allah.
Allah, the Exalted, says,
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which means, “Surely, they have disbelieved who say that
Allah is the Messiah (‘Isa (Jesus)), son of Maryam (Mary).
But the Messiah (Isa (Jesus)) said: ‘O Children of Israel!
Worship Allah, my Lord and your Lord.’ Verily, whosoever
sets up partners in worship with Allah, then Allah has
forbidden Paradise for him, and the Fire will be his abode.
And for the Zhalimun (polytheists and wrong-doers) there
are no helpers. Surely, the disbelievers are those who
said, ‘Allah is the third of the three (in a Trinity).’ But there
is no ilah (god) (none who has the right to be worshipped)
but One Ilah (God -Allah). And if they cease not from what
they say, verily, a painful torment will befall the
disbelievers among them. Will they not repent to Allah
and ask His Forgiveness? For Allah is Oft-Forgiving, Most
Merciful. The Messiah (Isa (Jesus)), son of Maryam
(Mary), was no more than a Messenger; many were the
Messengers that passed away before him. His mother
(Maryam (Mary)) was a Siddiqah [i.e. she believed in the
words of Allah and His Books (see Verse 66:12)]. They
both used to eat food (as any other human being, while
Allah does not eat). Look how We make the Ayat (proofs,
evidences, verses, lessons, signs, revelations, etc.) clear
to them, yet look how they are deluded away (from the
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truth). Say (O Muhammad to mankind): "How do you
worship besides Allah something which has no power
either to harm or to benefit you? But it is Allah Who is the
All-Hearer, All-Knower. Say (O Muhammad), ‘O people of
the Scripture (Jews and Christians)! Exceed not the limits
in your religion (by believing in something) other than the
truth, and do not follow the vain desires of people who
went astray in times gone by, and who misled many, and
strayed (themselves) from the Right Path.’ (Al-Ma’idah, 5:
72-77)
The saying of the Christiansthat Christ is Allah is blatant
disbelief, for the above verses say that Jesus was no
more than a Messenger; many were the Messengers that
passed away before him. He only had one mission, which
is to deliver the Divine Message. The same was said
about Muhammad (peace be upon him),
4
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which means, “Muhammad is no more than a Messenger,
and indeed (many) Messengers have passed away before
him.” (Al-'lmran, 3: 144)
The mother of Christ was only a virtuous woman who
believed in Allah and His Books, so this proves that she is
not a prophet. Moreover, Allah says,
^ 'Sy

... *L*JaJ I 0 N —1tj b

which means, “They both used to eat food,” (Al-Ma’idah,
5:75) and this is one of the clearest attributes which
proves that they are not gods; i.e. this need for food which
enters a human body and is then excreted.
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There are many verses in the Qur’an, which stress the
fact that Christ is a servant of Allah, and the first thing that
he uttered was in the verse,
tiTV
which means, “He (Isa (Jesus)) said: Verily! I am a slave
of Allah. He has given me the Scripture and made me a
Prophet.” (Maryam, 19:30)
It is an acknowledged fact in the religion of Muhammad
(peace be upon him) and in what is narrated from him and
by the consensus of his nation depending on his
narrations, the Book revealed to him, and his Sunnah,
that it is beyond doubt that Christ is only a servant and
Messenger of Allah. He declares as disbelievers the
Christians who believe that he (Christ) is God or the Son
of God or those who say that God is a third member of a
trinity. Thus, as for their interpretation of the saying of
Allah, which is delivered through His Messenger,
Muhammad (peace be upon him) that it became a bird by
Allah’s leave, it is totally false. They claim that
Muhammad (peace be upon him) said that the bird was
created with the permission of the Divine Entity, which is
the Word of God that is united with the human entity. This
is one of the incidents in which they attribute lies against
Muhammad (peace be upon him). All mankind is aware
of such lies, including those who believe in his
prophethood as well as those who do not.
Their claim that the Divine Entity is the Word of God,
which is united with the human entity, is totally false for
the following reasons:
- This Word is God or an attribute of His Divine Entity.
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Or that this Word is not His Divine Entity or one of
His Attributes.

- Or that it is the Attribute and the Entity together.
If it is not God or one of His Attributes, it must be a
created thing separate that is from Him. Thus, Christ is
not a divine being or a creator. A divine attribute was
never united with him. He was simply an ordinary created
being.
And if the Word is the Divine Entity or an Attribute of God,
then it is the Lord of the Universe. It represents the Father
in Christian theology. The Christians agree that Christ is
not the Father and that what united with him was the Son,
not the Father.
If that word is an attribute of God, the Exalted and EverMajestic, then the attribute of God in itself is not the
Creating Lord, and, according to Christian belief, Christ is
the Creating Lord. In addition to that, an attribute of God
is dependent on His Entity and cannot be separated from
Him, incarnated with Him, or united to another entity. But
according to them, the Word of God was united with
Christ. Christians only specify this incarnation for Christ,
although, whatever is united to a human being cannot be
separated from him, for both become one entity. Thus,
with this union, a characteristic or an act cannot be
attributed to one of them without the other. But Christians
claim the existence of this union and then they contradict
each other: for some of them say that they both have the
same essence while others say they have two essences.
Some say that they have one will, while others say that
they have two.
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The Holy Spirit
As for the Christian pretext drawn from the verse that
says
,,

" **•*
j»v* o'’'

which means, “And We gave Isa (Jesus), the son of
Maryam (Mary), clear signs and supported him with Ruhul-Qudus (Jibril (Gabriel)).” (Al-Baqarah, 2: 87)
Allah, the Exalted, says the truth. Allah mentions His
support to Christ (Jesus), son of Maryam (Mary), with the
Holy Spirit in several verses; for example, He says,
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which means, “Those Messengers! We preferred some to
others; to some of them Allah spoke (directly); others He
raised to degrees (of honor); and to Isa (Jesus), the son
of Maryam (Mary). We gave clear proofs and evidences,
and supported him with Ruh-ul-Qudus (Jibril (Gabriel)).”
(Al-Baqarah, 2: 253)
He, the Almighty also says,
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which means, “0 ‘Isa (Jesus), son of Maryam (Mary)!
Remember My Favor to you and to your mother when I
supported you with Ruh-ul-Qudus (Jibril (Gabriel)) so that
you spoke to the people in the cradle and in maturity.” (AlMa’idah, 5: 110)
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Allah, the Almighty says,
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which means, “And when We change a Verse (of the
Qur’an, i.e. cancel (abrogate) its order) in place of
another, and Allah knows the best of what He sends
down, they (the disbelievers) say: "You (O Muhammad)
are but a Muftari (forger, liar)!" Nay, but most of them
know not. Say (O Muhammad) Ruh-ul-Qudus [Jibril
(Gabriel)] has brought it (the Qur’an) down from your Lord
with truth.’’ (An-Nahl, 16: 101-102)
Allah, the Exalted, also says,
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which means, “Which the trustworthy Ruh (Jibril (Gabriel))
has brought down; Upon your heart (O Muhammad) that
you may be (one) of the warners.” (Ash-Shu'ara’, 26: 193194)
Thus, the Holy Spirit is the angel who descended with the
Qur’an from Allah. It is the Trustworthy Spirit whose name
is JibrTI (Gabriel).
It is narrated in a hadith recorded by Muslim that ‘A’ishah
(may Allah be pleased with her) narrated, “I heard the
Prophet (peace be upon him) say to Hassan bin Thabit
(may Allah be pleased with him), ‘Verily, the Holy Spirit
will remain supporting you as long as you are defending
Allah and His Messenger.”15

"Recorded by Muslim, Fada'il As-Sahabah, hadith no. 2490, p. 157.
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This was Hassan bin Thabit, one of the believers, who
defended Allah and His Messenger and satirized the
disbelievers
who belied the Messenger, so Allah
supported him with the Holy Spirit, namely Jibrtl (Gabriel,
peace be upon him).
Everyone is certain that Muhammad (peace be upon him)
would not let the Divine Entity be united with the human
entity of Hassan bin Thabit, thus the support of the Holy
Spirit is not one of the unique characteristics of Christ.
The people of the Scripture admit this fact, for many
otherprophets were supported with the Holy Spirit; like for
example, Dawud (David, peace be upon him) and many
others. They even say that the Disciples of Christ (Jesus)
were supported by the Holy Spirit.
There is nothing in the Qur’an or in the Bible or any of the
prophets' books, which proves that the Holy Spirit is an
attribute of God and His life nor that the Holy Spirit
creates and grants provision. Thus, the Holy Spirit is
neither God nor one of His attributes. Moreover, there is
nothing in the words of the prophets to indicate that the
dependent Attribute of god is called a son or a holy spirit.
The Christians falsely say that Christ said, “Go ye
therefore, and teach all nations, baptizing them in the
name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy
Ghost,” (Mathew: 28:19) meaning that the Son is His
attribute which is knowledge and the Holy Spirit His
attribute which is life. This is a manifest falsehood
concerning Christ. There is nothing in his words or in the
words of other prophets, which calls God or specifies one
of His Attributes as being a son or makes His life a Holy
Spirit.
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Invented Monasticism
As for this verse where Allah says,
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which means, “And We sent Isa (Jesus) - son of Maryam
(Mary), and gave him the InjTI (Bible). And We ordained in
the hearts of those who followed him, compassion and
mercy. But the Monasticism which they invented for
themselves, We did not prescribe for them, but (they
sought it) only to please Allah therewith, but that they did
not observe it with the right observance. So We gave
those among them who believed, their (due) reward, but
many of them are Fasiqun (rebellious, disobedient to
Allah).” (AI-HadTd, 57:27)
Allah says the truth. The above verse does not praise
monasticism or those who have altered the religion of
Christ, but it praises the mercy and compassion that Allah
bestowed upon the hearts of those who followed him.
Allah says, “And We ordained in the hearts of those who
followed him, compassion and mercy.” Then He says,
“But the Monasticism which they invented for themselves,
We did not prescribe for them..” Thus, Christians invented
monasticism, which Allah did not prescribe for them.
Then Allah says, “But (they sought it) only to please Allah
therewith.” What was ordained for them was only pleasing
Allah through performing what He ordained not what was
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invented. This is something exclusive on their part. It can
also be found in the following verse where Allah says,
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which means, “They have no (certain) knowledge, they
follow nothing but conjecture.” (An-Nisa’, 4:157)
And where Allah says,
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which means, “They will never taste death therein except
the first death (of this world).” (Ad-Dukhan, 44: 56)
And in the verse in which Allah says,
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which means, “So We gave those among them who
believed, their (due) reward.” (Al-Hadid, 57: 27)
They are those who believed in Muhammad (peace be
upon him), but immediately after it He said,
o>4-^3
which means, "But many of them are Fasiqun (rebellious,
disobedient to Allah)." (AI-HadTd, 57: 27)
In any case, Allah, the Exalted, did not praise except
those who followed Christ and his original religion, which
had not been changed, and those who believed in
Muhammad (peace be upon him).
He neither praised those who altered the religion of Christ
nor those who refused to believe in Muhammad (peace
be upon him).
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Misplaced Inference
As for the verses where Allah says,
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which means, “... a party of the people of the Scripture
stand for the right, they recite the Verses of Allah during
the hours of the night, prostrating themselves in prayer.
They believe in Allah and the Last Day; they enjoin AlMa'ruf (Islamic Monotheism, and following Prophet
Muhammad) and forbid Al-Munkar (polytheism, disbelief
and opposing Prophet Muhammad); and they hasten in
(all) good works; and they are among the righteous.” (Al‘Imran, 3: 113-114)
These verses are not exclusive for the Christians, but
Allah, the Exalted, revealed it after this verse,
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which means, “Indignity is put over them wherever they
may be, except when under a covenant (of protection)
from Allah, and from men; they have drawn on
themselves the Wrath of Allah, and destruction is put over
them. This is because they disbelieved in the Ayat
(proofs, evidences, verses, lessons, signs, revelations,
etc.) of Allah and killed the Prophets without right. This is
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because they disobeyed (Allah) and used to transgress
beyond bounds (in disobedience to Allah, crimes and
sins).” (Al-‘lmran, 3: 112)
Those who received indignitywherever they may be, who
had drawn on themselves the Wrath of Allah, killed the
prophets without right, disobeyed and transgressed are
the Jews who had committed these acts before
Muhammad (peace be upon him) was sent.
Thus, these verses refer to
Christians, just like the verse,
_ y ^
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the Jews more than the
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i
which means, “And of the people of Musa (Moses) there
is a community who lead (the men) with truth and
establish justice therewith (i.e. judge men with truth and
justice).” (Al-A'raf, 7: 159)
This is sheer praise of those who held fast to the Torah
but not to those who disbelieved in ‘Isa (Jesus) or in
Muhammad (peace be upon him).
It tells about those who were characterized with these
qualities before Muhammad (peace be upon him). As for
the people of the Scripture who lived during the lifetime of
Muhammad (peace be upon him) and believed in him,
they shall be granted a double reward.
Whoever believes in Muhammad (peace be upon him)
and makes known his faith in Islam is one of the Muslims
as long as he performs the acts of the Muslims both
secretly and publicly. He is counted among the believers
even if he used to be a disbelieving idol-worshipper
before that. So what would be the caseeif he is one of the
people of the Scripture? Amongst the people of the
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Scripture who embraced Islam were ‘Abdullah bin Salami,
Salman Al-Farisy and others.
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Remembering Allah in Monasteries, Synagogues
and Mosques
The Christians say, “We have found that the Qur’an
glorifies our Bible, speaks highly of our monasteries and
churches and testifies that the name of Allah is mentioned
much inside them.” The clearest example is the following
verse,
J-i

(J-tilT Aut

which means, “For had it not been that Allah checks one
set of people by means of another, monasteries,
churches, synagogues, and mosques, wherein the name
of Allah is mentioned much would surely have been pulled
down.” (Al-Hajj, 22: 40)
The phrase “...wherein the name of Allah is mentioned
much” is said just after mentioning mosques, and the
mosques are for the Muslims. Thus, the phrase does not
mean within the churches of Christians. Then, the phrase,
“...wherein the name of Allah is mentioned much” can
mean only in mosques, in which case there is no
certainty that the name of Allah is mentioned much in
monasteries and synagogues.
It can also mean that mentioning Allah occurred a great
deal in all of them. There is no doubt that the name of
Allah was mentioned much in monasteries, churches,
and synagogues before Muhammad (peace be upon him)
was sent. Those places were full of people who followed
the unchanged religion of Christ wherein the name of
Allah was mentioned a great deal.
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As for the precedence in the order of words, it is for the
purpose of ascending from what is lower to what is higher.
For example Allah says,
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which means, “That Day shall a man flee from his brother,
And from his mother and his father, And from his wife and
his children.” (‘Abasa, 80: 34-36)
He also says,
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has indeed forbidden are Al-Fawahish (great evil sins,
every kind of unlawful sexual intercourse, etc.) whether
committed openly or secretly, sins (of all kinds),
unrighteous oppression, joining partners (in worship) with
Allah for which He has given no authority, and saying
things about Allah of which you have no knowledge.” (AlA‘raf, 7: 33)
The same applies to this verse, in which Allah says that
which means, “...monasteries, churches, synagogues,
and mosques, wherein the name of Allah is mentioned
much would surely have been pulled down.” (Al-Hajj, 22:
40) Allah, Glorified be He, clarifies that had it not been
that Allah checks one set of people by means of another,
the places of worship would have been pulled down. Then
He mentions the most inferior places of worship which are
the monasteries, as they are only made for one person or
a very small number of people. Finally He concludes
with the most superior of them, which are the mosques,
where the name of Allah is mentioned a great deal.
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Thus, in the verse, the judgment pertaining to the places
of worship is closely related to the people. The people of
the Scripture, before any abrogation and change to their
Divine Book has taken place, are considered as believing
Muslims. Pulling cown the places of worship of Muslims is
great corruption and a grave sin.
From these points, we conclude that the claim of the
Christian concerning what Muhammad (peace be upon
him) brought, are absolutely false. On the contrary, what
he brought forth proves their falsity in many ways.
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Praising Jesus Christ and His Followers
Christians say, “This (Muhammad praising Christ and his
followers) makes it obligatory on us to hold fast to our
religion and not to abandon or reject our beliefs. We
would never follow a religion other than the religion of
Christ, the Word and Spirit of God."
The answer to these words is that they make two false
allegations:
Firstly: Muhammad (peace be upon him) was not sent to
them but also to the Arabs. This claim is considered to be
one of the greatest instances of falsehood concerning
Muhammad (peace be upon him), for he did not say, “I
was not sent to the people of the Scripture,” nor did he
say, “I was only sent to the Arabs!” On the contrary, all his
words and actions, clarify that he was sent to all the
people of the earth whether they were pagans, Jews or
Christians.
Secondly: that Muhammad (peace be upon him) praised
the Christian religion after it had been changed and
abrogated. This is an even greater lie than the first, for
how can he praise their religion while he declares their
disbelief in more than one place in the Book revealed to
him and calls for fighting them (in the Cause of Allah)? He
also dispraises whoever abandons fighting them and
describes those who disobey him in their fight as being
hypocrites and disbelievers, and mentions that they will
be cast down into Hellfire. That is the message from his
Lord, which he conveys. It is only attributed to him
because he was chosen to deliver the Message of Allah.
As for Allah praising Christ and those who followed the
Christian religion before it was changed, this is true and
does not contradict the obligation of following Muhammad
(peace be upon him). If it was destined that the religion of
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Christ was not to be abrogated and that Muhammad
(peace be upon him) praised all those who follow it but
stated that Allah had sent him, it would not be
contradictory. And if he declares those who disbelieve in
him to be disbelievers, it will not contradict his praise of
them before they disbelieved in him.
Muhammad (peace be upon him) only praised those who
followed an unchanged religion, but he dispraised those
who changed the religion of Christ.
The Christians disbelieved just like the Jews. They
disbelieved when they changed what was in the first
Book, the Bible, and then disbelieved in the second
Book, the Qur’an. As for those who did not change the
Book or live during the time of Muhammad and believed
in him, they are believers.
What clarifies our point is that Christ's glorification of the
Torah (Tawrah), following it and adhering to its rules is
more than Muhammad's glorification of the Bible (InjTI).
But this is not to be taken as a justification for the Jews,
which may abolish their obligation to follow Jesus. So how
can Muhammad's glorification be a justification, which
may abolish the obligation to follow him?
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Glorifying the Disciples
They say, “And his Disciples whom he sent to us have
warned us in our very own language and delivered to us
our religion and were glorified in that Book (i.e. the
Qur’an), in the Chapter of Al-Hadid,

^

^ aI 'u

which means, “Indeed We have sent Our Messengers
with clear proofs, and revealed to them the Scripture and
the Balance Gustice) that mankind may keep up justice.”
(AI-HadTd, 57: 25)
The answer to this point has several aspects:
Firstly: In what is mentioned above, there is nothing
which justifies disbelieving in the Messenger that was
sent to you or to any other people or that justifies clinging
to an altered and distorted religion. In addition to this,
glorifying Musa (Moses, peace be upon him), his followers
and the Torah is not a reason for the Jews to disbelieve in
the Messenger who was sent to them and instead to cling
to an altered, distorted religion.
Secondly: The statement, "We will not follow but Christ
and his Disciples,” is a void statement because they
follow neither Christ nor his Disciples because of two
reasons:
1. Their religion was distorted and not all of it came
from Christ and the Disciples. In fact, most of their
teachings are not attributed to Christ or the
Disciples.
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2. Christ prophesied the coming of a Prophet named
Ahmad. Allah, the Exalted says,

which means, “And (remember) when Isa (Jesus),
son of Maryam (Mary), said: ‘O Children of Israel! I
am the Messenger of Allah unto you confirming
the Tawrah [(Torah) which came] before me, and
giving glad tidings of a Messenger to come after
me, whose name shall be Ahmed.’” (As-Saff, 61:
6)
Thus, if they do not follow Ahmed, they will be
guilty of disbelieving in Christ. They have other
several prophecies from Christ and other prophets,
which foretell the arrival of Ahmad.
What we mean to demonstrate here is the falsity of what
some Christians take as pretexts from what Muhammad
(peace be upon him) brought, and clarify whether these
pretexts are against them or not, for they allege that there
are some aspects in the Islamic religion that support them
and their claims.
Thirdly: They claim that the Disciples are glorified in the
Qur’an like the messengers, which is absolutely false.
They have wrongly interpreted that verse,

which means, “those on whom You have bestowed Your
Grace...” (Al-Fatihah, 1: 7)
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They claim that it refers to the Christians. They also claim
that the verse wnich means ‘that it became a bird by
Allah’s leave' (Al-lmran, 3: 49) means that it becomes a
bird with the permission of the Divine Entity, which is the
Word of Godunited with the human entity. There are many
similar examples in which they wrongly interpret the
Qur’anic verses just like they do with the Torah, the Bible,
and the Psalms, Their interpretations are considered
distortion, displacing Divine words from their right places,
disbelieving in the verses and revelations of Allah and
attributing manifest falsehood to His Prophets. Their
falsehood is clear to all.
The falsity of their interpretation is demonstrated in the
following points:
One: Allah, the Exalted says, “Indeed We have sent Our
Messengers.” The phrase ‘Our Messengers’ in this verse
is a plural object which refers to all the prophets whom
Allah, the Exalted, sent.
Two: Allah has sent many messengers to all nations
before Christ, so how is it possible that the statement of
Allah would refer only to the Disciples that Christ has
sent? His Disciples are in fact His messengers; they are
in the same rank as the messengers of Musa (Moses) or
IbrahTm (Abraham) or Muhammad (peace be upon him).
Three: Allah says in the same verse,
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which means, “And We brought forth iron wherein is
mighty power (in matters of war), as well as many benefits
for mankind.” (Al-Hadid, 57: 25)
Allah mentions iron to clarify who is ordered to fight with
iron for His Cause. And the Christians claim that neither
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the Disciples nor the Christians were ordered to fight
anyone with iron.
Four: After this verse Allah says,
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which means, “And indeed, We sent Nuh (Noah) and
Ibrahim (Abraham), and placed in their offspring
prophethood and Scripture, and among them there is he
who is guided, but many of them are Fasiqun (rebellious,
disobedient to Allah).” (Al-Hadid, 57: 26)
Allah mentions that He sent Nuh and Ibrahim after
saying, “Indeed We have sent Our Messengers with clear
proofs.” Thus, He is moving from the general to the
specific, clarifying the judgments pertaining to the specific
and its privileges from the general. Then He says,
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which means, Then, We sent after them, Our
Messengers, and We sent ‘Isa (Jesus) son of Maryam
(Mary), and gave him the InjTI (Gospel).” (Al-Hadid. 57:
27)
In the above verse, Allah states that He sent other
Messengers after NGh and Ibrahim, and sent ‘Isa bin
Maryam (i.e. Jesus, son of Mary) afterwards and gave
him the Bible. Thus, ‘Isa (Jesus) came after the other
Messengers. However, Allah did not mention that He
sent anyone from the followers of Christ, but He mentions
that He has “ordained in the hearts of those who followed
him, compassion and mercy.” (Al-Hadid, 57: 27)
Therefore, how is it possible to say that the Messengers
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whom Allah sent with clear proof, Divine books and
justice are the Disciples and not the Messengers He sent
before Christ?
Five: There is no verse in the Qur’an, which states that
the Disciples are Messengers of Allah. In the Qur’an,
Allah did not say that He sent any of them.
As for this verse,
*
which means, “And there came running from the farthest
part of the town, a man, saying: "O my people! Obey the
Messengers.” (Yasin, 36: 20)
It does not mention that those Messengers were the
Disciples or that those people whom they were sent for
believed in them. The only thing known is that those
people to whom the three Messengers were sent were all
destroyed after hearing only one extremely loud noise.
These Messengers were Messengers of Allah before the
time of Christ. They were sent to Antakya where Habib
An-Najjar believed in them. This happened before the
time of Christ. But this village did not believe in the
Messengers, so Allah, Exalted be He, destroyed them as
the Qur’an says. Antakya was rebuilt afterwards. Its
inhabitants were disbelievers until some of the Disciples
of Christ came to them. So, they believed in Christ
through them and embraced Christianity.
Allah, the Exalted, says,
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which means, “When We sent to them two Messengers,
they belied them both, so We reinforced them with a third,
and they said: ‘Verily! We have been sent to you as
Messengers.' They (people of the town) said: 'You are
only human beings like ourselves.’” (Yasm, 36: 14-15)
If they were messengers sent by a Messenger of Allah,
there would be no disbelieving in them but in the one who
had sent them. And if people disbelieved in them who
were only envoys from a Messenger, they would be able
to say, Then send for the one who has sent us or to his
companions, for they know that we are telling the truth
about him.’ This cannot happen if they were Messengers
of Allah.
Another point is that Allah says, "When We sent to them
two Messengers," which makes it very clear that He is
the Sender. If any one other than Allah had sent them,
they would not be sent by Allah but by the other person,
for we do not say about those who were sent by
Muhammad bin ‘Abdullah (i.e. the Prophet, peace be
upon him) that they are Messengers of Allah. For
example, we never say that about Dihyah bin KhalTfah AlKalby or AI-MughTrah bin Shu'bah or ‘Abdullah bin
Hudhafah or about any other person sent by the
Messenger of Allah (peace be upon him).
It is well known that it is never said about all those envoys
that they are messengers of Allah. Muslims never call
them messengers of Allah. It is impermissible in the
consensus of all Muslims to say that such people were
among those who were meant in the verse,
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which means, “Indeed We have sent Our Messengers
with clear proofs.” (Al-Hadid, 57: 25)
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If the envoys of Muhammad (peace be upon him) are not
called ’The Messengers of Allah’ in the book revealed to
him, then how can it be possible to attribute this title to
the envoys of another Messenger?
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1. Inferring from Verses that Resemble Each
Other
Allah, the Almighty says,
^
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which means, “ ...and Allah sent prophets with glad tidings
and warnings, and with them He sent the Scripture in truth
to judge between people in matters wherein they differed."
(Al-Baqarah, 2: 213)
Christians allege that the Disciples are being referred to in
this verse, ’Allah sent the prophets...,’ as they travelled to
seven different regions around the world, giving glad
tidings with the Only Book, which is the Pure Bible. For if
He meant Ibrahim (Abraham), Musa (Moses), Dawud
(David) and Muhammad, He would have said, ’’And with
them He sent the Scriptures” because each one of them
brought a different book. He would not have said, ’The
Scripture.’ There was no group other than the Disciples
who had brought only one book to guide with
righteousness and goodness, which is the Pure Bible.
The Answer:
We have already presented the proofs of the invalidity of
the above allegation.
We can add that Allah, the Almighty says,
&' —
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which means, “Mankind were one community.” This
means that they split and differed afterwards, so, “Allah
sent prophets with glad tidings and warnings.” The
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Disciples are not prophets, even if Christ had sent them.
Sending them does not mean that they are prophets; they
are only envoys like those sent by Musa, Muhammad and
other prophets.
A second point is that Allah, the Almighty says,
■h
which means, “And with them He sent the Scripture”, but
no scripture was revealed to the Disciples, as it was
revealed to Christ. He sent ’the Scripture’ which is a
general term. The Prophets are those to whom Divine
Scriptures are sent, and the term ‘Scripture’ is a general
term, which means all the revealed Scriptures. This is
demonstrated in the following examples. Allah says,
b jh "51
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which means, “ ...but Al-Birr is (the quality of) the one who
believes in Allah, the Last Day, the Angels, the Book, the
Prophets.” (Al-Baqarah, 2: 177)
He also says,
1
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which means, “Each one believes in Allah, His Angels,
His Books, and His Messengers.” (Al-Baqarah, 2: 285)
Allah, the Almighty also says about Maryam (Mary),
& :;"y...
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which means, “And she testified to the truth of the Words
of her Lord (i.e. believed in the Words of Allah: ‘Bel’ and
he was; that is Isa (Jesus) son of Maryam (Mary); as a
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Messenger of Allah), and (also
Scriptures.” (At-TahrTm, 66: 13)

believed

in)

His

Allah also says,
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which means, “Mankind was one community and Allah
sent Prophets with glad tidings and warnings.” (AlBaqarah, 2: 213)
And He, the Almighty says,
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which means, “Mankind were but one community (i.e. on
one religion - Islamic Monotheism), then they differed
(later).” (Yunus, 10: 19)
This means that after mankind differed, Allah sent the
Prophets. People differed before Jesus (Isa), Musa
(Moses), Ibrahim (Abraham) and even before Nuh
(Noah).
In addition to this, the Bible does not contain the means
to judge between people in matters wherein they differ.
Mostly it contains advice, commandments, and stories
about Christ, unlike the Torah and the Qur’an, which do
contain the means to judge.
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2. Inferring from Verses that Resemble Each
Other
They say: As for Muhammad's glorification of our Bible
and the books revealed to us, the Qur’an says,
4
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which means, “And We have sent down to you (O
Muhammad) the Book (this Qur’an) in truth, confirming
the Scripture that came before it.” (Al-Ma’idah, 5: 48)
And He, the Almighty says,
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which means “Alif-Lam-MTm. (These letters are one of the
miracles of the Qur’an, and none but Allah (Alone) knows
their meanings). Allah! La ilaha ilia Huwa (none has the
right to be worshipped but He), the Ever Living, the One
Who sustains and protects all that exists. It is He Who has
sent down the Book (the Qur'an) to you (Muhammad) with
truth, confirming what came before it. And He sent down
the Tawrah (Torah) and the InjTI (Gospel), aforetime, as a
guidance to mankind.” (Al-'lmran, 3: 1-4)
He, the ALmighty also says,
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which means, “Aiif-Lam-Mim. (These letters are one of
the miracles of the Qur’an and none but Allah (Alone)
knows their meanings). This is the Book (the Qur’an),
whereof there is no doubt, a guidance to those who are
Al-Muttaqun (the pious and righteous persons who fear
Allah much (abstain from all kinds of sins and evil deeds
which He has forbidden) and love Allah much (perform all
kinds of good deeds which He has ordained)). Who
believe in the Ghaib and perform As-Salah (Iqamat-asSalah (performing the prescribed prayers)), and spend out
of what we have provided for them [i.e. give Zakah ,
spend on themselves, their parents, their children, their
wives, etc., and also give charity to the poor and also in
Allah's Cause - Jihad, etc.]. And who believe in (the
Qur’an and the Sunnah) which has been sent down
(revealed) to you (Muhammad, peace be upon him) and
in [the Tawrah (Torah) and the InjTI (Gospel), etc.] which
were sent down before you and they believe with certainty
in the Hereafter. (Resurrection, recompense for their
good and bad deeds, Paradise and Hell, etc.). They are
on (true) guidance from their Lord, and they are the
successful.” (Al-Baqarah, 2: 1-5)
The phrase 'the Book’ in the above verses means the
’Bible’, and those ‘Who believe in the Ghaib’ are we
Christians who believe in Christ although we have not
seen him. As for 'And who believe in (the Qur’an and the
Sunnah) which has been sent down (revealed) to you
(Muhammad, peace be upon him) and in the Torah and
the Bible, etc.) which were sent down before you,’ they
are the Muslims who believe in what Muhammad (peace
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be upon him) has brought and what was brought before
him.
The Answer:
Initially, we have to know that the first verse of the
Chapter of Al-Ma’idah says,
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which means, “And We have sent down to you (O
Muhammad) the Book (this Qur’an) in truth, confirming
the Scripture that came before it and Muhayminan
(trustworthy in highness and a witness) over it (old
Scriptures).” (Al-Ma’idah, 5: 48)
As for Muhammad (peace be upon him) believing in what
Allah had revealed before him and in the prophets sent by
Allah before him, this is an acknowledged fact in this
religion. This belief is obligatory just as it is well known
that he was sent to all mankind. It is considered one of the
fundamentals of Islamic Faith.
For Allah, the Exalted, says,
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which means, “This means, “Say (O Muslims), "We
believe in Allah and that which has been sent down to us
and that which has been sent down to Ibrahim (Abraham),
Isma'TI (Ishmael), Ishaq (Isaac), Ya'qub (Jacob), and to
Al-Asbat [the twelve sons of Ya'qub (Jacob)], and that
which has been given to Musa (Moses) and ‘Isa (Jesus),
and that which has been given to the Prophets from their
Lord. We make no distinction between any of them, and
to Him we have submitted (in Islam)." So if they believe in
the like of that which you believe, then they are rightly
guided, but if they turn away, then they are only in
opposition. So Allah will suffice you against them. And He
is the All-Hearer, the All-Knower.” (Al-Baqarah, 2: 136137)
It is important to clarify that Allah has revealed this
Qur’an and has made it trustworthy in highness and a
witness over the revealed Books before it. Therefore, the
Qur’an states what is true, defines what has been
misinterpreted and distorted, outlines what Allah has
decreed, and abrogates what Allah has abrogated in
these books. The Qur’an is, therefore, trustworthy over
the other Divine Books, and it is known as the ’best
speech’ and ’the best historical record.’ This means that
whoever believed in the Torah or the Bible before their
distortion and abrogation is considered to be one of the
righteous believers (Muslims).
There is no indication of praise for those who hold fast to
a religion that has been changed and abrogated by the
hands of man, or for those who do not believe in the
Messengers, which Allah has sent or the Books He has
revealed. In fact, Allah, the Exalted, clarifies in several
different verses, how the Jews and Christians are
disbelievers, as they have distorted the first divine Book
and have disbelieved in Muhammad (peace be upon him).
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As for their interpretation of the phrase, ‘the Book’ (AlMa’idah, 5: 48) as referring to the Bible, and the
interpretation of ‘Who believe in the Ghaib’ as referring to
Christians, this is considered as displacing the words from
their right places and distorting the Words of Allah. This
same thing happens when they wrongly interpret the
words, “It became a bird by Allah’s leave,” (Al-‘lmran, 3:
49) for they said it meant with the permission of the Divine
Entity, which is the Word of Allah united with the human
entity. There are many other examples of deliberate
misinterpretation of the Qur’an in which the People of the
Book distorted the meaning that Allah intended. This
proves that they have done the same with the Torah, and
the Bible previously. If they change the meanings and
distort the facts in the Qur’an while its interpretation is well
known, whether it is general or specific, as it has been
reported from the Messenger of Allah (peace be upon
him) himself, then what would they do with the Torah or
with the Bible whose words and meanings were not
strictly reported as those of the Qur’an? Muslims strongly
defend their Book but there is no one among the People
of the Scriptures to defend theirs.
Allah, the Almighty says,
p 7T ...
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which means, “ ... a guidance to those who are AlMuttaqun (the pious and righteous persons who fear Allah
much (abstain from all kinds of sins and evil deeds which
He has forbidden* and love Allah much (perform all kinds
of good deeds which He has ordained)). Who believe in
the Ghaib...” (Al-Baqarah, 2: 1-2)
The Almighty described the Christians as disbelievers in
Allah and the Last day, so how can He say here that they
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are the pious righteous persons who believe in the Ghaib
(i.e. believing in whatever is attributed to Him like faith in
Him, in His Angels, in Resurrection, in Paradise and
Hellfire, and in such things which were hidden from
human sight)?
Allah, the Exalted, says,
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which means, “Fight against those who (i) believe not in
Allah, (ii) nor in the Last Day, (iii) nor forbid that which has
been forbidden by Allah and His Messenger (iv) and those
who acknowledge not the religion of truth (i.e. Islam)
among the people of the Scripture (Jews and Christians),
until they pay the Jizyah with willing submission, and feel
themselves subdued.” (At-Tawbah, 9: 29)
The first thing that indicates piety is avoiding all forms of
polytheism. Allah cescribes the Christians as disbelievers
in many verses. He says,
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which means, “Surely, in disbelief are they who say that
Allah is the Messiah, son of Maryam (Mary).” (Al-Ma’idah,
5: 17)
He, the Almighty also says,
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which means, “Surely, the disbelievers are those who
said: ‘Allah is the third of the three (in a Trinity).’” (AlMa’idah, 5: 73)
Such verses are numerous. In addition to this, Allah, the
Exalted, says,
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which means, “Who believe in the Ghaib and perform AsSalah (Iqamat-as-Salah).” (Al-Baqarah, 2: 3)
This Salah (i.e. Prayer) is that, which Allah has enjoined
in His saying,
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which means, “Perform As-Salah (Iqamat-as-Salah) from
mid-day until the darkness of the night (i.e. the Zhuhr,
‘Asr, Maghrib, and ‘Isha’ prayers), and recite the Qur’an in
the early dawn (i.e. the morning prayer). Verily, the
recitation of the Qur’an in the early dawn is ever
witnessed (attended by the angels in charge of mankind
of the day and the night).” (Al-lsra’, 17: 78)
The Messenger of Allah (peace be upon him) said, “Allah
does not accept a prayer without purification (performing
ablution).”16 And the Christians do not perform ablution for
their prayers.

16 Recorded by Muslin,
At-Taluirah,hadith no. 224, from
narrated by 'Abdullah bin 'Umar. It was also recorded by Abu Dawud,
At-Taharah, hadith no. 139; by An-Nasa'y,
hadith no. 139
and by Ibn Majah,
A t-~ a h a
,hadith no. 271 from a hadith reported
rh
Abul-Mulaih on the authority of his father. Allah, the Exalted says, "O you
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The Messenger of Allah (peace be upon him) also said,
“A prayer performed without (reciting) the Opening
Chapter of the Book is invalid.”17 And the Christians do
not read it.
The prayer enjoined and praised by Allah requires facing
the Qiblah (i.e. the direction of the Ka'bah), bowing,
performing two prostrations in every rak'ah (unit of
prayer), and other rituals, which Christians do not
perform. Thus, how can Allah praise them by saying that
they are those who perform As-Salah while they do not do
what He has commanded?
When Allah, the Almighty says,
4 Cl?•••

^jJjji
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4

which means, “And who believe in (the Qur'an and
Sunnah) which has been sent down (revealed) to
(Muhammad) and in [the Tawrat (Torah) and the
(Gospel), etc.] which were sent down before you.”
Baqarah, 2: 4)

the
you
InjTI
(Al-

It represents a second description of those who believe in
the Ghaib. Allah
firstly described them generally s
believers in the Ghaib (unseen), then He clarifies what is
this unseen they believe in, by saying it is belief in what
has been revealed to Muhammad (peace be upon him)
and in what was revealed before him. The use of the
conjunction ‘and’ serves to clarify the difference between
attributes and descriptions. For example, Allah says,
who believe! When you mtend to offer
(prayer), wash your faces
and your hands (forearms) up to the elbows, rub (by passing wet hands
over) your heads, and (wash) your feet up to the ankles." (Al-Ma'idah, 5:

6)

17 Recorded by Al-Bukhary,
Al-Adhan,hadith no. 756 and by M
Salah, hadith no. 394,34. in a hadith narrated by 'Ubadah bin As-Samit.
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which means, “Glorify the Name of your Lord, the Most
High, Who has created (everything), and then
proportioned it; And Who has measured (preordainments
for each and everything even whether it be blessed or
wretched); then guided (i.e. showed mankind the right as
well as the wrong paths, and guided the animals to
pasture); and Who brings out the pasturage, And then
makes it dark stubble.” (Al-A‘la, 87: 1-5)
The One Who has created everything and proportioned it
is the One Who has measured preordainments for all
creation; and provided guidance, and is the One Who
brings out the pasturage.
The Christian say: We believe in Christ without seeing
him.
The Jews also believed in Musa (Moses, peace be upon
him) without seeing him. Muslims believe in Muhammad
(peace be upon him) without having seen him. In fact,
Muslims believe in Musa, Isa (Jesus) and all the other
prophets without seeing any of them, in contrast to the
Jews and Christians who believe in some prophets and
disbelieve in others.
However, the ‘Ghaib’ (i.e. unseen) does not refer to the
physical shape of the prophet, because his shape does
not come under the category of the unseen. Some
people have seen him. There is no belief or disbelief
contained in the act of seeing him. The true meaning of
the word ‘Ghaib’ is what is beyond human ability. It is
mainly what the prophets call the people to believe in, by
which we mean: believing in Allah, His Angels, His
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Prophets, and believing that they are really Messengers
from Allah, whether their real shape has been seen or
not. It may happen that some people who saw them may
not believe in them, while others who have not seen them
may believe in them.
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3. Inferring from Verses that Resemble Each
Other
Allah, the Almighty says,
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which means, “And in their footsteps, We sent ‘Isa
(Jesus), son of Maryam (Mary), confirming the Tawrah
(Torah) that had come before him, and We gave him the
InjTI (Gospel), in which was guidance and light and
confirmation of the Tawrat (Torah) that had come before
it, a guidance and an admonition for Al-Muttaqun (the
pious). Let the people of the InjTI (Gospel) judge by what
Allah has revealed therein. And whosoever does not
judge by what Allah has revealed (then) such (people) are
the Fasiqun (the rebellious i.e. disobedient (of a lesser
degree) to Allah.” (Al-Ma’idah, 5: 46-47)
The Answer:
In this verse Allah praises Christ and the Bible. It is also
a command for the Christians to act and judge according
to its teachings. Allah also praises Musa (Moses) and the
Torah more than He praises Christ and the Bible, for He,
the Almighty says,
Qijjj l
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which means, "Verily, We did send down the Tawrah
(Torah) (to Musa (Moses)), therein was guidance and
light, by which the Prophets, who submitted themselves to
Allah's Will, judged the Jews.” (Al-Ma’idah, 5: 44)
The fact that Allah praises Musa and the Torah does not
mean that He praises the Jews who disbelieved in Christ
and then in Muhammad (peace be upon him). It also does
not express praise for the Jewish religion, which,
according to the majority of Christians and Jews, is
proven to have been changed and distorted. The same
applies to the praise of Christ and the Bible. It does not
include any praise for the Christians who have disbelieved
in Muhammad (peace be upon him), changed the
judgments of the Torah and the Bible, and who have
followed a distorted abrogated religion.
The Jews agree with the Muslims that there is no praise
for the Christians in the above verse, while the Christians
agree with the Muslims that there is no praise for the
Jews in the above verse because of all the change and
distortion that has taken place in their Book.
Therefore, it is known among all three religions: the
Muslim, the Christians and the Jews, that there is no
verse in the Qur’an among those which mention the
Torah, the Bible, Isa (Jesus) and Musa (Moses) that
praise the people of the Scripture who have disbelieved in
Muhammad (peace be upon him), or their religion which
was changed before he (peace be upon him) was sent.
There is no praise for anyone who holds fast to a changed
or distorted religion. So how about someone who holds
fast to a changed and distorted religion?
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Reasons Why the Christians Deviated
There are
Christians:

three reasons

behind the deviation

of

1. They replaced the words of the prophets, which
are direct and clear having concise meanings, with
unclear indirect words. Whenever they heard an
unclear word, they adhered to it and made it a
part of their doctrine even if there was no proof to
support it. The direct words, which are contrary to
their interests, were either replaced or interpreted
wrongly, just like the people of deviation are in the
habit of doing.
2. The occurrence of some abnormalities, which they
wrongly thought were miracles from Allah while in
fact they were works of Satan. These abnormal
instances caused the deviation of the disbelievers
and many others like them. Among these
instances were the entrance of devils inside idols,
their speech to people, and their false predictions
of the unknown to priests. Even in these cases
they tell lies.
3. Some news was conveyed to them in which they
believed while it was absolutely false, for neither
the Christians nor any of the people of deviation
have evidence, whether clearly reasonable or
rightly attributable to the Divine Books, to verify
their claims, or even a miracle from any of the
prophets. Whenever they explain their doctrine,
they use ambiguous words, and if they are asked
about their exact meanings and how can one
distinguish right from wrong in them, the ambiguity
and vagueness of their words become apparent.
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When they refer to anything from the Divine
Revelations, it is either truthful and does not
support their falsity or it is uncertain or incorrect.
They do thesame with the abnormalities they
mention: some are correct like those attributed to
prophets like Christ and Musa (Moses), while
some are attributed to righteous people, namely
the Disciples. Even if the miracles ascribed to the
Disciples are true, this does not mean that they
are infallible like the prophets. The prophets are
infallible in what they deliver to us; they cannot say
anything but the truth about Allah. Nothing in their
speech is deliberately or erroneously false.
In addition to this, what is narrated in the Bible is
that a man was crucified and buried in a tomb and
was later seen by some Disciples as well as by
some other people after his burial. They say that
he stood up twice or thrice from his grave, showed
them the marks from the nails and said, “Do not
think that I am a devil.” If this truly happened, it is
defiantly a devil that assumed the figure of Christ,
and those who saw him were deluded. Similar
instances occur to some people in our time as
well as to some people in the past. It happened
that some people in Tadmur (Tadmuriyah, a town
in Syria) saw a huge person flying in the air. It
appeared more than once wearing different attire
and said to them, ”1 am Christ, son of Maryam
(Mary)", and then he ordered them to do some
acts that are inappropriate to be ordered by Christ.
However, the truth is that this was a devil
attempting to lead them astray.
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The Book of Enlightenment
They say: He, the Almighty says,
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which means, “Then if they reject you (O Muhammad), so
were Messengers rejected before you, who came with AlBaiyyinat (clear signs, proofs, evidences) and the
Scripture and the Book of Enlightenment.” (Al-‘lmran, 3:
184)
The Book of Enlightenment refers to the Holy Bible.
The Answer:
It was mentioned before that the word ’prophets’
mentioned by Allah in the Qur’an are mainly the
messengers of strong will like Null (Noah), Ibrahim
(Abraham), Musa (Moses), ‘Isa (Jesus) the son of
Maryam (Mary) and Muhammad (peace be upon him),
who was the last of the prophets. Allah favored and
distinguished them, for He says,
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which means, “And (remember) when We took from the
Prophets their covenant, and from you (O Muhammad),
and from Null (Noah), Ibrahim (Abraham), Musa (Moses),
and Isa (Jesus), son of Maryam (Mary). We took from
them a strong covenant.” (Al-Ahzab, 33: 7)
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The word ’prophets’ also includes other prophets whom
Allah did not mention by name in the Qur’an. Allah, the
Exalted, says,
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which means, “And, indeed We have sent Messengers
before you (O Muhammad); of some of them We have
related to you their story and of some We have not related
to you their story.’ (Ghafir, 40: 78)
The Disciples were mentioned by Allah in the Qur’an
where He, the Almighty said that they were Muslims,
followers of the Messenger (i.e. Jesus) and believers in
Allah. Allah says,
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which means, “Then when ‘Isa (Jesus) came to know of
their disbelief, he said: ‘Who will be my helpers in Allah's
Cause?’ Al-Hawariyyun (the Disciples) said: ‘We are the
helpers of Allah; we believe in Allah, and bear witness
that we are Muslims (i.e. we submit to Allah). Our Lord!
We believe in what You have sent down, and we follow
the Messenger [Isa (Jesus)]; so write us down among
those who bear witness (to the truth i.e. La ilaha illa-Allah
- none has the right to be worshipped but Allah).’” (Al‘Imran, 3: 52-53)
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He, the Almighty also says,
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which means, “And when I (Allah) put in the hearts of AlHawariyyun (the Disciples) [of ‘Isa (Jesus)] to believe in
Me and My Messenger, they said: ‘We believe. And bear
witness that we are Muslims.’” (Al-Ma’idah, 5: 111)
Allah never mentioned in the Qur’an that He had sent
them as messengers. He only said that He had guided
them to believe in Him and His Messenger and had
commanded them to follow His Messenger. When Allah
says, “And when I (Allah) put in the hearts of AlHawariyyun (the Disciples),” this is not proof of their
prophethood, for Allah also says,
i

which means, “And We inspired the mother of Musa
(Moses), (saying): ’Suckle him (Musa (Moses)).” (AlQasas, 28: 7)
The Mother of Musa (Moses) was not a prophet. The
majority of Christian and Muslim scholars agree that no
woman was ever a prophet.
In addition to this, Allah says,
which means, “Who came with Al-Baiyyinat (clear signs,
proofs, evidences) and the Scripture and the Book of
Enlightenment.” (Al-‘lmran, 3: 184)
And ‘the Book’ is a gender, which comprises every Book
sent by Allah, the Exalted. Allah says,
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which means, “And among men is he who disputes about
Allah, without knowledge or guidance, or a Book giving
light (from Allah).” (Al-Hajj, 22: 8)
The phrase, ‘a Book giving light’ is indefinite within the
negative clause. Thus, every book revealed by Allah is
‘enlightening’ and if the Bible was the only Book of
enlightenment, Allah would have said, ‘or the Book giving
light.'
Moreover, the Torah is more glorified than the Gospel, for
Allah clarifies that He had not sent a more enlightening
book than the Torah and the Qur’an. Allah, the Exalted,
says,
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which means, “they say: ‘Why is he not given the like of
what was given to Musa (Moses)?’ Did they not disbelieve
in that which was given to Musa (Moses) of old? They
say: Two kinds of magic (the Tawrah (Torah) and the
Qur’an) each hebing the other!’ And they say: ‘Verily! In
both we are disbelievers.' Say (to them, 0 Muhammad):
Then bring a Book from Allah, which is a better guide
than these two (the Tawrah (Torah) and the Qur’an), that I
may follow it, if you are truthful.’” (Al-Qasas, 28, 48-49)
This verse declares that it is impossible for them to bring
a book from Allah, which is a better guide than the
Tawrah and the Qur’an. He, the Almighty also says,
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which means, “Or do they say: ‘He (Muhammad) has
forged it?’ Say: ‘Bring then a Surah (chapter) like unto it.’”
(Yunus, 10: 38)
This demonstrates the fact that neither the Bible nor the
Psalms give more guidance than the Torah or the Qur’an.
So how can the book of enlightenment refer to the Bible
and not the Torah?
In the Qur’an, the phrases that mean, “O people of the
Scripture” and “The food (slaughtered cattle, eatable
animals, etc.) of the people of the Scripture (Jews and
Christians) is lawful to you,” (Al-Ma’idah, 5: 5) we find the
word ‘Scripture’ is singular. But it is well known that those
who received the Scripture before us were the Jews and
the Christians. The Christians are not the only sect meant
in the phrase ‘the people of the Scripture,’ for Allah says,
't
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which means, “Lest you (pagan Arabs) should say: 'The
Book was only sent down to two sects before us (the
Jews and the Christians).” (Al-An'am, 6: 156)
The falsity of the claims of those who displace the divine
words from their rightful places and propogate such
wrong interpretations about the words of Allah and His
Messenger, is evident to anyone who has sufficient
knowledge, whether he is a believer or a disbeliever, to
know that they are not the intended meanings.
Allah is not referring to the Bible when He says ‘the
Book.’ He is not referring to the Disciples when He says
‘Messengers.’ The Book of Enlightenment’ means the
Books Allah has revealed like the Tawrah (Torah) and the
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Bible, while ‘the Messengers’ mean those who were sent
by Allah like: Nuh (Noah), Ibrahim (Abraham), Musa
(Moses) and the ‘Isa (Jesus) son of Maryam (Mary)
(peace be upon them all).

CHAPTER THREE
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Section One: The Third Claim of the Christians
They say: He, the Almighty also says,

which means, “So if you (O Muhammad) are in doubt
concerning that which We have revealed unto you, (i.e.
that your name is written in the Tawrah (Torah) and the
InjTI (Gospel)] then ask those who were reading the Book
[the Tawrah (Torah) and the InjTI (Gospel)) before you.
Verily, the truth has come to you from your Lord. So be
not of those who doubt (it).” (YOnus, 10: 94)
They claim that it proves the authenticity of their Book and
vindicates their Bible and the other Books that they have,
proving that they were not changed because it (the
Qur’an) believes in them.
The narrator says to those who make such a claim:
Someone may say that the changes that have been made
to the Bible could have occurred afterwards. They reply:
We wonder at those people who, in spite of their
knowledge and intelligence, make such an allegation
against us. For if we say the same about them; that the
book they have at present has been changed and that
they have written whatever they wanted with their own
hands, will they allow us to say so? He says to them: This
is impermissible and no one can ever say it; the Qur’an
can never be changed, not even a single letter.
They say: Glorified be Allah! If their book is written in only
one language and a single letter in it can never be
changed, how can we change our books which were
written in seventy-two languages, and every language has
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thousands of copies? Our books existed six hundred
years before the coming of Muhammad and were read by
people in spite of the differences in language and the
huge distances between countries.
So who was that person who knew seventy-two
languages and had power over the whole world and over
all its priests and rulers to control our books in all those
countries so that he could change it?
And if he had managed to change some of them and
leave some, this can never be possible because they all
sound the same and use the same terminology in all the
languages. Therefore, no on can say or verify this
accusation.
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Section Two: Refuting the Christians' Claim
Asking the People of the Scripture
They said that the Qur’an also says,
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which means, “So if you (0 Muhammad) are in doubt
concerning that which We have revealed unto you, [i.e.
that your name is written in the Tawrah (Torah) and the
InjTI (Gospel)] then ask those who were reading the Book
[the Tawrah (Torah) and the InjTI (Gospel)] before you.
Verily, the truth has come to you from your Lord. So be
not of those who doubt (it).” (Yunus, 10: 94)
The Answer:
It is an acknowledged fact that the verse is not referring
to Christians only, for the Jews also read the Book before
us. We explained before that ‘the book’ or 'the Scripture’
is a gender in the verses which contains phrases like ‘O
people of the Scripture’ and in verses that say,
*
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which means, “Lest you (pagan Arabs) should say: The
Book was only sent down to two sects before us (the
Jews and the Christians).’” (Al-An‘am, 6: 156)
The Divine order for Muhammad (peace be upon him) to
ask the people of the Scripture in case of doubt does not
mean that the prophet himself doubted. The order is
either for him or for anyone else, which is more
likely.Basing the judgment on a condition does not entail
implementing that condition. In fact, the purpose of
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mentioning an impossible condition may be to clarify its
judgment.
Allah, the Exalted, says,

which means, “And We bestowed upon him Ishaq (Isaac)
and Ya'qub (Jacob), each of them We guided, and before
him, We guided Nuh (Noah), and among his progeny
Dawud (David), Sulaiman (Solomon), Ayyub (Job), Yusuf
(Joseph), Musa (Moses), and Harun (Aaron). Thus do We
reward the good-doers. And Zakariyya (Zachary), and
Yalgya (John) and 'Isa (Jesus) and Iliyas (Elias), each one
of them was of the righteous. And Isma'TI (Ishmael) and
Al-Yasa'a (Elisha), and Yunus (Jonah) and Lut (Lot), and
each one of them We preferred above the ‘AlamTn
(mankind and jinn) (of their times). And also some of their
fathers and their progeny and their brethren, We chose
them, and We guided them to a Straight Path. This is the
Guidance of Allah with which He guides whomsoever He
will of His slaves. But if they had joined in worship others
with Allah, all that they used to do would have been of no
benefit to them.” (Al-An'am, 6: 84-88)
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The above verse stresses the fact that if they had been
guilty of joining in worship others with Allah, all that they
used to do would have been of no benefit to them.
However, prophets can never join others in worship with
Allah, because they are infallible concerning the message
with which they were sent.
We find the same meaning when Allah says, “So if you
(O Muhammad) are in doubt concerning that which We
have revealed unto you, (i.e. that your name is written in
the Torah and the Gospel) then ask...” it is no proof that
there is an actual doubt or questioning. In fact, the
Prophet (peace be upon him) would never ask any of
them for verification.
What is meant here is to clarify that the people of the
Scripture have evidence, which proves your truthfulness
regarding matters, which the disbelievers disbelieve you
in. Allah, the Exalted, says,
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which means, “Say: ‘Sufficient for a witness between me
and you is Allah and those too, who have knowledge of
the Scripture (such as ‘Abdullah bin Salam and other
Jews and Christians who embraced Islam).’” (Ar-Ra'd, 13:
43)
This Point has Several Aspects:
One: Previous Divine Books state that Musa (Moses) and
other prophets invited people to worship Allah alone and
forbade them from joining others in worship with Him.
Thus, this was proof against those who think that joining
others in worship with Allah can ever be a religion. Allah
says,
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which means, “Aid We did not send any Messenger
before you (O Muhammad) but We inspired him (saying):
La ilaha ilia Ana (none has the right to be worshipped but
I (Allah)), so worship Me (Alone and none else).’” (AlAnbiya’, 21: 25)
Two: The people of the Scripture know that Allah sent
human beings and not angels as prophets to mankind.
Some disbelievers claim that Allah would not send any
messenger exceot an angel or a human being
accompanied by an angel, and they wondered at sending
a human being alcne without an angel. Allah, the Exalted,
says,
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which means, “And nothing prevented men from believing
when the guidance came to them, except that they said:
‘Has Allah sent a man as (His) Messenger?’ Say: ‘If there
were on the earth, angels walking about in peace and
security, We should certainly have sent down for them
from the heaven an angel as a Messenger.’” (Al-lsra’, 17:
94-95)
Allah, the Exalted, also says,
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which means, “And they say: ‘Why has not an angel been
sent down to him?’ Had We sent down an angel, the
matter would have been judged at once, and no respite
would be granted to them. And had We appointed him an
angel, We indeed would have made him a man, and We
would have certainly caused them confusion in a matter
which they have already covered with confusion (i.e. the
Message of Prophet Muhammad).” (Al-An‘am, 6: 8-9)
Therefore, Allah, the Exalted, clarifies that mankind could
not stand having angels as messengers, so if He, the
Almighty sends an angel, that angel would assumed the
form of a human being, and thus, people would be
confused and think that he is a human being. Thus Allah,
the Exalted, orders people to ask the people of the
Scripture whether the messengers sent to them were
humans or angels in order to present the proof to those
who disapprove of sending a human being.
Three: Those who are skeptical about the Prophet are
ordered to ask the people of the Scripture about what
happened to their prophets and their nations. They were
asked to question what was the end of those who
believed in them and those who disbelieved in them.
Four: They are also ordered to ask the people of the
Scripture about the religion which Allah sent with His
Messengers. It was the religion of Islam that was agreed
upon by all the messengers. Among its teachings are the
following: commanding to believe in the Oneness of Allah,
adhering to truthfulness and justice, being dutiful and
merciful to one's parents, maintaining good relations with
kith and kin, and forbidding associating partners in
worship with Allah, doing injustice and committing
abominable sins.
Five: Through asking the people of the Scripture,
skeptical people will know the witnesses and prophecies
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concerning the prophethood of Muhammad (peace be
upon him). This was mentioned in the Qur’an. Allah says,

which means, “...and My Mercy embraces all things. That
(Mercy) I shall ordain for those who are the Muttaqun
(pious - see V.2:2), and give Zakah; and those who
believe in Our Ayat (proofs, evidences, verses, lessons,
signs and revelations, etc.). Those who follow the
Messenger, the Prophet who can neither read nor write
(i.e. Muhammad) whom they find written with them in the
Tawrah (Torah) (Deut, xviii, 15) and the Injil (Gospel)
(John xiv, 16), - he commands them to Al-Ma‘ruf (i.e.
Islamic Monotheism and all that Islam has ordained); and
forbids them from Al-Munkar (i.e. disbelief, polytheism of
all kinds, and all that Islam has forbidden); he allows them
as lawful At-Taiyyibat ((i.e. all good and lawful) as regards
things, deeds, beliefs, persons, foods, etc.), and prohibits
them from unlawful Al-Khaba’ith (i.e. all evil and unlawful
things, deeds, beliefs, persons, foods, etc.), he releases
them from their heavy burdens (of Allah's Covenant), and
from the fetters (bindings) that were upon them....” (AlA'raf, 7: 156-157)
Allah, the Almighty also says,
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which means, “And (remember) when Isa (Jesus), son of
Maryam (Mary), said: ‘0 Children of Israel! I am the
Messenger of Allah unto you confirming the Tawrah
((Torah) which came) before me, and giving glad tidings
of a Messenger to come after me, whose name shall be
Ahmed. But when he (Ahmed i.e. Muhammad) came to
them with clear proof, they said: This is plain magic.’”
(As-Saff, 61: 6)
Isa (Jesus, peace be upon him) believed in the
Messenger as well as the Book revealed before him,
which is the Tawrah (Torah), and gave glad tidings of the
coming of a Messenger after him whose name would be
Ahmad.
The verification that the people of the Scripture knew
about the description of Muhammad (peace be upon him)
is evident in their original books. The fact that they
changed the words of Allah is evident and they have no
pretext in what was revealed to Muhammad (peace be
upon him).
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Distortion of the Torah and the Gospel
The Christians say: As long as Muhammad is ordered to
believe in our books, this proves the authenticity of what
we have and the falsity of the accusation that our Bible
and books are distorted or changed.
We say: The conclusion you make in this concern and in
other sections of the Qur’an is purely false or is part of
your habit of mixing between falsehood and truth.
You say that our Messenger (peace be upon him)
believes in your books, so if you mean that he believes in
the Torah, the Bible and Psalms revealed by Allah to His
prophets, this is unquestionable, for it is mentioned in the
Qur’an more than once. Allah commands His servants to
believe in every Book He has revealed and in every
prophet He has sent. Allah, the Exalted, says,
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which means, “The Messenger (Muhammad, peace be
upon him) believes in what has been sent down to him
from his Lord, and (so do) the believers. Each one
believes in Allah, His Angels, His Books, and His
Messengers. They say, ‘We make no distinction between
one another of His Messengers...” (Al-Baqarah, 2: 285)
Allah revealed these Books before the Qur’an and then
He revealed the Qur'an as a confirmation
of the
Scriptures before it and as a trustworthy reference to it.
Allah, the Exalted, says,
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which means, “And We have sent down to you (0
Muhammad) the Book (this Qur’an) in truth, confirming
the Scripture that came before it and Muhayminan
(trustworthy in highness and a witness) over it (old
Scriptures)...” (Al-Ma’idah, 5: 48)
By believing in their books, they mean that our
Messenger (peace be upon him) believes in their beliefs
and laws which they formulated without the permission of
Allah and differed from the Islamic laws or differed from
the Divine Laws sent by Allah, like believing in: the trinity
and hypostases, the unity between the Divine Being and
the human being and saying that Christ is God and the
Son of God. This is in addition to their denial of what they
should adhere to like: believing in Allah and the Last Day
(i.e. Day of Judgment), regarding lawful that which Allah
has made unlawful like pork etc.., and not believing in the
religion of truth (i.e. Islam) which was revealed in His
Book and brought by His Messenger. Instead, they
believe in a religion innovated by their religious leaders.
Allah, the Exalted, says,

which means, “They (Jews and Christians) took their
rabbis and their monks to be their lords besides Allah (by
obeying them in things which they made lawful or unlawful
according to their own desires without being ordered by
Allah), and (they also took as their Lord) Messiah (Jesus),
son of Maryam (Mary).” (At-Tawbah, 9: 31)
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Christians also mean that Muhammad (peace be upon
him) believed in and confirmed such matters in their
religion and that he believed in matters not brought by
the prophets from Allah, and in that case they are lying
manifestly about Muhammad (peace be upon him), for it
is an acknowledged fact in this religion that Muhammad
(peace be upon him) believed in what the prophets before
him brought.
He never believed in what was invented afterwards in
Christian or Jewish belief. He never prescribed that they
should adhere to their first religion even if it had not been
changed. He called all mankind and Jinn to believe in him
and in what he had brought and to follow the Book and
Wisdom that he was sent with. He judged that all those
who refuse to follow the Book revealed to him are
disbelievers and stressed the certainty of their I eternal
torment of the Hereafter and made it obligatory to fight
them in this life in order to make this religion for Allah
alone and make the word of Allah the uppermost.
Moreover, the Prophet (peace be upon him) set out to
fight them in the year of (the Battle of) Tabuk and all the
believers were ready to fight them. He did not excuse any
man having the ability to fight to abandon his duty and not
to participate in the Battle. Whoever thought that fighting
them was not obligatory was regarded as a disbeliever,
and if he showed false support to Islam, he was a cursed
hypocrite.
The Torah and the Bible that is present nowadays are not
those that were presented by the prophets Musa (Moses)
and Isa (Jesus) (peace be upon them both). The
transmission of the Tawrah was discontinued when
Jerusalem was ruined and the Children of Israel were
evacuated. It was mentioned that the person who dictated
it to them was a man named ‘A zir. Some people claimed
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he was a prophet but others say that he was not a
prophet and that a copy of the Torah had been compared
to an old copy found with him. It was also said that a copy
was brought from Morocco. But all of these tales do not
prove that the word of this Torah are authentic, nor do
they disprove the mistakes in some of them, as was the
case in other books copied by more than one person.
It is adknowledged by Christians themselves that the
Bible in their hands these days, was not written by
Christ (peace be upon him) or even dictated directly by
Christ to one of his scribes. In fact, it was dictated by
Mathew and John, two of the Disciples of Christ, after he
(peace be upon him) left this world,
for they had
accompanied him, It was not known, let alone memorized
by many people.
It was also written by Mark and Luke, who had not even
seen Christ (peace be upon him). These two books
mentioned some of the words of Christ and some of his
stories but they certainly do not comprise his exact
speech or actions.
It is likely that the transmission of two, three or four
persons may contain some mistakes. They committed a
previous mistake regarding Christ himself when they
confused him with the man who had been crucified.
What we mean here is that Christians do not have a
reliable authentic transmission from Christ concerning the
exact wordings of the Bible or a reliable transmission for
most of their religious laws. This is also applicable to the
Jews who also do not have authentic transmissions for
the wordings of the Torah or the prophecies of their
prophets. On the other hand, Muslims have authentic,
clear chains of transmitters for the Qur’an and the
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Sunnah, which contain facts known to non-specialized as
well as specialized people.
We can take the Canon, which is the origin of their
religion as an example. There is also their prayer toward
the east, the permissibility of eating pork, abandoning
circumcision, glorifying the Cross, having pictures in
churches, and many other rules which they did not take
from Christ and which is not found in the Bibles they
have. They all agree that the Canon, which they regard as
the origin of their faith and the bases of their belief, does
not exist in the Bible nor is it narrated from the Disciples.
They agree that those who established it were the people
of the first assembly of Emperor Constantine. Three
hundred and eighteen people attended this assembly.
They contradicted and fought against ‘Abdullah bin Aryus
who insisted that Christ was just as the Muslims say he
was. This assembly made the Canon the basis of
Christianity. This assembly was held more than three
hundred years after Christ.
So where are the sections in the Qur’an or the Sunnah
which prove that none of the words of past Scriptures,
like the Torah, the Bible, Psalms and the prophecies of
prophets, were not altered so that the people of the
Scripture may say that Muhammad (peace be upon him)
denied this allegation in their books?
Muslims have a lot of proof that the people of the
Scripture have changed the meaning of the Torah, the
Bible, and the Psaims as well as many of the prophecies
of their prophets. They have invented a religious law,
which was originally brought by Christ or any other
prophet. They have invented many unreasonable beliefs
like; for example, their claim that all the sons of Adam (i.e.
human beings) are prophets and messengers, and that all
were in hell, imprisoned by Satan, because their father
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Adam ate from the forbidden tree, then they were set free
when Christ was crucified.
If anyone reported this claim from some of the prophets,
we would have named him a liar, but these words were
not even reported from one of the prophets. In fact, it
belonged to those who had no credit. They merely took
the words of some of their chiefs who were not prophets
and who have no characteristics of prophethood.
If we doubt the authenticity of those who reported from
the prophets, what is expected regarding that which was
not reported from them in the first place?
How can Adam, one of the prophets of Allah, who is the
best of Allah’s Creation and certainly better than Satan,
be confined in Satan's prison in Hell because of a sin he
committed? Moreover, Ibrahim (Abraham, peace be upon
him), the Closest One to the most Beneficent, was not
punished because of his disbelieving father. So how can
he be punished by Allah and be confined in Satan's prison
for a sin committed by his original father Adam, although
he was a prophet?
Nuh (Noah, peace be upon him) stayed with his people
one thousand years less fifty, inviting them to worship
Allah Alone. Allah drowned ail the people of the earth
except his followers. How can he be punished in Hell
inside the prison of Satan because of Adam's sin?
As for Musa (Moses) bin ‘Imran, who spoke directly to
Allah, whom Allah granted miracles and proof in his hands
the like of which were not granted to Christ, he occupies
such a lofty dignified status in the sight of Allah that
cannot be measured. How can he be confined in the
prison of Satan in Hell?
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And what is the connection between the crucifixion, which
is one of the greatest sins, whether they crucified Christ
himself or someone who looked like him, and freeing the
prophets from Satan? If Satan did this to all the progeny
of Adam, he would be unjust, and Allah is capable of
stopping his injustice and of punishing him if he failed to
stop.
So why did Allah delay stopping Satan's injustice until the
age of Christ? Allah, the Exalted, is the Guardian and
Supporter of the believers. The prophets are those whom
Allah made victorious over their enemies and destroyed
those who were the soldiers of Satan. How is it that He,
the Almighty cannot stop Satan from doing injustice to
them after their death and allow the admittance of their
souls into Hell? In addition to this, how can Allah permit
Satan to harm His servants after their death and after
their relief of all obligations, at a time when they are most
entitled to receive His Honor and Grace and to be
admitted to His promised Paradise? If they say: the Lord,
the Exalted and Ever-Majestic, was not able to free them
from Satan in spite of His knowledge about Satan's
injustice towards His servants except when He managed
to hide Himself and deceive him, this is considered
grievous disbelief. They regarded the Lord, Exalted be
He, as being disabled after saying that He was unjust.
Thus, their claims contain a great deal of contradictions
and their ignorance is exposed when they ascribed such
characteristics to the Lord. They said that the Lord
deceived Satan in order to punish him in a just way, just
as Satan deceived Adam by means of the Serpent. So he
hid from him so that he would not know that he is the
human entity of the Lord. But unlike others, the human
entity of the Lord did not commit any sin.
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So when Satan wanted to take his soul and imprison him
in Hell like those who were before him, and because he
did not commit any sin, Satan deserved to finally be
punished by Allah and so the progeny of Adam were set
free from his confinement.
These claims demonstrate their ignorance concerning
Allah, the Almighty. They previously accused Him of
being disabled and unjust. Glorified and Exalted be He
above (all) that they attribute to Him.
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Invalidity of the Comparison of their Books to the
Qur’an
Aspect One:
The analogy they make of their books to the Qur’an is
void both in its meaning and wordings.
-The Muslims have agreed on whatever has been related
from the Messenger of Allah (peace be upon him) and
such are
acknowledged facts in Islam. The Five
Obligatory Prayers, the Zakah (obligatory charity), fasting
the month of Ranadan, performing Hajj to the Ancient
House (the Ka’bah), the necessity of justice and
truthfulness, prohibiting polytheism, evil deeds and
injustice, prohibiting drinking alcoholic drinks, gambling
and giving or taking usurious interest, as well as many
others, and all these things are related from the Prophet
(peace be upon him) by the way of recurrence in the
same way as the wordings of the Qur’an, which gives the
same meanings and are related.
Most of the Message of the Prophet (peace be upon him)
was related in the same way and he was sent to ali
mankind: to the people of the Scripture and to all others,
nay to all human kind and to the jinn. Moreover, he (the
Prophet, peace oe upon him) used to regard the
Christians and the Jews who did not follow what Allah
sent him with, as disbelievers. He also used to regard
those who did not oelieve in Islam as disbelievers; and he
fought against them and ordered that they should be
fought against in the Cause of Allah.
The Muslims have many texts related to their Prophet
(peace be upon him) in the Qur’an and its clear
meanings as well as in the purified Sunnah. For example,
‘Isha’ (Night) Prayer, ‘Asr (Afternoon) Prayer, and Zhuhr
(Noon) Prayer are performed in four rak’ahs (units of
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prayer). Maghrib (Sunset) Prayer is performed in three
rak‘ahs and Fajr (Subh) (Morning) Prayer is performed in
two rak‘ahs and so on.
-Also Muslims memorize the Qur’an in such a way that
there is no need for the copies of the Qur’an, as was
narrated in SahTh Muslim that the Prophet (peace be upon
him) said, “My Lord said to me, ‘I will send to you a Book
that water cannot wipe and you will recite it while being
awake or asleep.’”1*
So Allah, the Exalted, says that even if it is wiped with
water from books, it will not be wiped from the hearts like
the other previous books. If such written copies were lost,
there would not be any one to relate them or memorize
them.
The Qur’an is still being memorized. And even if someone
wanted to change something in the copies of the Qur’an,
and he showed it to some Muslim children, they would
discover that he had changed the Qur’an as they have
memorized it. They would not have to compare it with an
existing copy. They would certainly condemn his act.
Any of the people of the Scripture can write many copies
of the Torah or the Bible or the changes made in them;
and when he shows them to many of their scholars, they
wouold not be able to recognize what has been
changedexcept if they compared them to the copies they
already have.
That is why when the copies of the Torah were changed,
many sects were deceived and did not recognize the
changes that had taken place.

18 Recorded by Muslim, AI-lannah, hadith no. 2865, p. 63, which was
narrated by 'lyad bin HiniSr Al-Mujashi'y.
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-Furthermore, Muslims have their uninterrupted chains of
transmission, which are narrated through just and
accurate people who narrate specific things concerning
the religion while the people of the Book have no such
thing.
-In addition to this, they said that their books are written in
seventy-two languages. This makes their books easy to
change more than if they were written in one language.
Being written in one language makes it easy to be
memorized by a lot of people and makes it difficult for
anyone to change it.
These books, which are written in seventy-two languages
were copies that had been written in some languages
and later changed. The people who speak in other
languages would not know about the change that had
happened nor would the people who have different copies
know about it. So change is possible, as it is possible in
other things.
What I say concerning the difficulty of collecting all their
copies is proof against them, for if it is difficult, it cannot
be asserted that all the copies are the same in content
either in their wording or their meaning. So the possibility
of judging that they had been changed is easier than
testifying that they are the same in content.
As a result, the Qur’an cannot be changed as it is
memorized and kept in the hearts and is narrated by way
of recurrence. On the other hand, none of these books is
memorized by a group of people by means of recurrence
to define the change that has taken place. However,
when the prophets were still alive,
they were the
authoritative source to which people returned if anyone
dared to change anything in these books. And when the
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period of prophethood ended, the changes in the books
became more and more.
That is why many Christians changed the religion Christ
(peace be upon him) came with shortly after he (Jesus)
was raised to Heaven. They began to change one thing
after another in religion, while there was always a group
of them adhering to the true religion until Allah, the
Exalted, sent Muhammad (peace be upon him).
In both the Torah and the Bible there are some texts,
whose meaning was changed by the Jews and the
Christians and the judgements they contain in an
obvious way that is known to them. Also the Jews
changed what is found in the old books concerning the
glad tidings of the coming of Jesus and Muhammad
(peace be upon them both), and they also changed what
came in the Torah in the form of laws and teachings
concerning some events. The Christians also changed
much of what the Torah contained concerning laws and
prophecies.
Aspect Two:
The Qur’an has proved to be true as an acknowledged
fact in Islam. Those who saw Muhammad (peace be upon
him) and related what they saw of his miracles, deeds,
the SharT'ah (the Islamic Law) he came with, the Qur’an
and the hadith to which they heard from him, are more
than one hundred thousand people. They all saw him
(the Prophet, peace be upon him) and believed in him and
they all listened to him saying that it (the Qur’an) is the
Word of Allah, not his words and that he is only a
Messenger of Allah. But there are four Gospels of the
Christians: the Gospel according to Mathew, the Gospel
according to John, the Gospel according to Luke and the
Gospel according to Mark. They (the Christians) agree
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that both Luke and Mark did not see Christ while only
Mathew and John saw him. Moreover they believe that
the four books which they call 'Gospels’ may be called a
Gospel, and they were written after Christ had been
raised to Heaven. So they never mentionedthat the
Gospels are the Words of Allah nor that Christ received
them from Allah but they reported in them some of the
words of Christ and some of his actions and miracles.
They also said that they did not report all that they had
heard from him or saw him doing. Thus, the Gospels can
be compared to what has been recorded in Hadith about
the life of the Prophet (peace be upon him) concerning his
words, actions and Battles, and the Hadith are not
sacred like the Qur’an.
As the Gospels resemble the Sunnah, some kind of
errors may take place in their wordings and in the books
about the life of the Prophet (peace be upon him). There
may also be mistakes in some books of Hadith such as
Sunan Abu Dawud, Sunan At-Tirmidhy and Sunan Ibn
Majah. Furthermore, these books have became famous
and spread throughout the Muslim world, so no one can
change all of them after they have became so famous and
copied many times.
There were some errors that took place in the wording
of some of them before these books became famous, for
a narrator may err even if he is just and accurate.
However, it is important to note that any narration
Muslims receive with belief and apply accordingly, is a
thing that can be judged as complete truth about their
Prophet (peace be upon him). Muslims have Hadiths that
are narrated about their Prophet (peace be upon him) by
way of recurrence and what the scholars have agreed
upon. There are many ways in Islam to verify the truth.
To illustrate this, let us give this example. It may happen
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that one, two or three may narrate something in the
presence of a crowd, who can never agree upon a lie,
concerning a narration which such and such a person
says. The crowd would acknowledge that narration. So it
became a matter of fact that if he was a liar, it would
never
happen that they would all agree on a lie
intentionally.
If one or two people reported something about a famous
custom while it was not so, and they only reported it to
some people as they considered it as a minor thing. Such
persons would be considered liars.
On the contrary, if the people of the Scripture did not have
copies of the books, they could not have recurrent
narration of the wordings of the books, as there are only a
few people who have memorized them and even those
cannot be trusted. As a result, after the people of the
Scripture were deprived of prophethood, many changes
took place in their books: either by changing the
judgments, by changing the meanings, or by changing
some of the wordings if they did not verify it.
That is why they do not have the chain of narrators which
Muslims have, nor do they have anything concerning
validating and invalidating narrators. They know nothing
of '■ elating (religious) knowledge and neither do they know
the conditions of the narrators, nor was there any narrated
or rationally deduced evidence that proves they cannot
agree to an error. It is known that they agreed upon error
when they belied Christ and then belied Muhammad
1peace be upon him). So if the books narrated from the
prophets are like those narrated from Muhammad (peace
b e upon him) and are not narrated by way of recurrence,
and if believing someone who is truthful is not evidence,
they do not have the ability to distinguish between what is
true and what is a lie. The Gospels in the hands of
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Christians are of that kind. They have some of the
sayings of Christ, his deeds and his miracles and no
doubt they also accept many lies that have been
fabricated concerning him. And if those who wrote them
in the beginning were not accused of intentionally lying,
surely one, two, three, or four people are possible to err
or forget, especially concerning that which one heard and
saw and then narrated after many years.
As a result making mistakes is more than possible.
Moreover, there was no
unerring nation whose
acceptance and belief
in the narration
makes it
obligatory to act accordingly, in order that the nation does
not agree upon what is wrong, for the Disciples were only
twelve persons.
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Who Speaks Seventy-two Languages?
They say: How can we change our books which are
written in seventy-two languages and each language has
thousands of copies and six hundred years passed
before Muhammad (peace be upon him) was sent?
The Answer:
Muslims did not say that the words contained in all the
copies throughout the world were changed but that some
of the wordings had been changed.
As for their saying that it (the Torah) is written in seventytwo languages, it is known to all Christians that neither
Christ (peace be upon him) nor all the prophets of the
Children of Israel speak any language except Hebrew.
Whoever says that he spoke Syriac as some people say,
is wrong since the speech narrated from him in the
Gospels was uttered in Hebrew then it was translated
from that language into other languages.
The translation may contain many mistakes as we find
during our time with those who translated the Torah from
Hebrew into Arabic in which mistakes appear that are
recognized by those who speak both languages well.
Christians say that it (the Torah) was written in four
languages: Hebrew, Roman, Greek and Syriac. If it is true
that it was written in seventy-two languages, it certainly
was written some time after it had been written in these
four languages. If there was a mistake in some places of
these four languages, it was not removed after it had
been written in seventy-two languages.
It is well known to Muslims, Jews and Christians that the
Torah was related from a few persons and that changes
occurred in some of its wording as it was not narrated
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from an unerring prophet nor was it narrated by way of
recurrence.
There was no prophecy narrated from the twenty-two
prophetsthat was narrated by way of recurrence in all its
wordings. In the best of conditions, it would be written like
the Gospel which is the same as the biographies of the
prophets. An example of that is the Prophet's biography,
which was written by Ibn Ishaq or some of the books of
Sunnah in which some narrators narrated about the
sayings and deeds of the Prophet (peace be upon him).
Most of them are true while some of them contain some
mistakes.
It is also known that it is impossible for the people of the
Scripture to prove that all the copies in all the languages
all over the world have the same wordings and meanings
for all the existing prophecies. The argument they raise
concerning the difficulty of changing all of them, proves
that it is also difficult to prove that all are the same.
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Changes made in the Torah and the Gospel
If they say: Who are those who spoke in seventy-two
languages? And who is the person who judged the entire
world: its kings, priests, scholars and even judged all the
people in every country around the world and collected
them from the four sides of the world to change them (the
Torah and the Bible)? If he changed some and left
some, it is not possible as they all say the same and
have the same wording in all the languages.lt is said to
them: Who is the person who knows seventy-two
languages? And who is the person who judged all the
world: its kings, priests, scholars and even judged all
people in every country of the world, collected them from
the four sides of the world, brought every copy in the
world and compared every copy in the world with the
other copies and found that the wording of all the copies
that were written in seventy-two languages from all the
countries of the world, have the same wording without any
difference?
The claim of identifying the similarity of all is more
impossible than the opposite, for if it were possible for a
person to collect all the copies, changing some of their
wordings would be easier than comparing the content of
one copy to all the others.
The copies of the Torah, the Bible and the Psalms
nowadays contain differences in some of them but they
are
minor differences and their consistenty is more
prevalent.
If they say: That their Book is one saying, one text, and
one belief, this is not true as the copies of the Torah vary.
Moreover, there is a difference between the Torah of the
Jews, of the Christians and of As-Samirah (a deviating
sect of the Jews). There is also a great deal of difference
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between the copies of the Psalms and those of the Bible,
so what about the prophecies?
There is no doubt concerning the
changes in
interpretation and this is the subject we are now dealing
with. We are certain that Muhammad (peace be upon
him) was mentioned in the Torah and the Bible during his
time. Allah, the Almighty, says,
j
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,
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which means, "Whom they find written with them in the
Tawrah (Torah) and the InjTI (Gospel)." (Al-A‘raf: 7, 157)
There is no doubt that there were many copies of the
Torah and the Bible during his (the Prophet’s) time and
that they were widespread throughout the world. So there
should be one of two matters:
The wording was changed in some copies, and
changed copies were spread,

those

or these changes were mentioned in all the copies as
many scholars from the rabbis of the Jews and the
Christians believed. Those who were not rabbis found
him (the Prophet) mentioned in their books and found the
glad tidings concerning him in many placse in the Torah
and the Bible.
Some people say that he (the Prophet) is mentioned in
them (the Torah and the Gospel) even more than that as
well as in some other copies, in a way that no one can
deny. They say: We saw every copy of the Torah and the
Bible ail over the world and found the wording the same in
all of them. These words can only have been uttered by a
liar, for no person can read every copy in all the world.
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Moreover, no one can change every copy in the world.
He who does not know the difference between all the
copies cannot be sure of the consistency in wording
among them all. So how can he put forth such a claim
while the people who are acquainted with these books
revealed the changes in wording. This is a thing that
proves that whoever claims the consistency of their
wordings is a liar?
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Section Three: The Claim of the Christians
Regarding the Prophets' Books Supporting them
and Attributing Injustice to the Jews
Then we found in that book (i.e. the Qur’an) His (Allah's)
saying,
.JjJU S;\ ‘-T-^

#

which means, "And argue not with the people of the
Scripture (Jews and Christians), unless it be in (a way)
that is better (with good words and in good manner,
inviting them to Islamic Monotheism with His verses),
except with such of them as do wrong..." (AI-‘Ankabut, 29:
46)
Then they said: As for those who did wrong, there is no
doubt that they are the Jews who prostrated themselves
to the head of the calf ( in worship), disbelieved in God
not only once but many times, killed the prophets and
messengers of God, worshipped idols and slaughtered for
the sake of devils, not only animals but also their sons
and daughters. God bore witness against them through
the tongue of Dawud (David, peace be upon him) in the
Book of Psalms saying, "Yea, they sacrificed their sons
and their daughters unto devils, And shed innocent blood,
even the blood of their sons and daughters, whom they
sacrificed unto the idols of Canaan: and the land was
polluted with blood. Thus, were they defiled by their own
works, and engaged in whoring. Therefore, the wrath of
the Lord was kindled against His people, insomuch thatHe
abhorred His own inheritance.” (Psalms, 106:37-40)
He also said through Prophet Isaiah (peace be upon him)
concerning the Children of Israel, "They did not adhere to
My commandments and did not keep all that I ordered
them to do but they changed it and annulled the covenant
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I had made with them forever. That is why I made them
stay with sadness and destruction upon them, ruined
them and made joy and delight be far away from
whomsoever remains from them.”
This was what ‘Goa' (Allah) said about the habitants of
Jerusalem from among the Children of Israel. He said, ”1
will disperse them among the nations. During those days,
nations will raise their voices, will praise God and glorify
Him loudly and will gather them from all the countries of
the world, from the islands of the sea, from the distant
towns glorifying the Name of God and will return to the
God of Israel and be His people while the Children of
Israel will be dispersed throughout the earth.”
Prophet Isaiah (peace be upon him) said, “God says, ‘O
Children of Israel! You soiled My sacred mountain so I will
wipe you out through wars and you will die because I
called for you but you did not answer, I spoke to you but
you did not listen, and practiced evil before Me.’”
Prophet Isaiah (peace be upon him) also said, “God
hates the Children of Israel and drove them out of their
homes and from His House. He shall not forgive them as
they are cursed and they were made the curse of
mankind. That is why God ruined them and dispersed
them throughout the nations. He shall neither bestow His
Mercy upon them nor will He look at them with His Mercy
forever. They will not offer any sacrifice to God on that
day or that time. The Children of Israel will not rejoice
because they strayed from the (the Way of) God, Exalted
be He.”
Prophet Jeremiah (peace be upon him) said, “As the
black person cannot be white so the Children of Israel
cannot be free of their vicious characteristics, that is why
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I do not show mercy nor do I feel pity or compassion for a
vicious and disobedient nation.”
Prophet Ezekiel (peace be upon him) said, “God said, ‘I
left the Children of Israel alone and scattered them
throughout the nations of the earth because they did not
obey My Commandments nor did they obey My Orders
but they differed with Me regarding them and they refused
to listen to Me.’”
There are many sayings like that in the Torah, the Books
of the prophets and the Psalms of Dawud, (David, peace
be upon him) which the Jews read in their synagogues
without denying a single letter. As it is found in their
books, it is also found in ours, in all languages.
They said: He testified in favor of our sacrifices and
slaughtered animals that they are sacred and accepted by
Him. This came in the books of the Jews, which they
have nowadays which were sent by God to His prophets
and messengers.
Isaiah said, “God said, ‘I know the Children of Israel and
know their vicious and harsh hearts. So if I were to appear
to the nations and they witnessed My Honor, I will send
prophets from among them and send saviors from among
them to save the nations from the (evil) towns which did
not adhere to what I sent nor would they know My Honor.
My Name shall be among them. They will gather their
brothers from ail the nations, carry sacrificial animals of
God on riding animals and on boats to Mountain Qudsullah Al-Muqaddas in Jerusalem. Then, they slaughter the
animals for My Sake with semolina in the way the
Children of Israel did long ago. The rest of the nations
would do as well. They present their sacrifices to Me and
their plants forever. They set out for pilgrimage every year
and every month, from year to year, to Jerusalem, to the
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House of God and there they would present good and
pure sacrifices to their Lord. They would behold the
vicious disobedient nation: The Children of Israel. Its
sanctuary is never destroyed and its trials will never
cease forever.”
Prophet Daniel (peace be upon him) said, ’’Seventy
weeks are determined for thy people and upon thy holy
city, to finish the transgression, and to make an end of
sins, and to make reconciliation for iniquity, and to bring
about everlasting righteousness, and to seal the vision
and prophecy, and to anoint the most Holy. Know
therefore and understand, that from the going forth of the
commandment to restore and to build Jerusalem, until
the Messiah the Prince, shall be seven weeks, and
threescore and two weeks: the street shall be built again,
and the wall, even in troublesome times. And after
threescore and two weeks the Messiah shall be cut off,
but not for himself: and the people of the prince that shall
come shall destroy the city and the sanctuary; and the
end thereof shall be with a flood, and unto the end of the
war desolation is determined." (Deut, 9:24-26)
Prophet Micah (peace be upon him) said, "God said, ’At
the end of time, Christ will come calling the dispersed
nations, making them one group and annulling the fighting
of the Children of Israel, their weapons, and their
sacrifices forever.”
Prophet Amos said, 'They will never again slaughter
calves , for the Lord shall come to Zion, give a new pure
command of pure bread and good wine. Then, the
Children of Israel shall be cast away.”
They said: What proof is greater than that and what
evidence is clearer? These are the books of our enemies
who differ with us in religion. They agree about what is
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mentioned in it and they read it in their churches. Indeed,
they never deny a single word.
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Section Four: Refuting the Christians’ Claim
The Answer:
It is an acknowledged fact in Islam that the Jews are
wrong doers, disbelievers, transgressors, and deserve the
torment and punishment of Allah. It is also a known fact
and related by the Prophet (peace be upon him) that the
Christians are wrong doers, transgressors, disbelievers,
and deserve the torment and the punishment of Allah.
The Jews have some traits of disbelief that the Christians
do not have and the Christians also have some traits of
disbelief that the Jews do not have. The Jews changed
the laws of the Torah before Christ, the son of Maryam
(Mary), was sent to them. When he was sent to them,
they disbelieved and belied him. When Muhammad
(peace be upon him) was sent, they also belied him, so
they have drawn upon themselves wrath upon wrath. The
Anger of Allah fell upon them firstly because they belied
Christ (peace be upon him) and secondly because they
belied Muhammad (peace be upon him).
The phrase, ’’Such of them as do wrong” in the verse,
$ ;,'TTT...
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which means, "And argue not with the people of the
Scripture (Jews and Christians), unless it be in (a way)
that is better (with good words and in good manner,
inviting them to Islamic Monotheism with His Verses),
except with such of them as do wrong.” (AI-’Ankabut, 29:
46)
This phrase refers to the two groups (i.e. the Jews and
the Christians).
That is why it was obligatory upon Muslims to argue with
the Jews and the Christians in a way that is better except
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with such of them as do wrong.
Such people are
sometimes punished by the tongue and at other times by
the hand. Allah and His Messenger (peace be upon him)
also ordered Muslims to fight against the wrong doers
from among such people. The Prophet (peace be upon
him) fought the Jews who were living in Medina, around it
and near it and he also fought Banu Qainuqa1, Banu AnNadir, Banu Quraizhah, the people of Khaibar, the people
of Wady Al-Qura and others. He fought with them after
they had been treacherous and had broken the peaceful
alliances that had initially been formed.
He also fought the Christians in the year of (the Battle of)
TabOk with both Arabs and Romans among them. He
had sent his deputies: Zaid bin Harithah, Ja'far bin Abu
Talib, and ‘Abdullah bin Rawahah to fight them. He
ordered that they should be fought, so his Rightly Guided
Caliphs did so.
Believing in That Which the Prophets were Sent:
We do not dispute with them about what they narrate
from the prophets, which indicates the disbelief of the
Jews, and we do not take it as proof. It is cited in their
narrations that the Jews became disbelievers when they
changed the religion of Musa (Moses, peace be upon
him), the same as the Christians became disbelievers
when they changed the religion of Isa (Jesus, peace be
upon him).
This is correct and it agrees with what Muhammad
(peace be upon him), the Last of the Messengers came
with, for we know without any doubt that they are
disbelievers. We either believe what they tell us about
the prophets or we belie them. If we do not know whether
they tell us the truth or not, we should neither believe
them nor belie them but we should say (as Allah says,)
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which means, ”We believe in that which has been
revealed to us and revealed to you; our ilah (God) and
your ilah (God) is One (i.e. Allah), and to Him we have
submitted (as Muslims).” (AI-‘Ankabut, 29: 46)
Believing in all that was revealed to the prophets from
Allah is obligatory but believing in a certain prophet of
whom we have not heard except from them is dependent
on two things:
1. The words should have been narrated
prophet.
2. The meaning
intended.

by that

should be what that prophet

So there should be a chain of narrators and the correct
wording. A third matter is necessary for those who do not
know Hebrew. Musa (Moses, peace be upon him), Dawud
(David, peace be upon him) and Christ (peace be upon
him) spoke Hebrew, so whoever does not know it and
knows Arabic or Roman (languages), must be certain of
the authenticity of the translation.
Invalid Proof Taken from the Books of the Jews
There are many reasons for that:
One: The proof they cite from the prophets requires four
things:
1. Being certain of the person who said those words.
2. Understanding the wording of that speech.
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3. Being cedain that what they narrated is a correct
translation of the wording, for those prophets
never spoke Arabic, Syriac, Roman or Greek, but
they spoke Hebrew, like Christ (peace be upon
him).
4. What was related from the prophets must contain
proof for what they claim. We only dispute with
them concerning this matter, so there is nothing in
what they mentioned that indicates praising their
offerings or sacrifices after the change and
abrogation that took place; but it may only indicate
praising them before the abrogation and changes
took place. There is no difference of opinon
between the Muslims concerning this matter.
Two: The attributes mentioned about Isaiah and other
prophets do not conform with what the Christians say.
The Christians never mentioned semolina concerning
the offerings the Children of Israel used to make. Nor did
they set out for pilgrimage every month, one year after
another to Jerusalem to offer pure offerings to God, their
Lord. On the contrary, the Christians set out for pilgrimage
to Qumamah (i.e. sweepings: a name of the church of the
Christians) outside the House of God (in Jerusalem)
wherein the prophets used to pray. The prophets used to
visit Jerusalem and pray there.
Qumamah is not
mentioned in any of the books of the prophets. Qumamah
appeared during the lifetime of Emperor Constantine.
When his mother HTIanah Al-Harraniyyah (Helena) came
to Jerusalem, she chose three Jews and asked them
about the place of the Crucifixion but they refused to tell
her, so she punished them by imprisoning them and
starving them. As a result, they showed her the place (of
the Cross) in a dunghill. They took it out and she covered
it in gold, carried it, and ordered that the Church of
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Qumamah (i.e. sweepings; referring to the place where
they found the Cross) i be built therein. This is according
to what Ibn Al-Batriq and others mentioned in their books
of history which will be mentioned later. This happened
more than three hundred years after Christ.
From this time onwards they used the cross and
appointed the Feast of the Cross, even though neither
Christ nor the Disciples did that. This is mentioned in their
books and is known among their scholars. Moreover, they
do not orovide offerings to God on riding animals nor by
boats to the Mountain Qudsul-lah Al-Muqaddas (a
mountain in Jerusalem).
Three: There is no meaning of praising their religion
concerning what they mentioned about Daniel after the
religion had been altered, but it rather means that Allah
sent Cfrist (peace be upon him) with the truth, the religion
with which Allah had sent His prophets previously. This
religion stresses worshipping Allah Alone; that by the
coming of Christ, Baitul-Maqdis (Jerusalem) would be
ruined and that some laws of the Torah would be
abrogsed and that the sacrifices and the offerings of the
Jews would be invalidated.
This indicates the abrogation of the Torah and the
cessaton of the reign of the Jews. It also indicates that
Christ vas sent with the Truth and whoever follows Christ
will be ?n the right path. Muslims do not dispute about any
of the ;e points; for they all agree that whoever adheres
to w ha Christ ordered is considered among the pious
servant of Allah. However, anyone who believes in a
religior with which Christ was not sent or wants to follow
(or to make people follow) Christ’s religion after its
abrogaion, he is considered to be like the Jews who had
their re. gion abrogated by Allah as well as their reign.
Allah did the same when He sent Muhammad (peace be
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upon him); He abolished the reign of the Christians from
the best place on earth in which the prophets were sent
in Sham (the region covering, Palestine, Lebanon, Jordan
and Syria), Egypt, Arabian Peninsula, Iraq, Armenia and
Azerbaijan. He then drove them out to the two ends of the
earth from the north and the south. Those Christians who
remained in the middle of the land were to pay Jizyah (a
head-tax to be paid by non-Muslims when they are under
Muslim control). This tax is to be willingly and
submissively; that is of course, unless they chose to
embrace Islam.
What they mentioned
concerning Micah and Amos
indicates the coming of Jesus (peace be upon him) and
the abrogation of the religion and reign of the Jews by the
Order of Allah. It does not indicate the correctness of
Christianity, which was not legislated by Christ (peace be
upon him). Moreover, it does not indicate its correctness
after it had been abrogated by the religion of Muhammad,
(peace be upon him) which is more effective than the
way in which a part of the religion of Musa (Moses) was
abrogated by the religion of Christ.
This may be acceptable if we call the contemporary
religion an abrogation; for the former (i.e. Musa) did not
give glad tidings of the coming of the latter (i.e. Jesus). If
the former gave the glad tidings of the coming of the latter
and the religion of the former was only to be until the
latter was sent (i.e. in the case of Jesus and Muhammad),
this cannot be called an abrogation. That is because
Christ and Muhammad (peace be upon them both) did not
abrogate anything, but the religion of Musa remained until
the coming of Jesus as did the religion of Jesus.
Concerning the words of Isaiah, which is namely that
God said, “When I appear before the nations,” may be
understood along with other speeches ascribed to the
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prophets as an argument by the Christians to prove what
they innovated, which is absolutely false. These words
and the like are mentioned recurrently in many situations
in the books of the people of the Scripture, but they do not
mean that the Divine Entity became immanent in any
human being. The following is a similar quotation that is
cited in the Torah:
And he said, The Lord came from Sinai, and rose
up from Seir unto them; he shined forth from
mount Paran, and he came with ten thousand
saints: from his right hand went a fiery law for
them. (Deut, 33:2)
It is well known to the people of all religions that neither
Allah, the Exalted and Glorious, became immanent in
Musa (Moses, peace be upon him) or in any other When
He spoke to him, nor did he became immanent in any of
the mountains of Paran although He shone forth from
them. The Exalted says,
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which means, ‘It is He Who has sent His Messenger
(Muhammad) with guidance and the religion of truth
(Islam), to make it superior over all religions.’ (At-Tawbah,
9:33)
So Allah made the religion of Islam superior in
knowledge, evidence, and demonstration as well as by
force.
When a person is liked, his good characteristics become
widespread in his country and he is obeyed by others. It
will be said about him, “So and so appeared and became
superior in such and such a land.” So when Allah, His
Names, His attributes, His Oneness, His Verses and His
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worship are cherished until the hearts are filled with them
after being filled with the darkness of disbelief and
polytheism, this is how Allah makes His'religion appear
and become superior.
The same meaning is applied to the Torah and the Bible
and what they contain concerning His appearance in
Baitul-Maqdis (Jerusalem), which is the same as His
appearance and shining forth from Mount Sinai and the
mounts of Paran. In spite of this, neither Musa (Moses)
nor anyone else saw Him whether by Himself or through
being immanent. Moreover, Christ said that no one saw
Him, as did the other prophets. So this negation makes it
clear that He cannot be seen either by Himself or through
another in this worldly life.
It is known that being in close association with something
is more effective than seeing it. Thus, as the Lord, Exalted
be He, cannot be seen by a human being, so He cannot
be closely associated with any human being.
The
Christians claim that He became immanent in a human
being, which is much greater than being seen.
The Books of the Prophets Witness Christ, his
Religion and Muhammad and his Nation
The Christians said, “What could be a stronger proof or
testimony than the fact that the religious books of our
enemies witness for us. They confess this testimony and
read it in their places of worship without denying a single
word or even a single letter of it.”
The Answer:
Even if these words, which support their argument, were
really said by some prophets, they do not include any
praise for their religion after is was altered, so what is the
case when it was abrogated and changed? In these
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words there is a notification that the reign of the Children
of Israel will vanish and that the Jewish religion will be
abrogated upon the coming of Christ. This is proof of the
prophethood and truthfulness of Christ, which is a fact on
which Muslims unanimously agree.
Muslims see Christ (peace be upon him) just as Allah has
described him in His saying to Maryam (Mary, may Allah
be pleased with her),
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which means, “ ...Verily, Allah gives you the glad tidings of
a Word (‘Bel’ - and he was! i.e. ‘Isa (Jesus) the son of
Maryam (Mary)] from Him, his name will be the Messiah
Isa (Jesus), the son of Maryam (Mary), held in honor in
this world and in the Hereafter, and will be one of those
who are near to Allah. He will speak to the people in the
cradle and in manhood, and he will be one of the
righteous.” (Al-‘lmran, 3:45-46)
They say that this is found in the books of the Jews, their
enemies, and to this we say: there is no doubt that the
Jews differ from the Christians in interpreting the sacred
books. The Christians interpret these books one way and
the Jews interpret them in another, while both ways may
be wrong. Thus, it should be said to the Christians: the
books of the Prophets are a witness for Christ and his
religion even if the Jews differ from you in interpreting
them, and these books are also a witness for Muhammad
(peace be upon him) and his nation even if the People of
the Scripture differ in interpreting them. In addition, Allah
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explained the characteristics of Muhammad (peace be
upon him) and his nation in many places within the books
of the prophets.
When nations dispute about the interpretations of the
sacred books, the truth, which is supported by reason and
authentic religious texts, should be made manifest and
adhered to. Through doing so, it will be shown that the
Christians interpret the Books of Allah in a way which
differs from His intended meaning;
as they have
deduced wrong concepts such as the trinity, unification,
immanence, etc. just as the Jews did in their interpretation
of the Divine Books.
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Section Five: The Christians’ Claim that the
Q ur’an Regards All Religions on an Equal
Footing
The Christians referred to the following Qur’anic verse,
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which means, ‘Surely, those who believe (in the Oneness
of Allah, in His Messenger Muhammad and all that was
revealed to him from Allah), those who are the Jews and
the Sabians and the Christians, - whosoever believed in
Allah and the Last Day, and worked righteousness, on
them shall be no fear, nor shall they grieve.’ (Al-Ma’idah,
5: 69)
In response to this verse they said that all people are
regarded on an equal footing: the Jews, the Muslims and
others.
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Section Six: Refuting the Christians’ Claim
To answer the previous claim we say:
This verse does not support the Christians' claim for it
placed the Christians, the Jews, and the Sabians on the
same level. The Christians agree with the Muslims that
the Jews are disbelievers, as Jesus was sent to them but
they belied him. The Sabians are also disbelievers
because they too belied the prophets who were sent to
them. If there were any praise for the Christians who
adhered to their religion after Muhammad (peace be upon
him) was sent to them, the Jews would be included in
that, which is not possible according to the Christians
and the Muslims. And if the verse does not intend any
praise for the religion of the Jews after it was abrogated
and changed, this would mean that it does not intend
any praise for Christianity after it was abrogated and
changed. The same argument can be said to the Jews if
they want to refer to the verse to prove the validity of their
religion. Moreover, the Christians regard the Jews as
disbelievers; so if their religion is true, then the Jews are
surely disbelievers; and if the Jewish religion is true, then
Christianity will surely be false. One of the two religions
must be incorrect, so it is impossible that their praise
would be mentioned in the verse while they are regarded
as being on the same footing.
We are sure that the verse does not intend to praise
either of the two religions after they were abrogated and
changed. But it is correct to say that the verse refers to
those who believe in Muhammad (peace be upon him),
the followers of Musa (Moses, peace be upon him) who
adhered to his religion before it was abrogated and
changed, the followers of Jesus who adhered to his
religion before it was abrogated and changed, and the
monotheist Sabians, like the Arab Sabians and others,
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who adhered to the true religion of Ibrahim (Abraham),
Ismail (Ishmael), and Ishaq (Isaac) (peace be upon them
all), before it was abrogated and changed. The Arabs are
those who belong to the descendants of Ismail, who
lived near the Ancient House (i.e., the Ka'bah), which was
built by Ibrahim and Ismail. They were both monotheists
who embraced the true religion of Ibrahim. Then, this
religion was changed by one of the rulers of Khuza'h tribe
named ‘Amr bin Luhay. He was the first person to change
the religion of Ibrahim by introducing polytheism and
prohibiting what Allah had made permissible. That was
why the Prophet (peace be upon him) said, “I saw ‘Amr
bin Luhay dragging his intestines in Hellfire.” He (‘Amr bin
Luhay) was the first person to assign Bahirah (a
she-camel whose milk was spared for the idols and
nobody was allowed to milk it) and Sa’ibah (a she-camel
let loose for free pasture for their false gods, e.g. idols,
etc., and nothing was allowed to be carried on it. They
changed the religion of Ibrahim (Abraham). Similarly, the
descendents of Ishaq (Isaac, peace be upon him) had
adhered to the religion of Ibrahim before Musa (Moses,
peace be upon him) was sent to them, so they are among
the happy, praiseworthy people. So Allah, Exalted be He,
praised all those who adhered to the religion of Musa,
Christ, and Ibrahim in the Qur’anic verse,
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which means, Verily! Those who believe and those who
are Jews and Christians, and Sabians (worshippers of
stars), whoever believes in Allah and the Last Day and do
righteous good deeds shall have their reward with their
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Lord, on them shall be no fear, nor shall they grieve.’ (AlBaqarah, 5: 69)
Thus, the people of the Scripture, after the changes they
made in their religion and its abrogation, are not counted
among those who believe in Allah and in the Last Day; as
Allah, the Exalted, says in the following verse,

which means, ’’Fight against those who (1) believe not in
Allah, (2) nor in the Last Day, (3) nor forbid that which has
been forbidden by Allah and His Messenger (4) and those
who acknowledge not the religion of truth (i.e. Islam)
among the people of the Scripture (Jews and Christians),
until they pay the Jizyah with willing submission, and feel
themselves subdued.” (At-Tawbah, 9:29)

CHAPTER FOUR
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CHAPTER FOUR
Refuting the Christians' Claim Regarding
theTrinity through Reason, Law, and
Fundamentals of Religion
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Section One: The Claim of the Christians
A narrator said about the Christians: They (Muslims) deny
our saying regarding the Father, Son and the Holy Spirit,
as well as saying that they are three hypostases. They
also disapprove of our saying that Christ is a God, Lord,
and Creator, and ask for an explanation that clarifies the
perception of the personification of the Word of God, Who
is the Creator in the form of a human being.
They (Christians) answered saying:
If they (Muslims) knew that we only meant by such
sayings that god is a living speaking being, they would not
have denied them. When we see how things occur we
knew that another being caused them to occur, for it is
impossible that they happen by themselves, as they are
contradictory and in a constant state of flux. We said: He
is a Being that is incomparable to any other created thing,
for He is the Creator of all things. We say this to negate
His nonexistence. We see that the created things are
divided into two groups: living beings and non-living
beings, and so we described Him with the more exalted of
the two. Thus, we said He is a Living being so as to deny
His death. We see that created things are divided into
two groups: speaking living beings and non-speaking
living beings and so we described Him with the better of
the two. Thus, we say that He is a Speaking Living being
to deny His ignorance. The three names, which are: One
God, One Name, One Lord, One Creator and A Living
Speaking Being, who is the entity, speech and life. The
entity is the Father that is the beginning of both. Speaking
is the Son that is born to the Father, for speaking is a part
of the mind. As for life, it is the Holy Spirit.
We did not give such names of our free well, yet it is God
Who gives it to His Divine Entity.
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Christ told his pure disciples in the Bible, "Go ye
therefore, and teach all nations, baptizing them in the
name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy
Ghost. Teaching them to observe all things whatsoever I
have commanded you." (Matt, 28:19-20)
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Section Two: Refuting the Christians’ Claim

Their Claim of the Trinity: the Father, the Son and the
Holy Spirit.
The Answer: The Christians disagree about interpreting
this principle. Many of them say that the Father is
Existence, the Son is the Word, and the Holy Spirit is Life.
Others say that the Father is Existence, the Son is the
Word and the Holy Spirit is Omnipotence. Others say that
the three hypostases are: an Originator Wise and
Omnipotent; the Father is the Originator, the Son is the
Wise and the Holy Spirit is the Omnipotent. They claim
that the three qualities are attributed to these three,
alleging that they have found evidence of His Existence
in His bringing things from nonexistence into existence.
Some of them say,
i.e., an Originator Wise and
Omnipotent, with knowledge, saying: an Existing Living
Knower or the Existing Knowing Omnipotent. Some say
He is speaking, others say He is the Existing Living AllWise, while others say he is the Self-Existent Living AllWise. They all agree that the hypostasis united with or
immanent in Christ is that of the Word, which they call the
Son, not the Father.
Those who deny unification and immanence; like for
instance the Ad-Dbusiyyah sect, say that Christ (peace be
upon him) is a servant, who was sent just like all
Messengers (peace be upon them all). They agree to the
words of the father, the son and the Holy Spirit, but they
do not believe in immanence and unification.

Their claim, “When we saw the occurrence of things
and knew that something else had caused their
occurrence...”
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Those who make such allegations are a certain Christian
sect, and
it should be said to them, “The claim
concerning the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit existed
among Christians before your existence, your seeking,
and this conclusion. Thus, your seeking to understand
cannot be considered as the cause behind this claim. If
they mean that from the time of ‘seeing,’ all the Christians
also saw, concluded and said so, this would be a
manifest lie, for the Christians say that they took this
belief from the Bible, where Christ (peace be upon him)
said, “Go ye therefore, and teach all nations, baptizing
them in the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the
Holy Ghost.” (Matt: 28:19)
Neither Christ ncr any of the Disciples ordered them to
do this, which resulted in this belief. Also Christ did not
make this saying dependent upon seeing. Thus, their
claim that this belief had sprung from that conclusion is
false, and they know it to be so. If Christ did not say this
(i.e., the trinity), then it should not be said. If, by saying
this statement, one means that it is a human being in the
correct meaning, this statement would cause falsehood
in general to be believed. That is why there are many
Christians who believe that Christ is the son of Allah as a
form of ordinary filiation known between creatures. They
believe that Maryam (Mary, may Allah be pleased with
her) is Allah’s wife This is the established belief between
Christians, and even if they do not admit this, they know
that the one who begets must have a wife.
That is why the Exalted says,
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which means, “How can He have children when He has
no wife? He created all things and He is the All-Knower of
everything.” (Al-An'am, 6: 101)
Considering the Lord to be the father of the child is more
deniable to the human mind than proving that He has a
wife, whether the begetting is interpreted as being a
normal one or a mental one, which some Christian
Scholars allege. If the
matter of the wife can be
interpreted then the same can be interpreted about the
son. They said that the father had begotten the Word
while Maryam had begotten the human entity. Then the
human entity was united with the divine. Thus, the father
is considered to be a father of the divine side not the
human side, while Maryam is the mother of the human
side and not the divine. Similarly, she can be a wife to the
human side but not to the divine. In addition, the divine
entity is a husband to Maryam with his divinity, so he is
also a father to Christ with his divine entity. If human and
divine natures unite in Christ for a long period of time,
what would prevent the divine nature from uniting with
the human nature of Maryam for a short period of time? If
the human being she begot was considered a son of the
divine entity, why should she not be the companion and
wife of the divine entity? To them, i.e., the Christians,
Christ is the unity of divine and human nature; he is a
complete divine entity and a complete human being. His
divinity stems from Allah, while his humanity stems from
Maryam. Thus, he has two origins; a divine one and a
human one. If one of the origins is his father and the other
is his mother, why would not his mother be a wife of his
father? This must be so especially since companionship
always occurs before filiation. How can the conclusion
(descendent) be an established fact while the premise
(ascendant) is not?
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These allegations are not possible and
their only
evidence is that of proving the Prophethood of Christ. If
Christ (peace be upon him) really said these words, we
know that he and all prophets are sinless and always
truthful, and if he really said so, the words must have a
correct truthful meaning.
It is unreasonable that the Christians meant something
about Jesus that can be refuted by plain rationally
deduced evidence or by authentic textual evidence. If the
minds and early divine books as well as the Qur’anic texts
contradict what the Christians have invented about Christ,
it will be known that Christ did not intend a false meaning
that contradicts clear rationally deduced evidence and
authentic texts.
Moreover, if that claim was correct about the sinless
Christ (peace be upon him), his words would have
coincided with what he said in other speeches found in
their books, which refers to the lord as father and his
servants as sons. They mentioned that the Lord said to
Ya'qub (Jacob, peace be upon him) in the Torah, “You
are My eldest son,” and to Dawud (David) in the Psalms,
“You are my son and my loved one.” In the Gospel and in
more than one place, Christ says, “My father and yours,”
like for example, his saying, “I go to my father and yours,
my lord and yours.” Thus, the Lord is referred to as a
father while they are referred to as his children. If that is
true, then what is meant is that he is the Merciful,
Educating Lord. Allah is more merciful to His servants
than a mother is to her child. Thus, the father means the
lord and the son means Christ whom He has raised and
educated.
The Holy Spirit is a phrase mentioned in Christianity in
several books, and all of them agree that it does not
mean Allah’s Life. According to them, the Holy Spirit is
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incarnated in Ibrahim (Abraham, peace be upon him),
Musa (Moses, peace be upon him), Dawud (David, peace
be upon him) and other prophets and righteous people.
In the Qur’an, Allah says that He supported Christ with
the Holy Spirit,
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which means, “And We gave ‘Isa (Jesus), the son of
Maryam (Mary), clear signs and supported him with
Ruhul-Qudus [JibrTI (Gabriel)].” (Al-Baqarah, 2; 87)
He also says,
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which means,” O ‘isa (Jesus), son of Maryam (Mary)!
Remember My Favor to you and to your mother when I
supported you with Ruhul-Qudus [JibrTI (Gabriel)]. (AlMa’idah, 5: 110)
The Holy Spirit either means the Holy Angel; like JibrTI, or
the revelation or guidance and support, which Allah
causes to descend with or without the angel. These can
be correlated, as the angel descends with revelation, so
revelation descends by means of the angel, and Allah
supports His Messengers with both angels and guidance.
The Exalted says to Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon
him),
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which means, “Then Allah sent down His SakTnah
(calmness, tranquillity, peace, etc.) upon him, and
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strengthened him with forces (angels) which you saw not."
(At-Tawbah, 9: 40)
He, the Almighty also says,
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which means, “And We sent against them a wind and
forces that you saw not [i.e. troops of angels during the
battle of
Al-Ahzab(the Confederates)].” (Al-Ahzab, 33: 9)
The Holy Spirit is mentioned in the speech of early and
later prophets as an order, which Allah causes to descend
upon His prophets and righteous servants, whether it be
in the form of angels who descend with revelation or with
victory. Thus the Holy Spirit is revelation and support with
or without the angel, and it certainly does not mean the
life of Allah. His saying, “Go ye therefore, and teach all
nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father, and of
the Son, and of the Holy Ghost...” (Matt: 28:19) means,
“Order people to believe in Allah, the Messenger He has
sent, and the angel who has descended with revelation.”
Thus it is a command for them to believe in Allah, His
Angels, His Books and His Prophets, and this is the truth
proven by plain rationally, deduced evidence and
authentic textual evidence. Interpreting the statement of
the sinless Christ with that which agrees with the other
statements in their books, the Qur’an and reason is more
correct than interpreting it with that which disagrees with
plain rationally, deduced evidence and authentic textual
evidence.
This is a clear interpretation. It is not a false one, which
distorts words from their apparent meaning, but rather it is
an interpretation which is reflected in the apparent words
with known used language and the wording of Christ’s
speech as well as that of all other prophets.
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The Christian interpretation that the Son, is Knowledge
or is the Word of Allah, it is an incorrectly applied
interpretation whether it is taken from the speech of one
of the prophets or from their language. Similar to this is
the interpretation of the Holy Spirit as being the Life of
Allah. That which the Christians used to interpret the
apparent meaning of Christ’s statement is an
interpretation that disagrees with his language and habit
of talking and also with tho language of other prophets
and nations. The only thing that agrees with his speech is
the interpretation we have outlined, which has also been
established by Christian scholars.
Because of the misguidance of Christians who distort the
meanings of the Books of Allah, the Exalted and EverMajestic, they interpret the statement with something that
disagrees with its apparent meaning, and which also
disagrees with the mind and established laws. Their
interpretation contradicts the apparent meaning of the
language by which they were addressed and
the
apparent meaning of the Books they have, but our
interpretation agrees with the apparent meaning of their
language and with the apparent meaning of their Books.
Thus, it is clear that they have neither a textual nor a
reasonably deduced evidence to assert the existence of
the trinity, which is, therefore, considered invalid by
established laws and reason.
Their Claim Concerning the Three Hypostases
They believe in the hypostases while it is invalid, both
according to reason and to their laws. It is not mentioned
in any of their books. This term is not found in any of the
books of their prophets, which are in their hands, neither
in the words of the disciples, but it is a term that they have
innovated. It is said to be a Roman word. In their
language, the word hypostasis means the origin. That is
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why when they interpret the hypostases, one time they
say it refers to humans, at another to properties, at
another time to attributes, and at other times to essence.
Sometimes, they use the hypostasis to refer to the entity
and attributes together which is the interpretation of their
wisest people.
Their Claim That Christ is a Creator
This is an invalid claim according to both law and reason.
It was not mentioned in any of their prophecies but they
put forth proof for it which is not applicable.
Their Claim Regarding the Incarnation of Divine
Nature
This is also an invalid claim according to both law and
reason. There is no evidence to support it in the truthful
words of the prophets and messengers.
Their Claim that Allah is a Living Speaking Being
There is no doubt that Allah is a Living, All-Knowing, AllPowerful, and speaking being. The Messenger of Allah
(peace be upon him) guided Muslims to a lot of
rationally deduced proof until the fact became known and
supported by evidence from Islamic law.
The Christians claim to prove it by reason and yet they
provide no rationally, deduced evidence.
They say, "When we saw the occurrence of things, we
knew that another being caused them to occur, for it is
impossible that they happen by themselves as they are
contradictory and in a continual state of flux.”
This is a false statement for the following reasons:
First: You did not see the occurrence of all creatures but
you only saw the occurrence of the matters, which you
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personally witnessed such as clouds, rain, animals,
plants, etc. So where is your evidence concerning the
occurrence of ‘all’ things?
Second: You should have said, "When the occurrence of
things, the occurrence of animals, the occurrence of all
things other than God, etc, became known" which shows
that occurrences are anything apart from God. But, it is
invalid to generalize the occurrence of all things because
in this way, according to you, Allah is one of these things!
Third: It is necessary to know that the occurrence of
things must be caused by an originator, for it is essential,
inherent knowledge. That is why Allah, the Exalted, says,
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which means, "Were they created by nothing, or were
they themselves the creators?" (At-Tur, 52: 35)
It is known both by natural disposition and by reason that
an occurrence does not occur without an occasioner to
occasion it and that it is impossible for an occurrence to
occur without an occasioner to occasion it. This is an
inherent matter in human beings, even in children. If a
child was hit and said, "Who hit me?" and it was said to
him, "No one hit you," his mind would not accept that the
blow happened by itself!
It is also obvious that it did not originate or occur by itself,
for if it did not exist before its occurrence, it was nothing,
which means that it is impossible for it to create another
thing, let alone create itself.
When you say that it does not happen by itself because of
its contradictory and changing nature, this is an invalid
justification.
The reason for this is because our
knowledge that it occurred is not found by itself and it is
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not because of its contradictory and changing nature, for
whether it was similar, different, or contradictory, we know
by reason that the occurrence does not originate itself.
This is obvious and clear. Things that do not exist
cannot create something and the occasioner of existing
occurrences is certainly not nonexistent.
When you said, "We said it is unlike any created thing, for
He is the creator of all things in order to refute His
nonexistence."
To this we reply, "There is no doubt that Allah is as He
described Himself,
£=£

which means, "There is nothing like unto Him, and He is
the All-Hearer, the All-Seer." (Ash-Shura, 42: 11)
Any rational thinking mind would assert that there is
nothing like Allah, but you did not provide any proof to
your claim based on the fact that He is the Creator of all
things. You depended on the occurrence of things that
you witnessed, but it is not possible that you witness all
things. You did not provide any proof that there is nothing
like unto Him although He is the Creator of all things.
There is no doubt that the Creator must exist and could
never be nonexistent. This is a fact that does not require
any proof to those who are wise and observe life
carefully, in spite of the fact that some of them have
proven His Existence with abstract proofs. But, you did
not provide any proof that He is unlike all the created
things. When you said, "He is the Creator of all things, it
denotes that He is the Creator of all things other than
Himself," this does not show or refute His likeness to
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other things. Ignorance of the revealed books is made
manifest in such statements.
Dividing Things
When you said, "We saw the created things divided into
two groups: living beings and non-living beings, and so
we described Him with the more exalted of the two. Thus,
we said He is a Living being to deny His death.”
It is said to them: There is no doubt that Allah is EverLiving as all of His Revealed Books, which contain His
proof have said so as well as His signs, which are found
in His creatures. Allah says,
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which means, "We will show them Our Signs in the
universe, and in their ownselves, until it becomes
manifest to them that this (the Qur'an) is the truth."
(Fussilat, 41: 53)
Allah, the Exalted, shows His servants some of His
Signs, which prove the truthfulness of His revealed,
heard, and recited verses. Allah says,
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which means, "Allah! La ilaha ilia huwa (none has the
right to be worshipped but He), the Ever Living, the One
Who sustains and protects all that exists." (Al-Baqarah, 2:
255)
He, the Almighty also says,
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which means, "And put your trust (O Muhammad) in the
Ever Living One Who dies not." (Al-Furqan, 25: 58)
There is a lot of evidence that He is Ever-Living, among
which are:
It has been proven that He is All-Knower and knowledge
cannot be attributed except to a living being. It has also
been proven that He is All-Powerful, Who chooses and
wills and the omnipotent must be a living being.
Another point is that He is the Creator of all things. . The
Creator is more perfect than all his creation. Every form
of perfection found in a creature comes from the Creator.
Thus, it is impossible that the creature could be more
perfect than his Creator or that his forms of perfection are
more perfect than those of his Creator.
If the Creator was not living, then it is necessary that the
created occurrence would be more perfect than the
original
Creator. This point deals with their
unsubstantiated evidence. Their saying, "We said He is a
Living being to deny His Death," has already been
responded to. To Allah are attributed all the affirmed
attributes of perfection like Life, Knowledge, and Might.
Asserting such attributes necessitates denying any
negative ones.
Then they said, "We saw the created things divided into
two groups: speaking living beings and non-speaking
living beings and so we described Him with the better of
the two. Thus, we said He is a Speaking Living being to
deny His ignorance."
In reply to this statement, we say: There is no doubt that
the Lord, glorified be He, is described as being All-Living,
All-Knowing, All-Powerful, Speaking, and Choosing, but
their statement, "Thus, we said He is a Speaking Living
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being to deny His ignorance," denotes that you meant the
attribute of speaking is opposite to ignorance. This is
known as knowledge, for knowledge is the opposite of
ignorance. So, you did not mean speaking, which infers
expression and explanation. They also did not mean
words as some wise men say. These are inherent
meanings that do not have anything to do with knowledge
or choice.
It is said to you: As He is Ever-Living and All-Knower, He
is also All-Powerful. You mentioned that all founded or
living creatures are divided into powerful and powerless
and He must be described with the more exalted of the
two which is power.
The evidence that He is Powerful is clearer than those of
His beinc All-Knower. Since He is the Doer and the
Creator, t is necessary that He is All-Powerful because
doing without having any power is impossible. Even if it is
said, "Inanimate beings do," they only do because of a
power they possess like the physical powers found in
natural objects. It is impossible for the Creator of the
world to be without might or power.
Among the evidence that affirms His Attributes of
perfection is that if He was not described as being EverLiving, All-Knowing, All-Powerful, All-Hearer, All-Seer, and
Speaker, He must be described with the opposite of that,
of death, ignorance, impotence, deafness, muteness, and
voicelessness. But, He is exalted above all these
deficiencies by necessity of reason. It is impossible that
the most Perfect of all beings, the most Exalted, the most
Sublime, the Lord of all other things, the Creator of all
things, the Owner of all things , and the Donator of life,
knowledge, power, hearing, seeing, and speaking to all
other things should be impotent, ignorant, deaf, mute, and
voiceless. But, it is known by necessity of reason that a
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being with such deficiencies can never be a doer let alone
a Creator of all things.
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Invalidity of the Three Entities Being One God
They say: The three names, which are: One God, One
Name, One Lord, One Creator and A Living Speaking
Being. He is and will always be A Living Speaking Being
who is the entity, speech and life.
The entity is the Father that is the beginning of both.
Speaking is the Son that is born to the Father, for
speaking is a part of the mind.
The Holy Spirit is life.
The Answer:
One: the names of Allah, the Exalted are too numerous,
for, he is the King, the Holy, the One Free from all
defects, the Giver of security, the Watcher over His
creatures, the All-Mighty, the Compeller, the Supreme,
and he is the Creator, the Inventor of all things, the
Bestower of forms, etc. therefore, limiting His Names to
three only, or making allegations about the function of
such three names is completely invalid.
Two: Their saying that the Father is the beginning of both,
and that the Son is the speech that is born to the Father
as well as saying that speech is born to the mind, is again
totally invalid.
The attributes of perfection are limited to the entity of the
Lord, Exalted and Glorified be He, the Only and Alone. He
is, and will always be Living, All-knower, and All-powerful.
He did not become a Living being after being nonexistent,
nor did He become All-knower after being ignorant.
If they say that the Father, who is the entity, is the
beginning of life and speech, then he must have come
before life and speech. The thing that precedes another
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either came before it or is its maker. It is totally incorrect
to say such things about Allah.
Three: claiming that the Son is born to the Father
meaning that he is His concomitant attribute, thus, the
same applies to life, which is also a concomitant attribute
of God. This means that the Holy Spirit is another son of
the Father. And if they meant that the Son came from the
Father after being nonexistent, then he must have been
Ali-knower after being ignorant, which is invalid and is
considered as disbelief. Besides, this means that god
became a Living being after being nonexistent.
Four: calling the life of god a Hoiy Spirit is not mentioned
in any of the revealed books. Thus, it is considered a
distortion and something that has been changed by them.
Five: they claim that the object unified with Christ is the
Word, meaning knowledge. This is in case they are
referring to the same knowing, speaking entity, then
Christ is the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit, which is
invalid and is regarded as disbelief according to them as
well as to all other religions.
If they claim that the object unified with god is knowledge,
then since knowledge is an inseparable attribute of the
knower and inseparable of the other attribute, which is
life, then knowledge cannot be unified with Him without
the entity or without life.
Six: knowledge is also an attribute, and attributes do not
create or sustain anything. Besides, Christ himself is not a
dependent attribute according to the general consensus
of wise scholars. Moreover, for Christians, Christ is the
creator of the heavens and the earth. So, the object
unified with Him cannot be an attribute, for, the Deity God
is the Living All-knower All-powerful God, yet, He is not
life, knowledge or speech.
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If someone says, "O! Life of god", "O! Knowledge of god",
or "O! Speech of god! I ask your forgiveness, mercy and
guidance" this is invalid according to plain rationally
deduced evidence. Thus, no wise scholars in any religion
stated that it is permissible to ask the forgiveness of the
Bible or the Torah or of any revealed words of Allah. Yet,
we invoke the Deity God who is the Speaker of such
words saying, "O! I ask Your Forgiveness and Mercy."
Christ (peace be upon him), according to the Christians is
the Creator to whom we ask forgiveness and mercy. If He
were the knowledge of god or the word of god, He would
not be the Deity God. So what is the case if He is not the
knowledge and word of god but instead is created by
god's words? For, god said ’Be’ and He is.
It is known that Christ was created by one word of God,
Exalted and Glorified be He.
Seven: Your Canon, which was established by your
priests
in the presence of Constantine, and which
encompasses your belief that you have made the origin of
your religion, contradicts your claim that there is only one
God and shows that you say the contrary of what you
believe.
These are two well-known matters in your religion, first
your contradiction, and second you show the opposite of
what you say in debates, according to the principles of
your religion.
Christians say in the Canon in which they believe, ”1
believe in one God the Father Almighty; Maker of the
heavens and the earth, and of all things visible and
invisible. And in one Lord Jesus Christ, the only-begotten
Son of God, begotten of the Father before all worlds [God
of God], Light of Light, very God of very God, begotten,
not made, being of one substance [essence] with the
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Father; by whom all things were made; who, for us men
and for our salvation, came down from heaven, and was
incarnate by the Holy Ghost of the Virgin Mary, and was
made man; and was crucified also for us under Pontius
Pilate; He suffered and was buried; and the third day He
rose again, according to the Scriptures; and ascended
into heaven, anc sits on the right hand of the Father; and
He shall come again, in glory, to judge both the quick and
the dead; whose kingdom shall have no end.
And [I believe] in the Holy Ghost, the Lord and Giver of
Life; who proceeds from the Father [and the Son]; who
with the Father and the Son together is worshiped and
glorified; who spoke by the Prophets. And [I believe] in
one Holy Catholic and Apostolic Church. I acknowledge
one Baptism for the remission of sins; and I look forward
to the resurrection of the dead, and the life of the world to
come. Amen." (Nicene Creed)
According to this Canon which you have made the origin
of your religion, you believe in three things; One God who
is the Creator of the Heavens and the earth, the Creator
of the seen and the unseen, and this is the Lord of the
worlds and there is neither God nor Lord but Him. He is
the God of Ibrahim (Abraham, peace be upon him), Ishaq
(Isaac, peace be upon him), Ya'qub (Jacob, peace be
upon him) and all the other prophets and messengers,
and they all call to worship Him Alone with no other
partner, and forbid to worship anyone but Him. Allah, the
Exalted, says,
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which means, "And We did not send any Messenger
before you (O Muhammad) but We inspired him (saying):
La ilaha ilia Ana (none has the right to be worshipped but
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I (Allah)), so worship Me (Alone and none else)." (AlAnbiya', 21: 25)
He, the Almighty also says,
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which means, "And ask (O Muhammad) those of Our
Messengers whom We sent before you: 'Did We ever
appoint aliha (gods) to be worshipped besides the Most
Beneficent (Allah)?'" (Az-Zukhruf, 43: 45)
And then the Christians say, "And in one Lord Jesus
Christ, the only-begotten Son of God, begotten of the
Father before all worlds [God of God], Light of Light, very
God of very God, begotten, not made, being of one
substance [essence] with the Father."
Thus, you have said that you believe in one created Lord
besides the Creator of the heavens and the earth. The
Only Son of God is equal to the father, and you said,
"Very God of very God, begotten, not made, being of one
substance [essence] with the Father."
This is an explicit statement of belief in two gods, one of
them who was born to the other. And it is well-known that
the knowledge, speech and wisdom of god that you
named as the Son of god, are attributes dependent on
Him. None of the other messengers claimed that the
attribute of god is His Son. Consequently, He (the Son) is
not a God from a God. Yet, there is only one God and
the other is His attribute, which is not a God, just as the
attributes of omnipotence, hearing, vision and all other
attributes of god are not Gods. For, God is only one, but
He has numerous attributes. Besides, God is a described
Entity that
stands by Itself, while the attribute is
dependant on the described entity. And you named God
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the ’Essence’ and described Him as being independent
and standing by Himself. On the other hand, the attribute
is not a dependent essence.
In this Canon, they said that god is the Father, and that
the Son is born to Him. They said that god is the Son who
is begotten. They made the Son equal to God in essence,
while god exalted Himself above all three kinds. Thus,
they said, "Begotten, not made, being of one substance
[essence] with the Father;" They asserted that he is equal
to Him in essence, while they are not equivalent.
Nothing can be equal to the Father in essence except
another essence, therefore, the Father must be a second
essence, and the Holy Spirit a third and this will be
clarified later in the book.
This is a statement asserting the existence of three
essences and three gods, yet, Christians claim that they
are proving that there is only one God and one essence.
This statement contradicts itself.
It is true what some scholars say that
Christians
combine two things. One is saying that there is only one
God and one essence, and the other is proving the
existence of three Gods and three essences. Allah
exalted Himself above all that, saying,
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which means, "Say (0 Muhammad), 'He is Allah, (the)
One, Allah-us-Samad (The Self-Sufficient Master, Whom
all creatures need, He neither eats nor drinks), He begets
not, nor was He begotten, And there is none co-equal or
comparable unto Him."' (Al-lkhlas, 112: 1-4)
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Allah has exalted Himself above begetting, while they say
that He is the father, and above being begotten while they
also say that He is the son, as well as having none like
unto Him, but Christians say that He has an equal in
essence.
If the Christians say that you mean He is One entity and
has three attributes, we say that you have stated that He
is a very God from a very God that equals him in essence,
but this proves the existence of another essence not
another attribute. Thus, you have combined the two
sayings , proving three essences, and proving one
essence. You have no justification, like as Yalnya bin
Ady and others. It is like you say: Zaid the doctor,
accountant and writer, and: Zaid the doctor, Zaid the
accountant, and Zaid the writer.
Therefore, with each attribute he has an effect that differs
from the effect accompanying the other attribute. They
may explain the hypostasis in the same manner. They say
the hypostasis is the entity along with the attribute. Thus,
the entity with each attribute is considered to be
hypostasis, so, there are three hypostases. But this is not
true of your saying. Zaid here is one essence while he
has three attributes: medicine, mathematics and writing.
There are no three essences, but each attribute has an
essence that differs from the other.
No rational person can say that the attribute is equal to
the attributed object in essence. Nor can one say that the
entity with this attribute is equal to the entity with the other
attribute in essence. The entity is one and the equivalent
cannot be the thing that is equal to it. So, if this is the
unified object concerning Christ, then what is unified with
him is the Father. And you say, "Very God of very God,
begotten, not made, being of one substance [essence]
with the Father; by whom all things were made; who, for
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us men and for our salvation, came down from heaven,
and was incarnate by the Holy Ghost of the Virgin Mary,
and was made man; and was crucified also for us under
Pontius Pilate; He suffered."
This means that the very God that equals the Father in
essence has been crucified and hurt. Thus, the Divine
Entity has been crucified and hurt, which is acknowledged
by certain sects among you and denied by others. Your
Canon supports the first.
Furthermore, if he has been incarnated from the Holy
Spirit and Maryam (Mary), and if the Holy Spirit is the life
of god, as you claim, then Christ is the Word of God and
His Life. This means that His Divinity is two of the three
hypostases. But for Christians, Christ is the hypostasis of
the Word only. And if the Holy Spirit is not the Life of God,
your explanation for the Holy Spirit is rendered invalid.
You have been told that the Holy Spirit cannot be an
attribute of god or a hypostasis. Then you state in the
creed of your Canon that you believe in the Holy Spirit the
God Who gives life, thus proving a third god, as you said
"The one emanating from God", and emanation is
explosion, like emission and streaming. For instance we
say, the stream spouted in a certain place etc, which
means it penetrated it and exploded from it. According to
that, this God Who gives life must have exploded from the
Father and emanated from Him.
Then you say, "Who with the Father and the Son together
is worshiped and glorified; who spoke by the Prophets."
So, you described Him as being prostrated to, therefore,
you have proven a third God that others prostrate to.
And it is known that the Life of God, which is His attribute,
does not emanate from Him. Yet, it is dependent on Him
and never emanates from Him. Besides, it is His
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concomitant attribute and has no relation to any one else.
For example, knowledge is related to information, and
capacity is related to the things that can be done, and
making others speak is related to the speakers unlike the
ability to speak, for, it is an inseparable attribute. We say,
"God knows such and such", and "God is capable of
doing such and such", as well as, "God has spoken to
Moses."
The word referring to lifeis inseparable and is not related
to nonliving beings. Furthermore, giving life is different
from being alive, in the same way that makes teaching
different from learning, and enabling others to do things is
different from the capacity to do things, and making others
speak is different from speaking. Then you said that the
Holy Spirit speaks in the prophets. The life of God is His
dependent attribute that cannot be related to any other
being,and the Holy Spirit that is found in the prophets and
the righteous is not the life of God that is dependent upon
Him. If the Holy Spirit that exists through the prophets
were one of the three hypostases, then each prophet
would be a deity god whose divine and human natures
are unified, such as Christ according to your claim. For,
when one of the hypostases unified with Christ, He
became both a divine entity and a human one. Therefore,
if the Holy Spirit, which is one of the three hypostases, is
speaking through the prophets, then each of them has
divine and human natures like Christ. On the other hand,
the Christians only
acknowledge the union and
immanentism for Christ, yet you prove for others what is
proven for Him.
Sometimes Christians liken the two hypostases of
Knowledge and Life - the Word and the Holy Spirit - to
the light and temperature of the sun, with the sun itself.
They also liken them to the life and speech of the entity
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with the sun. This is incorrect, for if they meant by the
light and temperature what is dependent on the entity,
still, the light and temperature are attributes of the sun
that are dependent on it and are not unified with another
object, and the same applies for the sun's attribute. Thus,
if it is said that temperature is dependent on the sun,
anything else is forbidden.
The intended meaning here is to clarify the invalidity of
their statements and analogy, and if they want to say that
the clear things about the sun are dependent upon other
objects than the sun, like the ray which is dependent upon
the air, earth and temperature, this would be evidence
ofthe invalidity of their saying from different aspects:
One of them is that these are clear and separated
attributes of the sun that are dependent on other things.
What is parallel to that is knowledge, wisdom and
revelation that are dependent on the hearts of the
prophets. Proceeding from that assessment, there is
nothing in the human entity that is taken from the divine
entity. There is only the impact of its wisdom and
capacity.
Another point of invalidity is that temperature and light
that are dependant on the air and walls, are also
attributes that are dependant on other objects. Still, the
Word and the Holy Spirit for the Christians are two
essences.
Third, this is neither the sun nor an attribute of it, yet it is
an impact caused by the sun and affects other things.
Yet, it is an impact of the sun that affects another object.
Such things cannot be denied concerning the prophets
and righteous people,but it is not specific to Christ. What
happened to Him also happened to other messengers.
Similarly, whatever did not happen to other messengers
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did not happen to Him either. Thus, Christ is not
empowered with certain competence that makes Him a
God to the exclusion of all other messengers. Besides,
there is no unity between the human and divine entities,
the same as neither the sun nor any of its dependent
attributes have unified with the air or with the earth
through which the ray brought about temperature.
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Baptizing in the Name of the Father and the Son
In the Gospel, Christ said to his pure disciples, “Go ye
therefore, and teach all nations, baptizing them in the
name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy
Ghost. Teaching them to observe all things whatsoever I
have commanded you.” (Matt: 28:19)
Concerning this statement, it is said to them (i.e.,
Christians), “This is your evidence for what you claim
about the three hypostases, but it does not indicate the
trinity either in wording or meaning. The word ’son’ is
never used in Divine Books to denote one of the attributes
of Allah. None of the Prophets called the Knowledge of
Allah His son, or His Speech His son. Rather the
Prophets in the Divine Books, were referred to as Allah’s
servants.
Thus, your claim that Christ meant by
knowledge, the son of Allah, is a manifest lie. Saying so
is a form of interpreting a word with that which is not
applicable to it, whether clearly or metaphorically. There is
no grave lie or distortion of the prophet’s speeches than
this. If the word ’son’ were used to refer to one of the
attributes of Allah, His Life would have also been called a
son as well as His Power. Specifying the knowledge with
the word ’son’ without Life is another mistake if the word
'son’ is used to denote an attribute of Allah. What if it is
not so? The same is applied to the Holy Spirit; it is never
used in Divine Books to denote or to mean that the Life of
Allah is one of His attributes. It rather means what Allah
causes revelation to descend upon the prophets and their
sincere followers. This is supported by the saying of
Dawud (David, peace be upon him), “I spill of my soul on
every saint.” In the Psaims, it is said, “Teach me to do thy
will; for thou art my God: thy spirit is good; lead me into
the land of uprightness." (Psalms: 143:10) They, (i.e. the
Christians), said in their Canon, “For us humans and for
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our salvation, He descended from heaven and is
incarnated from the Holy Spirit and from the Virgin Mary.”
They mentioned that this is found in the Holy Books, and
whatever is found in the Holy Books can never be false.
There is no doubt that these books contain what is similar
to that which is in the Qur’an. In the Qur'an, it is related
that Allah sent His Spirit to Maryam (Mary, may Allah be
pleased with her), breathed into her so she became
pregnant with Christ (peace be upon him). The Exalted
says,

4
which means, “And (remember) she who guarded her
chastity [the Virgin Mary (Maryam)], We breathed into (the
sleeves of) her (shirt or garment) [through Our
JibrTI
(Gabriel)], and We made her and her sen [Isa (Jesus)] a
sign for
Al-‘A
m
la
(the mankind and jinn).” (Al-Anbiya’,
21: 91)
He, the Almighty also says,
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which means, “And Maryam (Mary), the daughter of
‘Imran who guarded her chastity; and We breathed into
(the sleeve of her shirt or her garment) through Our Ruh
[i.e. JibrTI (Gabriel)], and she testified to the truth of the
Words of her Lord [i.e. believed in the Words of Allah:
"Be!" and he was; that is Isa (Jesus) son of Maryam
(Mary); as a Messenger of Allah], and [also believed in)
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His Scriptures, and she was of the Qanitfn (i.e. obedient
to Allah).” (At-TahrTm, 66: 13)
This Ruh (i.e., spirit) is a Messenger, as the Exalted says,

which means, “Then We sent to her Our
[angel JibrTI
(Gabriel)], and he appeared before her in the form of a
man in all respects. She said, ‘Verily! I seek refuge with
the Most Beneficent (Allah) from you, if you do fear Allah.’
(The angel) said, ‘I am only a Messenger from your Lord,
(to announce) to you the gift of a righteous son.’”
(Maryam, 19: 17-19)
She was breathed into, so Christ was created from the
Spirit and from his mother Maryam, just as they said in
the Canon, “And was incarnate by the Holy Ghost of the
Virgin Mary." But they believed that the Holy Spirit from
which Christ was created, as well as from Maryam, was
the Life of Allah, but this is the part that is not verified in
any of the Books, which, on the contrary, clearly
contradict that assertion. This also contradicts their belief
that the hypostasis, which was united with Christ, was the
Hypostasis of the Word, which is also Knowledge. If he
was really incarnated from Maryam and from the
Hypostasis of the Word, he would not be incarnated from
the Holy Spirit or from the Hypostasis of the Word. If it
were an incarnation from all of them, Christ would be two
Hypostases: the Hypostasis of the Word and the
Hypostasis of the Spirit.
The three sects of Christianity
agree that the thing
unified with Christ is the Hypostasis of the Word, not that
of Life. This clarifies the inconsistency in their Canon, and
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the contradiction in their interpretation o*' the words of the
prophets. It is also clear that what was proved by the
prophet’s sayings is true and is in accordance with what
Muhammad, the last of the prophets, came with, which
does not contradict any of the words of the prophets.
Thus, the Christians have misinterpreted the words of the
prophets, namely, in their saying about the Son, the Holy
Spirit, and the like, and attributed false meaning to the
words, in such a way, which agrees with their intended
meaning. How can it be correct to interpret the phrase,
’the Holy Spirit’ with a meaning that was neither used nor
intended by the prophets?
All this is simply an example of the actions of those who
distort the words of the prophets and attribute lies to
them. The apparent meaning of the pnrase is that the
disciples should baptize people in the name of the
Father, who is the Lord, according to them, and in the
name of the Son, who was brought up and raised. He is
Christ who is also the Holy Spirit; i.e., the angel, the
revelation, etc., with which Allah supported Christ. That is
what their grand scholars mentioned as they attempted to
interpret Christ’s saying, and it is also what they
mentioned in their books as evidence for their claim
about the three hypostases saying, “Referring to Allah by
the names: the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit was
not invented by us Christians, but Allah Himself attributed
them to His Divine Entity.”
Thus, it is clear that whatever they mentioned concerning
the words of the prophets does not indicate, either
explicitly or implicitly, that one of the proohets called Allah
or any of His Attributes a son or a Holy Spirit. Similarly,
calling the Knowledge and Speech of Allah a son and
calling His Life a Holy Spirit are all names invented by
Christians, about which Allah gave no authority. They
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have no textual or reasonably deduced evidence to
support their claim about the hypostases. In addition,
there is no legal proof for the trinity and limiting Allah’s
Attributes to three only.
Moreover, it is also clear that they have no reasonably
deduced proof and that those who claim this are amongst
the ones about whom Allah says,
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which means, “ Had we but listened or used our
intelligence, we would not have been among the dwellers
of the blazing Fire!” (Al-Mulk, 67: 10)
and also says,

which means, “Or do you think that most of them hear or
understand? They are only like cattle; nay, they are even
farther astray from the Path. (I.e., even worst than cattle).”
(Al-Furqan, 25: 44).
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CHAPTER FIVE
-invalidity of belief in the Trinity and the
Hypostases
-invalidity of incarnation, immanentism,
and unification
-invalidity of their Claim that they are
Monotheists
-One of their scholars,
Al-Hasan bin
Ayyub,
proves
the
invalidity
of
Christianity
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Section One: The Claim of the Christians
They claim that among that which was revealed to
Muhammad (peace be upon him) (i. e., Qur'an), there is
evidence in their favor supporting their belief in the
hypostases. They refer to the verse, which says, "And,
verily, Our Word has gone forth of old for Our slaves, the
righteous."
The Muslims say that the Book (the Qur'an) is the Word of
Allah. There can be no words except from a living and
speaking being. These are essential attributes, which
serve as names. Each of these attributes is different from
the other, for He is One God, One Creator, and One Lord
Who can not be separated or divided.
They said, "As regards the personification of the creating
Word of God and its immanentism in a created man and
their merging: that is the Word and the human entity, the
Creator did not speak to any of the prophets unless by
Inspiration or from behind a veil. It is mentioned in this
book as follows,
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which means, "It is not given to any human being that
Allah should speak to him unless (it be) by Inspiration, or
from behind a veil, or (that) He sends a Messenger to
reveal what He wills by His Leave." (Ash-Shura1, 42: 51)
Since abstract matters do not appear except in concrete
forms like the Holy Spirit and other such things, then,
does the Word of God, which has created the concrete as
well as the abstract, appear without a cover? The answer
is no.
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That is why He appeared in 'Isa (Jesus, peace be upon
him) bin Maryarr (Mary), for man is the most exalted
among the creations of God. That is why he spoke with
people and they saw of him what they saw."
They said, "When we say that God is one god in three
hypostases, this is because He ordained it for Himself.
He clarified it in the Torah and in the books of the
prophets, like that mentioned in the first book of Torah,
which says that when God willed to create Adam, He said,
'Let us make man in our image, after our likeness.' (Gen:
1:26) Who is similar to Him and identical to Him other
than His Word and His Spirit?
When Adam violated and disobeyed his Lord God, the
Exalted, said, This is Adam! He has become like one of
Us.' It is clear that God said this to His Son and His Holy
Spirit."
They said, "DawOd (David, peace be upon him) said in the
Psalms, 'The Lord said unto my Lord, Sit thou at my right
hand, until I make thine enemies thy footstool.'" (Psalms,
110 : 1)

They said, "He said in the second psalm, 'I will declare the
decree: the Lord hath said unto me, Thou art my Son; this
day have I begotten thee."' (Psalms, 2:7)
They said, "In the second book of Torah, when God spoke
to Musa (Moses, peace be upon him) from the bush
saying, 'I am the God of thy father, the God of Abraham,
the God of Isaac, and the God of Jacob,' (Exod, 3:6) and
He did not say, 'i am the god of Ishaq.' He repeated the
word 'god' three times saying, 'I am the god and the god
and the god' to establish the issue of the three hypostases
regarding His Divine entity."
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They said, "Because of this clear statement, which God
made in the Torah and in the books of prophets we make
three hypostases into one essence, one god, one lord,
and one Creator.
He is the One we call: the Father, the Son, and the Holy
Spirit."
They said, "We knew that when saying so, we do not
have to worship three gods but only one god. When we
also say, 'Man, sperm, and soul', we do not mean three
persons but one person. When we say, 'The flame of the
fire, the light of the fire, and the heat of the fire, ,' we do
not mean three fires, neither when we say, 'The disk of
the sun, the light of the sun, and the sun rays,' for they
are not three suns. If this is our belief regarding God,
glorified be His Names and exalted be His Graces, then
we are not to blame. We did not neglect that which we
have received, reject that which we have been charged
with, or follow otherwise than we have been ordered."
They said, "There is the incarnation of the creating Word
of God with which He created everything and its
personification in a created human being. He is the One
taken from the chosen virgin Maryam (Mary) who was
preferred over the women of the world. The Word was
unified with him in a way free from mixing, changing, and
transforming. He spoke to people just like God spoke to
Musa from the bush. He presented the miracle with His
Divine entity and showed the deficiency of His Human
entity while the two actions were performed by one
Christ.
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Section Two: Refuting the Christians’ Claim
They, i.e., the Christians, invented the claims of the
hypostases and the trinity before the coming
of
Muhammad (peace be upon him). This is well known
among them from the moment they invented their Canon,
which was established by three hundred and eighteen
men in the presence of King Constantine.
They do not have any reasonably deduced evidence nor
a textual one from the words of the prophets before
Muhammad (peace be upon him), so how can they have
evidence to support their claims in that with which
Muhammad (peace be upon him) came, after they
invented the Canon? How can this be, especially with the
clear knowledge from Muhammad (peace be upon him) in
the Book revealed to him, which clearly states their
disbelief and deviation from the right path? The Exalted
says,
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which means, “Surely, in disbelief are they who say that
Allah is the Messiah, son of Maryam (Mary).” (Al-Ma’idah,
5:17)
He, the Almighty also says,
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which means, “Surely, disbelievers are those who said,
‘Allah is the third of the three (in a Trinity).’” (Al-Ma’idah,
5: 73)
There are many other similar verses.
They said, “ It is said in that book, “And, verily, Our Word
has gone forth of old for Our slaves, the Righteous,” It is
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said to them, “You have distorted the wording and
meaning of the verse. Its correct wording is,
h
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which means, “And, verily, Our Word has gone forth of old
for Our slaves, the Messengers, that they verily would be
made triumphant. And that Our hosts, they verily would be
the victors.” (As-Saffat, 37: 171- 173)
Thus, the word that has gone forth to His slaves, the
Messengers, is His saying (which means), “That they
verily would be triumphant.”
Allah says there is a word that has gone forth from Him to
His slaves, the Messengers, and that word is that He will
grant them victory. Similarly, the Exalted says,

which means, “Thus has the Word of your Lord been
justified against those who disbelieved, that they will be
the dwellers of the Fire.” (Ghafir, 40: 6)
The ’word’ in the Arabic language means the meaningful
sentence whether it begins with a verb or a noun. It is a
complete statement, and so is the word ’kalam’ (speech),
which is a full sentence.
This clarifies that the verse which means, “And, verily,
Our Word has gone forth of old for Our slaves, the
Messengers,” is similar to that in which Allah says,
'w . ;
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which means, “And had it not been for a Word that went
forth before from your Lord, and a term determined, (their
punishment) must necessarily have come (in this world).”
(Tafia, 20: 129)
Thus, His Word has previously gone forth, concerning the
victory of the messengers that will surely come.
Only those who have strayed from the right path distort
the wording of the verse and say, “... for Our slaves, the
Righteous,” and regarded “the Word” as Christ himself.
But there is nothing in the wording of the verse that
indicates this in any way, or that Christ had preceded the
Messengers of Allah who are also His slaves.
The Qur’an is the Speech of Allah
All Muslims say that the ‘Book’ is the Speech of Allah,
which cannot belong to any being except one that lives
and speaks. The Book, i.e., the Qur’an, is truly the
Speech of Allah. And speech can never come except
from a speaking being. Muslims say, “Allah is a living
speaking Being, and He spoke about what is in the
Torah, the Gospel and the Qur'an.
Allah is not referred to in the Torah or the Gospel by ’the
Speaking,’ it is also not mentioned in religious laws. The
Muslims never said that the Speech of Allah is a god or a
lord.
Essential Attributes and Whether or Not they Serve as
Names
Christians allege that essential attributes serve as names,
as they regard each essential attribute as an essence. But
this is not correct, because the attribute, which depends
upon something else, cannot be an independent essence
that exists by itself. Who could believe that the heat of
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the fire, which is dependent upon the fire, is an essence
like the fire? Such an idea is ridiculous.
If it is correct to say that an attribute can be an essence,
then power would also be an essence. If they, i.e., the
Christians, mean by 'essential' that they are inherent
attributes and that the other attributes are related to
action; like the Creator and the Provisioner, it is known
that His inherent attributes, which include Power and the
like, are not limited to that only.
By having three hypostases and claiming that Divine
religious laws verify this, the Christians have contradicted
their own religious laws. A group of them say that God,
“Exists Alive All-knower,” while others say, “An Existing
Knowing All-powerful,’ and so make the All-powerful
replace the Living, and render the Holy Spirit as the
Power.
Although this saying is more suitable to the meaning,
attributing power to the Holy Spirit is clearly false. They
also have to prove the hypostasis of the Word, which they
sometimes call the Wisdom. At other times they call it the
Word and yet at other times they call it Articulation, just
as they mention it in this letter, for what was united with
Christ was the Hypostasis of the Word. They sometimes
couple it with life and at other times with power.
Sometimes they say the father is the Existing, and at
other times say he is the existing one by himself, or say
he is the self. His existence by himself is called in Syriac
language, ’the entity’ and sometimes, 'Generosity.'
All these claims are due to
their confusion and
deviation.They cannot find three definite meanings of the
attributes that deserve to be considered essential
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The Christian Claim that the Attributes Serve as
Names
If they mean that these names are proper or non
derivative nouns and that the other
attributes are
adjectives, the name, ’living’ and ’All-Knower’ are
derivatives, which indicate the meanings of knowledge
and life. Similarly, ’All-Powerful' denotes ultimate power.
Moreover, if they mean that He is called by His attributes,
we know that Allah, the Exalted, has many attributes. He
has His Divine attributes and the All-Powerful is one of
them.
Power denotes His dominion over His Creatures more
than Knowledge does. The fact that He created all things
proves His Power more than it proves His Knowledge. His
Omnipotence is more evident than His exclusive
Knowledge.
Each Attribute is Different From the Other
If they mean that the attributes of the Lord, the Exalted
and Glorious, are separate from Him, and that is truly
what they are saying, and that these attributes are also
attached to Him, this would mean associating between
two antitheses. Mentioning the example of the sun is not
correct rather it is considered an argument against them,
not for them.
The rays that are dependent upon the air, earth,
mountains, trees and walls are not those that are
dependent upon the sun, while those that are dependent
upon the sun are not dependent upon the air and the
earth.
If they claim that God gives of his Divine Knowledge to
the hearts of all the prophets just like sunrays,
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it should be said to them: this was not something done
exclusively for Christ. Allah gives from His knowledge to
all the prophets. Neither does this mean that the Divine
Entity or His Dependent Attributes becomes immanent in
any of His creatures, nor does it mean that the servant
becomes a god to be worshipped simply because of the
knowledge and faith he has been granted.
They say, “God is one, Who is the only Creator and the
only Lord.”
This is true, but they contradict it by saying in their Creed
of Faith, “And in one Lord Jesus Christ, the only-begotten
Son of God, begotten of the Father before all worlds [God
of God], Light of Light, very God of very God, begotten,
not made, being of one substance [essence] with the
Father.”
Thus, they continue their argument by saying they are
two gods, and then they argued that the Holy Spirit is a
third god that should also be worshipped. Therefore, they
argued that there are three gods but said, “We prove that
there is only one god.” This is a manifest discrepancy,
which is associating between two contradictory
statements: one affirms and one refutes.
That was why some wise people said, “Most people’s
beliefs could be conceivable except for that of the
Christians, because those who established this belief
could not understand what they were saying. So they
spoke out of ignorance and associated contradictory
meanings. That was why some said, If ten Christians
gather, they will end up with having eleven different
opinions.’ Others said, ‘if one asks one of the Christians,
along with his wife and his son about their monotheism,
the man will say one opinion, his wife will say another
and his son will say a third one.’”
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Their claim that God is neither separated nor divided and
this contradicts with what they mention in their Canon and
in the examples they provide to support their claim. They
expressed this by using the analogy of the sunray, which
is, in fact, separated and divided. If the sunray is reflected
upon a given surface, it will be a division or a part of the
original sunray. In addition, some of it will disappear while
some will remain. This means that if an object is placed
over the surface in which the ray is reflected, it will be
divided into two halves. Thus, the part of the ray which
existed between the two halves, and which is now above
the separating object, then acts as a separator between
the two halves.
The reason for this is that sunrays are dependent upon
the earth and the air, each of which is separated and
divided, and whatever is dependent upon the dividable is
also dividable. For this reason, the sunray reflected upon
a dividable surface or place is also dividable. This
necessitates the ability of the dependent object to be
divided.
They also claim that God was united with Christ, and then
Christ ascended to heaven and sat on the right side of the
Father, in addition, one of their beliefs is that from the
moment the divine entity united with the human, they
were not separated. The one who ascended to heaven
and sat on the right side of the Father was Christ who is a
divine-human entity, a full god and a full human being.
They do not say that the one sitting on the right side of the
father is the human entity only, but they claim it is the
unified divine human entity that sat on the right side of the
divine entity. What can be a clearer division and
separation than this? None of the prophets ever said such
a thing. It was even said, “These words have a meaning
that we do not understand.” However, the meaning
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belongs to their priests who wrote it down and rendered
it the creed of their belief. If they spoke of that which they
themselves could not comprehend, they would be
counted among the ignorant people who should not be
followed. No one can comprehend how the divine entity
that was united with the human entity could sit at the right
side of the Divine Entity, which is free from being united!
This free divine entity is separate and different from the
united divine entity and is not connected to it. It is only
adjacent to it, so that which is adjacent to the free divine
entity is the united entity composed of the natures of the
human and the divine. This is a true division and
separation of the divided parts from the other.
It should also be said to them, “Is the thing united with
Christ the Divine Entity of the Lord of the Worlds or one of
His Attributes?”
If he is the Entity of the Father, he will be the father
himself. Thus, Christ becomes the father, a falsehood
about which all Christians agree, for they say, “He is
God and he is the Son of God,” just as Allah related about
them. They do not say he is the father and the son at the
same time. According to them, the father is God, and this
is another example of their inconsistency.
If they say that the thing united with Christ is an attribute
of the Lord, we say that the divine attributes are
inseparable from the Lord. They can neither unite with nor
be immanent in anything other than the Divine Entity.
Moreover, the attribute in itself is not the Creating God,
the Lord of the Worlds. It is only an attribute, and no sane
person would ever say that the Speech of Allah, His
Knowledge, or His Life is the Lord of the Worlds Who
created the heavens and the earth. If it is claimed that
Christ is an attribute of God, he would not be God, and
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he would not be the Lord of the worlds or the Creator of
the heavens and the earth.
But the Christians say that Christ is the Lord of the worlds,
the Creator of ail things. He is the One Who created
Adam and Maryam (Mary, may Allah be pleased with
her), even thougn he is the son of Adam and the son of
Maryam. He is the Creator of all that due to his divine
entity, and he is also the son of Adam and Maryam by
means of his human entity. If it is said that Christ is the
divine attribute, an attribute can not create. How can
this be while Christ is not the divine attribute itself, but
rather a created being made by a Word from Allah, and
thus is called the Word of Allah, as Allah created him by
the word, 'Be'?
The Exalted says.
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which means, “Such is Isa (Jesus), son of Maryam
(Mary), (it is) a statement of truth, about which they doubt
(or dispute). It befits not (the Majesty of) Allah that He
should beget a son [this refers to the slander of Christians
against Allah, by saying that ‘Isa (Jesus) is the son of
Allah], Glorified (and Exalted be He above all that they
associate with Him). When He decrees a thing, He only
says to it, ‘Bel’ and it is.” (Maryam, 19: 34-35)
Allah called Isa (Jesus, peace be upon him) His Spirit, as
He created Him through the breath of the Holy Spirit into
His mother, unlike all other human beings who are
created from a human father. Allah, the Exalted, says,
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which means, ‘“O Maryam (Mary)! Verily, Allah gives you
the glad tidings of a Word [‘Be!’ - and he was! i.e. ‘Isa
(Jesus) the son of Maryam (Mary)] from Him, his name
will be the Messiah Isa (Jesus), the son of Maryam
(Mary), held in honor in this world and in the Hereafter,
and will be one of those who are near to Allah. He will
speak to the people in the cradle and in manhood, and he
will be one of the righteous.’ She said, ‘0 my Lord! How
shall I have a son when no man has touched me.’ He
said, ‘So (it will be) for Allah creates what He wills. When
He has decreed something, He says to it only, ‘Be!’ and it
is.” (Al-’lmran, 3: 45-47)
if they say, “He is united with some of the Divine Entity
and some of its Attributes, they will be believing in the
division and the separation of the Divine Entity which is
clearly false. Moreover, concerning their saying, “Very
God of very God, begotten, not made, being of one
substance [essence] with the Father; by whom all things
were made,” it should be said to them, “This begotten
child who is his father’s equal in essence and who is a
very god from a very god is either a dependent attribute or
an independent entity. If it is the first, we say that an
attribute cannot be a god or a creator, about which it
cannot be said that it is a begotten being from God or that
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it is His equal in essence. None of the prophets or their
followers called any of Allah’s Attributes a child or His
son.
It cannot be said that an Attribute of Allah is
begotten from Him. No sane person would say that an
attribute is begotten from the original entity.
They say, “Christ created the heavens and the earth
because of the union between His Divine Nature and that
anciently begotten Son who is equated to the Father in
essence.”
This means that he is not only an attribute but also an
independent entity, not a dependent attribute. If this
separation and division in the Divine Entity is their
premise, the claim concerning natural begetting will entail
that a part of him has been removed. The Exalted says,
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which means, “Yet they assign to some of His slaves a
share with Him (by asserting that He has children, and
considering them as equals or co-partners in worship with
Him). Verily, man is indeed a manifest ingrate! Or has He
taken daughters out of what He has created, and He has
selected for you sons? And if one of them is informed of
the news of (the birth of) that which he set forth as a
parable to the Most Beneficent (Allah) (i.e. of a girl), his
face becomes dark, gloomy, and he is filled with grief! (Do
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they then like for Allah) a creature who is brought up in
adornments (wearing silk and gold ornaments, i.e.
women), and in dispute cannot make herself clear? And
they make the angels who themselves are slaves to the
Most Beneficent (Allah) females. Did they witness their
creation? Their evidence will be recorded, and they will be
questioned!” (Az-Zukhruf, 43: 15-19)
Some Christian scholars seek to prove that begetting and
filiation is an eternal attribute that is dependent on the
substantive, namely the son. They sometimes call this
’uttering the word,' and sometimes call it ’knowledge’ and
at other times they call it ’wisdom.’
They say, “He is begotten from God, so he is God’s son.”
None of the prophets or their followers ever said this. This
is simply an invention of the Christians.
No one understands the meaning of the words “begetting”
and “filiation” this way.
The prophets only attributed the word ’son’ to creatures.
They (i.e., the Christians) said, “He is an actual father to
Christ and a guarding supporting father to others.” From
this statement it is clearly understood that the Christians
are referring to the natural form of begetting in which a
part of the father is separated. However, their scholars
deny this, so they neither followed the prophets nor spoke
reasonably. Thus, they deviated from what they reported
from the prophets and then caused their followers to also
go astray. They did not say that the begetting of God is
similar to that of animals, in which something is separated
from an existing being. Instead, they said that that it is a
divine form of begetting in which a par. was separated
from the divine entity and was immanent in the human
one. In the end, however nothing can be understood from
the word ’begetting' except its usual meaning.
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In addition, they say, “And [I believe] in the Holy Ghost,
the Lord and Giver of Life; who proceedeth from the
Father [and the Son]; who with the Father and the Son
together is worshiped and glorified; who spoke by the
Prophets.” They say that the Holy Spirit emanated from
the Father, and is worshipped and glorified, but this claim
is false because it cannot be said about the Lord's life,
which is dependent upon Him. His life has not emanated
from Him like the rest of His Attributes. If the independent
attribute is emanating, His Knowledge and Power and the
rest of His Attributes will also emanate from Him.
Moreover, emanation in speech is more evident than in
life, for speech comes out from the speaker while life does
not come out from the living. If any of the attributes
emanated, it would be the attribute, which they call 'the
son,’ as well as ’knowledge,’ ’speech’ and ’speaking.’
According to reason, it is better to say this about speech
than about life. They also say, “it is with the father, is
worshiped and glorified.” Dependent Divine Attributes can
never be with the Lord or worshipped with Him. They say,
“He is speaking in the prophets,” but a Dependent Divine
Attribute does not speak in prophets. All these are rather
the characteristics of the Holy Spirit, which Allah places
in the hearts of the prophets, or a characteristic of one of
the angels; such as JibrTI (Gabriel, peace be upon him), if
the Holy Spirit emanated from the Father, and emanation
means coming out, that would be clear separation and
division.
The similitude the Christians put forward
for this
emanation is that of the sunray, which is invalid due to
some reasons, the most important of which are the
following:
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-The sunray is dependent on the air and the earth; it is
not an independent essence. But to them, the Lord’s life is
a living worshipped being and an essence.
-This sunray, that is dependent on the air and the earth, is
not an attribute of the sun or dependent upon it, while the
Lord's life is one of His dependent attributes.
-They specify emanation only for the Holy Spirit and do
not say that the Word has emanated. Emanation of
speech is perhaps more reasonable than that of life. The
more one ponders on their words in the Canon and so
on, the more one finds contradictions between those
books on the one hand, and the Torah, Gospel and the
rest of the Books of Allah on the other.
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Their Claim Regarding Incarnation and
Immanentism
They said, "As regards the personification of the creating
Word of God ard its immanentism in a created man and
their birth together; that is the Word and the human
entity.The Creator did not speak to any of the prophets
unless by Inspiration or from behind a veil. It is mentioned
in this book saying,
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which means, "t is not given to any human being that
Allah should speak to him unless (it be) by Inspiration, or
from behind a veil, or (that) He sends a Messenger to
reveal what He wills by His Leave." (Ash-Shura', 42: 51)
Since abstract matters do not appear except in concrete
forms like the Holy Spirit and other things, then, does the
Word of God, which has created the concrete as well as
the abstract, appear without a cover? The answer is no.
That is why Isa bin Maryam (peace be upon him)
appeared, for man is the most exalted among the
creations of god. That is why he spoke to people and
they saw of him what they saw."
The answer is found in the following:
First: We say: that which they mentioned and claimed to
be the personification of the creating Word of god and its
immanentism in a created man and their birth together;
i.e., the Word and the human entity, which is called the
unification of divine and human entities, is impossible and
incomprehensible. Messengers never teach matters that
are known to be incomprehensible, for it is inherent in
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their nature that they would only tell mankind those things
that are true and perceivable. Second: Divine revelations
are clear concerning the fact that Christ, the servant of
god, had nothing to do with the creation of the universe.
Christians say: He is a complete god and a complete
human being.
Third: The reason for the above mentioned conclusion is
found in the following:
One: To say: that which is unified with Christ can either be
the entity characterized by speaking or speech itself. If
you wish, you could say: the object unified with it is either
speech with the entity or speech withou: the entity. If the
object unified with it is speech with the entity, then Christ
is the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit. Thus, Christ
would have become the three hypostases.
This is not accepted by the consensus of Christians, the
people of other religions, and the divine books. It is also
invalid according to sound reason.
If the object that unified with it is simply the Word, then
the Word is an attribute. An attribute can never stand
independently without what it is attributed to. An attribute
is not a creating god while Christ, according to them, is.
Thus, their claim is invalid both ways. I* they said, "That
which is unified with it is characterized by the attribute,"
then that which is characterized by the attribute is the
Father, but Christ, according to them, is not the Father.
And if they said, "It is the attribute alone," then the
attribute can never be separated or can never stand
independently without what it is attributed to. An attribute
cannot create or provide sustenance, t is not the god,
and they say that the attribute is on the ight side of what
it is attributed to. Christ, according to them, ascended to
the heavens and sat on the right side of his Father. As
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regards his being only the father and the entity free from
attributes, this is simply impossible.
Two: If the entity unified with the human entity of Christ,
he has two entities after that union and if there are two
essences as they were before the union, then there is no
union.
If it were said, "It became one essence," or as some of
them say, "They became like fire with iron," or "Like milk
with water," this necessitates the transformation of both
and changes to occur to each one's attributes and reality.
This is the same as when water and milk transform after
they are mixed, as well as like fire and iron. Then, this
means that the divine entity must have transformed and
Its Attributes and Reality must have been modified.
Transformation does not happen except with the
nonexistence of something and the existence of another.
This necessitates the nonexistence of something from
among the original that is essentially found within itself.
That which is essentially original
can never be
nonexistent and that which exists can never be
nonexistent. The original is so, because it is essential
within itself or because it is concomitant with what is
essential within itself. If it were not concomitant with it, it
would not be original. Thus, the invalidity of the premise
necessitates the invalidity of the conclusion.
Three: To say: If Christ is the Word of god, the Word of
god is nothing but the creator of the heaven and the earth.
It does not forgive sins or reward people for their deeds,
whether the Word is an attribute of Him or a creature of
His like the rest of His attributes and creatures. The
Knowledge, Power, and Life of God did not create the
world. No one ever says, "O Knowledge of God! Forgive
my sin," nor, "O Power of God! Accept my repentance,"
nor, "O Speech of God! Have mercy on me!" No one ever
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says, "O His Torah," or, "O His Bible," or, "O His Qur'an!
Forgive me and have mercy on me!" Rather, he prays to
God, the Exalted. To Him is attributed all the attributes of
perfection. Since this is so, how could Christ be the Word
of God himself?
Then, Christ is an independent essence and speech is an
attribute dependent on the speaker but he is not the same
speaking god. The Speaking God is the one they call the
Father while Christ is not the Father, according to them,
but the Son. Thus, it is wrong to say that there are three
hypostases while the Attributes of God can never be
attributed to three.
Another error is to say that the attribute is a creator while
the attribute is incapable of creating.
Also, to say that Christ himself is the Word of God while
Christ was created by the Word, for it was said to him,
"Be" and he was.
It is not given to any human being that Allah should
speak to him unless by Inspiration, or from behind a
veil
That which they mention is a proof against them, for if
God does not speak to any of His prophets unless by
Inspiration or from behind a veil, then God should not
speak to Christ, 'Isa (Jesus, peace be upon him) bin
Maryam (Mary, peace be upon her),
except by
Inspiration, or from behind a veil, or that He sends a
messenger to him.
Allah, the Almighty says,
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which means, "It is not given to any human being that
Allah should speak to him unless (it be) by Inspiration, or
from behind a veil, or (that) He sends a Messenger to
reveal what He wills by His Leave." (Ash-Shura', 42: 51)
When Allah revealed this verse, He meant all human
beings, including Christ and others. If Allah did not talk to
him except by Inspiration or from behind a veil, then He
certainly did not unite with him or be immanent in him. If
He united with nim or was immanent in him, then He
would be talking to him without a veil, while they have
already admitted that God does not speak to any human
being unless (it be) by Inspiration or from behind a veil.
The Christian human entity is a human being. If he could
not see God, then how can he unite with Him, be adjacent
to Him, or become with Him just like milk with water, fire
with iron, or sou: with body?
It is known that seeing Him is by reason easier than
uniting with Him or being immanent in Him. If seeing Him
in this worldly life was forbidden by Allah as He told us
through His messengers Musa (Moses, peace be upon
him), 'Isa (Jesus, peace be upon him), and Muhammad
(peace be upon them), then how can He have contact
with human beings and unite with them?
Abstract and Concrete Matters
They say, "The abstract matters do not appear except in
concrete forms like the Holy Spirit and other things, then,
does the Word of God which has created the concrete
appear without a cover? The answer is no.
It is said to them: Saying that the abstract appears in the
concrete is a general statement. If you mean that a
human's soul appears in his body or that a jinni talks
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through an epileptic and so on, this does not concern us
here.
If you mean that God becomes immanent in humans, this
is a debatable issue, for where is the proof to support it?
In fact, the only evidence presented here, is that which
would prove the opposite.
This is a matter that is neither supported by reason nor by
evidence. None of the prophets ever said that God is
immanent in a human being. No truthful person has ever
claimed the Immanentism of the Lord. Only the deceitful
claim godhood like the Antichrist who will appear at the
end of time. Allah, Exalted be He, will send 'Isa (Jesus,
peace be upon him) bin Maryam (Mary) down to the
earth, to kill the Antichrist who falsely claimed godhood
and he will showthat the Lord of the universe is never
immanent in any human being.
They ask, "Does the Word of God, which has created the
concrete, appear without a cover?” The answer is no.
It is said to them: This is invalid. If the appearance of
some divine matters is possible, then its appearance in
the abstract is more reasonable than in the concrete.
Angels descend to the prophets with inspiration, receive
the Words of God from Him, and descend with it to the
prophets. In this way, the Words of God reach the angels
before they reach the human beings Angels are the
intermediary as Allah called them in the verse,
,
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which means, "...or (that) He sends a Messenger to
reveal what He wills by His Leave." (Ash-Shura’, 42: 51)

One: Allah, the Exalted, bestowed upon His human
servants the means to

support them in

receiving
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inspiration from h e angels. Sometimes the angels come
down to them in shapes other than the human form and at
other times they come in the human shape. Thus, the
appearance of divine matters in the abstract and its
reaching them, is more reasonable than in the concrete. If
it were possible that the Lord should unite with one of the
living human beings and become immanent in him, then it
would be more suitable for Him to become immanent in
one of the angels and unite with him more than with one
of the human beings.
Two: According to them, the human entity of Christ,which
was unified with Him, is body and soul together. Thus,
Christ had a body and a soul just like all human beings.
According to them, the divine entity united with him. In
this way, according to them, the name refers to a human
body and soul as well as to a divine entity. Then, the
divine entity, according to their belief, has united in an
abstract, which is the soul and in a concrete form, which
is the body. It did not appear only in the concrete form
except for the abstract, which was with the concrete form
and that is the soul. .
Three: They compare the unification of the divine entity
with the human entity, to the unification between the body
and the soul. They also compared His appearance in
him (Christ) to the appearance of the soul in the body. It is
known that the pain, which the body experiences also
affects the soul and that which affects the soul likewise
affects the body. This means that when the human entity
was crucified, suffered, and felt severe pain, the divine
entity must have experienced severe pain too.
One Christian said to me concerning this issue, "The sou!
is not affected which means it does not feel pain." I said to
him, "What about the souls of the disbelievers? Will they
be in bliss or in pain after death?" He said, "Their souls
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will be in pain." I said, "This means that the separated
soul experiences both bliss and pan. Then, if you
compare the divine entity in the human entity, to the soul
in the body, this necessitates its feeling pain with the
human entity.” Thus, he acknowledged the truth of what I
said.
It is also said to them: If it was possible for Him to unite
with a human being, then it would be more suitable for
Him to unite with an angel. Then, His unification with JibrTI
(Gabriel, peace be upon him) would have been more
reasonable than His unification with a human being.
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Their Claim regarding God’s Appearance in
Jesus
They said, "That is why He appeared in 'Isa (Jesus, peace
be upon him) bin Maryam (Mary), for man is the most
exalted among tne creations of God. That is why he
spoke with people and they saw of him what they saw."
It is said: If yoi_ claim He appeared in Isa as He
appeared in IbrshTm (Abraham, peace be upon him),
Musa (Moses, peace be upon him), and Muhammad
(peace be upon nim) and as He appears in His Houses
(mosques), which Allah has ordered to be raised (to be
cleaned, and to be honored), in them His Name is
glorified, His Light and Knowledge appears, His Names
are mentioned, etc. then this happened to Christ and
others.
The terms Immanentism and Unification are used to
express a definite meaning. It is said that so and so are
united when they agree on what they like and dislike and
on what they support and oppose. When their purpose is
united, it is said they are united and share unity between
them. This does not mean that the entity of the one has
united with the ertity of the other like the unity of fire and
iron, water and m lk, or the soul and the body. The same
applies to Immanentism.
It might be said, There is nothing in the heart of so and
so but Allah and he has nothing but Allah." This means
that he mentions Allah, tries to know Him, loves Him,
fears Him, obeys Him, and so on.
It is said, "So and so has nothing but so and so," when he
speaks constantly of that person and of his merits more
than others.
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There are many examples but the speaker and the
listener know that the entity of the one does not become
immanent in the entity of the other, not to mention unifying
with it. This is also said about the mirror when it faces the
sun, it is said, "It has nothing in it but the sun," which
means that nothing appears in it except :he sun.
But if by your statement you mean, "Appeared in Isa,"
becoming immanent in him and uniting with Christ or with
another, then this is a mere assertion with no evidence
whatsoever to support it. Man being the most exalted
among the creations of God is not enough reason for God
to be immanent in him. This is not exclusive to Christ but
evidence proves that Ibrahim (Abraham, peace be upon
him) and Muhammad (peace be upon him) are better than
'Isa (Jesus, peace be upon him), for Allah took them
both as His closest ones. There can be no greater rank
than this. So, if He chose to be immanent in the most
exalted among His humans only for being the most
exalted, He would have become immanent in the most
exalted among that kind, which is Muhammad (peace be
upon him).
They have no proof that the body taken from Maryam
(Mary), according to their original story, is better than AlKhalTI (Ibrahim, the closest one) and Musa (Moses, peace
be upon him).
If they said, "He did not commit a sin," we say that Yahya
(John , peace be upon him) also did not commit a sin. He
who commits a sin and repents might be a better person
than before and might be better than him who did not
commit any. AI-KhalTI and Musa (peace be upon them)
are better than Yahya (peace be upon him).
They say, "That is why he spoke to people."
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The one who spoke to people was 'Isa (Jesus, peace be
upon him) bin Maryam (Mary). People only heard his
voice and they did not hear any voice other than his. If a
jinni becomes immanent in a person and talks through his
tongue, it appears to the listeners that this voice is not
human.
Christ gave the same message as the other messengers.
If the words spoken by the human entity were from a
jinni or an ange, it would have been clear and people
would have known that they were not the words of a
human being. How about if the speaker was the Lord of
the universe? If this were true, it would have been clearer
than the words of an angel or a jinni through a human
being. Much clearer indeed!
The miracles which they saw from Christ (peace be upon
him) were similar to those of other prophets. Others
brought the dead to life and told about the unseen more
than he did. The miracles of Musa (Moses, peace be
upon him) are greater than those of 'Isa (peace be upon
him). The appearance of miracles at the hands of Christ
supports his prophethood and his message as they also
supported the prophethood of other prophets. The fact
that they were prophets and messengers does not mean
they were part of a godhood.
When the Antichrist claims godhood, the miracles which
will appear at his hands will not prove his godhood, for the
claim of godhood is impossible.
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The Difference between Similarity and being
Identical
They said, "When we say that God is one god in three
hypostases, this is because He said it Himself. He
clarified it in the Torah and in the books of the prophets,
like what is mentioned in the first book of the Torah which
says that when God willed to create Adam, He said, 'Let
us make man in our image, after our likeness.' (Gen: 1:26)
Who can be more similar to Him and identical to Him
than His Word and His Spirit?
When Adam disobeyed his Lord, God, the Exalted, said,
'This is Adam. The man has become as one of Us.' (Gen:
3:22) It is clear that God nade this statement to His Son
and His Holy Spirit."
The answer: Taking this as evidence to support their
claim regarding Christ is invalid and is considered to be a
form of deviation. The exact wording mentioned in the
Torah are, "Make Adam in Our Shape and Likeness
Others interpret it as, "Let us make man in our image,
after our likeness." (Gen: 1:26)
The meaning is the same. It is as the Prophet (peace be
upon him) said, "Verily, Allah created Adam (Adam, peace
be upon him) in His Own Shape." In another narration it
says, "In the Shape of Ar-Rahman (The Most Merciful)."
Their saying, "Who can be more similar to Him and
identical to Him than His Word and His Spirit?" is invalid
because of the following reasons:
First: There is nothing like unto Allah and the exact word
mentioned is not 'Our Likeness.’
Second: Christ is not exclusively distinguished in this
matter, whether it is true or false. It does not specify
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Christ when interpreting the statement, "Let us make man
in our image, after our likeness." (Gen: 1:26)
Third: If by the Word they mean, that which is similar to
Him and identical to Him, then His attribute of Knowledge
is dependent on Him and Life is dependent on Him, and
we know that the attribute is never like the attributed. This
is because the attributed is the independent entity and the
attribute is dependent on it. If they mean something other
than His attributes like Christ's body and soul, this is a
part of creation. A creature is never identical to the
Creator. The same applies to the Holy Spirit whether the
intended is an argel, guidance, or support, for none can
ever be identical to Allah, Glorified and Exalted be He.
Fourth: He said, 'Cet us make man in our image, after our
likeness," (Gen: 1:26) or He said, "Create Adam or create
a human being n our image, after our likeness," and
according to what they said, "Let us make man in our
image, after our ikeness." (Gen: 1:26) Any way, this is the
creation of God, while His Word and His Spirit are not
among His creatures. Thus, it is impossible that the
intended meaning is His Word and His Spirit.
If they said, "He means the (Christian) human entity; there
is no difference between this human entity and all other
human entities, while the text refers to Adam, the father of
all human beings. The human entity is neither the Word of
God nor His Spirit
Fifth: If we suppose that what is meant here is that the
Words of God are like His Entity in some ways as they are
original, nothing here refers to the three hypostases.
The same applies to the famous statement, "Let us make
man in our image after our likeness." (Gen: 1:26) It does
not refer to a Trnity. For something to be similar to
another, it has to be like it in some respects. This does
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not necessitate it being identical, which "equires that they
share what is obligatory, permissible, and impossible
among their attributes. If it is said, "This s living, knowing,
and powerful," and "This is living, knowing, and powerful,"
in which they are similar in life, knowledge, and power,
this does not mean that this is identical to that in what is
obligatory, permissible, and impossible.
Sixth: His Statement, "Let us make man in our image,"
(Gen: 1:26) does not refer to His attribute like His Words
or His dependent Life, for this is not a part of creation.
This does not involve the Divine Entity who, they claim,
has assumed the shape of the human entity, for the
Divine Entity is not a part of creation.
The human entity is like all other human entities and is
not distinguished by anything such as being similar to
God to the exclusion of the rest of mankind. The
statement, "Who is the creature similar to Him other than
His Word and His Spirit?" is invalid in all accounts.
God said, "This is Adam. He has become like one of Us,"
and they said, "It is clear that God made this statement to
His Son and His Holy Spirit." If they mean by ’One of Us'
His Son, this is totally invalid. If what v/as meant by this
Son was the Word of God, which is His attribute, there is
nothing created for this attribute to be one of them. It is
not called Adam and God did not call it a son.
If they mean the human entity of Christ, it is impossible to
be like the original and the eternal. Besides, God said
this statement concerning Adam and Acam is not Christ.
It is not right to say ’Adam' while you mean 'Christ’as it is
not right to say 'Adam disobeyed’ while you mean ’Christ.’
He also said, "Adam...like one of Us," which refers to
something that happened in the past not to something
that will happen after thousands of years. If they mean
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that God made this statement to His Son, who is His
Word and His Soirit, then we must ask, which is their
intended meaning, as they say that He said this by way of
mocking Adam who asked to be like God and as a result
became naked and disgraced. In this way, their evidence
is the word ’Us’ because He said it in the plural form. The
same applies when they refer to the statement, "Let us
make man in our image, after our likeness," (Gen: 1:26)
where they used the plural form to support their claim.
The same happened with the Christians of Naj'ran (a
place near Yemen) when they argued with the Prophet
(peace be upon him). They used the Words of Allah, the
Exalted, ’We’ as proof that they are three. This was not
entirely clear, and they sought polytheism and trials, and
also sought its hidden meanings. They neglected the
clear, manifest evidence that bears but one meaning.
Allah, in all of His Divine Books, clarified that He is One
God, that He has no partners, and that nothing is like unto
Him.
Allah refers to Himself as ’We.’ In all languages, this word
refers to him who has partners and people similar to him.
It also refers to the One Obeyed Great (Lord) who has
supporters to obey Him. They are not partners or equals
to Him. Allah, the Exalted, created everything so, it is
impossible that He would have a partner or an equal. The
angels and all of creation are His soldiers.
It is also known that Adam (peace be upon him) did not
ask to be like Allah or like His attributes such as His
Knowledge and attributes.
The Meaning of ‘the Lord’
They said, "Dawud (David, peace be upon him) said in the
Psalms (psalm 109), 'The Lord said unto my Lord, Sit
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thou at my right hand, until I make thine enemies thy
footstool.'" (Psalms: 110:1)
The answer is based on these reasons:
One: It is not acceptable that the phrase 'my lord’ should
refer to any of the attributes of God, for neither Dawud nor
any of the prophets ascribe an attribute of God whether
the Lord or the Son, to describe another. No one has ever
said to the Knowledge of God, His Words, or His Power,
"O my lord." Since they do not call the attributes of God
’lord,’ so if Christ was God’s attribute, it would not be
acceptable that he would be the god referred to by the
word ’lord.' So, how can this be the meaning when his
human entity is the farthest from the Divine Entity?
This means, they neither refer to the Divine Entity nor to
the human entity.
Two: He said, "The Lord said unto my Lord" thus
annexing to the second word not the first, denoting that he
is his lord who created Him. The general form of
exaggeration according to Christians is to say, "A True
God from a True God," thus making him a creator by
being more entitled than the Father, who is the lord of
Dawud (David, peace be upon him). Three: There is no
mention here whether they interpret the three hypostases
as referring to the Son. As for the three hypostases, they
were neither mentioned in any of the Books of God, which
are in their hands nor in the Qur'an either explicitly or
implicitly. They invented the term 'Hypostasis’ and
referred it to what they had made the meaning of the
Books of God.
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The Meaning of the Son
They said, "He sa d in the second psalm, 'I will declare the
decree: the Lord hath said unto me, Thou art my Son; this
day have I begotten thee.'" (Psalms: 2:7)
The answer is based on these reasons:
One: This does not call the attributes of God, His
Knowledge and Life, a son. It also does not mention
anything about the three hypostases. Thus, it does not
prove anything about your claim.
Two: This is proof against you, for He called Dawud
(David, peace be upon him) His Son. This means that the
name 'Son' is not specified to Christ, for He referred to
another one among His servants as Son. We deduce from
this that the word ’Son’ does not refer to one of His
attributes but to those whom He brought up among His
servants.
Then, naming him a son is not because the Lord or one of
His attributes united with him but for the same reason He
named Dawud His Son and Isra’TI (Ya'qub, Jacob, peace
be upon him) His Son, He said, "You are my Eldest Son."
The two statements are mentioned in their own books.
Thus, it proves nothing, for the statements of the erring
are not to be taken as proof.
Three: His sayirg, "This day have I begotten thee."
(Psalms: 2:7), cenotes the occurrence of this act.
According to them, the Word, which they called the Son is
begotten from the eternal, original Father. They also said
in their Canon, "And in one Lord Jesus Christ, the onlybegotten Son of God, begotten of the Father before all
worlds [God of Gcd], Light of Light, very God of very God,
begotten, not made, being of one substance [essence]
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with the Father; by whom all things were made; who, for
us men and for our salvation."
According to them, this son was begotten by the Father.
He begat him on the day He spoke to him after He
created Dawud (David, peace be upon him). There is no
evidence in this new occurrence to support the existence
of the other. Four: If, in their language, the Father is the
Lord that brings up His servant much better than a father
brings up his son, the meaning of the term ’beget’ befits
this fatherhood. The meaning becomes, 'Today, you have
been pardoned, selected, and chosen."
Christians may consider the one addressed here to be
Christ. They say, "The intended here is Christ." This is
invalid and the wording does not prove it. If we assume
that it is true, this proves that Christ is the created human
entity and is the one named ’Son’ as in His saying, "This
day have I begotten thee." (Psalms: 2:7)
The Divine Entity, according to them, was begotten before
all time. Thus, if they mean the day of his begetting, the
meaning becomes, "I created you," and if they mean the
day He chose him, the meaning becomes, "Today, I
chose you and loved you."
The Invalidity of Their Proves on Polytheism
They said, "In the second book of the Torah, when God
spoke to Musa (Moses, peace be upon him) from the
bush saying, 'I am the God of thy father, the God of
Abraham, the God of Isaac, and the Gcd of Jacob,' (Ex:
3:6) and He did not say, 'I am the god of Ishaq.' He
repeated the word 'god' three times saying, 'I am the god
and the god and the god' to establish the issue of the
three hypostases regarding His Divine ertity."
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The answer: Taking this statement as proof to support
the three hypostases is greatly misleading for the
following reasons:
First: If the first ’God’ refers to the hypostasis of Existence
and the second God’ to the hypostasis of the Word and
the third ’God’ to the hypostasis of Life, the first
hypostasis will be the god of Ibrahim and the second will
be the god of Ishaq and the third will be the god of
Ya'qub. In this way, each hypostasis is the god of one of
the three prophets and the other two hypostases are not
his gods.
This is disbelief according to all religions. This also
necessitates that the three gods are three while they say
'One God.’ If they say that all the hypostases are one
god, they are making all of them the god of all the
prophets. If they take this text as proof to support their
claim, the god of each prophet is not the god of the other
prophet, since there are three gods.
Second: It is said: Allah is the Lord of the universe, the
Lord of the heavens and the earth, and the Lord of the
Throne. He is the Lord of all things. Indeed, He is the Lord
of all things. It is said, "The Lord of Musa (Moses, peace
be upon him)" and "The Lord of Muhammad (peace be
upon him)". We say here, "The Lord of Ibrahim and
Ishaq".
Does he prove that they are two gods; one of them is his
god and the other is the god of the three?
Third: Semantically, a conjunction can be used for things
that are either different in nature or in characteristics.
Allah says,
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which means, "Your God (Allah), the God of your fathers."
(Al-Baqarah, 2: 133)
He is the same God. Ibrahim (Abraham, peace be upon
him) said in this revealed verse,
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which means, "Do you observe that which you have been
worshipping, you and your ancient fathers? Verily! They
are enemies to me, save the Lord of the 'AlamTn
(mankind, jinn and all that exists); Who has created me,
and it is He Who guides me; and it is He Who feeds me
and gives me to drink. And when I am ill, it is He who
cures me; and Who will cause me to die, and then will
bring me to life (again); and Who, I hope will forgive me
my faults on the Day of Recompense (the Day of
Resurrection)." (Ash-Shu'ara1, 26: 75-82)
The One who created him is the same One who feeds
him and gives him drink. He is the One who will cause
him to die and then will bring him to life again. Thus, when
He said in the Torah, "I am the God of thy father, the God
of Abraham, the God of Isaac, and the God of Jacob,' (Ex:
3:6) it was in this way, and it does not mean that they are
three gods.
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Christian's Claim regarding the Three
Hypostases
They said, "According to this clear statement made by
God in the Toran and in the books of the prophets, we
believe in the three hypostases: One Essence, One God.
One Lord, and One Creator.
He is the One we call: The Father, the Son, and Holy
Spirit."
The answer is based on the following reasons:
First: The Torah and the Divine Books are full of proof that
support the Oneness of Allah and refute polytheism.
They also refute the godship of anything other than Allah.
There are so much clear proof that they invalidate all the
claims of the Cnristians. There is no mention of the
hypostases whetner explicitly or implicitly. They make the
hypostasis a name for the Entity along with the attribute,
while the Entity is One and there is multiplicity in the
attributes not in the Entity.
It is impossible for an attribute to be united without the
other attributes or the Entity. That means it is impossible
for a hypostasis to unite or be immanent in some creature
without the other hypostasis being present. There is no
evidence to prove the existence of the three hypostases
or the three attributes without the rest, in any of the Divine
Books or in the words of the disciples. Nothing proves "A
True God from a True God." There is nothing to support
calling the attributes of God, like His Words and His Life,
a son, a god, ora lord. Nothing proves the unification of
the Lord of the heaven and the earth with a human being.
Nothing supports the immanentism of the Entity and an
attribute with the rest of the attributes without the Entity.
There is no evidence to prove the immanentism of the
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same attribute, His Knowledge, His Words, or His Life
which are in His body in another.
There is nothing in the books of the prophets that they
have with them to support that which they have proven
concerning the Trinity, Immanentism, and Unification. It
only contains many statements which clearly contradict
what is mentioned in the Qur'an and contradicts reason as
well. The Christians oppose both reason and the revealed
books of God.
Second: They say, "We only assert the existence of One
God." Then they say words in their Canon, and cite their
proof, to clearly support three gods, and in this way they
contradict themselves. This proves that all their words
must be questioned. Wise people say, "Christians do not
have a reasonable statement and their words are not
taken from the prophets. There is nether hearing nor
reasoning regarding them. As Allah, the Exalted, says
about the denizens of Hellfire,
/
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which means, "Had we but listened or used our
intelligence, we would not have been among the dwellers
of the blazing Fire!” (Al-Mulk, 67: 10)
Third: They admitted that the statement, "He is the One
we call: Father, Son, and Holy Spirit" was never said by
them in the first place. They never used their reason
concerning this Trinity, which is mentioned in their Canon
and in this statement. Rather, this statement is taken from
some versions of the Gospel where Christ ordered people
to be baptized. If Christ said it, it is obligatory to think of
what was meant by it and to consider all the words and
meanings. His statement should be interpreted according
to the language he used to befit the rest of what he said.
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These people interpreted the words of Christ and the
prophets beyond their meaning. They made such words
prove the exact opposite of their meaning. Thus, they
called the Words of God, His Knowledge, His Wisdom, or
His Speech, a son. This is an invented name which none
of the prophets ever called the attributes of God. When
they invented this name, they said, "What is meant by the
Son is Christ, ths Word." This is considered falsehood
and interpreting the words of Christ beyond their
meaning. The word ’Son’ in their books means the one
brought up by God. Thus, this word is not used in their
prophet's words except for Christ or with the human entity
apart from the Divine Entity. According to them, neither
Isra'TI (Ya'qub, peace be upon him) nor Dawud (David,
peace be upon him) were called the Son of God. The
same applies to the disciples. It is mentioned in the
Gospel of John regarding Christ and his people, that his
people rejected him (those who crucified him). As for
those who accepted him, they were granted the privilege
of being the sons of God not because they resembled
Him in their bodily form but because they are His sons.
This is clear evidence that all are the sons of God. They
acknowledge that none among them has a human entity
uniting with a Divine Entity. From this it is known that
what was meant by The Son of God’ mentioned in the
books was the human entity alone and does not mean an
attribute of God.
Thus, when they say that Christ meant the Divine Entity
when he mentioned the word 'Son,' is a manifest lie.
Christ is called a Son on these bases. None among the
prophets ever named the Life of God, which is His
attribute, a Holy Spirit. The term 'Holy Spirit' refers, in the
Books of God, tc the angel (Gabiel). At times, it means
guidance, revelation, and support.
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The Invalidity of their Claim that they are
Monotheists
They, i.e., the Christians say, “We believe that saying so
(i.e., the trinity) does not mean we worship three gods, but
ratherwe worship one god. Similarly, we cannot say that
the human being, his faculty of speech and his soul are
three humans, but rather one human. Moreover, the blaze
of the fire, the light of the fire, and the heat of the fireare
not three fires. In addition, the disk of the sun, the
sunlight and the sunrays are not three suns. If that is our
opinion concerning God, may His Names be Holy and
His Signs be glorified, we are not to be blamed or to be
regarded as sinful, for we have not abandoned what we
were given, or rejected what we were granted to follow
any other belief.”
The answer has several aspects:
One, you have declared your polytheistic belief of having
more than one god within your Creed of Faith, and your
argumentation.
This is not something which people
attribute to you, but it is something that you yourselves
admit. It is apparent in your aforementioned saying, “And
in one Lord Jesus Christ, the only-begotten Son of God,
begotten of the Father before all worlds [God of God],
Light of Light, very God of very God, begotten, not made,
being of one substance [essence] with the Father.And [I
believe] in the Holy Ghost, the Lord and Giver of Life; who
proceedeth from the Father [and the Son]; who with the
Father and the Son together is worshiped and glorified.”
(Nicene Creed)
This means that you believe in three gods, which is found
specifically in your claim that the son is a very god from a
very god, in addition to declaring three gods and that this
is a very god from a very god. But you say that these
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three entities are only one god. This is in fact a
declaration of belief in more than one god while saying
that it is only one. If you had not said what necessitates
another essence, your words may have been interpreted
as conjunctive adjectives, but in using such words, you
sound blasphemous. You have rendered Christ the same
one god, who is also the father that created both the seen
and the unseen. These are the most blasphemous words
you have uttered, and this is the real meaning indicated
by your words. Some of you say that Christ is God, and
some say that he is the Son of God. The two sayings are
being said by the different Christian sects; such as, the
Nestorian church, the Jacobite Church, the Melkite and
others, a matter which clarifies your contradiction. If Christ
is Allah, he would not be his son whether the son is
indicated by an attribute or anything else. For the father is
the Being, which cannot be the attribute, even if the son
means the Being together with the attribute of speech by
which you interpret the hypostasis.This Being is
characterized by Life and Speech, whether they mean
knowledge or knowledge with manifestation, which are
coupled with Life, and which are both dependent upon the
father. The attribute is inseparable from the substantive,
and it cannot be called its son. None of the prophets
(peace be upon them) even hinted at that meaning.
Two, their saying, “This (i.e., believing in the Father, the
Son and the Holy Spirit) does not mean that we worship
three gods, but rather one god. Similarly, we cannot say
that the human being, his faculty of speech and his soul
are three humans. Moreover, the fire, its heat and its light
are not three fires. And the sun, its light and its ray are not
three suns.”
It should be saic that this is not a suitable example
more than one respect:

in
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One, the heat and light of the fire, which are dependent
upon it, are not a fire from fire, an essence from an
essence, or an equal to the fire. Similarly, the human
being’s faculty of speech is neither a human from a
human nor is it equal to the human being in essence. The
same should be said about the sun, its light and its rays.
But you say that the Son is a very god from a very god,
and you say in the Canon, "And in one Lord Jesus Christ,
the only-begotten Son of God, begotten of the Father
before ail worlds [God of God], Light of Light, very God of
very God, begotten, not made, being of one substance
[essence] with the Father.”
You also say about the Holy Spirit, “It is a worshipped and
glorified Lord.” Thus, you have proved that they are three
gods, yet you call yourselves monotheists!
Two, by the light of the sun and the fire they mean the
same light that is dependent upon them. It also means the
rays that are dependent upon the earth and the walls.
This is different from the sun and is independent from it.
The word ’light’ means both: the ray and the light. They
are both attributes and nonessential dependents. The
word ’light' may also mean the fire itself, the sun itself, or
the moon itself. Thus, the light will be an independent
essence. If so, they will be guilty of rendering the father
as an independent essence along with the son and the
Holy Spirit.
It is well known that the light and heat of fire and the sun
are neither independent in themselves
nor an
independent essence. If they had proved that Allah’s Life
and Knowledge or Speech were two dependent attributes
and had not rendered each as an essential independent
lord, their saying would have been true and their example
would have been applicable. But they did not stop at
rendering them as two attributes of Allah only, as they
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rendered each of them as a lord, an essence and a
creator. Rather, they declared that Christ, about whom
they alleged that a union occurred between him and one
of these attributes, was one creating god. If Christ were
the Word of Allah itself or His Knowledge itself, he would
not be a creating god because the Words of Allah and His
Knowledge are not creating gods. How can this be
conceivable while Christ was created with a word from
Allah and he is not the same word itself?
Three, the example they set forward about the sun, its
rays and its light mean that the light is what is dependent
upon it and the ray is what is separated from it, and this is
not applicable to the example of the fire, its heat and
blaze, as each item in the latter example depends upon
the fire. Thus, there is only one dependent attribute of the
sun, not two.If they mean that both the light and the ray
are dependent upon the sun, or that both of them are
separated from it, then both would be one attribute only,
not two unlike life and knowledge. Thus, their example of
the sun is not applicable.
This example is more correct if it is proved that heat is
set off inside the celestial body of the sun. This is not
proved by evidence and is denied by many. It is alleged
that the sun, the moon and the planets are not
characterized by heat or cold. This is the opinion of
Aristotle and his followers.
The example of the human soul and speech, means the
soul is his life, and this is the wrong concept of the soul.
And if they mean that it is the soul, which leaves the
human body at death, and which is called the speaking
soul, it is an independent essence, not one of its
nonessential parts. Thus, Allah’s Soul must be an
independent essence together with another essence just
like the human body and soul, and so the Lord, the
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Exaited and Glorious, becomes a composition of a body
and a sou! just like a human being. But this is not the
opinion of the people of Divine religions: the Muslims, the
Jews and the Christians.
Four, the example may be concerned with the attributes
of the sun, the fire and the human being, and it may
concern the soul that is dependent on these essences, or
it may be concerned with what is different from this. This
is similar to the light, which is reflected upon the earth, the
walls, and other objects if they face the sun, the fire, the
human being or the soul, which are dependent on these
essences. If this is the meaning intended, we say that
this is a reflected ray and a reversed light not an
independent attribute of the sun or fire. If the meaning
intended is that which was immanent in Christ, we say
that this is called a light, an inspiration and the Light of
Allah, just as the Exalted says,
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which means, “And thus We have sent to you (O
Muhammad) Ruhan (an Inspiration, and a Mercy) of Our
Command. You knew not what is the Book, nor what is
Faith. But We have made it (this Qur’an) a light wherewith
We guide whosoever of Our slaves We will." (Ash-Shura,
42: 52)
This means that Allah made the inspiration He sent a light
wherewith He guides whomsoever He wills.
The Exalted also says,
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which means,
and He will give you a light by which
you shall walk (straight).” (AI-HadTd 57: 28)
If they mean that this was what became immanent in
Christ, we say that this is not limited only to Christ, for
this was immanent in all the prophets and the believers,
although they are different according to their ranks. But
that which is immanent in them is not the same Attribute
of Allah, which is dependent upon Him, even if this
immanence is made and caused through this attribute. It
is not the Divine Attribute itself, although some people
say, “It is the attribute of Allah that became immanent in
the servant.” But this saying is false, for the same attribute
of a substantive, which is dependent upon it, and cannot
depend upon another.
If one acquires another’s
knowledge and conveys another’s words, it will be said,
“This is the knowledge and words of so and so,” because
the second person conveyed them from the first.
The intended meaning is that the knowledge and words of
the first person is not the same as that of the second
person, even if in the end they both knew the same
things. The conveyance is the words of the conveyer.
We are not referring to the
characteristics of the
conveyer, such as his movements and voice while
speaking. If it is said that the words belong to whom they
have been conveyed, the reference is the truth about the
words, not the specific qualities of the conveyer, such as
his actions and attributes. That is why people likened
those who believa in the immanence of Allah's attribute in
His servant, to the Christians who believe in immanence.
Both are similar in some respects.
The Christians co not believe in the immanence of an
abstract attribute, they believe in the immanence of the
hypostasis, which is an entity characterized by an
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attribute. They say that Christ is a creator and a
provisioner. According to them, he is the creator of Adam
and Maryam (Mary, may Allah be pleased with her) and
also a son of Adam and Maryam; he created them by his
divine entity and is a son to them through his human
entity.
They also say that he is God’s son and that he is also
God by means of his divine entity. They say that he is
God in both the divine and human entity because of the
unification. Allah declares their disbelief when He, the
Almighty says,
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which means, "... that Allah is the Messiah, son of
Maryam (Mary).” (Al-Ma’idah, 5: 17)
This is in addition to other similar verses.
They set forth the example of the attributes of the sun,
fire and the soul and give them attributes dependent
upon them such as: light, life and the faculty of speech,
and liken them to the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit
as attributes of God. In answer to this claim, we say,
None of the prophets ever referred to Allah by the
attributes of the Father, the Son or the Holy Spirit. If you
find in the words of Christ (peace be upon him) or any
other prophet any mention of belief in the Father, the Son
and the Holy Spirit, it does not mean the attribute of
Allah, which is the Word and Knowledge or His Life, for
that is not the intended meaning. What is distinct from
Allah cannot be His attribute, except for His being the
Creator. Moreover, if a human was really united to it, he
could never be a creator. Those who adopt the afore
mentioned claim, have strayed far from the right path
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because they claimed and believed that the intended
meaning of Christ and others, concerning the son and the
Holy Spirit is that they are two attributes of the Lord.
Then, they strayed even further by rendering the attribute
itself as a creator and a lord. After that, they strayed the
third time by rendering the attribute as an object as being
united with a human being, ‘Isa (Jesus, peace be upon
him), after which he was called Christ who became the
Creator, the Lord of the worlds. Such people have
believed in three Divine Attributes apart from other
Attributes and have rendered them as essences and
lords. To top it all off, they say that they are only one god,
so they have erred in their belief in immanence and
unification.
Secondly, it should be said to them that if they rendered
those (i.e., knowledge and word) as the Attributes of
Allah, just like light, speech and heat are dependent
attributes on their objects, it would be impossible that they
would be immanent in anything other than those objects.
Besides immanence, attributes do not act like fire or the
sun or the soul. But they rendered the word and the life
immanent in an entity distinct from Allah, and rendered he
in whom they were immanent a creating god. No one
would ever render the object on which the light of the fire
is reflected as being the fire, the object on which the
sunlight is reflected being the sun, or the knowledge and
speech uttered by a person as the same person. Thus,
rendering Christ as the Creator contradicts the example
they set forth to justify their belief.
Since
your claims are false, contradictory
impossible, any example made by referring to
existing objects, will be inapplicable.

and
the

Sometimes Christians liken immanence and unification to
water being poured into a container, and sometimes with
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iron being put into the fire, and at other times with the soul
being put into the body and yet at other times that they
are two mixed essences just like water and milk. All such
examples, set forth by Christians about Allah, are false.
For water in any container needs the container, and if it is
broken , the water will be wasted. The container
surrounds the water but it does not take on any properties
of the water. The Lord, Exalted be He, is in no needof His
creatures. He is not surrounded by any of the existing
objects, for He is the Most High; nothing is above Him.
It is recorded in Al-Bukhary and Muslim that the Prophet
(peace be upon him) said (about his Lord), “You are the
First, there is naught before You, and You are the Last,
there is naught after You, and You are the Most High,
there is nothing above You, and You are the Most Near,
there is nothing nearer than You.”19 He is free of all needs
from anything and all things other than Him is in dire
need of Him. Thus, that with which He attributed Himself
is different from the attributes of His creation. Similarly,
His Being is different from that of creation. He has
established Himself on the Throne, as He told us,
although He stands in no need of it.
As for their saying, “... for we have not abandoned what
we have been given or rejected what we have been
granted,” it is similar to the saying of the Jews to Christ,
“We will not abandon what we have been given or reject
what we have been granted.”
The answer to both groups has two aspects:
19 Recorded by Muslim,
K/
tab Adh-Dhikr
Abu Davvud,
Kitab
Al-Adab,no. 5051, At-Tirmidhy,
no. 3400 and Ahmad in his Musnad, vol. 2, p. 381, no. 404. It was not
recorded by Al-Bukhary in his Sahih, but he recorded i: in his Al-Adab AlMufrad, no. 1212. All of them recorded it on the authority of Abu
Hurairah.

no. 2713, p. 6
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One, you have altered and distorted the book revealed for
you and the law established for you. There is no doubt
concerning the meaning of the words and rulings. The
lives of the Jews, after they altered the Torah, were not
based on the law established by Musa (Moses, peace be
upon him), and the lives of the Christians after they
altered
the Gospel,
were not based on the law
established by Christ (peace be upon him).
Two, you have belied the other Book and the other
Messenger. And whoever belies what is revealed from his
Lord and the Messenger sent to him, is a disoeliever who
deserves the torment of this life as well as that of the
hereafter, even if he thought he was following the religion
of Allah and an unaltered book. What then is the case if
the words and meanings of the book he is following were
altered?
The Contradiction of the Christian's Claim regarding
the Unification of the Human Entity with the Divine
Entity
They said, "There is the incarnation of the creating Word
of God with which He created everything, and its
personification in a created human being. He is the One
born to the chosen virgin Maryam (Mary) who was
preferred over the women of the world. The Word was
unified with him in a way free from mixing, changing, and
transforming. He spoke to people just like God spoke to
Musa from the bush. He performed miracles by means of
His Divine entity and showed the deficiency of His Human
entity, while the two actions are done by the one Christ.”
The answer: This statement is full of lies, disbelief, and
contradiction. This answer is based on the following
reasons:
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One: The statement, "The creating Word of God with
which He created everything," is contradictory. The
Creator is the God who created. He created things with
His Word, i. e.'Be.' The Creator did not create things with
His Words but He created things and created Words by
which things were created. Words are not the creator of
things but the means.
The difference between the Creator and the created on
the one hand and that by which the Creator created things
on the other hand, is conceivable. They (Christians) said
the Creator is that by which things were created. They
said the Word is the Creator and they said that all
creatures were created by it.
To clarify this matter, we say that if the Word is an
attribute, then an attribute is not a creator. If it is both the
attribute and the attributed, then this is the Creator and
not that by which things are created.
Two: They say, "Its personification in a created human
being" and they further say, "The incarnation of the
creating Word of God." When they use the words
'personification' and 'incarnation,' this requires that the
Word has acquired a body and flesh with the created
human being. This necessitates the Word's alteration so
as
to have a body and flesh. This leads to its
transformation and change while they have said, "A unity
free from changing and transforming."
Three: The statement, "The Word was unified with him in
a way free from mixing, changing, and transforming" is
also contradictory. Unification means that two things
become one. They say that before the unification, the
Divine Entity was an essence and the human entity was
another essence.
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One can say: This was something and that was another
thing or this is an independent entity and that is an
independent entity. However, after the unification, they
either become two as they were or the two become one. If
they became two as they were, then there is no unification
but they are still multiple. If they become one thing, there
are two cases. If the product of unifying is one of the two,
this means that the other has become nonexistent and
this leads to the nonexistence of one of them instead of its
unification. If this one thing is not one of them, this means
that they must have changed and transformed, or else
after the unification, if the two remained with their
attributes, then no unification would have taken place.
The statement, "The Word was unified with him in a way
free from mixing, changing, and transforming," it is a
contradictory statement. This only applies to multiplicity
and difference ard not to unification. To elaborate, we
take an example If water and milk or water and wine
united together, the result of this unification would be a
third substance which would be neither pure water nor
pure milk. It is a third kind and th e water and milk would
have been
transformed, changed, and mixed. Any
unification without this process is impossible.
That is why there is much debate concerning this matter
among Christians. Discussion concerning this matter has
led to many invalid and rejected statements. Thus,
according to syllogism, they all share the same false
premise, which necessitates drawing one among many
invalid conclusions. So, any conclusion deduced from
these premises is invalid. One Christian might base his
argument on one premise and the other might refute it.
Then, the other might base his argument on another
premise and the other Christian might refute it.
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This is the case with ail the invalid sayings, which have
been used seekig to prove their erroneous belief. The
invalidity of the premises indicates the invalidity of the
conclusions. If the conclusion is verified, then the premise
is verified and if the premise is refuted, then the
conclusion is refuted.
Four: This is clearer after introducing this fourth point.
Many Christians say, "After the unification, it is one
essence, one nature, and one will." This statement is
attributed to the Jacobite Church.
They say that the Divine Entity and the human entity
mixed like water mixes with milk or like water mixes with
wine. This is the reality of the meaning cf unification. The
invalidity of it is clear. If this is the premise of their claim
and if its invalidity is clear, then the invalidity of the
premise indicates the invalidity of the conclusion. The
truth behind this statement is that the one who was
eating, drinking, urinating, and excreting, the one who is
beaten and spat on, and the one wore a crown of thorns
on his head, is the Lord of the universe.
The mere idea
Allah.

of such a thing is blaspheme against
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which means, "And they say: 'The Most Beneficent (Allah)
has begotten a son (or offspring or children) [as the Jews
say: ’Uzair (Ezra) is the son of Allah, and the Christians
say that He has begotten a son ('lesa, Christ), and the
pagan Arabs say that He has begotten daughters (angels,
etc.)].' Indeed you have brought forth (said) a terrible evil
thing. Whereby the heavens are almost torn, and the
earth is split asunder, and the mountains fall in ruins, That
they ascribe a son (or offspring or children) to the Most
Beneficent (Allah). But it is not suitable for (the Majesty of)
the Most Beneficent (Allah) that He should beget a son (or
offspring or children). There is none in the heavens and
the earth but comes unto the Most Beneficent (Allah) as a
slave. Verily, He knows each one of them, and has
counted them a full counting. And everyone of them will
come to Him alone on the Day of Resurrection (without
any helper, or protector or defender)." (Maryam, 19: 8895)
Five: The statement, "He spoke to people just like God
spoke to Musa from the bush," necessitates that those
people to whom Christ spoke are in the same rank as
Musa bin 'Imran (Moses, peace be upon him) to whom
God has spoken directly, even if those people were
disbelievers.
It is known that Allah privileged Musa (peace be upon
him) above all other prophets by speaking to him directly.
If very few people were in the same rank as Musa bin
'Imran (peace be upon him), so how can these few
people be in the same rank as Musa (peace be upon
him)?
Six: It is known that God speaking to His prophets and
messengers is better than His speaking to other than
them. Christ did not speak to all to the prophets and
messengers. He only spoke to people among which are
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those who believed in him and those who disbelieved in
him.
He did not speak to any of the messengers of God, but
Christians claim that the disciples are the messengers of
God. This is not true. If it were true, then he only spoke to
twelve messengers while God has sent many
messengers before him.
Seven: The human entity of Christ is like all other human
entities. Man cannot see God in this worldly Jife as was
said by Musa (Moses, peace be upon him), Isa (Jesus,
peace be upon him), and Muhammad (peace be upon
him). If he cannot see Him, he cannopt have contact with
Him or be adjacent to Him not to mention unifying with
Him
Eight: If the one speaking to people is the Divine Entity
unified with the human entity and this is clear, then he is a
submissive creature that prays and asks. But the Divine
Entity unified with the human entity is not a creature that
asks God and worships Him. If it is the Divine Entity
alone, as they claim, this is most unbefitting. If it is the
human entity alone, the Divine Entity would not have
spoken to people as He spoke to Musa (peace be upon
him) from the bush.
There is no significant difference between the speech of
the human entity and that of Christ who is clearly a part
of the creation of Allah, as they also admit. They say that
these are the words of the human entity. It is said to them:
The one speaking to people is the human entity without
the Divine Entity. You say that God speaks to people
through the body of Christ as He spoke to Musa (Moses,
peace be upon him) from the bush.
Musa (peace be upon him) heard the speech, which is
from the Divine Entity from the bush. The speech of
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Christ does not have anything to do with the Divine Entity
but it is clearly the speech of the human entity.
Nine: When God spoke to Musa (peace be upon him)
from the bush, the speech was that of God and not that
of the bush. If this example is similar, then the one talking
to people from the human entity of Christ is the Divine
Entity alone.
It is known that there is a lot of clear evidence in the
Gospel and in other texts which prove that the human
entity is the speaker. This clarifies the difference between
the one and the other.
Ten: It is said: It is known that God is too Exalted, and too
Great, for His messengers to attain this rank. If it was Him
who spoke to creatures through Christ and if the disciples
were His messengers, who heard His Speech without any
intermediary, then the disciples would either be like Musa
(in rank) or greater than him.
It is also known that Christ himself did not have as many
miracles as Musa (Moses, peace be upon him) let alone
the disciples. The greatest of Christ's miracles was
bringing the dead back to life. Many other prophets like
llias (Elias, peace be upon him) and others shared this
miracle with him.
According to the people of the Scripture, people other
than Christ have brought the dead to life with the Help of
God. Among the miracles of Musa bin 'Imran (peace be
upon him) is the stick which turned into a serpent. It
swallowed up the ropes and sticks of the sorcerers. More
than once, he threw it and it turned into a serpent and
when he retrieved it and it returned to being a stick.
It is known that such a miracle was not performed by any
other prophet anc it is greater than bringing the dead to
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life. When a human being dies and then comes back to
life, he has actually returned to his previous state. God
brings the dead to life by raising them from their graves
and He has raised more than one person in this worldly
life.
As for the stick turning into an animal and then returning
into a wooden stick once again swallowing up ropes and
sticks, this is greater and more impressive than bringing
the dead back to life. God said that he made MGsa
(Moses, peace be upon him) along with other prophets of
the children of Israel, bring dead people back to life more
than those brought to life by Christ.
Allah says,
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which means, "And (remember) when you said: 'O Musa
(Moses)! We shall never believe in you till we see Allah
plainly.' But you were seized with a thunderbolt (lightning)
while you were looking. Then We raised you up after your
death, so that you might be grateful." (Al-Baqarah, 2: 5556)
He, the Almighty also says,
GU’jS" t^uaio ojjyv?i LJUls

which means, "So We said: 'Strike him (the dead man)
with a piece of it (the cow).' Thus Allah brings the dead to
life." (Al-Baqarah, 2: 73)
The hand of Musa (peace be upon him) came forth white
(and shining) without any disease. This is greater than
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healing the leper as Christ did, for leprosy is a known
disease. What is great is healing it and returning the
person to his original state. This has two unmatched
miraculous actions.
God made the sea part for Musa (peace be upon him)
and the children of Israel to cross it and Fir'awn (Pharaoh)
along with his soldiers were drowned. This was a
wonderful miracle. It showed the Greatness of Allah
when He destroyed the enemy of Musa, the like of which
did not happen to Christ.
Allah also fed Musa (peace be upon him) and his
people manna and quails in spite of their great number.
He provided them with water that sufficed them. It gushed
forth in twelve springs by striking the rock every day.
This is greater than Christ sending down a table spread
with food, and turning water into wine. Peace be upon the
prophets of Allah.
Musa (peace be upon him) faced more enemies than
Christ like lice, frogs, blood, and many others. If the
disciples were messengers to whom God spoke like He
spoke to Musa (peace be upon him) from the bush, they
would be like Musa in rank. How could this happen while
Christ did not come with miracles like those of Musa. If
Christ was the Divine Entity that spoke to Musa, His
Power would have appeared greater than what appeared
through the hands of Musa, for He was not immanent in
Musa nor did the Divine Entity speak to people through
Musa, as they claim happened with Christ. In spite of all
these things, God supported Musa with such great
miracles. How great would be His miracles if He was
really immanent in Christ!
Eleven: Their statement that claims that God spoke to
people through Christ as He has spoken to Musa from the
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bush is totally invalid. All nations agree that God was not
immanent in the tree and did not unite with it as they
claim. According to them, He was immanent in Christ both
inwardly and outwardly. The Lord was not inside the tree,
and was not immanent in it, or united with it. When God
says that He spoke and called from it, it is like when He
says,
i
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which means, "He was called from the right side of the
valley." (Al-Qasas, 28: 30)
It is also like His saying,
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which means, "Has there come to you the story of Musa
(Moses)? When his Lord called him in the sacred valley of
luw a." (An-Nazi'at, 79: 15-16)
The blessed spot’ and other names like this do not imply
that the Lord was immanent in the sacred valley, the
blessed spot, or the right side of the valley. It does not
mean that He united with any of them or became one
essence nor one person with one of them. Some
Christians say that the Divine Entity and the human entity
became one essence. Others say that they became one
person. No one has ever said that He was immanent in
something (tree) like water is immanent in milk or fire in
iron. Some among them say that the Divine Entity was
immanent in the human entity. If anyone said something
that was not mentioned in the divine books and that is not
rational, it could not be taken as proof. Only authentic
textual or rational evidence are taken into account.
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Twelve: They say, "He performed miracles with His
Divine entity and showed the deficiency of His Human
entity." It is said to them that God presented miracles
greater than those, which appeared through the hands of
Christ. He was rot united with any human being. So, what
would necessitate that He unites with human beings to
do lesser miracles?
Thirteen: Christ presented miracles like the other
messengers. The miracles of some are greater than his.
In spite of that, their miracles were not taken as proof of
the Divine Entity's unification with whichever prophet
came with a miracle. This proves that it is invalid to
consider presenting miracles as a proof of unification.
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Among Their Scholars: Al-Hasan bin Ayyub
Exposes the Invalidity of Christianity
Al-Hasan bin Ayyub is among their scholars, a fact that
makes him fully aware of their claims. He embraced
Islam insightfully after having been
endowed with
experience concerning their books and writings. He sent a
message to his brother, ‘Aiy bin Ayyub explaining the
reasons why he embraced Islam. He mentions
the
evidence that proves the invalidity of Christianity and the
truthfulness of Islam. Replying to his brother’s message in
which he inquired about the reason behind his embracing
Islam, AL-Hasan bin Ayyub said, "And I want to tell you
that I began to doubt Christianity, and found it repugnant
to believe in it more than twenty years ago. This was
because I understood that they did not really believe in
the Oneness of Allah, the Exalted and Ever Majestic, and
I felt repelled by the three hypostases, in addition to other
things included in the Christian creed. I found that they
provided insufficient explanations that failed to prove
their claims. And whenever I studied it thoroughly and
went deeply into it, I found its faults and felt disinclined to
accept it. On other hand, when I think about Islam, which
Allah has bestowed upon me, I find its principles firm and
well-established; its branches direct and its legislation fair.
The origin of that is not controversial for anyone who
knows Allah, the Exalted and Ever Majestic, either from
among you or from any other nation. It is the belief in
Allah, the Living, Self-Subsisting, the One Who hears and
sees all things, the One and only, the Sovereign, the Holy,
the Generous, the Just, the God of Abraham (Ibrahim,
peace be upon him), Ishmael (Isma’TI, peace be upon
him), Isaac (Ishaq, peace be upon him), Jacob (Ya'qub,
peace be upon him), Al-Asbat (the twelve sons of Ya'qub),
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Jesus ('Isa, peace be upon him), Moses (Musa, peace be
upon him), and all Prophets and creatures. He has no
beginning and no end. He has neither a rival nor an equal.
He has taken neither a wife nor a son. He has created all
things.
Then we believe that Muhammad is His servant and
messenger. It is He Who has sent His Messenger with
guidance and with the religion of truth, to make it superior
over all religions even though the polytheists hate it. We
also believe in Musa, 'Isa, and all the prophets with no
distinction between them. As well as this, we believe in
the Torah, the Gospel, the Psalms, and the Qur’an as well
as all the books that Allah, the Exalted, has ever revealed
to His prophets.
Allah, the Almighty says,
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which means, “And surely, the Hour is coming, there is no
doubt about it, and certainly, Allah will resurrect those
who are in the graves." (Al-Hajj, 22: 7)
He, the Almighty also says,

which means, “Verily, the Abrar (pious and righteous) will
be in delight (Paradise); and verily, the Fujjar (the wicked,
disbelievers, sinners and evil-doers) will be in the blazing
Fire (Hell), in which they will enter, and taste its burning
flame on the Day of Recompense." (Al-'lnfitar, 82:13-15)
When I examined the claims of the Christians I found that
the Jacobite church had announced that Maryam (Mary)
has begotten god - Exalted be He above whatever the
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talkers of vanities say - and that He suffered pain and
was crucified and died and after three days, they claim
that he rose from the dead. This claim is considered to be
disbelief according to all Christian sects and others. We
also found that the Milkaniyyah (Christian sect) deviated
from this statement and turned to another one. For, they
say that Christ is one person and two natures. Each of
them has a certain will. The divine nature has a will, like
the Father and the Son, and the human nature has a will
like that of Ibrahim and DawOd. They misled those who
believe in their words to the extent that they, by their
alleged choice, have differentiated between divine and
human natures. Then they returned to the Jacobite church
saying that: Maryam has begotten a god and that Christ is
a name that unites between both the divine nature and
the human one. Besides this, they claim that only the
body of Christ died, but god, which they claim Maryam
has begotten, did not die except by the essence of the
human nature within Him. So, how coulc He be dead who
did not die? And what is the difference between both
sayings, except that of
their natures? They
acknowledged that Maryam has begotten god, and that
the begotten god, who is Christ that unites between two
essences, the divine and the human, nas died. So, do
then the begetting, death, and all other acts that the
Christians talk about it, happen to Christ excluding these
two essences? And how could any rational person
consider it to be correct to worship a god that is begotten
from a human woman, died and suffered from pain and
epidemics? I say: among the things that clarify their
contradiction is their claim that Christ, which is the divine
entity and the human entity, is one person and one
hypostasis, despite their claim that He has two essences
of two natures and two wills, yet they claim that there is
one hypostasis for the two essences. They also claim that
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He is one person and that the Lord of the worlds is one
god, one Essence and three hypostases. They prove
three hypostases for one essence and only one
hypostasis for two unified essences, although the
hypostases’ will is only one. Still, they claim that there are
two wills and two natures for the human entity and the
divine entity.
Nevertheless, they consider both entities to be one
person and one hypostasis, which is contradictory. For,
whether they refer to the hypostasis as the attribute, the
person, the entity unified with the attribute or whatever
else they claim, it shows that the people who made that
claim did not imagine it, instead, they were far astray and
ignorant. The prophet's sayings are true, therefore neither
Christ nor any of the other prophets said anything that
corresponds to their claims regarding the trinity, the
hypostases, which are matters that contradict both divine
law and reason.
He said: rational minds should scold them and reprove
them for worshiping a god that was given birth to by
Maryam, who was a human being. Then he lived on earth
for thirty years and submitted to human laws, such as the
need for nutrition, education, and susceptibility to health
and illness, fear and security, learning and teaching, etc.
It is not feasible to claim that there was any reason to be
divine during this period. Besides, you can not find any
justification to prove that he did not submit to human
characteristics,
including their needs, necessities,
worries, ordeals and behavior. After that long period, he
made known that matter concerning god, prophecies, and
those miraculous stunning signs which were done through
the Power of god. Other prophets had the like of them or
even greater miracles than his. He spent three years less
doing this. Then, they say, he died from restraint, assault,
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defamation, crucifixion and murder. Is it acceptable for
rational persons to believe such claims about a god
whose servants harmed as you say they did?
Al-Hasan added: what is really odd is that you believe that
the eternal God was unified with Christ becoming one
thing and that he never separated after that union. Then
he stayed that way in his mother’s womb for nine months,
became a new born baby who fed on milk, then a young
boy who eats food until he became a man in his thirtieth
year. And until that time, he did not show any sign of
being Divine.
Furthermore, there was no difference
between him and any other human being. There was no
light shining from him, no tranquility appearing on him,
no angels surrounding him with acclamation, and never
was he seen as superior to any of the other prophets.
When Allah spoke to Musa from the bush, all that was
around it was radiant with light. Besides, when He talked
to him from Mount Sinai, the fire flared at the mountain
and the glaring light struck his face in a way that he used
to put on a veil when sitting with the Israelites after that,
because they could not look at his face. Then, when Musa
was close to Allah, the Exalted and Ever Majestic, he
asked Him saying:
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which means, ”'0 my Lord! Show me (Yourself), that I
may look upon You.' Allah said, 'You cannot see Me, but
look upon the mountain if it stands stil! in its place then
you shall see Me.' So when his Lord appeared to the
mountain, He made it collapse to dust, and Musa (Moses)
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fell down unconscious. Then when he recovered his
senses..." (Al-A’raf, 7: 143)
He asked for His Forgiveness, and Allah forgave him. The
Glory of Allah became clear to a group of the prophets
and they saw gatherings of angels around His glory.
Moreover, Al-Hasan said: if Christ was the original
creator or if he was the object unified with him, why did
not the mountains quake in his hands, or why were the
rivers and seas net controlled by his will? And why did he
not show dazzling signs and miracles that are loftier and
more sublime than those of the other prophets such as
walking on the air, resting on the winds, doing without
food and drink, burning whoever comes close to him of
the devils and jinn, and preventing harm of humans and
whatever they claimed they had done to his body in order
to let them know that he is their creator or the
embodiment of the creator!
He added: You say that the Son is called the Son of God
and His Word because, as you claim, he was born to the
Father and came out of Him. But we did not comment on
that claim, for, your divine law says that the Holy Spirit
also comes out of the Father. If what you say is true, then
the Holy Spirit is also a Son because it comes out of god.
If not, what is the difference between the Son and the
Holy Spirit?
He said: we also did not understand your claim that the
Son was incarnated in the Holy Spirit, and that the Holy
Spirit led him to the earth in order to put him to the test of
the devil. So what is the Son's need of the Holy Spirit to
arrange for him and change him, while you claim that they
are a pair? And did you not know that the changer,
preceding, and arranger is the real doer, while the one
preceded, arranged, and changed is the object. Thus, the
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Son is inferior to the Holy Spirit, not the like of it because
the eternal does not separate from another eternal thing
while they are alike.
According to the law of your religion, you say: we believe
in the Lord Christ who is known to have been born from
Maryam, who was after that hurt and crucified during the
reign of Pontius Pilates the governor, and who was
buried and resurrected opn the third day. Is this not an
acknowledgment of what you are saying? Then, how can
those who are endued with understanding believe in such
a claim? If you are saying that the crucified and killed
person is god, therefore, you are claiming that Maryam
has begotten god. And if you are saying that he is a
human being, then Maryam has begotten a human being,
which nullifies your divine law. Thus, both sayings
contradict your religion.
Al-Hasan said: as for your claim regarding the sun saying
that it is one of three meanings and drawing a similarity
between this and the three hypostases, is unacceptable
and false. Sunlight is not limited by the sun's limitation.
Besides, the heat of the sun is not limited to its limitation,
for if the sun’s limitation is a rounded body that is
luminous, heated and ever rotating amid the orbits, it is
not feasible for its light and heat to be limited to such
attributes. Furthermore, we cannot say that the sun's light
or heat is a rounded body that is luminous, heated and
ever rotating amid the orbits. If its light or heat was a true
sun coming from a true sun that comes out of the essence
of the sun as the Christian law says that a very God of
very God, begotten, not made, being of one substance
[essence] with the Father, then he will be of a perfect alike
and a p a ir, this is contradictory, for, it is not similar to him
and it can be likened to any thing and your claim is
invalid.
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He also said: we noticed how you mention that Christ
descended from heaven and invalidated both death and
sins with his ascension. This statement is very strange.
Even stranger than that are those who accept it without
thinking about it or who did not denounce the existence of
a religion that believes in this clearly impossible saying. It
contradicts both what is known by reason and what is
witnessed by human sight. Strangely enough, some of
those call people to such a religion which is an even more
impossible matter. If sin was invalidated with his
ascension, then those who killed him are not sinners, for
after his coming there would be neither sinners nor sins.
Besides, those who killed his disciples or burned his
books were nor sinners. Moreover, since Christ’s coming,
up to the present time, any one who kills, steals,
fornicates, drinks alcoholic drinks, lies and commits the
forbidden grievous sins is not a sinner.
Whoever denies that, should check the hymn that is read
after every communion, which says, "O Our Lord who has
conquered with his pain the severity of death."
And the one said on the second Friday after Easter, "We
have pride in the cross which invalidated death and we
are safe and secure because of it." In some hymns it is
said, "With the prayers of our Lord Jesus Christ, death
was invalidated and the devil’s sedition were stopped and
long gone." So, what is the sin that was invalidated and
what seduction of the devil that was stopped? What sins
or forbidden matters that used to exist before his coming,
were changed after his ascension?
If you accept that clearly impossible saying, which is not
hidden from children, then you accept what is even more
impossible. Your bible belies this saying, for Christ says in
it, "Many will say to me in that day, Lord, Lord, have we
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not prophesied in thy name? And in thy name have cast
out devils? And in thy name done many wonderful works?
And then will I profess unto them, I never knew you:
depart from me, ye that work iniquity." (Mt: 7:22-23) This
contradicts what your scholars said. This is also like
saying, "I shall gather people on the Day of Resurrection
on my right and left sides."
And, "Then shall he al;so say unto them on the left hand,
Depart from me, ye cursed, into everlasting fire, prepared
for the devil and his angels: For I was an hungred, and ye
gave me no meat: I was thirsty, and ye gave me no drink:
I was a stranger, and ye took me not in: naked, and ye
clothed me not: sick, and in prison, and ye visited me
not... And these shall go away into everlasting
punishment: but the righteous into life eternal." (Matt:
25:41-46)
"Then shall the King say unto them on his right hand,
Come, ye blessed of my Father, inherit the kingdom
prepared for you from the foundation of the world." (Matt:
25:34)
Is there any reason for gathering into Hell other than
committing sins? Similarly, those who shall enter heaven
were doing good deeds and their success comes from
god. Thus, whoever says that sin was invalidated is
opposing Christ’s saying and is among the liars.
He also says: O people who are endued with
understanding and knowledge, who claim that Christ is a
god and a divine entity, and who make him the creator
and god of all creation, what is your proof to this and
what is your pretext behind it?
Did the books of prophecies ever mention that about him?
Did he mention that about himself? Did any of his
students say that? Did any of those who reported from
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him, who are considered the pillars and foundation of your
religion, after whom you took your laws and traditions say
that, at the hands of whom the Gospel was written and
explained? It is rather clear in the Gospel, within all its
speeches and commandments, that there are countless
instances of the fact that he is a servant like you, and a
created being like all human beings. He was sent by his
Lord and yours and was the first one to execute what you
were commanded. His story was related by his disciples
and his students explained this to whoever asked about
it.
Their words demonstrate that he is a man sent by Allah,
the Exalted and Ever-Majestic, who possesses power and
merit. But you interpret this to mean that this description
pointed at his human nature. If what you said were true,
he would have said he was a god just as he said he was a
servant. But he never said, claimed or called for this. And
it was neither mentioned in the books of the prophets
before him nor in the books of his students nor was it
reported from them. Its validity is neither proven by the
words of JibrTI (Gabriel, peace be upon him) to Maryam
(Mary, may Allah be pleased with her), nor is it proven by
the saying of Zakariyya (Zechariah, peace be upon him).
You say, “We deduced his godhood from his ability to
bring the dead to life, heal those who were born blind and
the lepers, walk on water, ascend to heaven, convert
water into wine and increase paucity. It is necessary to
contemplate the one capable of doing all these wonders
and to render him the lord and god. Otherwise, what
would be the difference?”
In the Book of Kings, it is mentioned that Ilyas (Elias,
peace be upon him) brought the widow's son back to life
and so did Al-Yasa‘ (Elisha, peace be upon him) with the
Jewess’s son. Ezekiel also brought many people back to
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life. None of them was a god simply because of bringing
the dead to life.
As for healing the lepers, it is recorded in the Book of
Kings that a man from the Roman superiors became a
leper, so he left his town and set out for Al-Yasa‘ (Elisha,
peace be upon him) to cure him from his leprosy. It is
recorded in the Book that the man stood for days at the
door of Elisha without being granted permission to enter.
It was said to Elisha, “A man called An-Nu‘man is
standing at your door. He is one of the Roman superiors
and he is a leper. He came to you to cure him from his
illness. He will enter, if you grant him permission.” But he
did not grant him permission. Instead, he said to a man
from among his friends, “Go out to that man and tell him
to dip himself seven times into the Jordan River.” The
messenger conveyed the order of Elisha to An-Nu‘man.
He did so, whereupon he was cured. He returned to his
country but he was followed by Elisha’s servant, who
made him believe that Elisha wanted money from him.
The man was happy with that and gave the servant
money and jewelry. When the servant returned, he hid
and concealed the new wealth. Then he went to Elisha,
stood before him and said, “I followed An-Nu‘man and
made him believe that I am such and such a person. Then
I took from him such and such money which I hid in such
and such a place.” He said, “Because of what you have
done, you and your progeny will be afflicted with that with
which he was afflicted." Whereupon, the servant became
a leper, while standing before him. Thus, Elisha was able
to cure the leper as well as make a sound person
beceome a leper, which is greater than what Christ
(peace be upon him) did. But Elisha was not considered a
god because of having done so.
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As for your saying that Christ walked on water, it is related
in the Book of Kings that Elias (peace be upon him) once
passed by the Jordan River accompanied by his student
Elisha. He took his turban; hit the Jordan River with it,
whereupon the water turned into land for him, whereon he
walked along with Elisha. Then, he ascended to heaven
mounting a horse of light, while Elisha watched. He gave
his turban to Elisha. When Elisha returned to the Jordan
River, he hit its water, whereupon it became land for him,
whereon he returned walking.
None of them was
considered to be a god; in addition, Elias was not a god
just because he ascended to heaven.
As for your saying that Christ converted water into wine,
it is related in the Book of Kings that Elisha once halted at
an Israeli woman's house. She hosted him and was good
to him. When he was leaving, the woman said, “O
Prophet of Allah! There is a debt on my husband that
overburdens him. If you see that it is suitable to invoke
Allah to pay our debt, please do so.”
Elisha said to her, “Collect all the vessels you have and
borrow from your neighbors all you can borrow of their
vessels.” She did. Then, he ordered her to fill them all with
water, and said, “Leave it over night.” After that, he left.
On the morning of the next day, the woman found that all
the water had turned into oil. They sold the oil and paid
their debt.
Turning the water into oil is harder than turning it into
wine, but Elisha was not considered a god because of
having done so. As for your saying that Christ (peace be
upon him) increased that which was little, thus many
people ate a great deal from a very few loaves, it is
related in the Book of Kings that Elias halted at a widow’s
house, at a time when draught prevailed and the country
was barren. Many people died because of being harmed
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and lack of food. They were in severe distress. Elias said
to the woman, “Do you have any food?” She said, “By
God! I do not have except a handful of flour in a jar, which
I wanted to bake for a child of mine. We are certain that
we are going to die because of the draught from which
people are suffering."
He said to her, “Bring it and do not worry.” She brought
the food to him and so he blessed it. That food remained
with her for three and a half years, from which she, her
family and her neighbors ate, until God eased the
hardship on people. Through doing so, Elias did more
than Christ did, because he increased a small amount
and maintained it, but Christ increased a small amount for
a certain time only. Elias was not considered a god
because of that. If you say that these prophets have no
power to do such deeds, which are all done by the
Leave and Power of Allah, the Exalted and Ever-Majestic,
as He is the One to cause them to happen at their hands,
you will be telling the truth. We also say to you that Christ
is no different in this; he has no power concerning the
wonders, which happened at his hands. Allah is the One
Who caused them to occur at the hands of Christ. Then,
what is the difference between Christ and all the other
prophets?
If you say that whenever any of the prophets wanted
Allah to cause a miracle to happen through them, he
used to beseech and invoke Him. By doing so, he was
admitting Allah’s Godhood and his total submission to
him. The way Christ behaved is the same as that of the
other prophets in this respect. He used to invoke Allah,
beseech Him and totally submit to Him. An example of
this is related in the Bible about the incident when Christ
wanted to bring a man called AI-‘Azir, so he said, “O my
Father, I invoke You in the same manner with which I
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invoked you before and you used to answer me. I invoke
you for those people to know.” Also the Christians claim
that he said while hanging on the cross, “My God, my
God, why hast thou forsaken me?” (Matt: 27:46) He also
said, “O my Father! Forgive them for they know not what
they do.”
Furthermore, Christ said in the book of Matthew , “O My
Father, I praise you.” He also said, “O my Father, if it be
your will, let this cup pass from me: nevertheless not as I
will, but as thou wilt.” (Matt, 26:39) And he said, “I go unto
the Father: for my Father is greater than I.” (John, 14:28)
He also said, “I cannot make or contemplate anything
except by the Name of My Lord.” And concerning himself,
he said, “The disciple is not above his master, nor the
servant above his lord.” (Matt, 10:24) He also said,
“Verily! God begets not nor was He begotten, He eats not
nor does He drink, He sleeps not nor could He be seen by
His creatures. None can see him except the dead.”
Christ ate, drank, and was seen by people even though
they were alive, and he stayed with them for thirty-three
years.
I say that Christians acknowledge most of the quotations
from the books mentioned by that man, but some of them
contradict him. One of them contradicted him in his
quotation, "Nor the servant above his lord.” (Matt, 10:24)
and said that Christ said this to his disciples. He also
mentioned that he does not know the wording, “God
begets not nor was He begotten, He eats not nor does He
drinks.”
Al-Hasan bin Ayyub added that Christ said in the book of
John, “When ye have lifted up the Son of man, then shall
ye know that I am he, and that I do nothing of myself; but
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as my Father hath taught me.” (John, 8:28) In another
place he said, “From God I was sent as a teacher.”
This illustrates that he is a messenger, who was sent by
Allah and that his behavior with Allah is the same as that
of the other prophets.
You say that forgiveness belongs to Allah, the Exalted
and Ever-Majestic, and that Christ said to one of the
Children of Isra’il, “Stand up, I have forgiven you,” while
Allah is the only one who forgives sins.
We say, Allah said to Moses in the Fifth Book of the
Torah, “Set out with your nation whom you took from
Egypt and I will send with you an angel to forgive you.”
If you claim that Christ is a god because he forgave the
crippled man, then the angel will be a god too because he
forgave the sins of the Children of Isra’il, otherwise what
is the difference?
If you say that Christ said in the Bible, “Whoever sees me
has seen my Father, me and my Father are one and the
same," it is just like saying, “Your acceptance to my
command is an acceptance to Allah’s Command.”
Similarly, a messenger may say, “I and the man who sent
me are the same,” and an agent may say, “ I and the one
who entrusted me are the same,” for the agent performs
his tasks instead of him, does whatever he sent him for,
talks with his argumentation and demands his rights. This
is similar to Christ’s saying, “Whoever sees me has seen
my Father.” He means, “Whoever sees the miracles I
perform has seen the miracles of my father.”
The Christians distorted the books of Allah and named
His original eternal attribute, which is His Knowledge, a
son and also a word. They also called His original
eternal attribute, which is His Life, a holy spirit. Calling
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these attributes oy such names is not found in the
speech of the proohets or anyone else. It was not known
that any of the prophets or the ordinary people called the
Knowledge of Allah, which is dependent on Him, His
son. s Moreover no one ever called His knowledge,
which is dependent on Him, His son. But the word ’son’
refers to the one begotten through the known form of
begetting. It also indicates the one who is the reason
behind his existerce. For example, the literal meaning of
the Arabic phrase ’Ibnus-SabTI’ (the wayfarer) is 'the son
of the road.’ This is because he has come from the road,
so he is considered as its son.
Similarly, some birds are called ’children of water,’ as they
come from the direction of water. It is also said, “Seek to
be from the people of the hereafter not from the people of
this world.” Any son belongs to his father, loves him and is
affiliated to him. So, the above saying means: be with
those who affiliate with and love the hereafter. This
meaning is found in the books with the people of the
Scripture as regards the righteous, who are loved and
raised by Allah. They also mentioned that Christ said,
“My Father and Yours, my Lord and yours.” Also, in the
Torah, Allah says to Jacob, “You are my eldest son.”
If these statements are true and contain true meanings,
they mean those who truly love Allah and are loved,
chosen and forgiven by Him. This was the understood
meaning of all the prophets (peace be upon them) and
of those whom they addressed. Such claims are unclear,
thus many of their followers interpreted falsely. The
monotheistic religion of the Qur’an prohibits referring to
Allah by the name of son or child, as a way of prohibiting
what may lead to committing the sin of polytheism. It also
forbids prostrating to anyone or anything other than Allah,
even if it is as a kind of greeting. Similarly, it forbids
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performing prayer at sunrise or sunset, so as not to
resemble those who worship the sun and the moon.
These prohibitions close all the ways, which may cause
attributing a son to Allah, and indeed Islam is the most
complete religion. Other such matters are prohibited in
Islam, such as drinking a small amount of intoxicants
because it leads one into the habit of drinking. Allah says
about His forbidden matters,
ol3
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which means, ‘'Say (O Muhammad): “(But) the things that
my Lord has indeed forbidden are Al-Fawahish (great evil
sins, every kind of unlawful sexual intercourse, etc.)
whether committed openly or secretly, sins (of all kinds),
unrighteous oppression, joining partners (in worship) with
Allah for which He has given no authority, and saying
things about Allah of which you have no knowledge.” (AlA'raf, 7: 33)
All the religions of the prophets agree on the prohibitions
of Allah except for prohibiting the good lawful things as a
kind of punishment, which came in the law of the Torah
but not in that of the Qur’an. Allah has made all the good
things lawful for the nation of Muhammad and has
prohibited evil things for them. He has perfected their
monotheism in every possible way and closed all the
doors to
polytheism.
All the prophets agree on
monotheism and on the unlawfulness of associating a
partner with or attributing a son to Allah.
This is the truth.
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of Muhammad
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Section One: The Claim of the Christians
Christians say, “We wonder at those people who, in spite
of their politeness and calling themselves generous, do
not know that there are two laws: a law of justice and a
law of generosity. Because the Creator is Just and
Generous, His justice must be shown to His creation.
Thus, Musa (Moses) was sent to the Children of Israel, to
lay down the law of justice. He ordered them to practice it,
after which their souls were at peace.
Because perfection, which is generosity, cannot
be
achieved by anyone other than the Most Perfect Being, it
must be Him, may His Names be holy and His Signs
glorified, Who established it, for there is nothing more
perfect than Him. And because He is Generous, this
necessitates that He would give away the loftiest thing
that exists.
There is nothing loftier than His Word, so this
necessitates that He would give away H:s Word. Thus, it
becomes necessary for him to be immanent in a tangible
being, through which He can manifest His Power and
Existence.
As none of the creatures is loftier than man, God was
unified with the human nature taken from the Virgin Mary,
the Chosen woman from among all the women of the
world.
After such perfection, there is nothing left. Everything that
came before it is imperfect and everything to come after it
is surplus, or rather less perfect, or taken from it. If
anything could be taken, it would be a needless surplus.
This is a convincing claim. Peace will be upon those
whoever follows the right guidance.”
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Section Two: Refuting the Christians’ Claim

The Islamic Law Combines Justice and Generosity:
The answer to the Christian claim will be given in several
parts:

One, it should be said that there are in fact three laws: a
law of justice only, a law of generosity and a law that
combines the two. The latter is a law that enjoins justice
but prefers generosity and tolerance, and this is the most
perfect law among the three. It is the law' of the Qur’an, in
which justice and generosity are combined. But we cannot
deny that Musa (Moses, peace be upon him) enjoined
justice but preferred generosity, as did Christ.
As for those who say that Christ enjoined generosity and
prohibited every oppressed person from retaliating
against his oppressor, or that Musa did not prefer
benevolence, this is considered as being a flaw in the law
of the prophets.
But it could be said that there is more mention of justice
in the Torah, while in the Gospel, there is more mention
of generosity. The Qur’an associated between the two in
a most perfect way.
The Qur’an explains that the joyous dwellers of paradise,
who are the pious worshippers of Allah are of two types:
the pious people who strictly perform whatever is
obligatory and abandon whatever is prohibited and the
nearest people to Allah who perform whatever is
obligatory as well as whatever is desirable.
The first degree is attained by justice, which means
performing obligations and abandoning prohibitions,
while the higher degree cannot be attained except
through generosity, which indicates
performing
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obligations as well as all desirable acts and abandoning
prohibitions as well as all undesirable acts.
Therefore, the complete law is that which combines
justice and generosity, as the Exalted says,
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which means, “And if the debtor is in a hard time (has no
money), then grant him time till it is easy for him to repay.”
(Al-Baqarah. 2: 280)
This is an obligatory act of justice. Anyone who does not
comply with it deserves to be punished in this life as well
as in the hereafter.
Then He, the Almighty says,
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which means,” but if you remit it by way of charity, that is
better for you if you did but know.” (Al-Baqarah, 2: 280)
This is a desirable and preferable kind of generosity, and
whoever does it, Allah will reward him and exalt his rank.
But whoever abandons it will not be punished.
The Exalted also says,
\ k Ar \\%
which means, “and whosoever kills a believer by mistake,
(it is ordained that) he must set free a believing slave and
a compensation (blood money, i.e., Diyyah) be given to
the deceased's family.” (An-Nisa’, 4: 92)
This is justice. Then He, the Almighty adds,
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which means, “unless they remit it. “ (An-Nisa’, 4: 92)
That is generosity.
The Exalted also says,
#
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which means, “And wounds equal for equal.” (Al-Ma’idah,
5: 45)
So this is justice Then He, the Almighty adds,
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which means, “But if anyone remits the retaliation by way
of charity, it shall be for him an expiation.” (Al-Ma’idah, 5:
45)
That is generosity.
Concerning another issue, the Exalted says,
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which means,” And if you divorce them before you have
touched (had a sexual relation with) them, and you have
appointed unto them the Mahr (bridal money given by the
husband to his wife at the time of marriage), then pay half
of that (Mahr)." (Al-Baqarah, 2: 237)
So this is justice. Then He, the Almighty adds,
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which means, “Unless they (the women) agree to forego
it, or he (the husband), in whose hands is the marriage
tie, agrees to forego and give her full appointed Mahr.
And to forego and give (her the full Mahr) is nearer to AtTaqwa (piety, righteousness, etc.).” (Al-Baqarah, 2: 237)
That is generosity.
The Exalted also says,
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which means, “And if you punish (your enemy, O you
believers in the Oneness of Allah), then punish them with
the like of that with which you were afflicted.” (An-Nahl,
16: 126)
This is justice. Then He says,
ov'3•••)
which means, “But if you endure patiently, verily, it is
better for As-Sabirin (the patient ones, etc.).” (An-Nahl,
16: 126)
That is generosity.
The Exalted also says,
.. L^lLa
which means, “The recompense for an evil is an evil like
thereof.” (Ash-Shura, 42: 40)
This is justice. Then He, the Almighty says,
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which means, “but whoever forgives and makes
reconciliation, his reward is due from Allah.” (Ash-Shura,
42: 40)
That is generosity.
Two, Allah sent messengers to order people to do what is
for their benefit. The Exalted says,

which means, “Then if there comes to you guidance from
Me, then whoever follows My Guidance shall neither go
astray, nor fall into distress and misery. But whosoever
turns away from My Reminder (i.e. neither believes in this
Qur’an nor acts on its orders, etc.) verily, for him is a life
of hardship, and We shall raise him up blind on the Day of
Resurrection. He will say, ‘O my Lord! Why have you
raised me up blind, while I had sight (before).’ (Allah) will
say, ‘Like this, Our Ayat (proofs, evidences, verses,
lessons, signs, revelations, etc.) came unto you, but you
disregarded them (i.e. you left them, did not think deeply
in them, and you turned away from them), and so this
Day, you will be neglected (in the Hellfire, away from
Allah’s Mercy).”’ (Jaha, 20: 123-126).
Muhammad (peace be upon him) was sent with judgment
and benefits greater than those with which Musa (Moses,
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peace be upon him) and Isa (Jesus, peace be upon him)
were sent. In addition, uprightness was achieved in the
affairs of Allah’s servants in this life and the next one is
many times greater than that which happened by sending
Musa and ‘Isa as regards rulership over mankind.
His law of guidance and the true religion is more complete
than what is in the two previous laws. Allah facilitated for
him that many of His creatures would follow and be
guided by him more than he did for the previous
messengers. The virtue of His law is established through
its inherent virtue on the one hand, and through the great
number of those who accepted it most completely and
perfectly unlike previous laws. Musa (peace be upon him)
was sent to the children of Israel, whose apostasy and
obstinacy, whether during his lifetime or after his death, is
well known. Christians themselves mentioned that in their
book.
The law of the Torah is not as perfect as that of the
Qur'an, for the latter includes mentioning the Promise
(i.e., Resurrection), arguments to prove it, its description,
and the description of Paradise and Helifire. This was not
mentioned in this detail in the Torah.
The Qur'an also mentions the stories of Hud, Salih,.
Shu'aib and other prophets (peace be upon them all),
which are not mentioned at all in the Torah. It also
mentions many names and attributes of Allah,
descriptions of His angels and their categories and the
creation of mankind and jinn in such detail that is not
found in the Torah. It comprises establishing monotheism
with several kinds of evidence that is not mentioned in the
Torah. It includes mentioning the religions of the people of
the earth, the like of which is not found in the Torah. It
also includes debates with those who dissented with their
prophets and established proof about the fundamentals
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of religion. Such matters were not mentioned in the Torah,
although no revealed book contained more guidance
than the Qur’an and the Torah.
The law of the Qur an renders all good things lawful and
all evil things unlawful. But the Law of the Torah prohibits
many of the good things for the Jews as a kind of
punishment for them.
The law of the Qur’an also includes accepting blood
money for the crme of murder, which is not found in the
law of the Torah. It is also comprised of freeing mankind
from many of the restrictions and fetters ordained by the
Torah, and this clarifies Allah’s Grace on the people of the
Qur’an and highlights its completeness.
As for the Gospel, it does not contain an independent law
and it does not mention monotheism, the creation of the
world or the stories of the prophets and their nations. In
most cases, the gospel refers these matters to the Torah.
But Christ made lawful some of that which was previously
prohibited for them. He also ordered them to be
benevolent, forgve oppression, endure harm and
renounce worldly pleasures. He set forth a number of
examples concerning that.
What distinguishes the Gospel from the Torah is the
exhortation to praise high, noble manners and to praise
asceticism as well as legalizing some prohibitions. These
are all found in the Qur’an but in a more complete
manner. Any beneficial knowledge or righteous deed in
the Torah, the Gospel, or prophecies is found in the
Qur’an. The Q ir’an also contains a great deal of
beneficial knowledge and many righteous deeds from
divine guidance and true religion that are not found in the
other two books.
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But the Christians neither followed the Torah nor the
Gospel. They rather invented a law with which none of the
prophets were sent. They compiled the Canon for
Constantine and compiled forty books, which they call the
Canons. They include some of that with which the
prophets were sent and many of that whrch disagrees with
the law of the prophets. They included many aspects of
the religion of the disbelievers who associated others in
worship with Allah and belied His messengers. Thus, the
invented religion included much disbelief and alteration of
the religion of the messengers that also changed the law
of the Gospel. That is why the law of the Gospel became
mixed with other rulings, so they no longer knew which of
the laws of the Torah Christ had abrogated, set or
legalized and which had been invented after him.
Christ (peace be upon him) did not order Christians to
worship him and he did not say that he was Allah. He also
did not order them as regards the trinity and unification
that they invented. He did not order them to legalize all
the evil things that Allah had prohibited in the Torah such
as pork and so on. By Christians legalized the evil,
prohibited things and altered the law of the Torah and the
Gospel.
In addition, Christ did not order them to face the east
while praying or glorify the cross. He did not command
them to abandon circumcision or to believe in
monasticism or in whatever they invented after him.
Three, if we say that the law of both books is sufficient,
this will be true if it has been preserved and applied. But
this was not the case. The truth was that most of their
features were distorted. By the time Muhammad was
sent, nothing was left of the message that Allah had sent
the messengers with. At that time, people were either
illiterate with no divine book, or polytheists and idolaters
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or people of a scripture, which they had altered in its
meanings and rulings, distorted its lawful and unlawful
matters, and confused the right with the false. So if a
person wanted the people of the book to distinguish for
him what the prophets were sent with, from what they had
invented after the prophets, most of them would not be
able to do so. To them, both became one religion.
Then, Allah, the Exalted and Glorious, sent Muhammad
(peace be upon him) with the book which He revealed to
him confirming the scripture that came before it and
trustworthy in highness and a witness over it. So Allah
distinguishes in it between truth and falsehood, guidance
and error, the right path and the wrong path. The Exalted
says,
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which means, “O people of the Scripture (Jews and
Christians)! Now has come to you Our Messenger
(Muhammad) explaining to you much of that which you
used to hide from the Scripture and passing over
(i.e. leaving out without explaining) much. Indeed, there
has come to you from Allah a light (Prophet Muhammad)
and a plain Book (this Qur’an). Wherewith Allah guides all
those who seek His Good Pleasure to ways of peace, and
He brings them out of darkness by His Will unto light and
guides them to a Straight Way (Islamic Monotheism).
Surely, in disbelief are they who say that Allah is the
Messiah, son of Maryam (Mary). Say (O Muhammad),
‘Who then has the least power against Allah, if He were to
destroy the Messiah, son of Maryam (Mary), his mother,
and all those who are on the earth together?’ And to Allah
belongs the dominion of the heavens and the earth, and
all that is between them. He creates what He wills. And
Allah is Able to do all things. And (both) the Jews and the
Christians say, ‘We are the children of Allah and His loved
ones.’ Say, ‘Why then does He punish you for your sins?’
Nay, you are but human beings, of those He has created,
He forgives whom He wills and He punishes whom He
wills. And to Allah belongs the dominion of the heavens
and the earth and all that is between them, and to Him is
the return (of all). O people of the Scripture (Jews and
Christians)! Now has come to you Our Messenger
(Muhammad) making (things) clear unto you, after a
break in (the series of) Messengers, lest you say, There
came unto us no bringer of glad tidings and no warner.
But now has come unto you a bringer of glad tidings and
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a wamer. And Alah is Able to do all things.’” (Al-Ma'idah,
5: 15-19)
Four, harshness prevails in the law of the Torah, while
leniency prevails in the law of the Gospel. The law of the
Qur’an is moderate and comprehensive between the
previous two. Wnen Allah granted the Children of Israel
victory and made them conquer Fir’awn (the Pharaoh),
innovations in religion appeared among them after that
and they behaved so arrogantly that they in fact began to
resemble the people of Fir’awn. Then, Allah sent Christ
(peace be upon him) with leniency and advice, pardoning
the transgressor and enduring his harm, so that he may
soften their hearts and efface their strictness and
harshness. But the Christians exaggerated in leniency
and, therefore, abandoned commanding right, forbidding
wrong, fighting for the Cause of Allah, judging between
people with justice and applying prescribed punishments.
Moreover, the pious worshippers among them became
monks and secluded themselves.
On the contrary, we find that Christian kings and rulers
were more tyrannical and harsh than what their scholars
and worshippers commanded them with. They ruled with
other than that which Allah had sent and shed blood
without right. So in the end they resembled the Jews in
their rulership.
Then Allah sent Muhammad (peace be upon him) with the
complete, just law and made his nations just and good.
They are moderate, so they do not incline either toward
this or that. They are harsh toward the enemies of Allah
and lenient toward the pious worshippers of Allah. They
use pardoning and forgiveness in what concerns them
personally but use fighting and punishment in whatever
relates to any of Allah’s Rights.
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In the law of the Messenger (peace be upon him), there is
much more leniency, pardon, forgiveness, and noble
manners than that which are found in the Gospel, and
there is also much more harshness, fighting for the Cause
of Allah and applying the prescribed penalties on
disbelievers and hypocrites than that which are found in
the Torah. This is the highest degree of perfection.
That is why some say, “Musa (Moses, peace be upon
him) was sent with loftiness, ‘Isa (Jesus, peace be upon
him) was sent with beauty and Muhammad (peace be
upon him) was sent with perfection.”
Five, the Christian allegation, which starts with, “We
wonder at those people ...” till the end of their words,
which deserves to be refuted by saying, "The true wonder
is in fact of that wonder of yours. It is well known that the
religion of Muhammad (peace be upon him)is the religion
of truth and who would know that and then intentionally
follow another religion? It is well known that whoever does
so is either extremely ignorant or an extremely unjust
person who follows his desires limitlessly.
Before Muhammad’s mission, the people of the earth
were of two kinds: the people of the Scriptures, i.e., the
Jews and Christians, on the one hand and the people
other than the people of the scripture, such as: Arabs,
Hindus, Turkish polytheists and others like magi,
Persians, and apostates like philosophizers and the like.
The people of the Scripture acknowledged that the
people other than them had benefited manifestly from the
Prophethood of Muhammad (peace be upon him). He
called all the polytheist sects, magi and apostates to what
was better than their original condition. These people
were in dire need for his message.
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As for the people of the scripture, the Jews admitted to us
the Christians' need for him and that he called them to
what was better than their original condition. The
Christians too admitted the Jews’ need for him and that
he called them to what was better than their original
condition. Thus, all the communities on earth admit that
Muhammad (peace be upon him) called all the sects and
others to what was better than their original condition. The
testimony of a single sect is accepted as regards groups
other than them, if they are not a part of them. In spite of
that, they are enemies of Muhammad, his nation and all
other sects.
Six, it should be said to the Jews, “When you followed
Musa (Moses, peace be upon him), you were following
right guidance and the true religion, so you were
victorious. But when you innovated in matters of your
religion, in a manner that you all know, you committed
mischief, worshipped false deities, etc.”
On the other hand, it should be said to the Christians,
“You remained subdued, overpowered and threatened on
earth until Constantine ruled. He established Christianity
with the sword and killed those polytheists and Jews who
opposed him.He altered the religion and this altered
religion became triumphant; not the religion of Christ
(peace be upon him). In spite of that the inhabitants of
Iraq and Persia were still magi, while others were
polytheists. As for the lands of the east and west, they
were populated by different types of polytheist nations.
Polytheism and disbelief were predominant in Yemen,
Hejaz, Sham (the region covering Syria, Jordan, Lebanon,
and Palestine), and Iraq.”
When Allah sent Muhammad (peace be upon him),
believing in the Oneness of Allah and worshipping Him
Alone became predominant in such a manner that had
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never existed in any of the nations before. Through him,
confirming the divine books: the Torah, the Gospel, the
Psalms and the previous messengers: Musa (Moses,
peace be upon him) Isa (Jesus, peace be upon him),
Dawud (David, peace be upon him), Sulaiman (Solomon,
peace be upon him) and others became manifest, the like
of which was neither shown by what is with the people of
the Scripture or any other people. Although the people of
the scripture were better than others, they did not have
true faith in Allah, His messengers, the Last Day or the
Laws of the Books revealed to them. They also did not
conquer most of the disbelievers or even oppose them.
As for the Jews, the manner in which they abused their
prophets is well known, and so is the fact that they falsely
attributed shortcomings to their prophets above which
Allah deemed them. For example, some Jews say that
Sulaiman was a magician and that DawGd was a
soothsayer and not a prophet. Among them are those
who disbelieve in the prophets in the same manner as
that of their evil predecessors. As for Christians, although
they highly exalt Christ and his followers, they take other
prophets lightly. They sometimes give the disciples the
same rank of Ibrahim (Abraham, peace be upon him) and
Musa (Moses, peace be upon him) or even render them
above those prophets. At other times they say, just as the
Jews do, that Sulaiman was not a prophet, and even say
that the Divine Speech directed to Dawud and other
prophets is actually directed to Christ.
Muhammad (peace be upon him) and his nation
established the same monotheism that was established
by Ibrahim, Musa and all the other prophets. They
believed in every Book revealed by Allah and every
Messenger sent by Him. They established the religion of
the Most Beneficent in such a way that had never
happened before by any of the previous nations.
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This is a fact known in the land of disbelievers whether
they are polytheists, Christians or Jews. This is due to
guidance and the true religion, which Allah made specific
for Muhammad and his nation.
They manifested the religion of the lord in the East and
the West by word and deed. Can any wise person who
happens to possess knowledge and justice say that
sending Muhammad (peace be upon him) is useless or
that having what is with the people of the book makes one
dispense with his message?
Seven, the Christians say, “Because the Creator is Just
and Generous, His justice must be shown to His
creatures.”
It should be said tc them: The Generosity of the Generous
is different from obliging people to relinquish their rights. A
generous man is ne who is good toward people, not he
who obliges people to give up their rights.
Those people, i.e.. Christians, claim that the Law of the
Gospel obliged people to relinquish their rights and that it
does not defend the oppressed against the oppressor.
You do not consider this as a just criterion with which you
judge between people. You rather have two rules:
1. Church rue: It does not include establishing
justice between the oppressed and the oppressor.
2. Monarchy: It is not a revealed law established by
Allah, but rather a positive law that depends upon
the personal opinions of kings.
That is why we find them sometimes referring their people
to the law of Islam in matters of blood, property, etc. In
some of their countries where the king, soldiers and the
majority of the inhabitants are Christians, while there is a
small Muslim group with a ruler, they refer their people as
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regards matters of blood and property to the rule of
Islamic law.
This is because in matters of blood and money, although
it is preferable that the oppressed would forgive his
oppressor, if the ruler who judges between people judges
that the oppressor must give up his right, he will be unjust.
If we order every next of kin of a murdered person not to
retaliate against the murderer, every creditor not to
reclaim his money from the debtor, anc every insulted or
beaten person not to demand justice against his
oppressor, nothing will deter transgressors and strong
people from oppressing the weak. The earth will indeed
be full of mischief. The Exalted says,
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which means, “And if Allah did not check one set of
people by means of another, the earth would indeed be
full of mischief.” (Al-Baqarah, 2: 251)
There has to be a law that enforces ruling with justice. In
addition, people should be exhorted to forgive and be
generous. This exists in the law of Islan, just as we have
mentioned in the verses in the first aspect.
Eight, they say, “Because perfection, which is generosity,
cannot be established by anyone otner than the Most
Perfect Being, it must be Him.”
It should be said to them: Justice and generosity are only
legislated by Aliah. The laws of the Torah and the Gospel
were not legislated by anyone othe- than Allah, the
Exalted and Ever-Majestic.
Proof of this is that Allah spoke directly to Musa (Moses,
peace be upon him) through the bush. The evidence they
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give of Is a ’s (Jesus’) divinity is nothing further than their
claim that Allah spoke to people through the divine nature
of Christ just as He spoke to Musa through the bush.
But every wise oerson knows that the most glorified
speech spoken by the Lord to His servants was that given
from Allah to Musa, if it was really through the bush. How
could it be said that the law of justice was not enacted by
Allah, the Exalted and Ever-Majestic?
It should also be said to them: it is more proper tp
attribute the law of justice to Allah than to attribute to Him
the law of generosity, for the command of benevolence
and forgiveness can be done by anyone, but the law of
justice and judging between people cannot be enforced
except by very few people. That is why there are many of
those who reconcile people by means of benevolence, but
there are only a few who judge between them with equity.
Therefore, how could it be said that the one who
legislated the law of generosity is Allah without Him being
the one who legislated the law of justice?
Allah, the Exalted, sent the messengers and revealed the
Divine Books so that mankind may maintain justice, as
He says,
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which means, “Indeed We have sent Our Messengers
with clear proofs, and revealed with them the Scripture
and the Balance (justice) that mankind may keep up
justice. And We brought forth iron wherein is mighty
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power (in matters of war), as well as many benefits for
mankind, that Allah may test who it is that will help Him
(His religion), and His Messengers in the unseen. Verily,
Allah is All-Strong, All-Mighty.” (Al-Hadid, 57: 25)
Christ’s ordering the oppressed to forgive the oppressor is
not an obligation; the abandonment of which does not
entail dispraise and punishment. It is rather a preferred
exhortation; those who abide by it deserve to be praised
and rewarded.
Musa (Moses, peace be upon him) enjoined justice,
whose abandonment entails dispraise and punishment.
Thus, there is no contradiction between enjoining justice
and preferring generosity.
Enjoining justice is coupled with alarm and of it being
abandoned, while exhortation to generosity is coupled
with exhortation and encouragement to adopt it. The first
one contains fear as well as exhortation, and the second
contains exhortation without fear. Otherwise, if it is said
that Christ (peace be upon him) enjoined every oppressed
person to forgive his oppressor, every one who demands
justice to be executed as regards his oppressor will be
regarded as an oppressor himself who deserves dispraise
and punishment. This is another form of imposing
oppression on the oppressed person who sought justice.
He was firstly oppressed by the oppressor, then when he
sought to establish justice he was oppressed for the
second time. The latter is an injustice done to a just
person who only wanted justice to be executed on his
oppressor.
Can any law be unjust toward the one who is seeking
justice while he is right? Can any law be just toward the
oppressor while he is not right?
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This means that when Christ commanded forgiveness, he
did not mean that those who will not forgive deserve to be
dispraised or punished. He meant that they will only
deprive themselves of the great reward given to the
benevolent forgivers. This is the truth, which does not
contradict the law of the Torah. Therefore, the law of the
Gospel does not contradict that of the Torah. So the
Christian claim that the Law of the Gospel was
established by Allah and not that of the Torah can only
belong to the most ignorant and people, who are astray.
It is part of their claim concerning unification and that
Christ is Allah. This straying was the cause behind such
an impossible claim!
Is there any Evidence Regarding the Prophethood of
those whose Words they Take as Evidence?
All the arguments they extracted from the speeches of the
prophets found in the Torah, the Gospel and other books
are considered as evidential scientific arguments, only if
they prove the prophethood of he whose words are
regarded as evidence. They should clarify the possibility
of his prophethood as well as it happening to the
specified person using the ways that verify prophethood.
But the Christians did not do any of that, but instead they
took their prophethood as an introductory postulate, which
Muslims should accept. This does not benefit them
because:
1. Among those whom they mention, there are some
persons not proven to be prophets to Muslims,
such as: Micah and Amos.
2.

It is not proven to Muslims that the prophets
whose prophethood is verified like: Musa (Moses),
Isa (Jesus), Dawud (David) and Sulaiman
(Solomon) really said all the things they mention,
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that its Arabic translation is really what is
mentioned, and their interpretation of these
sayings is correct.
3. The Majority of Muslims do not know about the
prophethood of any prophet before Muhammad
except through the conveyance of Muhammad
(peace be upon him) himself about their
prophethood. Thus, they cannot believe in the
prophethood of any of those except after oelieving
in the Prophethood of Muhammad (peace be upon
him).
Therefore, if the Christians asked the Muslims to
believe in the prophethood of such persons
without believing in the prophethood of
Muhammad, it would be impossible for Muslims to
do so, and it is inconceivable for them whether
rationally or textually. Thus, if they do not bring
sufficient evidence to prove the prophethood of
those persons, they will not have submitted any
evidential or dialectical proof.
4. Muslims did not believe in the prophethood of
Musa or ‘Isa except through their prophesying
about the prophethood of Munammad. If the
Christians admit that Musa and Isa prophesized
the prophethood of Muhammad, his prophethood
as well as their prophethood will be proven. But if
they deny this, Muslims will deny the prophethood
of the ones they claim to be Musa and Isa who
did not prophecy the coming of Muhammad
(peace be upon him).
5. Muslims and every wise person cannot, after
thorough examination, confirm the prophethood of
Musa and Isa without confirming that of
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Muhammad (peace be upon him), whose
prophethood was more complete and whose ways
of knowledge were many and more perfect.
Any evidence used to prove the prophethood of
any other prophet further proves the prophethood
of Muhammad. Denying his prophethood entails
denying the prophethood of any other prophet a
fortiori. That is why Allah says concerning the
disbelievers,
/
\

J’ & \ $

which means, “Certainly, you have different ideas
(about Muhammad and the Qur’an). Turned aside
therefrom (i.e. from Muhammad and the Qur’an) is
he who is turned aside (by the Decree and
Preordainment of Allah). (Az-Zariyat, 51: 8-9)
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Section Three: The Prophets Prophesized the
Advent of Muhammad
The prophets, who came before Prophet Muhammad
(peace be upon him) foretold his coming. This is known
through the following ways:
First: That which is mentioned in the books of the people
of the Scripture and which talks about his coming.
Second: The words of those who are familiar with such
books and who found the prophecy of his coming
mentioned therein whether those people embraced Islam
or not.
For example, the Ansar (supporters) narrated that their
neighbors from among the people of the Scripture used to
say that he (Muhammad) would be sent and that he is
the Messenger of Allah (peace be upon him). He was
mentioned in their books and they were waiting for him.
This was the main reason that made the Ansar believe
him when he called them to embrace Islam. The Ansar
believed him and gave him their pledge of allegiance
without fearing or desiring anything.
That is why it is said, "Medina was conquered with (the
aid of) the Qur'an and not with the sword like other cities."
Allah told us, in the Qur'an, about the people of the
Scripture,
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which means, "And indeed, We gave Musa (Moses) the
Book and followed him up with a succession of
Messengers. And We gave Isa (Jesus), the son of
Maryam (Mary), clear signs and supported him with
Ruhul-Qudus (Jibrael, Gabriel). Is it that whenever there
came to you a Messenger with what you yourselves
desired not, you grew arrogant? Some, you disbelieved
and some, you killed. And they say, ’Our hearts are
wrapped (i.e. do not hear or understand Allah's Word).'
Nay, Allah has cursed them for their disbelief, so little is
that which they believe. And when there came to them
(the Jews), a Book (this Qur'an) from Allah confirming
what is with them (the Tawrah, Torah and the InjTI,
Gospel), although aforetime they had invoked Allah (for
coming of Muhammad Peace be upon him) in order to
gain victory over those who disbelieved, then when there
came to them that which they had recognized, they
disbelieved in it. So let the Curse of Allah be on the
disbelievers. How bad is that for which they have sold
their ownselves, that they should disbelieve in that which
Allah has revealed (the Qur'an), grudging that Allah
should reveal of His Grace unto whom He will of His
slaves. So they have drawn on themselves wrath upon
wrath. And for the disbelievers, there is disgracing
torment." (Al-Baqarah, 2: 87-90)
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Another example is from the Ansar is (supporters) that he
was mentioned in their books. Heraclius, the Byzantine
Emperor, Al-Muqawqas, the King of Egypt and ruler of
Alexandria, Negus, the King of Abyssinia, and those who
came to him at Mecca spoke about his coming. Allah
mentioned them in the Qur'an when talking about the
Jews,
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which means, "Although aforetime they had invoked Allah
(for coming of Muhammad Peace be upon him ) in order
to gain victory over those who disbelieved, then when
there came to them that which they had recognized, they
disbelieved in it." (Al-Baqarah, 2: 89)
He also said about the Christians,
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which means, "And when they (who call themselves
Christians) listen to what has been sent down to the
Messenger (Muhammad), you see their eyes overflowing
with tears because of the truth they
have
recognized. They say: "Our Lord! We believe; so write us
down among the witnesses." (Al-Ma'idah, 5: 83)
And He, the Almighty said,
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which means, "Those to whom We gave the Scripture (i.e.
the Tawrah, Torah and the Injil, Gospel, etc.) before it, they believe in it (the Qur'an). And when it is recited to
them, they say, 'We believe in it. Verily, it is the truth from
our Lord.'" (Al-Qasas, 28: 52-53)
It is recorded in Ai-Bukhary and Muslim20 that Ibn 'Abbas
narrated from Abu Sufyan bin Harb that when Heraclius
asked him about the character of the Messenger of Allah
(peace be upon him) and he told him, he said, "If what
you are saying about him is true, he is a prophet. And I
knew he was going to be sent but I did not think it would
be from among you. If I knew, I would come to him
bearing all hardship and if I were (there) with him, I would
wash his feet (serve and follow him).”
Al-Bukhary added this part in his narration, "Ibn An-Natur,
the Prince of Na (Jerusalem) appointed by Heraclius
added that Heraclius had a soothsayer who used stars in
fortunetelling. When they asked him, he said, Tonight
when I looked at the stars I saw that the king of those who
circumcise
had appeared. So who practices
circumcision?’ They said, ‘Nobody practices circumcision
but the Jews, so do not worry about them. Just send to
(the princes in) your cities to kill all the Jews therein.’
They found an Arab and Heraclius said, ‘Go and check if
he was circumcised.’ They looked and told him that the
man was circumcised.
20 Recorded by Al-Bukhary, Bad' Al-Wahy (Book of the Beginning of
Revelation), hadith no. 7; and by Muslim, Al-Jihad was-Siyar (Book of
Jihad and Expedition), hadith nos. 1773-1774.
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So Heraclius asked him about the Arabs and the man
said, They practice circumcision.’
Then Heraclius wrote to one of his friends in Rumiyyah
(city in Byzantine) who was knowledgeable like him. After
that Heraclius went to Homs and did not leave before he
had received a letter from his friend agreeing with his
opinion concerning the appearance of the Prophet (peace
be upon him) and of him being a prophet.”
The same happened with Negus, the King of Abyssinia.
The Companions immigrated to his country when the
disbelievers started to harm them severely and they
feared for their religion. When they recited the Qjr'an in
front of him, he took a stick between his fingers and said,
"'Isa bin Maryam had never preached anything mere than
what you said even to the size of this stick." So his
bishops started to complain angrily. He said, "Even if you
complain! Stay, you are safe in my land.”
He said these words after the Quraish had sent him some
gifts asking that he might return those Muslims to them.
They said, "They abandoned our religion anc were
against your religion..."21
The hadith of Waraqah bin Nawfal is also recordei in AlBukhary and Muslim22 which is narrated by 'A'ishan (may
Allah be pleased with her) in the Book of the Beginning of
Revelation. She said, "The first form of Divine Revelation
came to the Messenger of Allah (peace be upon Hm) as
good dreams. Whenever he saw a dream, it cane true
21 Recorded by Ahmad in his Musnad, vol. 1, pp. 201-203 and vi|. 5, pp.
290-292 in the hadith of Umm Salamah, wife of the Prophet beace be
upon him).
22 Recorded by Al-Bukhary, Bad'
Al(Book of the Beg;
Revelation), hadith no. 3; and by Muslim, Al-lman (Book of Fait!', haoit'i
nos. 160-252.
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like bright daylight. Then he was made to love seclusion
and he used to retire in the cave of Hira'. There he would
worship (Allah) for many days before he would have the
desire to see his family..." She continued
saying,
"KhadTjah accompanied him to meet her cousin Waraqah
bin Nawfal bin Asad bin Abdul-‘Uzza. He converted to
Christianity in the pre-lsiamic era and used to write the
Hebrew books. He would write from the Bible in the
Hebrew language as much as Allah wished him to do. So
KhadTjah told him, ‘O cousin! Listen to what your son-inlaw has to say!’ Waraqah listened to what he saw and
then he said, This is the same secret keeper (JibrTI,
Gabriel) that Allah used to send to Musa (Moses, peace
be upon him), i wish I were
young when it (the
Revelatbn) comes to you. I wish I could be alive when
your people turn you out.’ On hearing this, the Messenger
of Allah (peace be upon him) asked, ‘Will they turn me
out?’ Waraqah said, ‘Yes. Never did a man come with the
like of what you came with but he was treated with
hostility If I were alive on that day, I would support you
strongly’ Waraqah died shortly after that.”
Third: Allah told us in the Qur'an about the coming of the
Prophe more than once. He talked about the people of
the Scrpture and told us that Muhammad is mentioned in
their Looks. This proves to any wise person that
Muhammad was mentioned in their books. Anyone who
knew Muhammad, whether a believer or a non-believer,
was su e that he was among the wisest of people. Those
who disbelieve in him do not doubt his knowledge and
wisdom which helped him in establishing this great
matter, which happened to no one before or after him.
This means he knew that he should not do or talk about
that wlich would make him doubted. He is the keenest
persorto be believed and the most knowledgeable one of
the w«ys that makes him believed. He is the farthest
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person from committing what might lead to accusing him
of lying.
If he had the knowledge that he was not mentioned in
their books and was certain of it, he would not have told
them about it continually. He would not have informed
everyone about it whether or not they believed him. The
one who would do such an act would be very foolish, for
it proves his lying in front of those who believed in him,
those who know him, and it contradicts his aims. It is like
someone who wants to prove his right of something, so
he chooses someone who is known for his truthfulness
and who has not witnessed his case to testify on his
behalf. He says, "This one will testify on my behalf and
that one will testify on my behalf."
When they are present, they say, "We will not testify on
his behalf and we have not witnessed the case."
Such an act is not done by a wise person who knows that
these people were not present, that they will belie him,
and that they will not testify on his behalf.
Fourth: It wouid be said: When the signs proved his
truthfulness, he told about his being mentioned in the
early books and about how the prophets anticipated his
coming. This proved his truthfulness. But this is not done
except after establishing a separate proof of
his
prophethood.
The first way is the most convincing proof to the people of
the Scripture and the most significant sign that he is a
prophet.
Many scholars were able to derive many prophecies,
which support his prophethood from different places in
their books. They even compiled lengthy compilations.
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Such prophecies taken from these books are like those
prophesizing the coming of Christ (peace be upon him).
The Jews agree upon the wordings of the prophecies but
they interpret them differently. They claim that it is not
Jesus Christ, 'Isa bin Maryam (Mary), whose coming is
prophesized but another person.
However, in reality, they are waiting for none other than
the Antichrist. They are also waiting for the coming of
Christ, Isa bin Maryam, who will descend from the
heavens as is mentioned elsewhere. They distort the
meaning of the prophecies saying that they do not refer to
an expected prophet. They have also said the same
regarding His statement, "I will raise them up a Prophet
from among their brethren, like unto thee, and will put My
words in his mouth; and he shall speak unto them all that I
shall command him." (Deut, 18:18)
Some people among them say, "This is not a statement
but it is an interrogation for denial." They added an
interrogative particle while the text contains nothing of the
kind.
The Jews distort all the signs anticipating the coming of
Christ. According to Muslims and Christians, this does not
falsify the prophecies of the coming of Christ. Rather, it
shows that the texts refer to it and refutes the Jews'
distortion.
The same applies to the prophecies of the coming of
Muhammad in the earlier books. They are not falsified by
the distortions of the people of the Scripture, the Jews
and the Christians. Rather, they show the signs in these
texts, which prove the prophethood of Muhammad and
the invalidity of the distortions of the people of the
Scripture.
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Five: It is said that it is known that the spread of the
religion of Muhammad (peace be upon him) all over the
earth is the greatest occurrence that has ever taken
place.
No other religion is known to have spread and survived
like Islam. Even the law of Musa that continued and lasted
did not spread like Islam but it was only known in some
areas of Sham (region covering Syria, Palestine,
Lebanon, and Jordan).
The law of Christ did not rule before Constantine. It only
ruled in some Byzantine countries. The people embracing
it were oppressed, for their lords and commoners were
killed in most times.
When it spread, its followers dispersed into different
groups each one accusing the other of disbelief.
As for the law of Muhammad (peace be upon him), it
spread in the East, in the West, and throughout the
Middle of the inhabited land; the second, third, and fourth
province. Its nation was prominent in the noblest of the
land like in Sham, Egypt, the Peninsula, etc. This law
lasted for more than seven hundred years until now.
It is known that prophets must warn people against this
person claiming to be a prophet, whether he is truthful or
not. They have warned people against the Antichrist, the
liar, in order to beware of his trial. They said that he was a
liar who could perform some miracles , which could put
people to trials, though he would only remain for a short
time. If those who say that Muhammad is a liar were
truthful and he was not really a prophet, his trial would
have been greater than that of the Antichrist in all
respects. This is because the number of people who
followed Muhammad is greater than those who will follow
the Antichrist. If he was a liar, then the number of people
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put to trial is greater than those put to the trial of the
Antichrist. Thus, warning against him is more important
than warning against the Antichrist, for since the creation
of Adam until now, there has never been a liar who
appeared and lasted this long. How can it be possible that
the prophets forgot to warn against such a person if he
were a liar?
If he was truthful, then the prophecies are signs to believe
in him. It is more important that prophets announce his
coming as a future occurrence. This means that he was
mentioned in their books.
The Prophet's mention has been cited more than one
hundred times in their books. Many among the people of
the Scripture reported that he was mentioned in their
books. Many among those who converted to Islam
reported knowing that he was mentioned in their earlier
books and that this was the reason behind their
embracing Islam or was the most important aspect that
led them to convert. Those who found him mentioned in
their books and those who heard about him from the
scholars of the people of the Scripture only talk about him
with praise. This proves that earlier prophets mentioned
him honorably and never dispraised him.
Anyone who claims prophethood and the other prophets
praised him, can be nothing but a truthful person, for it is
impossible that the prophets praise someone falsely
assuming prophethood. Allah says,
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which means, "And who can be more unjust than he who
invents a lie against Allah, or says, 'I have received
inspiration,' whereas he is not inspired in anything." (AlAn'am, 6: 93)
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This proves that the prophets must have informed people
about his coming. They only talk about him with praise
and not with dispraise. Their mentioning him together with
his claim of prophethood would only happen if he is
truthful in his claim. This means that they have
prophesized his coming.
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The Scriptures’ Witness for Muhammad
We have previously stressed several times that the
witness of the previous divine scriptures for Muhammad
(peace be upon nim) concerns either his prophethood or
what he has stated himself. In them there are clear
verses, which are signs of his prophethood as well as of
the prophets before him. These clear verses are
considered as an argument against the People of the
Scripture and also against all polytheists and atheists.
Allah mentions this kind of verses in several places in His
Book (i.e., the Qur’an). For example, He, the Almighty
says,

4
which means, "Is it not a sign to them that the learned
scholars (like Abdullah bin Salam (may Allah be pleased
with him) who embraced Islam) of the Children of Israel
knew it (as true)?” (As-Shu‘ara\ 26: 197)
And says,
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which means, "So if you (O Muhammad) are in doubt
concerning that which We have revealed unto you, [i.e.
that your name is written in the Tawrah (Torah) and the
Injii (Gospel)] then ask those who are reading the Book
[the Tawrah (Torah) and the InjTI (Gospel)] before you.”
(Yunus, 10: 94)
He, the Almighty also says,
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which means, “Those to whom We gave the Scripture
(Jews and Christians) recognize him (Muhammad or the
Ka‘bah at Mecca) as they recognize their sons.” (AlBaqarah, 2: 146)

Prophecy One:
The above verses is similar to the following verse in the
Torah:
And he said, The Lord came from Sinai, and rose
up from Seir unto them; he snined forth from
mount Paran, and he came with ten thousands of
saints: from his right hand went a fiery law for
them. (Deut, 33:2)
Many scholars said (the following wording is Muhammad
bin Qutaibah’s), “Nothing could be mysterious in this
verse for the one who contemplated it fully, for Allah’s
coming was from Mount Sinai, so as to give the Torah to
Musa (Moses, peace be upon him). This is found in the
books of the people of the Scripture, which is the same as
that found in the Qur’an. His rising also had to be from
Seir. He revealed the Gospel to Christ who was from Seir
(a village in Hebron called Nazareth). That was why his
followers were called “Nasara." Just as His rising must
have been from Seir, His shining forth must have been
from mount Paran. He revealed the Qur’an to Muhammad
(peace be upon him) from the Paran mountains, which
are the mounts of Mecca.”
He added, “There is no disagreement between the
Muslims and the people of the Scripture that Paran is
Mecca. But if they claim that it is a place other than
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Mecca, this will be another example of their distortion and
lying.”
We say: Is it not stated in the Torah that IbrahTm
(Abraham) lodged Hajar (Hagar) and Isma'TI (Ishmael) at
Paran? Tell us, then, about the place where Allah shone
from and about the Prophet to whom Allah revealed a
book after Christ. Do you know of any religion that spread
in the same manner as Islam did, and which spread
throughout the East and the West?
Abu Hashim bin Zhafar said, “Seir is a mountain in Syria,
from which the Prophethood of Christ appeared.”
We said, “Beside Bethlehem, the village in which Christ
was born, there is a village now calledSeir and which
contains mountains called Seir too.” It is also mentioned
in the Torah that the progeny of Esau inhabited Seir. Allah
commanded Musa (Moses, peace be upon him) not to
harm them.
Therefore, the mention of the three mounts is true. Hira’ is
the highest mountain in Mecca. It was the mountain from
which the revelation descended on the Prophet (peace be
upon him). It is surrounded by many mountains, to the
extent that it is said that Mecca contains twelve thousand
mountains. Until today, there is such a place called
Paran, from which the Qur'an was first revealed.
Moreover, the desert between Mecca and Mount Sinai is
called the desert of Paran. None can claim that no
revelation or prophet was sent in that land.
Thus, it is concluded that the intended meaning by His
“Shining from mount Paran” is nothing but sending
Muhammad (peace be upon him). Allah, glorified be He,
mentions this in the Torah chronologically, as He
mentions revealing the Torah, then the Gospel and then
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the Qur’an, which are the Books of the Divine Light and
Guidance.
Concerning His first revelation, it is said ‘the Lord Came.”
In the second one, it is said “rose up,” while in the third, it
is said, “shined up.” The revelation of the Torah
resembled the break of dawn, or what is brighter than
that, while the revelation of the Gospel was like the rising
of the sun; light and guidance increased with it.
As for the revelation of the Qur’an, it is just like the
appearance of the sun in the sky. That was why Allah
said, “he shined forth from mount Paran.” With the
Prophet (peace be upon him), the Light and Guidance of
Allah spread more in the East and the West than with the
two earlier Divine Books, just as sunlight spreads when it
shines. For this reason, Allah calls Muhammad (peace be
upon him) “a lamp spreading light” and calls the sun “a
shining lamp.”
Allah takes an oath by these same three places in the
Qur’an, as He says,
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which means, “By the fig, and the olive, By Mount Sinai,
And by this city of security (Mecca),” (95:1-3)
The fig and olive is a symbolic reference to the Holy Land
in which the fig and the olive grow, and in which Christ
was sent and the Gospel was revealed.
He also swore by Mount Sinai; the mount from which
Allah spoke to Musa (Moses, peace be upon him). Then,
He swore by the city of security, which is Mecca, the city
in which Ibrahim (Abraham, peace be upon him) lodged
his son Isma’il (Ishmael, peace be upon him) and his
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mother. It is also the city that Allah made a secured
sanctuary.
It is mentioned in the Torah that lsma‘TI (peace be upon
him) was brought up and lodged at the desert of Paran,
’’And God opened her eyes, and she saw a well of water;
and she went, and filled the bottle with water, and gave
the lad drink. And God was with the lad; and he grew, and
dwelt in the wilderness, and became an archer. And he
dwelt in the wilderness of Paran: and his mother took him
a wife out of the land of Egypt.” (Gen, 21:19-21)
It is well known and agreed upon that Isma'TI was brought
up in Mecca, where he assisted his father Ibrahim in
building the Ka'bah. Therefore, Mecca is Paran.

Prophecy Two:
This is a similar prophecy about Muhammad (peace be
upon him) cited from the words of Simeon, ”God caused
clear proof to come from the mounts of Paran. And the
heavens and the earth were filled with His and His
nation’s Glorification.”
This is a declaration of the prophethood of Muhammad,
who came from the mounts of Paran, whereupon the
heavens and the earth were full of his and his nations’
glorification. None came from the mounts of Paran,
whose glorification filled the heavens and the earth,
except for Muhammad (peace be upon him). Christ was
not in the land of Paran at all, while Musa (Moses, peace
be upon him) was spoken to from Mount Sinai , which is
not in the land of Paran either. If the desert between
Mount Sinai and the Hejaz is Paran, Allah did not send
the Torah in it. The Prophecies of the Torah were sent
earlier from Mount Sinai, while that of the Gospel was
sent from Mount Seir.
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Prophecy Three:
This is similar to that which came in the prophecy of
Habakkuk in which he said, ”God came from Teman, and
the Holy One from mount Paran. Selah. His glory covered
the heavens, and the earth was full of his praise. And his
brightness was as the light; he had horns coming out of
his hand: and there was the hiding of his power.” (Heb,
3:3-4)

Prophecy Four:
David said in the Psalms, ’’Let the saints be joyful in glory:
let them sing aloud upon their beds. Let the high praises
of God be in their mouth, and a two-edged sword in their
hand; To execute vengeance upon the heathen, and
punishments upon the people; To bind their kings with
chains, and their nobles with fetters of iron; To execute
upon them the judgment written: this honour have all his
saints. Praise ye the Lord.” (Psalms, 149:5-9)
These characteristics are rather found in Muhammad
(peace be upon him) and his nation, for they are the
people who glorify Allah loudly in the daily five prayers
and from high places. Jabir bin ‘Abdullah (may Allah be
pleased with him) narrated, “(When) we were with the
Messenger of Allah (peace be upon him), we used to say
Takbir (i.e., saying, Allahu akbar (Allah is the Greatest)),
whenever we ascended and to say Takbir whenever we
descended. So, prayer was performed thus."
Glorifying Allah loudly is the way of the Muslims only, so
is the athan. It is not specific to any other nation; not to
the people of the scripture or to any other people. Musa
(Moses, peace be upon him) used to gather his people by
blowing a horn, while the Christian’s instrument is the bell.
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In addition, his saying, “and a two-edged sword in their
hand” refers to the Arab swords with which the
Companions and their Successors conquered countries.
His saying, “let them sing aloud upon their beds” is
considered as an adjectival phrase for the believers who
remember Ailah always, whether standing, sitting, and
lying down on their sides. One may perform prayer while
standing, but if he cannot stand, he can perform prayer
while sitting, and if he cannot sit, he can perform prayer
while reclining on his side. Muslims may never abandon
remembering Allah in any condition, they even may
perform prayer in bed unlike the people of the scripture.
Prayer is the highest form of glorification, as Allah says,
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which means, “So glorify Allah [above all that (evil) they
associate with Him (O believers)], when you come up to
the evening [i.e. offer the (Maghrib) sunset and (‘Isha’)
night prayers], and when you enter the morning [i.e., offer
the (Fajr) morning prayer]. And His is all the praises and
thanks in the heavens and the earth, and (glorify Him) in
the afternoon (i.e. offer ‘Asr prayer) and when you come
up to the time, when the day begins to decline (i.e offer
Zhuhr prayer). (Ibn ‘Abbas said: These are the five
compulsory congregational prayers mentioned in the
Qur’an).”’ (Ar-Rum, 30: 17-18)
He, the Almighty also says,
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which means, “And glorify the praises of your Lord before
the rising of the sun, and before its setting.” (Taha, 20:
130)
This is Dawud’s intended meaning when he said, “Praise
ye the Lord. Sing unto the Lord a new song, and his
praise in the congregation of saints.” (Psalms, 149:1) He
meant the new glorifications, which Allah prescribed, and
which are namely the five prayers that Allah prescribed on
the Muslims afterwards.
The Christians could not be the people meant in those
verses, because they do not glorify Allah loudly and there
are no swords in their hands, through which Allah may
execute vengeance. But they were rather vanquished
from nations, as they did not fight them with the sword.
Instead, the Christians may fault those who fight the
disbelievers with the sword. Some of them regard this
matter as one of the faults in Muhammad (peace be upon
him) and his nation. They are unmindful about Allah’s
command to Musa (Moses, peace be upon him) to fight
the disbelievers, upon whose order the children of Israel
fought them, as did Joshua, David, and other prophets.
Ibrahim (Abraham, peace be upon him) also fought
against the injustice done to his companions.

Prophecy Five:
Dawud (David, peace be upon him) said in his Psalms,
’’Thou art fairer than the children of men: grace is poured
into thy lips: therefore God hath blessed thee for ever.
Gird thy sword upon thy thigh, O most mighty, with thy
glory and thy majesty. And in thy majesty ride
prosperously because of truth and meekness and
righteousness; and thy right hand shall teach thee terrible
things. Thine arrows are sharp in the heart of the king’s
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enemies; wherebv the people fall under thee.” (Psalms,
45:2-5)
None of the prophets girded himself with the sword after
Dawud except for Muhammad (peace be upon him). It
was none other than him under whom nations fell. His
laws were always coupled with awe, as he (peace be
upon him) said, “Allah made me victorious by awe, (by His
frightening my enemies) for a distance of one month's
journey.” Dawud mentioned here that this person will
have a law. He referred to him by the phrase, “most
mighty” which denotes his strength and power to subdue
the enemies of Allah unlike the weak and vanquished.
He (peace be upon him) is the Prophet of both mercy and
fight. His followers are severe against the disbelievers
and merciful among themselves, humble toward the
believers, but stern toward the disbelievers. This is
contrasted to those who are subservient to both parties,
like the Christians in front of the disbelievers, or those
who render themselves above the believers like the Jews.
Whenever there came to them a Messenger with what
they themselves did not desire, a group of them they
called liars, and others among them they killed.

Prophecy Six:
In one of his Psalms, Dawud (David, peace be upon him)
said, "In his days shall the righteous flourish; and
abundance of peace so long as the moon endureth. He
shall have dominon also from sea to sea, and from the
river unto the ends of the earth. They that dwell in the
wilderness shall bow before him; and his enemies shall
lick the dust. The kings of Tarshish and of the isles shall
bring presents: the kings of Sheba and Seba shall offer
gifts. Yea, all kings shall fall down before him: all nations
shall serve him. For he shall deliver the needy when he
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crieth; the poor also, and him that hath no helper. He shall
spare the poor and needy, and shall save the souls of the
needy. He shall redeem their souls from deceit and
violence: and precious shall their blood be in his sight.
And he shall live, and to him shall be given of the gold of
Sheba: prayer also shall be made for him continually; and
daily shall he be praised. There shall be a handful of corn
in the earth upon the top of the mountains; the fruit
thereof shall shake like Lebanon: and they of the city shall
flourish like grass of the earth. His name shall endure for
ever: his name shall be continued as long as the sun: and
men shall be blessed in him: all nations shall call him
blessed.” (Psalms, 72:7-17)
These attributes are more applicable to Muhammad and
his nation than to Christ. Muhammad crossed the Roman
sea to reach the Persian one, from rivers like Saihun and
Jaihun (two rivers in Khurasan) to the land of the west. He
(peace be upon him) said, “The land was folded for me
with its East and West, and the dominion of my nation
shall reach that which was folded for me from it.”23
He is prayed for and blessed at all times, in each of the
five prayers and for all other prayers, during which
everyone of his nation says, “O Allah! Bless Muhammad
and the family of Muhammad, and send Your Blessings
upon Muhammad and the Family of Muhammad.” Thus,
he is prayed for and blessed.
He subdued the inhabitants of several isles, such as: the
inhabitants of the Arabian Peninsula, the inhabitants of

23 Recorded by Muslim,
KitabulFitan, vol. 19, hadith no. 2889,
Dawud, Kitabul Fitan, hadith no. 4252, At-Tirmidhy Kitabul Fitan, hadith
no. 21 76, and by Ahmad in his Musnad, vol.
p. 123. They all recorded
it from the narration of ThawbSn.
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the island between the Tigris and the Euphrates, those of
the island of Cyprus, and those of islands of Andalusia.
All the kings of Persia submitted to him, none of them
remained without either embracing Islam or paying the
Jizyah (a head-tax to be paid by non-Muslims when they
are under Muslim control). On the other hand, only some
Roman kings embraced Islam or paid the Jizyah, which
was why the kings of Persia were specifically mentioned
in the above verses.
Thus, the majority of nations that knew him and his nation
either believed in him, submitted hypocritically to him,
had a truce with him or feared him. In addition, he saved
the weak from the tyrants. This is contrasted to Christ, for
neither did he nor any of his successors attain any such
level of dominion He is not prayed for continually during
the nighttime and the daytime, as the Christians claim his
godhood, so they do not pray for him, but rather to him.

Prophecy Seven:
Isaiah said in his prophecy, ’’For thus hath the Lord said
unto me, ‘Go, set a watchman, let him declare what he
seeth. And he saw a chariot with a couple of horsemen, a
chariot of asses, and a chariot of camels; and he
hearkened diligently with much heed: And he cried, A lion:
My lord, I stand continually upon the watchtower in the
daytime, and I am set in my ward whole nights: And,
behold, here cometh a chariot of men, with a couple of
horsemen. And he answered and said, Babylon is fallen,
is fallen; and all the graven images of her gods he hath
broken unto the ground. O my threshing, and the corn of
my floor: that which I have heard of the Lord of hosts, the
God of Israel, have I declared unto you.” (Isaiah, 21:6-10)
The rider of the ass is Christ while the rider of the camel is
Muhammad, (peace be upon him) who is more famous
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regarding riding camels than Christ. Under the leadership
of Muhammad (peace be upon him), Babylon fell.
Prophecy Eight:
Praising Mecca, (may Allah honor it), Isaiah said, ’’Raise
your eyes and look all around you, you will rejoice and be
happy to see the riches of the seas being carried to you
and the nations’ journey for pilgrimage. Until you will be
filled with caravans of camels and your land is insufficient
to accommodate the caravans that are coming to you.
And the people of Sheba will come to you, the sheep of
Paran will be led to you and you will be served by the men
of Ma’rab.”
The last phrase refers to the custodians of the Ka’bah, the
descendents of Ma’rab bin Isma’TI.
These are all attributes specific to Mecca. It is the place to
which the riches of the seas were carried, the nations
journey for pilgrimage, and the sheep of Paran were led
as presents and sacrifices. Paran is the wide desert that
contains Mecca. There, the land was insufficient to
accommodate all the camel caravans that carried many
people and much of their provisions. It received the
people of Sheba, who are the people of Yemen.
Prophecy Nine:
Isaiah said to the Prophet (peace be upon him)
mentioning his name, ”1have made you Muhammad (i.e.,
praiseworthy), O Muhammad, O Lord’s Most Holy! Your
name is there from the beginning of time.”
Can anyone deny the truth after that? Isaiah’s saying that
the name “Muhammad” existed from the beginning of
time agrees with DawOd’s saying that Muhammad’s name
existed before the sun.
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His saying, “O Lord’s Most Holy” means the one whom
the Lord purified and who is thus chosen and cleansed
from the impurities of his human nature.
Prophecy Ten:
Stressing the fact of the seal of prophethood, Isaiah said,
’’For unto us a child is born, unto us a son is given: and
the government snail be upon his shoulder: and his name
shall be called Wonderful, Counsellor, The mighty God,
The everlasting Father, The Prince of Peace. Of the
increase of his government and peace there shall be no
end, upon the throne of David, and upon his kingdom, to
order it, and to establish it with judgment and with justice
from henceforth even forever. The zeal of the Lord of
hosts will perform this.” (Isaiah, 9:6-7)
Thus, Isaiah witnessed the truth of the prophethood of
Muhammad (peace be upon him). Moreover, he
described his features specifically, which including his
mole. Neither Sulaiman (Solomon, peace be upon him)
nor Christ had such a mole. He mentioned him sitting on
the throne of Dawud, (David, peace be upon him) which
indicates that he would inherit the Children of Israel: their
prophethood and rulership.
Prophecy Eleven:
Isaiah described the nation of Muhammad (peace be
upon him), ’’Let the wilderness and the cities thereof lift
up their voices, the villages that Kedar doth inhabit: let the
inhabitants of the rock sing, let them shout from the top of
the mountains. Let them glorify the Lord, and declare
his praise in the islands. The Lord shall go forth as a
mighty man, he shall stir up jealousy like a man of war: he
shall cry, yea, roar; he shall prevail against his enemies.”
(Isaiah, 42:11-13
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It is agreed that Kedar is the son of Isma’TI (Ishmael,
peace be upon him), that RabT’ah anc Mudar are Kedar’s
sons and that Muhammad (peace be upon him) is a
descendent of Mudar. This celebration of Allah’s praise
throughout the land and sea did not occur except after
Muhammad (peace be upon him) was sent. Celebrating
Allah’s praise refers to the five prayers, as the earth was
made a place of worship and a means of purification for
the Muslims. So the five prayers are performed on land
and on sea.
Prophecy Twelve:
Isaiah said, ”We have heard the voice of Muhammad (i.e.,
the Praiseworthy) coming from the ends of the earth.”
Let the people of the Scripture tell us about a prophecy,
which mentions a prophet’s name more explicitly than this
one!
Prophecy Thirteen:
Daniel threatened the Jews and described the nation of
Muhammad (peace be upon him) to them, ’’Allah will
conquer you and will send a prophet from amongst them
and will reveal a book unto them. He will empower them
over you; they will overpower you and guide you to the
truth. The men of Kedar will come out in groups of nations
accompanied by armed angels on white horses. They will
besiege you and your end will be in Hellfire. We seek
refuge with Allah from Hellfire.’’
The men of the tribe of kedar are RabT’ah and Mudar.
Muhammad (peace be upon him) was from Mudar.
Daniel mentioned, “armed angels on white horses.” This
is recurrently related in traditions; the sngels did descend
riding white horses. They descended on the Battle of
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Badr to support the Prophet (peace be upon him) and his
nation, and also on the day of Al-Ahzab (i.e., the battle of
the clans) when they besieged Banu Quraizhah.
Prophecy Fourteen:
Daniel (peace be upon him) mentioned Muhammad by
name saying, ’’Your enemies shall draw in your bows, and
the arrows will be quenched, O Muhammad, by your
command.”
This is an explicit declaration that cannot be refuted, and
if anyone attempts to do so, let him bring another one
whose name is Muhammad, who has arrows to be drawn
and a command that is ever obeyed.
Prophecy Fifteen:
Mentioning the personal features of the Messenger of
Allah (peace be upon him) in the original Torah, Ka‘b
quoted, “Ahmad is My chosen servant. He is neither
severe nor harsh, nor does he raise his voice in markets.
He does not recompense the bad deed with its like, but
pardons and forgives. His birthplace is Mecca, his place
of emigration is Taba and his rule is in Sham (Region
covering Syria, Palastine, Jordan and Lebanon). His
people are those who praise, who praise Allah in every
highland and glorify Him in every lowland, who lower their
gazes and cover the lower half of their bodies. They are
the watchers of the sun, and they announce their athans
up in heaven. Their rows in prayers are the same as
those in Jihad (fighting for the Cause of Allah). They are
monks in the night and lions in the day. They have a
buzzing sound like that of the bees. They perform prayer
whenever it is due, even if on sweepings.”
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Prophecy Sixteen:
John the Disciple said, ’’But the Comforter, which is the
Holy Ghost, whom the Father will send in my name, he
shall teach you ail things, and bring all things to your
remembrance, whatsoever I have said unto you.” (John,
14:26)
John also said, ”lf ye love me, keep my commandments.
And I will pray the Father, and he shall give you another
Comforter, that he may abide with you for ever; Even the
Spirit of truth; whom the world cannot receive, because it
seeth him not, neither knoweth him: but ye know him; for
he dwelleth with you, and shall be in you.” (John,: 14:1517)
He also said, ”He that loveth me not keepeth not my
sayings: and the word which ye hear is not mine, but the
Father's which sent me. These things have I spoken unto
you, being yet present with you. But the Comforter, which
is the Holy Ghost, whom the Father will send in my name,
he shall teach you all things, and bring all things to your
remembrance, whatsoever I have said unto you. Peace I
leave with you, my peace I give unto you: not as the world
giveth, give I unto you. Let not your heart be troubled,
neither let it be afraid. Ye have heard how I said unto you,
I go away, and come again unto you. If ye loved me, ye
would rejoice, because I said, I go unto the Father: for my
Father is greater than I. And now I have told you before it
come to pass, that, when it is come to pass, ye might
believe.” (John, 14:24-29)
He also said, ’’When the Comforter whom my Father sent
comes, he shall witness for me. I have said this to you, so
that when he comes, you should believe in him and never
doubt him.”
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And then he said, "Nevertheless I tell you the truth; It is
expedient for you that I go away: for if I go not away, the
Comforter will not come unto you; but if I depart, I will
send him unto you. And when he is come, he will reprove
the world of sin, and of righteousness, and of judgment: of
sin, because they believe not on me; of righteousness,
because I go to my Father, and ye see me no more; of
judgment, because the prince of this world is judged. I
have yet many things to say unto you, but ye cannot bear
them now. Howbeit when he, the Spirit of truth, is come,
he will guide you unto all truth: for he shall not speak of
himself; but whatsoever he shall hear, that shall he speak:
and he will show you things to come. He shall glorify me:
for he shall receive of mine, and shall shew it unto you.”
(John, 16:7-14)
John reported that Christ said, “The Prince of the world
shall come, and nothing is for me.”
Matthew the Disciple said, "When the lord of the vineyard
cometh, what will he do unto those husbandmen? They
say unto him, He will miserably destroy those wicked
men, and will let out his vineyard unto other husbandmen,
which shall render him the fruits in their seasons. Jesus
saith unto them, did ye never read in the scriptures, the
stone which the builders rejected, the same is become the
head of the corner: this is the Lord's doing, and it is
marvellous in our eyes. Therefore say I unto you, the
kingdom of God shall be taken from you, and given to a
nation bringing forth the fruits thereof. And whosoever
shall fall on this stone shall be broken: but on
whomsoever it shall fall, it will grind him to powder. And
when the chief priests and Pharisees heard his parables,
they perceived that he spoke of them. But when they
sought to lay hands on him, they feared the multitude,
because they took him for a prophet.” (Matt, 21:40-46)
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Christians differed regarding the word “Comforter.”
Some of them said that it was a spirit, which descended
upon the Disciples, while others said that it was flames of
a fire that descended upon them from heaven, which
performed wonders and miracles. That was why those
who knew well the conditions of the Christians clarified
the matter by saying that none of the Christians were able
to provide plausible evidence to prove the coming of this
Comforter.
Other Christians claimed that the Comforter is Christ
himself, as he came forty days after his crucifixion. He
also rose from his grave. But interpreting the Comforter as
being a spirit is false and interpreting it as Christ is even
falser. The Holy Spirit, which is JibrTI (Gabriel), continued
to descend upon the prophets before and after Christ.
This is a fact upon which the people of the Scripture
agree. Moreover, the Holy Spirit was not described as
above. Thus, the Comforter is an entity other than the
Spirit by which prophets and pious people continued to be
supported. So, Christ prophesied concerning someone
greater than that, who will come after him. In addition, he
described the Comforter with characteristics that were not
applicable to the Holy Spirit, but rather to a man who
would be like him, as he said, “If ye love me, keep my
commandments. And I will pray the Father, and he shall
give you another Comforter, that he may abide with you
for ever.” (John, 14:15)
The phrase, “another comforter” denotes that there was
one before him. There was no other extraordinary being
than Christ in his lifetime, during which no spirit
descended upon any of his people. Thus, the one who
would come after him should be like himHe said, “that he
may abide with you for ever” so, that means that he will
stay with mankind until the end of time. It is understand
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that this does not mean his actual physical presence, but
rather the existence and execution of his laws and
commands. Thus, the law and religion of the first
Comforter will not remain forever. This indicates that the
law and religion of the second will not be abrogated,
unlike those of the first. This applies perfectly to
Muhammad (peace be upon him).
Christ also said that this Comforter will witness for him,
teach people everything, remind them of all that Christ
said and reprove them of sins. He said, “But the
Comforter, which is the Holy Ghost, whom the Father will
send in my name, he shall teach you all things, and bring
all things to your remembrance, whatsoever I have said
unto you.” (John, 14:26)
He also said, “When the Comforter whom my Father sent
comes, he shall witness for me. I have said this to you, so
that when he comes, you should believe in him and never
doubt him.”
And he said, “It is expedient for you that I go away: for if I
go not away, the Comforter will not come unto you; but if I
depart, I will send him unto you. And when he is come, he
will reprove the world of sin, and of righteousness, and of
judgment: of sin, because they believe not on me; of
righteousness, because I go to my Father, and ye see me
no more; of judgment, because the prince of this world is
judged. I have yet many things to say unto you, but ye
cannot bear them now. Howbeit when he, the Spirit of
truth, is come, he will guide you unto all truth: for he shall
not speak of himself; but whatsoever he shall hear, that
shall he speak: and he will show you things to come. He
shall glorify me: for he shall receive of mine, and shall
show it unto you.” (John, 16:7-14)
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These descriptions and attributes conveyed by Christ
about the Comforter do not apply to something that is
found in the hearts of some people, which can neither be
seen nor heard (i.e., a spirit). They are rather applicable
to a tangible being that can be seen and heard by people;
a person who will witness for Christ, teach people
everything, remind them of what Christ said, reprimand
them because of committing sins and guide people to the
truth. This person does not speak of himself, but rather
conveys what he hears and he explains to people the
truth about the Lord of the Universe.
This being can neither be an angel, which no body can
see, nor can it be guidance or knowledge, which is found
in the hearts and minds of some people. He cannot be
any other being except a great human being, who will
speak to people with that which Christ conveyed to them
previously. He cannot be anything other than a human
Messenger, who is greater than Christ; as Christ made it
clear that the other Comforter would be capable of things
he himself was not, such as conveying great matters to
people s of which the minds of his people could not
conceive, being aware of matters about which Christ had
knowledge and telling about all that would come and of
the praise the Lord deserved. Christ said, “ I have yet
many things to say unto you, but ye cannot bear them
now. Howbeit when he, the Spirit of truth, is come, he will
guide you unto all truth: for he shall not speak of himself;
but whatsoever he shall hear, that shall he speak: and he
will show you things to come. He shall glorify me: for he
shall receive of mine, and shall show it unto you.” (John,
1 6 :1 2 -1 4 )

These attributes can only be verified in Muhammad
(peace be upon him). Conveying detailed information
about Allah, His Attributes, His Angels, His Kingdom, and
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what He prepared in Paradise for His pious worshippers
and in Hellfire for His enemies, is a matter that cannot be
conceived by the minds of most people. That was why
Christ said to them, “ I have yet many things to say unto
you, but ye cannot bear them now.” (John, 16:12) He was
so honest and truthful with his followers. Thus, concerning
the Attributes of Allah, the description of His Kingdom,
and the Hereafter, the Bible only contains some brief
information. The Torah also contains brief information
about the Last Day, but Musa (Moses, peace be upon
him) paved the way for Christ by mentioning the matter.
In spite of that, Christ said, “I have yet many things to say
unto you, but ye cannot bear them now. Howbeit when
he, the Spirit of truth, is come, he will guide you into ail
truth: for he shall not speak of himself; but whatsoever he
shall hear, that shall he speak: and he will show you
things to come. He shall glorify me: for he shall receive of
mine, and shall show it unto you.” (John, 16:12-14)
The above verses indicate that the Comforter would do
this, not Christ. That was exactly what Muhammad (peace
be upon him) did. as he guided humanity to the truth.
Through him, Allah perfected His religion and His
Blessing on mankind. He was the last of the Prophets, so
there was nothing left for another prophet after him to
convey. Muhammad (peace be upon him) informed
mankind about all the Portents of the Hour; the
Resurrection; Reckoning; the Straight Pth ; weighing of
deeds; Paradise and the various blessings therein; and
Hellfire and the different ways of torment therein. The
Qur’an contains a great deal of information about the
Hereafter, Paradise, Hellfire, and the like, which are
neither found in the Torah nor in the Bible. That is a
verification of Christ’s statement, “and he will show you
things to come.”
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Muhammad (peace be upon him) conveyed a great deal
of information about what would occur in the future, in a
manner which none of the prophets before him ever did,
not to mention the Disciples.
Christ also said that the Comforter would inform people
about their Lord. This includes speaking about His
Names, Attributes, Books and Messengers, so that with
which he comes should be comprehensive enough to
include all that the Lord deserves. None has come with
such things except Muhammad, for the Book and
wisdom revealed to him inciude all these things.
It is known that what was revealed to the Disciples did not
contain all of this, half of it, or even one third of it. The
message of Christ was far greater than what the Disciples
came with and this second Comforter came with a greater
message than that of Christ.
As well as this, Christ said, "When the Comforter whom
my Father sent comes, he shall witness for me. I have
said this to you, so that when he comes, you should
believe in him and never doubt him.”
He clarified the point that he said about him, so that you
believe in him when he comes, not to doubt him. and
added that he would testify for Christ.
. Allah says,
ijv .
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which means, "And (remember) when isa (Jesus), son of
Maryam (Mary), said: 'O Children of Israel! I am the
Messenger of Allah unto you confirming the Tawrah
[(Torah) which came] before me, and giving glad tidings of
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a Messenger to come after me, whose name shall be
Ahmed.” (As-Saff, 61: 6)
He said that this Comforter would reprove the world of
sin while none but Muhammad has reproved the whole
world of sin. He warned all people and reproved them of
sins such as disbelief, wickedness, and disobedience. He
reproved all the disbelievers whether among Arabs,
Turks, or others. He reproved the Magi at a time when
their kingdom was the greatest. He also reproved the
Jews and the Christians.
He pointed out that he does not speak of his own accord,
but that he speaks what he hears. This means that all of
his words are revealed to him and are not something that
he learned from people or deduced by himself. This is the
unique feature of Muhammad (peace be upon him), for
both Christ and the previous prophets learned from their
people, as well as having knowledge revealed to them.
Muhammad (peace be upon him) said nothing except
what was revealed to him, for he was a conveyer of the
message. Allah says to him,
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which means, ’’Proclaim (the Message) which has been
sent down to you from your Lord. And if you do not, then
you have not conveyed His Message. Allah will protect
you from mankind.’’ (Al-Ma'idah, 5: 67)
Allah guaranteed His Protection for Muhammad (peace
be upon him) if he conveyed the message. So, he guided
people to the Truth and conveyed to them that which
none of the previous prophets could convey for fear of
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to Christ and

Christ said that he did not tell them all that he had to say,
as they could not bear it at that time. They acknowledged
that he feared them when he told them about the truth.
Allah supported Muhammad in a way that was never done
with any previous prophet. He protected him from
mankind so that he would never be afraid to say
anything. He bestowed revelation and knowledge upon
him that were not given to anyone before.
The book (Qur'an) sent to Muhammad (peace be upon
him) is full of revelation concerning the unseen, which has
not been mentioned in any other book.
He supported his nation in order to bear the weight of the
Qur'an. They were not like the people of the Torah who
were entrusted with it but failed in this obligation or like
the people of the Bible to whom Christ said, ”1 have yet
many things to say unto you, but ye cannot bear them
now.” (John, 16:12)
There is no doubt that the nation of Muhammad is better
in reason, greater in faith, and fuller in belief than other
nations.
Christ also said that this Comforter would testify in his
favor, teach people everything, and remind them of
Christ's words. It is known that this would not happen
unless all mankind listened to this testimony not just to a
few people.
No one has ever testified for Christ in front of all mankind
except Muhammad (peace be upon him), for he made
known all the truth about Christ and testified that he was
an honest messenger. Most people listened to him and
knew that he believed in Christ and exalted him above the
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claims of the Jews and the falsehood of the Christians,
and knew that he testified for him Truthfully.
That is why when Negus heard from the Companions
what Muhammad said about Christ, he said to them, ”'Tsa
never preached anything more than what you said even to
the size of this stick.”
Allah made the nation of Muhammad witnesses over
mankind with what they knew of the Truth, for they are
just and would never testify to falsehood. The witness
must always be just unlike him who transgresses in his
witness by adding or deleting something. This is like the
witness of the Jews and the Christians.
Furthermore, assuming that Farqlit (the Syriac word for
Comforter) means "the oft-praising one", "the praising
one", "praise" or "consoler", such qualities are proven to
apply to Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him). For
both Prophet Muhammad and his nation are known for
praising Allah at all times, and when their condition is
good or bad. Also, Prophet Muhammad is the carrier of
the banner of praise, and he used to celebrate the praises
of Allah at the commencement of his speeches and
prayers.
For being "oft-praising” of Allah, he was similarly
rewarded in his name as he was called Muhammad and
Ahmad, which both mean "the praiseworthy."
Some people say that the meaning of the word Farqlit is
the Consoler. There was no prophet who consoled the
monotheists like Muhammad did. That is why he is more
entitled to this name than any other person.
Some say it means "the savior" which is also clearly
applicable to him. Christ was the first savior as was
mentioned in the Bible. It is known by Christians that
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Christ was named the Savior. Thus, Christ (peace be
upon him) was the first Comforter and he gave the glad
tidings of another Comforter. He said, "And I will pray the
Father, and he shall give you another Comforter, that he
may abide with you for ever.” (John, 14:16)
This is another Comforter, who will abide forever with
them while Christ was the first Comforter.
No one ever called that which is revealed in the hearts, a
savior or comforter. The words of Christ must only be
interpreted in their own language and the common
meanings of the language in which it was said. The same
applies to all prophets and callers to the truth. This other
Comforter is said to abide with them forever.
Muhammad is the Comforter who came with a law, which
stays forever and is not abrogated.
It is also mentioned in the Bible in the Book of John that
Christ said, ’’The Prince of the world shall come, and
nothing is for me.”
The word ’Prince’ in the Syriac language means one of
high esteem. They used to say that Christ is the Prince of
Devils meaning that he is the greatest of them all. This is
a lie from the Jews concerning Christ.
When Christ says, "The Prince of the world,” he means
the greatest person in the world and its chief.
Christ anticipated his coming, which eliminates the
possibility of the person being Christ or someone like
him. No one has come after Christ and has been obeyed
by the whole world like than Muhammad (peace be upon
him). This is among the glad tidings Christ gave of the
coming of Muhammad (peace be upon him).
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He also named some prophets of which they had no
knowledge like Hud, Salih,, Shu'aib (peace be upon them)
and others.
Muhammad (peace be upon him) agreed with Christ that
he was the Prince of the world. He said, ”1am the master
of all the sons of Adam (mankind) with no pride (for it was
a privilege bestowed by Allah) and I have in my hand the
banner of praise with no pride...and I am the first one for
whom the earth will split asunder, with no pride.”24
He is the one with the banner of praise and with AlMaqam AI-MahmOd (the highest degree in Paradise) for
which the first and later generations will envy him on the
Day of Resurrection. He is really the master of the world.
This coincides with what Christ said about him. He is the
prince of the later generations in this world and in the
hereafter and he is the prince of the first and later
generations in the hereafter.
The Statement of Chrsit, ’’The Prince of the world shall
come, and nothing is for me,” includes both assertions;
asserting that he is a messenger and asserting
monotheism and that all matters are in the Hands of Allah.
This verifies that there is no god but Allah and that
Muhammad is the Messenger of Allah.
The statement of Christ, ’’And nothing is for me,” indicates
that he has no godly attributes. This refutation applies to
all creatures. Allah, the Exalted, says to Muhammad,

which means, ’’Not for you (O Muhammad, but for Allah)
is the decision." (Al-1Imran, 3: 128)
24 Recorded by At-Tirmidhy, Tafstr Al-Qur'an, hadith no. 3148 and he
said, "It is an authentic hadith;" and by Ahmad, vol. 3, p. 2.
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He, the Almighty also says,
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which means, "Say (O Muhammad): 'I possess no power
of benefit or hurt to myself except as Allah wills.’” (Al-A'raf,
7: 188)
In the prophecy of Isaiah, he described Muhammad as
the Prince of peace. Peace and Islam come from the
same root linguistically. Thus, it is clear that he is the
master of the religion of Islam.
There is no doubt that all the prophets we re sent with
Islam, but this religion was not known or spread on earth
through any of them, as it was for Muhammad, who is the
Prince of Islam just as Satan is the Prince of evil. Allah
says that Nuh (Noah, peace be upon him) said,
*
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which means, “O my people, if my stay (with you), and my
reminding (you) of the Ayaf (proofs, evidences, verses,
lessons, signs, revelations, etc.) of Allah is hard on you,
then I put my trust in Allah. So devise your plot, you and
your partners, and let not your plot be in doubt for you.
Then pass your sentence on me and give me no respite.
But if you turn away [from accepting my doctrine of
Islamic Monotheism, i.e. to worship none but Allah], then
no reward have I asked of you, my reward is only from
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Allah, and I have been commanded to be one
Muslims (those who submit to Allah's Will)." (Yunus, 10:
71-72)
This is Nuh, the first Prophet sent to the people of the
earth, mentioning that he was commanded to be one of
the Muslims.
The Exalted says that Ibrahim (Abraham) said,
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which means, “And who turns away from the religion of
Ibrahim (Abraham) (i.e. Islamic Monotheism) except him
who befools himself? Truly, We chose him in this world
and verily, in the Hereafter he will be among the
righteous. When his Lord said to him, "Submit (i.e. be a
Muslim)!" He said, "I have submitted myself (as a Muslim)
to the Lord of the ’Alamm (mankind, jinn and all that
exists)." And this (submission to Allah, Islam) was
enjoined by Ibrahim (Abraham) upon his sons and by
Ya’qDb (Jacob), (saying), "0 my sons! Allah has chosen
for you the (true) religion, then die not except in the Faith
of Islam (as Muslims - Islamic Monotheism)." (Al-Baqarah,
2: 130-132)
Allah says that Musa (Moses) said,
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which means, “And Musa (Moses) said, ‘O my people! If
you have believed in Allah, then put your trust in Him if
you are Muslims (those who submit to Allah's Will).’”
(Yunus, 10: 84)
Allah says that Bilqis said,
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which means, “My Lord! Verily, I have wronged myself,
and I submit (in Islam, together with Sulaiman (Solomon),
to Allah, the Lord of the ’Alamin (mankind, jinn and all that
exists)." (An-Naml, 27: 44)
When the sorcerers embraced Islam, Fir'awn (Pharaoh)
wanted to kill them, so they said (as Allah mentions),
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which means, “Our Lord! Pour out on us patience, and
cause us to die as Muslims." (Al-A'raf, 7: 126)
Allah, the Almighty also says,
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which means, “Verily, We did send down the Tawrah
(Torah) [to Musa (Moses)], therein was guidance and
light, by which the Prophets, who submitted themselves to
Allah's Will, judged the Jews.” (Al-Ma’idah, 5: 44)
And says,
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which means, “And when I (Allah) put in the hearts of Al~
Hawariyyfn (the disciples) [of 'Isa (Jesus)] to believe in Me
and My Messenger, they said: "We believe. And bear
witness that we are Muslims." (Al-Ma’idah, 5: 111)
He, the Almighty also says,
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which means, “Then when Isa (Jesus) came to know of
their disbelief, he said: "Who will be my helpers in Allah's
Cause?"
Al-Hawariun(the disciples) said: "We are the
helpers of Allah; we believe in Allah, and bear witness
that we are Muslims (i.e. we submit to Allah). Our Lord!
We believe in what You have sent down, and we follow
the Messenger [’Isa (Jesus)]; so write us down among
those who bear witness (to the truth i.e. La ilaha ill-Allah none has the right to be worshipped but Allah).’” (Al'Imran, 3: 52-53)

